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Why Assemble, Mount and 
Calibrate a Pot and Dial... 

e 

(0 3 6 - 1 

When you can 
simply insert a Knobpot® 
potentiometer into your panel? 
No assembly, no calibration . . . saves you 
time and money with no hassle. Knobpot 
potentiometers are integrally designed 10-turn 
wirewound pot/dial components that are 
preassembled and prephased at the factory. 
Attractive, rugged and accurate, they're easy to 
install, require less front panel space than most dials 
alone, and are available with either digital or clockface 
readouts. A recent product upgrade provides improved 
reliability, positive lens retention and smoother rotational 
torque. Four different models to fit your front panel needs: 

Digital Readout Clockface Readout 
3610 3650 3600 3640 

Diameter 1 1‘4 " 34. 114 
Standard Resistance 
Range (Ohms) 
Resistance Tolerance 
Repeatability 
(Voltage Ratio) 
Power Rating 
(25 C) 
Rotational Life 
(Revolutions) 50.000 
Mounting Style Snap-in 

Save time . . . save money . . . save space. Specify Knobpot potentiometers 
— built only by Boums. They're in stock now at your local Boums distributor 
and available for immediate installation. Call your local Boums representative 
or distributor for more information and for your new 52 page PP-1 Precision 
Potentiometer catalog. 
PRECISIONS DIVISION, BOURNS, INC., 1200 Columbia Avenue, Riverside, CA 92507. 
Ph: 714 781-5122 TWX: 910 332-1252. 

European Headquarters: Boums AG, Zugerstrasse 74 6340 Baar, Switzerland. Ph: 042 33 33 33. Telex: 78722. 

100-100K 100-500K 100-100K 100-500K 
+5% +3% +5% +3% 

0.1% +0.05% 0.1% +0.05% 

1.5w 2.5w 1.5w 2.5w 

100.000 100,000 100.000 
Recessed Cup Bushing Bushing 
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The last word in resistive componente 
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For Immediate Application—Circle 120 For Future Application—Circle 220 



offlogionomiwbe..»..».fiV OEM's can 
draw hkjh quality graphics 

even when the bottom line is price. 
Graphics gives you the best way to analyze and communi-
cate data. But cost has been keeping it out of the picture for 
many OEM systems. That's why Hewlett-Packard is offer-
ing the new Model 7225A Graphics Plotter. 
The price: $1913 (domestic USA price with 17602A gen-

eral purpose "personality" module), in quantities of five. 
With further OEM discounts from there. 

HP's versatile 7225A converts the output of processor 
based systems into high quality charts and graphs in any 
size up to 81/2 x 11" (A4). A wide selection of plug-in "per-
sonality modules" lets you adapt the plotter to suit your 
needs. Different modules determine interface hardware, 
language, and capabilities such as internal character sets, 
axis generation, labeling and scaling. 
Simple linear stepping motors eliminate many moving 

parts to assure reliability. Visually smooth, high resolution 
ink lines of any length and angle are generated-, requiring 
only end point data. 
And you give your customers the confidence of Hewlett-

Packard's worldwide service network. 
So if you want high quality graphics but you draw the line 

at price, look into the Model 7225A Graphics Plotter. For a 
detailed 24-page OEM brochure, contact Greg Diehl at 
Hewlett-Packard 16399 West Bernardo Drive, San Diego, 
CA 92127; (714) 487-4100. 11901 

HEWLETT 
PACKARD 

Plug-in "personality modules" customize the plotter for you. 
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Let Mini-Circuits' 
RF TRANSFORMERS 
Do Your Matching! 

10 kHz 800 MHz 
...from 2.95 

t.; 

(Actual size) 

Models T, TH (Pla>ti(- -a›e) 

(0 300" sq • 0 230" high) 

(Actual size) 

Model TMO (Metal ('ase) 

(BOO" L • .230" w • .255 - h 

CENTER TAPPED DC ISOLATED I 
PRIMARY & SECONDARY 

Model Imped Freq Price 
No ratio (MHz) (1049) 

11 IT 1 .05.200 $3 95 
TMOI IT 1 .05.200 $6 45 
12 IT 2 .07 200 $4 25 
¡MO? IT 2 .07 200 $6 75 
T2 5 61 25 .01100 $4 25 
¡MO? 5-6T 25 .01 100 $6 75 
13 IT 3 .05-250 $3 95 
TMO3 IT 3 .05250 $6 45 
14 1 4 .2 350 $2 95 
TMO4 I 4 .2-350 $4 95 

514-1H 4 8 350 $4 95 
15 11 5 .3.300 $4 25 
TMO5 IT 5 .3300 $6 75 
T 13 IT 13 .3120 $4 25 
TM013 IT 13 .3120 $6 75 

DC ISOLATED PRIMARY • 
8 SECONDARY 

Model Imped Freq Price 
No ratio (MHz) 110-491 

Ti 1 I .15 400 $2 95 
TMOI I 1 .15-400 $4 95 

• TI IH 1 8.300 $4 95 
T 1 5-1 1.5 .1300 S3 95 
TMOI 5-1 1.5 .1300 $6 75 
1256 2.5 .01-100 $3 95 
Th102 5-6 2.5 .01 100 $6 45 
Tit 6 4 .02200 $3 95 
TM04-6 4 .02 200 $6 45 
T91 9 .15200 $3 45 
¡M09 -I 9 .15200 $6 45 

•19-1H 9 2-90 $5 45 
116-I 16 .3 120 $3 95 
TA1016.1 16 .3120 $6 45 

5116-1H 16 785 $5 95 

• Up to 100mA DC without saturation 

UNBALANCED PRIMARY 
S. SECONDARY 

Model Imped. Freq. Price 
No ratio (MHz) (1049) 
T2 1 2 .025.600 $3 45 
1/102.1 2 .025-600 $5 95 
T3 I 3 .5-800 $4 25 
9103-1 3 .5-800 $6 95 
T1-2 4 .2.600 $3 45 
1M04.2 4 .2-600 $5 95 
18 1 8 .15-250 $3 45 
TM08-1 3 .15-250 $5 95 
114.1 14 .2.150 $4 25 
TM014.1 :4 .2-150 $6 75 

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION. COMPLETE SPECIFICATIONS. AND 
PERFORMANCE CURVES. REFER TO 1979-80 MICROWAVES PRODUCT 
DATA DIRECTORY pes 161 to 368 or 1979 ELM 2770 to 2974 

It's easy to transform 
impedance and reduce VSWR. 

Chose from 40 models, 12.5 to 800 
ohms, 10 kHz to 800 MHz, ultra- low 
distortion (H models) balanced, unbalanced 
and center-tapped . . . immediate 
delivery . . . at prices that can't be 
matched, starting at S 2. 95 

World's largest manufacturer of Double-Balanced Mixers 

1;1 Mini-Circuits 
MINI-CIRCUITS LABORATORY 

Components Corp 

2625 East 14th Street Bklyn. New York 11235 (212) 769-0200 

Domestic and International Telex 125460 International Telex 620156 
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119 Technical Articles 

SOLID STATE 

CAD pits semicustom chips against standard slices, 119 
COMMUNICATIONS 

Making a data terminal out of the Touch-Tone telephone, 124 
SPECIAL REPORT 

Development system nets: the last link in automated manufacturing, 134 
MICROCOMPUTERS 

N-MOS hurls 4-bit family into 8-bit orbit, 145 
COMPONENTS 

Isolator stretches the bandwidth of two-transformer design, 151 
DESIGNER'S CASEBOOK: 130 

ENGINEER'S NOTEBOOK: 162 

43 Electronics Review 

SOLID STATE: IC generates phoneme-based speech, 43 
Laser annealing expands polysilicon's horizons, 44 
Polysilicon crunch moves further off, 44 

PACKAGING: Space-saving chip-carriers stepping into 
production role, 45 

COMPONENTS: Power MOS FET design elongates p 
region for faster switching, 46 

Switching power supply shrinks by using MOS FETs, 46 
BUSINESS SYSTEMS: Joint computer design fights 
obsolescence, 48 

SOLID STATE: Toshiba starts IC production in U. S., 50 

PRODUCTION: Process tweak speeds additive plating of 
printed-circuit boards, 50 

INFORMATION PROCESSING: Standards group plays 
Ethernet down, 52 

SOFTWARE: Pascal popularizer turns to DOD's Ada, 54 
COMMUNICATIONS: Bell installs a long-wavelength 

fiber-optic system, 59 

CONSUMER: Zenith designs teletext hardware, 59 

73 Electronics International 

JAPAN: Magnetic field breeds Skylab-like 
semiconductors, 83 

CANADA: Signal processor to pick up SOSs via satellite 
system, 84 

WEST GERMANY: Optical-character-recognition scanner 
applies for supermarket job, 86 

Lamp aids analysis of still purer alloys, 88 
ITALY: Microcomputer net is ultimate thermostat, 88 

95 Probing the News 

WORD PROCESSING: IBM ups the ante for its 
competitors, 95 

CONSUMER: Hand-held computers brighten a generally 
gloomy show, 99 

DATA COMMUNICATIONS: Can software do the 
data-encryption job? 102 

CAREERS: R&D unites companies, colleges, 104 
GOVERNMENT: Federal policies stall IC startups, 108 

175 New Products 

IN THE SPOTLIGHT: 16-K RAM accesses in 70 ns, 175 
SOFTWARE: Concurrent Pascal reaches chip !eve 183 
INSTRUMENTS: Active filter has dc to audio uses, 194 
POWER SUPPLIES: Dc-dc units fit in 24-pin DIPs, 206 
COMPUTERS: Mainframe vies with IBM 4300, 210 
DATA ACQUISITION: 8-bit converter has 16 pins, 214 
INDUSTRIAL: Tape system aids minicomputers, 218 
MATERIALS: 222 

Departments 
Highlights, 4 

Publisher's letter, 6 
Readers' comments, 8 
News update, 12 
People, 14 
Editorial, 24 
In my opinion, 26 
Meetings, 32 

Electronics newsletter, 

Washington newsletter, 65 
International newsletter, 73 

Engineer's newsletter, 166 
Products newsletter, 225 

Services 
Reprints available, 208 

Employment opportunities, 226 
39 Reader service card, 239 
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Highlights 
Cover: CAD puts a fast finish on semicustom C-MOS logic, 119 

Coming rapidly into favor for applications requiring more than 1,000 or so 
copies of a digital circuit are large-scale master-slice chips that can be 
customized in three months or less by computer-aided design of the final 
metalization layer. Master slices are made with several technologies, but at 
present complementary mos offers a compelling combination of speed, 
packing density, and low power consumption. 

Cover illustration is by Art Director Fred Sklenar. 

Intelligent terminal in briefcase arrives amid consumer unease, 99 

The hand-held stand-alone central processor with keyboard, liquid-crystal 
display, and 500 bytes of user memory mates with a modem, memory 
modules, tape drive, and printer—and it all fits in one briefcase, a complete 
intelligent terminal aimed at traveling businessmen. At the generally down-
beat Chicago consumer electronics show, personal computer makers say they 
feel no threat from the intriguing Japanese entry. 

Chip set detects and decodes data from remote telephone, 124 

A dual-tone multiple-frequency receiver on two ics makes it possible for a 
microcomputer system to receive data or control commands from a Touch-
Tone telephone anywhere. The chips will first be used in phone systems, but 
may control processors in the home or office of the future. 

Nets will link management, design, production, testing, and field, 134 

Networks designed for microprocessor development systems are beginning to 
spread throughout the increasingly automated process of manufacturing 
electronic products, according to this forward-looking special report. Access 
to shared central files, including design specifications and tools for manage-
ment, simulation, and testing, should help a company get a bug-free product 
to market faster and then help support it once in service. 

15-kHz bandwidth comes to stable and linear isolation method, 151 

Of the most widely used methods of electrically isolating analog signals, 
amplifier designs using two transformers are noted for their low drift and 
high linearity, but have taken a back seat in terms of bandwidth. Now a 
wideband two-transformer isolator makes this technique useful in motor-
control, medical, and other applications. 

. . . and in the next issue 

A special report on data converters . . . packaging integrated circuits to 
prevent static-discharge damage . . . a special version of a one-chip micro-
computer solves tough test problems . . . three-chip partitioning of mini-
computer-emulating processor allows microstore expansion. 
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Hotline to your PDP-11 

Able deals a powerful data-communications hand 

We've moved 
well into data 
communica-
tions and 
already have a 
fist full of 
cards that sell 
for less than 
the competi-
tion but do a 
lot more. They 
all will save 
you space, 
power, bus 
loading and 
money while 
giving better 
performance, 
reliability, 
flexibility, and 
convenience. Take a 
facts, then decide for yourself. 

DMAX/16" 
116-LINE DHI I REPLACEMENT) 

INSTALLS IN: Chaff DHI I space. DATA RATES: 
All standard baud rates plus I9.2K baud and ont-
user programmable rate 116 baud rates). PROCES-
SING ADVANTAGES: Word transfers tin lieu of 
byte DMA) cut processing overhead by half! OPER-
ATING MODES: Full or half duplex with full mo-
dem control via DM/16 option. CAPACITY: Up to 
256 lines on a single PDP-I 1 at 2 bus loads per 16-lines. 

QUADRASYNC/B-
N-LINE DI.11 REPLACEMEN'F 

INSTALLS IN: I SPC slot, 4 lines at I bus load. 
DATA RATES: 7 selectable rates for any of the 4 
lines 1150-96001. ELECTRICAL: RIA standard 
RS232C )Modem control not supported). VECTOR/ 
ADDRESS SELECTION: Vector and address val-
ues to be set on Imundaries of 00. to 40.. 16 continu-
ous word address for Vector or Address. 

QUADRASYNC/C " 
14-LINE 1)1.11 REPLACEMENT, CI.) 

INSTALLS IN: I SPC slot. 4 lines at I bus load. 
DATA RATES:7 selectable rates for any of the 4 
lines t1511-96(N11. ELECTRICAL:20MA current 
loop 1Send: Receive). VECTOR/ADDRESS 
SELECTION: Vector and address values to be 
set on boundaries of 00. to 40.. 16 continuous 
word address for Vector or Address. 

look at the 

QUA DRASYNC/E' 
14-LINE 131.11-E REPLACEMENT) 

INSTALLS IN: 1 SPC slot, 4 lines al I bus load. 
DATA RATES: 7 selectable rates for any of the 4 
lines 1150-9600). ELECTRICAL RIA standard RS-
232C with modem control. VECTOR/ADDRESS 
SELECTION: 16 continuous word address for Vec-
boundary. tor or Address—starting values selected on any 

Q[1 CALL ' 

INSTALLS IN I: SPC slot. 4 lines at 1 bus load. 
PERFORMANCE: Interfaces up to 4 Hell 801 ACU's 
with Unibus forautodiallink-upti.INPUT/OUTPM 
ri-input signals from ACU are handled by RIA R S-

232 receivers- 6-output signals are transmitted using 
RIA RS232 drivers. VECTOR ADDRESS SELEC-

by use of pencil switches. TION: Allows selection of device address and vet-tor 

14-1.11,1 DNI I REPLACEMENT) 

18. 16.24 or 32-LINE DVI I REPLACEMENT) 

INSTALLS INK half DV11 space providing byte pro-
tocol handling for scric.'asyne communications such 
as DEC DDMCP. IHM 13ISYNC. etc. OPERATING 
• ADVANTAGE: User may mix sync and aaync 

lines in combinations Of 4 or 8 lines by on-
board switch selection with modem control. 

Fully software compatible with all DV11 
performance features. 

Along with our 
powerful com-

munication 
package and 

world-wide prod-
uct support we 

have a complete 
selection of cache 
buffer memories, 

Fastbus memories, 
DMA interfaces, 

PDP-11 bus repeat-
Dv/i6 ers and LSI Q-bus 

adaptors. Write for 
details. You'll find 

out why our 
customers consider 

us the leader among 
manufacturers of 

PDP enhancements. 
Able Computer. 1751 Langley 

Avenue. Irvine, California 92714. 
(714) 979-7030. 

TWX 910-595-1729. Able, 
the computer 

experts 
PDP, LSI, UNIBUS, FASTBUS are registered 
trademarks of Digital Equipment Corporation. 
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Now... 
the only 
RF power 

amplifier you 
may ever need. 

The new ENI 550L 
delivers 50W, 1.5-400 MHz. 

This single unit is so incredibly 
versatile it can replace several 
you may be using now. And you 
may never need another. It's an 

extremely broadband high 
power, solid state, Class A linear 
amplifier. It's rated at 50W from 
15-400 MHz But it can provide 
100 Watts from 15-220 MHz 
All you need with the 550L is 
any standard signal or sweep 
generator and you've got the 

ultimate in linear power for such 
applications as RFI/EMI testing, 

NMR, RF Transmission, 
ultrasonics and more 

And, like all ENI power ampli-
fiers, the 550L features uncon-
ditional stability, instantaneous 
failsafe provisions, and absolute 

protection from overloads 
and transients 

The 550L represents the pinnacle 
in RF power versatility There's 

nothing like it commerciallyavail-
able anywhere' And it may be 
the only RF power amplifier 

you ever need 
For more information, a demon-
stration, or a full line catalog, 
please contact us at ENI, 3000 
Winton Road South, Rochester, 
NY 14623. Call 716/473-6900, or 

telex 97-8283 ENI ROC 

ENI 
The advanced 
design line of 
power amplifiers 

Publisher's letter 

por Joseph Kroeger, a period 
between jobs back in 1974 may 

turn out to have been highly impor-
tant to his future work. It was then 
that he participated in the develop-
ment of a gate array as a favor for a 
friend who was the president of 
International Microcircuits Inc. in 
Santa Clara, Calif. 

That array turned out to be iml's 
first master-slice device. Kroeger 
thereafter went to work for Ad-
vanced Micro Devices and had noth-
ing to do with master-slice technolo-
gy until this year, when he moved to 
International Microcircuits as appli-
cations manager. In the cover article 
starting on page 119, Kroeger and 
Orhan Tozun, design engineering 
manager for ¡MI, describe the trade-
offs involved in applying these semi-
custom integrated circuits. 
What changes have taken place 

since Kroeger first became involved 
with master-slice technology? "The 
differences are like night and day," 
he states. 

First, all layouts are done by com-
puter instead of by hand. Second, 
the number of products and their 
applications is much broader now. 
Third, the technology has advanced 
in density and performance. And 
fourth, market acceptance has in-
creased dramatically. 
Market acceptance, however, is a 

two-edged sword, Kroeger has 
learned. Besides suppliers like 1mi 
that specialize in master-slice prod-
ucts, the large semiconductor houses 
have entered the market. And mas-
ter-slice users have added a new fac-
tor with in-house production. 

"It's not clear yet which one of 
these sources will dominate," he 
observes. "What is clear is that mas-
ter-slice devices are a new choice in 
tools to solve problems." 
Key to its success is that users can 

select a process technology, be it 
n-channel mos, complementary-
MOs, or integrated injection logic, 
that is best for a specific application. 
"Another factor that has helped 
master-slice acceptance," Kroeger 
quips, "is that IBM has blessed it." 

There has been considerable discus-
" sion of the office of the future. 

And there has been a good deal of 
conjecture about the factory of the 
future. But what of the engineer's 
bench of the future? 
The answer to this question 

appears in the special report on 
microprocessor development systems 
(p. 134). "Out of the present single 
and multi-user systems have evolved 
supernetworks involving as many as 
64 or more users of a development 
system," comments instruments edi-
tor Dick Comerford. "These net-
works are going to change the nature 
of the way engineers will work." 

Dick draws a picture that includes 
today's independent, or stand-alone, 
emulators, various networking 
schemes, and low-cost development 
systems. They point to a future in 
which the designer is freed of mun-
dane paperwork, similar to what the 
office of the future promises. 

"I used to think of this concept as 
blue sky, but it really is going to 
happen; the elements are already in 
place," he observes. It's going to 
happen simply because the software 
and hardware problems involved are 
too huge to attack in any other way, 
Dick adds. 
Along the way there will be 

changes in the industry. For one, the 
issue of dedicated versus universal 
development systems should fade. 
Users armed with support software 
will be able to transform so-called 
dedicated systems to handle a vari-
ety of microprocessors. In addition, 
instrument companies will have 
available truly universal systems 
that are software-configurable. 

Another change, already apparent, 
will be the homogenization of com-
panies. Semiconductor companies 
will look not only like computer 
companies, but also like instrument 
producers. Instrument firms will 
resemble computer companies. And 
computer companies will look like 
instrument firms and semiconductor 
producers. 
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smart 
power 
for ATE! 

PROGRAMMABLE POWER FOR YOUR AUTOMATIC TEST EQUIPMENT 

KEPCO series ATE 
power supplies 

• programmable from IEEE-488 bus with Kepco 
digital interfaces 

• automatic crossover voltage and current stabilization 

• 0.001% stabilization (load effect) 
• 0.0005% stabilization (source effect) 

• programmable over-voltage crowbar with flag 
• fast programming capability 

• five groups, 50 Watts to 1000 Watts 

250 WATT MODEL 

50 & 100 WATT MODELS 

KEPCCI0 For complete specifications, write Dept. COF-14 

KEPCO, INC • 131-38 SANFORD AVENUE • FLUSHING, N.Y. 11352 U.S.A. • (212) 461-7000 • TWX #710-582-2631 • Cable: KEPCOPOWER NEWYORK 
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(printed circuit 

module) 

Complete 
ranges 
from 220 pF 
to 1.0 pF 
WIMA were first with 
5 mm pcm plastic film 
capacitors — miniature 
components designed 

I for semiconductor 
technology. 

WIMA plastic film capac-
itors show greater 
reliability and should be 
preferred to other types. 

The uniform lead spacing 
of 5 mm for the complete 
capacitance range is 
ideal for automatic 
component insertion. 

WIMA have always been 
in the forefront of 
plastic film capacitor 
technology. 

FKP 2: 220 pFto 0.01 'IF: D. F. 2-4 x 10 4 
FKC 2: 220 pFto 0.01 ItF: D. F. 1-2 x 10-3 
FKS 2: 1000 pFto 0.015 (4F: D. F. 5-6 x 10 -3 
MKS 2: 0.01 eto 1.0 itF: D. F. 5-8x 10 -3 
(Typical values at 1000 Hz) 

WILHELM WESTERMANN 
Spezialvertrieb elektronischer Bauelemente 
P.O. Box 2345 D-6800 Mannheim 1 
Fed. Rep. of Germany 

U.S. Sales Offices: 
THE INTERNATIONAL GROUP INC. 
North Dearman Street • P.O. Box 23 
Irvington • New York 10533 • (914) 591-8822 

TAW ELECTRONICS CO. 
4215 W. Burbank Blvd.. Burbank 
California 91 505 • (213) 846-3911 

Readers' comments 
New evaluation criteria 

To the Editor: I believe that in focus-
ing so heavily on the benchmark 
tables that constitute a very small 
portion of my article, "How a 16-bit 
microprocessor makes it in an 8-bit 
world" [Sept. 27, 1979, p. 122], Mr. 
Locke, in his letter to the editor on 
page 8 of the June 19 issue, has 
either completely missed or fails to 
agree with the reasons behind the 
6809's software efficiency and reli-
ability. The "tidy instruction set of 
the 6809" may well save thousands 
of dollars in development, test, and 
repair costs, even in minimal micro-
computer systems. 
The 6809's ability to efficiently 

(and uniquely among 8-bit micro-
computers) handle relocatable and 
modular code makes code more reus-
able in multiple system designs and, 
therefore, more inherently reliable 
for multiple uses. Additionally, mod-
ules may be independently and more 
thoroughly tested. 

Microprocessor users may not pre-
viously have ranked software effi-
ciency and reliability as number one 
on their list of evaluation criteria, 
but as more microprocessor-based 
systems are used, software-induced 
failures and their cost of repair may 
indeed make believers of previous 
skeptics. (How quickly we forget the 
lessons learned by our forefathers in 
the mainframe and minicomputer 
industry.) 

Mr. Locke is completely correct in 
advising that a thorough analysis be 
executed whenever possible prior to 
selecting a particular processor. I 
further agree that a complete analy-
sis is not always economically possi-
ble or necessary. However, to dis-
count instruction set efficiency and 
programming ease as "niceties" of 
dubious benefit is shortsighted and 
misleading. 
Benchmarks by themselves are 

insufficient selection criteria and are 
often used to skew one's thinking 
regarding certain processors. It cer-
tainly was not my intention to do 
this, and in fact, the benchmarks 
used were obtained from copies of a 
public presentation made by Motor-
ola on the 6809. It is my understand-
ing that these benchmarks were pro-

duced by Motorola to evaluate the 
instruction-set efficiency of the 6809 
during its development to ensure 
completeness, and not for "market-
ing purposes." 
I submit that whether the 6809 is 

x% better or worse than other high-
performance 8- and 16-bit proces-
sors in any or all applications is a 
subject of infinite debate. The key 
point is that the 6809 is an excellent 
machine whose structure is unique 
among 8-bit processors in that it 
attacks and reduces the cost of soft-
ware development and maintenance. 
It is my belief that Mr. Locke has 
mistakenly overlooked the tremen-
dously vital importance of this issue 
to users. 

Mitch Gooze 
American Microsystems Inc. 

Santa Clara, Calif. 

Speaking faster 

To the Editor: "Speech iio is making 
itself heard" [May 22, p. 95] con-
tains one small error. It is certainly 
true that enlightenment on the new 
voice technology by coverage like 
this has been sorely needed. How-
ever, the article erroneously cites 
Interstate Electronics voice products 
with a l.5-to-2-second delay in 
response time. That kind of "delay" 
would be totally unacceptable to a 
user. 
The actual response time of our 

voice recognition module is in fact 
approximately 130 milliseconds, 190 
ms, or 250 ms, depending upon opted 
vocabulary size of 40, 70, or 100 
words, respectively. The 1.5 to 2 sec-
onds more correctly approximate our 
maximum word length or duration 
of recognizable utterance. 

Carl J. Wilkie 
Interstate Electronics Corp. 

Anaheim, Calif. 

Correction 

The Electronics Newsletter story on 
page 33 of the June 5 issue about 
American Liquid Xtal Chemical's liq-
uid-crystal-display development incor-
rectly credits Jim Fergason (whose 
name was misspelled with a "u") with 
holding patents on dynamic scattering 
LCDS instead of twisted nematic LEDs. 
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The Silent 
Commander. 

Keyboard Send-Receive Data Terminal 

5 x 7 dot matrix 
thermal printhead 

EIA RS-232-C 
or DC-current 
loop interface 

Switch-selectable full 
ASCII/dual APL 

keyboard (optional) 

TI's Silent 700* Model 743 KSR 
Data Terminal can help you take 
command of your data entry appli-
cation needs today. The compact 
743 offers a variety of easy-to-use 
standard features and options, and 
is an ideal input/output console. 
And with virtually silent thermal 
printing, the low-cost 743 leads the 
way for efficiency and reliability. 
The field-proven 743 is also avail-
able as a Receive-Only model. 

Answerback memory (optional) 

Typewriter-like 
ASCII keyboard 

With either 743, you can depend on 
high-quality Silent 700 performance. 

TI is dedicated to producing 
quality, innovative products like the 
743 KSR Data Terminal. TI's hun-
dreds of thousands of data terminals 
shipped worldwide are backed by 
the technology and reliability that 
come from 50 years of experience, 
and are supported by our world-
wide organization of factory-trained 
sales and service representatives. 

Operator selectable printing 
speeds of 10 or 30 cps 

110 or 300 baud 
transmission speeds 

Switch-selectable 
full or half 
duplex operation 

Calculator-type embedded 
numeric keypad 

For more information on the 
743 terminals, contact the TI sales 
office nearest you or write Texas 
Instruments Incorporated, P.O. Box 
1444, M/S 7784, Houston, Texas 
77001, or phone (713) 937-2016. 
In Europe, write Texas Instruments 
Incorporated, 
M/S 74, B.P. 5, 
Villeneuve-
Loubet, 06270, 
France. 

*Trademark of Texas Instruments +Service Mark of Texas Instruments Copyright 01980, Texas Instruments Incorporated 

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS 
We put computing within everyone's reach. 
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ARIZONA 
TIME ELECTRONICS/ARIZONA INC 
Tempe AZ 
Phone 602/967-2000 
CALIFORNIA 
KIERULFF ELECTRONICS INC 
Los Angeles. CA 
Phone 213/725-0325. 714/636-1030 
WYLE DISTRIBUTION GROUP 
El Segundo, CA 
Phone 213/322-8100 

err— 

RICHEY ELECTRONICS INC 
Sun Valley. CA 
Phone 213/875-2862 768-3800 
TIME ELECTRONICS WEST INC 
Torrance. CA 
Phone 213/320-0880 
TIME ELECTRONICS NOR/CAL 
Mountain Vew, CA 
Phone 415/965-8000 

ir 

il 

mum 
e 

MADE 
FRESH DANZ 

ONLY AT YOUR 
CANNON 

DISTRIBUTOR. 

COLORADO 
ARROW ELECTRONICS. INC 
Denver. CO 
Phone 303/758-4585 
FLORIDA 
TIME ELECTRONICS/FLORIDA INC 
Ft Lauderdale, FL 
Phone 305/974-4800 
GEORGIA 
ELECTRO AIR CORP 
Atlanta, GA 
Phone 404/351-3545 

ILUNOIS 
HALL-MARK ELECTRONICS CORP 
Bensenville IL 
Phone 312/860-3800 
INDIANA 
GENESIS ELECTRONICS 
South Bend IN 
Phone 219/287-2911 
MASSACHUSETTS 
TIME ELECTRONICS/NEW ENGLAND 
Woburn MA 
Phone 617/935-8080 



A Cannon Authorized Plug 
Specialist (CAPS') is totally 
unlike any other distributor. 
Because he stocks both 
component and sub-assembly 
inventories, then assembles 
finished connectors to give you 
unprecedented buying flexibil-
ity. It's a unique value-added 
service that lets you get the 
connector that fits your exact 
requirements. Usually faster 
and at very competitive prices. 

You can get a full range 
of military and commercial 
circular connectors, rack and 
panel, D Subminiature, IDO, 
microminiature, Sure-Sear 
and UBC (for PC boards) con-
nectors. All produced on a 
local level. With quality backed 
by our 2-step Q.A. program. 
So when you need timely de-

livery with quality you can count 
on, call your CAPS distributor. 
He'll be happy to make up a 
fresh batch of connectors to fit 
your exact requirements. 

CANNON ITT 
You can always connect with Cannon. 

MISSOURI 
TIME Il F CTRONICS/MID-WEST 
St Louis. MO 
Phone 314/391-6444 
NEW YORK 
A SI /PROGRESS ELECTRONICS CO INC 
Plainview. L I NY 
Phone. 516/433-1700 
SUMMIT DISTRIBUTORS INC 
Buffalo. NY 
Phone 716/884-3450 

TIME ELECTRONIC SALES 
Hair/Pave L I NY 
Phone 516/273-0100 
NORTH CAROUNA 
ARROW ELECTRONICS. INC 
Winston-Salem. NC 
Phone 919/721-1661 
OHIO 
ARROW ELECTRONICS. INC 
Centerville. OH 
Phone 513/435-5563 

PENNSYLVANIA 
TIME ELECTRONICS/MID-ATLANTIC 
Clifton Heights. PA (Philadelphia) 
Phone 215/622-2500 
PHILADELPHIA ELECTRONICS. INC 
Philadelphia. PA 
Phone 215/568-7403 

TEXAS 
HALL-MARK ELECTRONICS CORP 
Dallas. TX 
Phone 214/234-7300 
HARRISON EQUIPMENT CO INC 
Houston, TX 
Phone 713/652-4700 
WASHINGTON 
KIERULFF ELECTRONICS. INC 
Tukwila, WA 
Phone 206/575-4420 
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ATM: 8080 and 
Z-80 Programmers 

Software 
Problems? 

TM 

Discover XYBASIC—The language 
for measurement and control. 

• Configure stand-alone systems that appear at 
the touch of a button with ROM Basic. Now you 
can keep both XYBASIC and your XYBASIC 
program in ROM. 

• Versions available for SBC 80, CP M, ISIS-II, 
INTELLEC 8 MOD80, and MDS-800 operating 
systems. There's even a version that lets you 
patch for your I O. 

• Unique control features and powerful de-
bugging commands make XYBASIC ideal for 
control, process and lab applications. 

• Specific OEM problems? We'll customize 
XYBASIC to your application. 

Let it help you create process control programs 
for 8080-based computers in as little as one-
tenth the time it used to take' 

Who is using XYBASIC now? 
Control Data Corp. for testing 16K RAM chips 
Disneyland for ride monitoring 

Boeing for certifying 747's 
GTE Sylvania, Magnavox and RCA for auto-
matic testing of TV chassis 

Bendix for quality control of electronic 
components 
Northwestern University for laboratory experi-
ment control and many. many more! 

Find out how XYBASIC can help you 
Mail coupon below or CALL COLLECT 
(312) 472-6659 Ask for Robert Swartz 

Mark Williams Company 
1430 Wrightwood Ave.. Chicago. Illinois 60614 

I'm interested! 
Please send comprehensive brochure. 

Name Title_ 

Company__ __ 

Address_ _ _ 

City State _ 

Country_ _ _ 

Phone. 

Zip 

E 1  .1 

News update 

• At least one U. S. conglomerate is 
ready to step wholeheartedly into 
semiconductor technology research. 
United Technologies Corp. is estab-
lishing a microelectronics applied 
research laboratory with a primary 
focus on very large-scale integrated 
circuitry and associated applications. 
The Colorado Springs, Colo., lab 

will employ nearly 100 persons to 
start, 50 of them engineers, says Pet-
er L. Scott, executive vice president 
in charge of the Hartford, Conn., 
firm's Electronics Group. The hiring 
thrust will be in software program-
mers, integrated-circuit designers, 
and physicists. 

Research. The main focus will be 
VLSI custom circuits and computer-
aided design techniques, and ad-
vanced software technology will also 
be explored, Scott says. Another pos-
sibility is work in technologies for 
very high-speed ICs. 
The lab will function as part of the 

Electronics Group, falling under the 
purview of L. J. Sevin, chairman and 
chief executive officer of Mostek 
Corp. Last fall, United Technologies 
acquired Mostek, the Carrollton, 
Texas, semiconductor maker and 
then established the Electronics 
Group [Electronics, April 10, p. 88]. 
"The main thrust of the laborato-

ry will not be toward the other oper-
ating companies" of the conglomer-
ate, such as Otis Elevator, Carrier 
Corp., and the Pratt and Whitney 
division, says Scott, noting, however, 
that it will provide CAD capabilities 
for all of United Technologies. 

Moreover, there are plenty of 
units within the Electronics Group 
that will have a direct claim on the 
lab's work. Besides Mostek, some 
are a Telecommunications Products 
division, the entire Automotive 
Group, the Hamilton Standard divi-
sion, and the Essex Controls division, 
as well as Norden Systems, which 
Scott (p. 14) led before formation of 
the Electronics Group. 
Over the next two years, capital 

and operating funds will amount to 
about $20 million. A major invest-
ment will be a 40,000-square-foot 
facility; until that is finished late 
next year, the lab will operate in 
leased space. -Pamela Hamilton 
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Thumb a wheel push a button   flick a lever 

CHERRY'S 
ads* YOUR NUMBER 

Take your pick from this colorful crop of remarkably 
versatile Cherry multi-position switches. All are light, 
tough, rugged. All can be used for both low level switching 
and encoding, yet consume no power. They read out their 
settings at all times. They offer basic choices like legend 
...lighted or non-lighted dustproof models, too. In 
either standard black or extra-cost color. 
• Choice of code: Dozens of standards. Specials, too. 
• Choice of actuation: Thumbwheel, Leverwheel or 
button-indexed Pushwheel. • Choice of mounting: Back 

CHE 

of panel, front mount or snap-in. • Choice of termination: 
PC board with parallel rows of holes, F-pins, J-pins... 
plus card-edge connectors. • Choice of size: From burly 
industrial size measuring 2.125" overall height right on 
down in size thru standard, miniature and .945" high 
subminiature... to sub-subminiature Pushwheels just 
.591" high. 

All these choices in these hot numbers from Cherry. 
Just call...write...or TWX for complete catalog. 

MULTI-POSITION SWITCHES 
CHERRY ELECTRICAL PRODUCTS CORP. 36 08Sunset Avenue, Waukegan, IL 60085 • 312/689-7700 • TVVX 910/235-1572 

Our worldwide affiliates and phone numbers. Cherry Semiconductor Corp., Cranston, RI, U.S.A., 401 463 6000 • Cherry Mikroschalter GmbH, Auerbach, Germany, 09 643 181 • Cherry Electrical 
Products Ltd., Sandridge (Heels) England, 44 727 32231 • Cherco Brasil Industria E Comercio Ltda., Sao Paulo, Brazil, 011 248 4343 • Hirose Cherry Precision Co., Ltd . Kawasaki. Japan. 044 933 3511 
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ZIP STRIP® 
Test 

Sockets 
Highly versatile Textool zero 
insertion pressure sockets 
allow "custom" installations for 
testing most in-line devices. 

Textool's versatile ZIP STRIP sockets 
make it possible to "customize" socket 
installations for zero insertion pressure 
(ZIP) testing of most in-line devices with 
100" spaced leads, regardless of 
spacing between rows (.300" minimum). 
Two ZIP STRIP sockets may be 

placed on any convenient centers, or 
several socket locking levers may be 
ganged together for easy mass testing 
of devices. Since all ZIP STRIP models 
feature zero insertion pressure, 
expensive and highly sophisticated 
circuits may be safely tested without fear 
of mechanical damage to the package. 

Simple mechanical action plus a 
thoughtful sYstem of ramps and bevels 
to guide device leads into the contacts 
allow a device literally to be dropped 
loosely, and with a simple flick of a 
locking lever be ready to operate with 
exceptionally good electrical contacts. A 
quick release of the locking lever lets a 
device be extracted with zero pressure 
being exerted on the leads by the socket 
contacts. 
When ganged in an array, ZIP STRIP 

sockets easily accept dozens of devices 
and secure them with a single locking 
lever. Upending the array and releasing 
the lever unloads the devices since 
there is no contact pressure to retain 
them in the socket. 

ZIP STRIP sockets are available in 
strips for 10, 20 and 32 leads on .100" 
spacing. 
Detailed technical information on 

the complete line of Textool's zero 
insertion pressure sockets is 
available on request. 

Textool Products Department 
Electronic Products Division 3M 
1410 W Pioneer Dr., Irving, TX 75061 
214/259-2676 

3M 

People 

Larsen reconstructing 

opto house for GI 

Joining General Instrument Corp.'s 
Optoelectronics division as director 
of research and development, a new 
post, Ted Larsen can't help but get a 
feeling of déjà vu. Much as when he 
designed and rebuilt a home from an 
old, burned-down California adobe, 
Larsen is now pulling together and 
rebuilding the materials and opto-
electronics product development ac-
tivities from fragments GI acquired 
from Monsanto Co. last summer. 

Formerly Monsanto's optoelec-
tronics-device and III-V—materials 
operations, the Palo Alto, Calif., 
division "had a good product line, 
but the technology and business were 
neglected once Monsanto knew they 
were going to sell it," says the 45-
year-old Larsen. Further complicat-
ing the situation, he adds, "most of 
their R&D effort was concentrated in 
the St. Peters, Mo., area," and the 
majority of personnel involved with 
that activity have accepted other 
posts with Monsanto. 
He is no stranger to the optoelec-

tronics field. The holder of a bache-
lor's degree in industrial engineering 
and a master's in metallurgy, both 
from the University of California at 
Berkeley, Larsen in 1962 began a 
15-year period with Hewlett-Pack-
ard Co. at a time when its LED 
activity was just a novelty and 
mostly centered around Govern-
ment-contract work. A three-year 
leave from HP to earn a doctorate in 
materials science from Stanford 
University left him "really into elec-
tronics and hooked by optoelectron-
ics," says Larsen. He eventually was 
responsible for both materials devel-
opment and manufacturing in HP's 
Optoelectronics division. 

Larsen is stimulated by GI's 

enthusiasm about the optoelectronics 
business. "It has a strong commit-
ment to furthering the development 
of the technology and the business," 
he says. What's more, he adds, "I 
believe it's heading to become the 
No. 1 supplier in the field." His part 
in reaching that goal is to build 
strong product-development groups 

Enthusiasm. Larsen is stimulated by GI's 

commitment to the optoelectronics business. 

"to support the marketing depart-
ment's and customers' needs" and 
"reestablish a materials research 
activity." 

Additionally, Larsen aims to ex-
ploit opportunities in GI's existing 
light-emitting-diode display and 
lamp business, as well as increase its 
efforts in intelligent displays. "There 
also are several business areas, such 
as fiber-optics, among others, that I 
want to expand into. That will force 
us to look into new materials, such as 
aluminum gallium arsenide, for 
higher radiance and laser-type de-
vices," he explains. 

Scott adds the touch 

of the entrepreneur 

If Peter L. Scott is anything, he is an 
entrepreneur. With that mind-set he 
will head United Technologies 
Corp.'s newest grouping—the Elec-
tronics Group—and steer it toward 
the leading edge of technology. 

Scott, 53, has been with the Hart-
ford, Conn.—based conglomerate 
since 1975, first as president of its 
Norden Systems subsidiary and, 
since late last year, as executive vice 
president in charge of the Electron-
ics Group. In December, he was 
elected to the board of directors. 

Despite this impressive collection 
of titles, Scott still views himself as 
an innovator —one who "must bring 
the critical [electronic] mass of the, 
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PDP11/23® 
ARRAY PROCESSOR SYSTEM 

FIRSTaRT" 
PMPU® 'gib® 

—des, ,is COR, iON INTRODUCES A NEW 
CONCEPT IN COST EFFECTIVE HIGH-SPEED ARITHMETIC 
PROCESSING SYSTEMS 
First Computer Corporotion, one of the world's largest 
System integrators, hos married Digital Equipment Corpora-
tion's odvonced PDP-11/23 Computer Systems with the new 
Floating Point System's FPS-100 Arithmetic Processor. This 
complete packaged Army Processor System provides the 
power to tackle tough computational problems which were 
previously the domain of the "Super Computers". 

TER COMPUTATIONAL SPEED 
The FPS-100 is copoble of up to eight million floating point 
operations per second with an effective throughput of up 
to forty million operations per second. 
PROVEN ARCHITECTURE + REAL-TIME ENHANCEMENTS = 
UNBEATABLE PERFORMANCE 
The FPS-100 is bosed on the proven parallel pipeline 
orchitecture of the FPS AP-12011 New enhancements such os 
extensive Real-Time capabilities provide maximum corn-
putotionol efficiency with a minimum host computer interac-
tion. The cost-performance of the New FIRSTAR System is 
unbeotoble in the universe. 

arm 
I M 

EXTENSIVE DEVELOPMENT SOFTWARE— SAVES 
PROGRAMMING COST 
With every FIRSTAR System you con select from on exten-
sive library of easy to use software consisting of on 
Assembler, Debugger, Simulator, Utilities, Moth Libraries, 
Signal Processing Libraries, Image Processing Libraries. 
and Host Executives. It's easy to start using your FIRSTAR 
System quickly. 

JO MULTI-TASKING REAL-TIME SUPERVISOR 
This new Real-Time Supervisor permits the execution of 
multiple Real-Time tasks on o priority basis. SUPER-100 con 
virtually place the FPS-100 in o stand-alone multi-tasking 
mode for the processing of multiple streams of input doto 
with o minimum of host computer dependency. 
CHOICE OF DE( à SYSTEMS 
Select the Digital Equipment Corporation Operating System 
which best matches your application needs. FIRSTAR is 
available with either the RI-11 Real-Time Executive or the 
RSX-11M Resource-Sharing Executive. All Operating 
Systems ore fully supported by Digital. 
INSTALLATION AND FIELD SERVICE WORLDWIDE DY DEC 
AND FPS 
FIRSTAR Systems ore jointly installed and maintained by 
DEC's and FPS's own Field Service Organizations. No third 
party maintenance to worry about. 

Registered trademark of Floating Point Systems Irk 

TWX NUMBER 910-651-1916 

computer corporatuon 
•.'I.1101111‘ (31.1).'010*1 

'"Trademork First Computer (mat r liNit•It•ti lit 1,1 011hii k of Digital Equii ,moni Corporation AP-1 
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WHY STRUGGLE WITH CAGE ASSEMBLY? 

VECTOR-PAK DOES IT FOR YOU 

COMPLETELY ASSEMBLED-READY TO USE 

40 SI A,NO PRO CAGE. ANO 
MODUC. COMBIN ‘ONS 

SPE.C‘11,LS 10 0i,t0.9, 

I\ 

EFP MODULE CAGES 

Discrete Card Guide Cages -- Alumi-
num or plastic. 4-way adiustable connect-
or struts. 6 sizes off the shelf. 

OFF THE SHELF 

$146.15 
COMPLETE 

Cardmount Cage Assemblies -- Cards 
mount in 4 std. widths of L panels; 11 
off-the-shelf cages; 13 module sizes. 

.. 

le.. ,,,:, b• ' .. . - --; '' ...« ji 

CCK-13 Type $41.32 (1-9) CCM13 $99.55 (1-9) 

CCK3 $39.62 (1-9) CA87HP156 $42.56 (1-9) 

Continuous Card Guide Cages--Alum. Multi-use Cage Kits-- Maximum flexi-
plate style has 106, .077" wide card bility, supplied unassembled in 4 different 
grooves, .150" ctrs. 4 sizes off-the-shelf, models to house cards and/or modules. 

FOR EXPERT ASSISTANCE FROM THE PACKAGING PROFESSIONALS 

Pectoteelionteeonipailly o
CALL TOLL FREE 800-423-5659 
ON YOUR PACKAGING PROBLEMS. 
it not stocked by your distributor order 

12460 Gladstone Ave. direct. 
Sylmar, CA 91 342 Prices subject to cnange witnout notice. 721079 
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FREE 
Brochure describes Electronics 
editorial reprints, services, books... 
• More than 70 article reprints in 15 subject 
categories 

• Handy wall charts 

• Custom-made reprint services 

• Books especially for Electronics' readers 

• Convenient postage-paid order cards 

sectrores, „ 

For your free copy, 
circle #275 on the 
reader service cord. 

People 

re I 

By twos. Scott's goal for UTC's Electronics 
Group is to double its size in five years. 

company together." His background 
is full of business startups. Receiving 
a degree from Ohio State University 
in 1949, he went on to found Her-
metic Seal Transformer Co., Gar-
land, Texas, in 1952. He merged this 
company with Dresser Industries in 
1957. In 1963 he "retired" at the age 
of 36, only to return to the business 
world a year later to start Scott 
Electronics Corp. in Orlando, Fla. 
That company, a maker of magnetic 
components and subsystems, eventu-
ally became a subsidiary of Electron-
ic Communications Inc., St. Peters-
burg, Fla. 

Builders. "I built two businesses. I 
know what entrepreneurial spirit is," 
he says, emphasizing the long rein he 
plans to give Mostek Corp., the tech-
nological pivot in urc's Electronics 
Group [Electronics, April 10, p. 88]. 

Scott is prepared to enlarge the 
$2.5 billion group quickly—doubling 
its size in five years as he did with 
Norden. "The growth curve of the 
group may well exceed the overall 
growth of UTC as a whole," he pre-
dicts. 

Fueling that growth will not be 
easy. Scott has established a sepa-
rate research and development cen-
ter in Colorado to provide advanced 
technological support for the group 
(see p. 12). He is also very concerned 
about the engineer shortage. 
"One important challenge has 

been the people problem," he says. 
"UTC has grown through acquisition 
in the past. But can it do so effective-
ly in the future without enough peo-
ple?" he asks. 
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Fluke Porta Test Instruments 
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eee 
What if 
we added 
calculating and 
programming 
capabilities 
to a versatile 
new 51/2 -digit 
multimeter? 



You'd call it a fast, easy way 
DMM. We call it the Fluke 

Exclusive Portable Test Instrument Packaging   
lets you stack-and-latch the 8860A with other 

PT! Instruments from Fluke, including 
counters, thermometers and printers. 

5%-digits of resolution with function 
annunciators. Two extra 7-segment LED's 
display program steps, exponentials, error 

messages and results of limits testing. 

Advanced math functions include offset, hi / lo 
limits testing, peak-to-peak mode, and dcV and 

ohms zero. 

With 0.01% basic dc accuracy, 8860A measures   
True RMS volts (ac or ac+ dc), 2 or 4 terminal 

ohms. Safety features include internal 
four-terminal ohms and guard shorting links 

and recessed input jacks. 

Calculating controller option uses RPN logic. 
is fast and easy to operate. 

Control section lets technician call up prestored 
programs from memory cartridges without the 

keyboard attached. REM ('remote") switches 
unit to calculating controller operation. 

Standard features include autoranging, 
switchable filter, selectable sample rates, and 

rear BNC trigger. 

Interchangeable 
non-volatile memory cartridges 

for convenient program storage 

Excellent value as a stand-alone or system 
instrument: basic 8860A UMM $1395; 

calculating controller option $550; extra 
memory cartridges $50 each; IEEE-488 interfa 

option $295 (fi S. prices o 

Awe' 

Fast-Response Coupon - 
IN THE U.S. AND NON-
EUROPEAN COUNTRIES: 

John Fluke Mfg. Co., Inc. 
P.O. Box 43210 MS *2B 
Mountlake Terrace, WA 98043 
(206) 774-2481 
INgel: 152862 

IN EUROPE: 

Fluke (Holland) RV. 
P.O. Box 5053, 
5004 EB Tilburg. 
The Netherlands 
(013) 673 973 Tlx: 52237 

D Please send me complete 8860A soecifications 
and applications literature. 

D I have to see this computing multimeter for 
myself. Please have a salesman call. 

Naine 

Title Mail Stop 

Company 

Address 

City State Zip 

Telephone ( ) Ee. 

For technical data circle no. 19 
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to program a 
8860A Digital Multimeter. 

"Our customers asked for a 
powelful, computing 

multimeter We designed 
just that.. . a precision 
benchtop DMM with an 

optional calculating 
controller that transforms it 

into an incredibly 
intelligent stand-alone 
measurement sys" 

Our product designers are proud of 
the new Fluke 8860A, and rightly so: 
this unique computing multimeter 
system represents a significant 
advance in test and measurement 
technology. 
Because it combines the analog 

measuring precision of a 51/2 -digit 
multimeter with a calculating 
controller option, the 8860A allows 
you to manipulate measurements as 
easily as you manipulate math with 
a programmable calculator, 
developing software for your specific 
application. 
The 8860A concept provides a 

unique solution to some very 
challenging measurement problems: 
a system as practical as it is powerful. 
Programmable power 
goes to work for you. 
Use the 8860A's math and 

programming capabilities to perform 
statistical analyses. Convert and 
directly display the output of 
transducers measuring temperature, 
pressure, power and other physical 
events. With powerful software that 
can both configure and command 
the DMM, the 8860A will make 
measurements, execute 
mathematical operations and 
branch on conditionals to subroutines. 
The keyboard included with the 

8860A's calculating controller option 
works just like any RPN 
programmable scientific calculator, 
and can be detached from the 
multimeter when not being used for 
program development. An 
inexpensive IEEE-488 option is also 
available for full function/range 
programming of the 8860A. 
"Tell me more!" 
As a stand-alone system or in an 

IEEE-488 configuration, the 8860A 
allows you to automate a wide range 
of tedious, time-consuming 
procedures to streamline your 
applications today, and open new 
worlds of opportunity for tomorrow. 
For more information call toll free 
800-426-0361; use the coupon; or 
contact your Fluke sales office or 
representative. 

FLUKE 





No Waiting 
Introducing the Intel 2732A EPROM. Now you can 
design 16-bit microcomputer systems without delays. 
Now get all the performance 

you're paying for from your micro-
processor designs with Intel's 
new 2732A EPROM. For 16-bit 
microprocessor systems, 2732A 
EPROMs deliver both the high 
speed (250ns) and high density 
(32K) solution. No other 32K 
EPROM on the market comes 
close. 

No speed limit 
Other EPROMs require one, 

two, even three wait states to work 
with today's high speed micro-
processors. Not Intel's 2732A 
EPROM. It's fast enough to keep 
up with any of them. 

So now, at last, you can utilize 
the full potential of your micro-
processor. In fact, when you use 
2732As, you're designing a system 
that can run 25% faster. 
And with a 32K bit density, 

you're not losing valuable board 
space to memory chips. 

The HMOS :-E generation 
By designing with the 2732A 

today, you're actually designing 
with the standard of tomorrow. 
The 2732A is a product of Intel's 
proven, reliable fourth generation 
EPROM technology, HMOS-E, 
and the first to come in a family of 
dense, high speed EPROMs. 
HMOS-E technology means 

that we'll be able to incorporate 

high performance features, like 
increased density, into future 
EPROMs, without affecting their 
speed or power characteristics. The 
2732A is your first step towards a 
degree of flexibility in memory 
design never before available. 

JEDEC approved pinout 
You can start designing for 

tomorrow now because the 2732As 
pinout conforms to the approved 
JEDEC committee standard for 
byte-wide memories from 16K bits 
to 256K bits. So you can upgrade 
from a 2732A without changing 
your design or board layout. And 
you won't have to sacrifice features 
like 2-line control—a must in 
high-speed memories for avoiding 
bus contention problems. 

Proven Intel reliability 
Like all our EPROMs, your 

2732As are put through rigid quality 
control tests to insure they'll retain 
their programs and programma-
bility for years to come. 
And like all Intel products, the 

2732A is backed with our tradi-
tional field support and technical 
documentation. Which means, 
if needed, you always have a source 
for technical information and 
design help to speed development 
along. 

So whether you're designing a 
system around one of the new 
16-bit microprocessors, like our 
8086, designing in a high perfor-
mance 8-bit processor, or upgrad-

ing an existing design, don't wait. 
For a cost effective, reliable, and 
total EPROM solution, with a 
no-compromise growth path, your 
best choice is the 2732A. 

2732A 64K 
Pin Configuration Pin Configuration 

A, 

A. 

A, 

A, 
A, 

A, 

A, 
A. 

0, 
0, 

GND 

A 
Vcc A, 

A, A, 

A, A, 

A,, A. 

eiÉ/V, A, 
A,. A, 

C"É A, 
0, A. 

0. 0, 
0, 0, 

0, 0, 

03 ONO 

Vcc 

PGA, 

N.C. 

A. 

A. 
A„ 

A„, 

CE 
0, 
0, 

0, 
0, 
0, 

The 24-pin 2732A pinout conforms to the 
28-pin JEDEC committee approved design 
for byte-wide memories. By using 28-pin 
sockets, there's no need for delays in 
upgrading to the 64K, 128K, or 256K 
EPROMS of the future. 

Why add any unnecessary delays? 
To order now, or for more infor-
mation—contact your local Intel 
distributor or sales office. Or, write 
Intel Corporation, Literature 
Department, 3065 Bowers Avenue, 
Santa Clara, California 95051. 
Or call (408) 987-8080. 
'HMOS is a patented Intel process. 

intel delivers 
solutions. 

Europe: Intel International. Brussels. Belgium. 
Japan: Intel Japan. Tokyo. United States and Canadian 
distributors: Alliance, Almac/Stroum. Arrow Electronics, 
Avnet Electronics, Component Specialties, Hamilton/Avnet 
HamiltoniElectro Sales, Harvey, Industrial Components. 
Pioneer, L.A. Varah, Wyle Distribution Group, Zentronics.. 
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PUERTO RICO SWITCHES TO 

"TIME MACHINE" ESS 

puerto Rico will modernize its 
telephone services by installing 
one of the world's most advanced 

digital switching systems: the NEAX61. 
By the end of 1981, at least 17 

NEAX61 systems will be working for 
the Puerto Rico Telephone Company 
(PRTC). Some of the systems will 

replace existing equipment, and the 
rest will be installed at new exchange 
offices throughout the country to 
provide service for a total of about 
55,000 lines. 

Another NEAX61 will be installed in 
Caguas by the Puerto Rico Communi-
cations Authority. The system will serve 

about 17,000 lines in more than 16 
nearby cities through remote switching 
units. 

NEAX61 is one of the most ad-
vanced digital switching systems cur-
rently available for central office use. 
Also called the "Time Machine", it can 
be used as a local/remote switch to 
handle up to 100,000 subscriber lines. 
NEC has already received orders for 
more than 300 NEAX61 systems from 
countries around the world. A dozen 
systems are already in service. 
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NUMBER 112 

TV TRANSMITTERS SYSTEM 500  

AND EARTH STATIONS COMPUTERS COUNT 

FOR THAILAND INDONFSIANS 

The Bangkok Broadcasting & 
Television Co., Ltd. has placed 
an order with NEC for nine 

10KW television transmitters and 10 
small satellite communications earth 
station systems. A mobile satellite 
communications earth station system 
is also included in the order. The NEC 
equipment will help Thailand establish 
a nationwide television network. 

The television transmitters and nine 
earth station systems will be installed 
in such important cities as Chiengmai 
in the north, Nakhon Ratchasima in the 
central region, Ubon in the east and 
six other cities throughout the country. 
One complete transmit-receive system 
will be set up in Bangkok. The Bangkok 
earth station will send television signals 
(both sound and picture) to the provin-
cial earth stations for rebroadcasting in 
local cities. 
The entire system 

will be completed 
by September. 
But the 
stations in 

Bangkok and Chiengmai went into 
operation in December 1979, only 3.5 
months after the contract was signed, 
and just in time to broadcast an im-
portant national athletic meet. 

Two large-scale NEC System 500 
computers will be on the job 
when Indonesia begins its national 

census this year. Under the contract 
with the Central Bureau of Statistics of 
Indonesia, NEC will also supply termi-
nal units, power supply equipment and 

air-conditioning facilities. 
In addition to helping with the 

census, the computer systems will 
handle other administrative tasks. 

The NEC computer series, ranging 
from the giant System 900 to much 
smaller models, is designed to meet the 
general information processing needs 
of big corporations and small busi-
nesses alike. The System 500 features 
advanced hardware, software and 
system architecture. It is data-base 
oriented and especially suited for a 
communications network. 

NEW ONE-CHIP MICROCOMPUTER 

HITS MARKET 

NEC recently unveiled a new 
single-chip 8 bit microcomputer, 
the µCOM -87 ( µPD7801G). 

The µCOM-87 incorporates a 4K 
byte ROM, 128 byte RAM, timer, 
serial interface, I/O ports, etc all on a 
single chip. 

The memory capacity 
of the new one-chip 
microcomputer is up to 
4 times larger than the 
capacities of conven-
tional 8 bit single chips. 
µCOM-87 can address 
large capacity external 
memories (up to 60K bytes) directly 
and freely regardless of program or 
data memories. 

The new one-chip product is further 
equipped with a high-speed serial 
interface for easy multiprocessor con-
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figuration, as well as a total of 140 
instructions with various addressing 
modes. It has dual accumulators and 
general register sets which handle 
interruption processing 10 times faster 
than a single set of registers. 

Because of its out-
standing system expand-
ability and programming 
flexibility, µCOM-87 
can be used in POS 
systems and numerous 

 rjn'qu office machines; it is also 
well-suited for measure-
ment control with multi-

chip configurations and distributed 
processing in building management 
and automatic metering. 
NEC offers software (PDA-80/800 

and INTELLEC SERIES-II) and hard-
ware (EVAKIT-87) supports as well. 
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Nippon Electric Co., Ltd. 
P.O.Box ljakanawa.Tokyo, Japan. 



Editorial  
Where will the teachers come from? 

One ironic result of the current shortfall in 
electronics engineers being produced by U. S. 
universities [Electronics, June 19, p. 91] is 
that it may impair the ability of schools to 
turn out EEs in the future. As potential 
employers bid the price for new graduates 
ever higher, even those with a strong inclination 
to stay to teach will be unable to resist starting 
salaries equal to those paid professors with 
doctorates. The electronics industries are, in 
effect, eating their young. 
One answer should come from industry 

itself in the form of permanent endowments 
or long-term research projects to help raise 
engineering instructors' compensation scales 

Time to start thinking of a people's computer 

Is the siren song of success luring the 
manufacturers of personal computers along 
a dangerous course, one that leads to high 
technology rather than to consumer 
convenience? Yes, says Raymond E. Kassar. 
As chairman and chief executive officer of 
Atari Inc., the Warner Communications 
subsidiary and itself a computer maker, he 
maintains that "the personal computer 
industry has unintentionally cowed the public— 
and retailers, too—with its prideful promotion 
of truly amazing technology." This approach 
goes right over the heads of the great majority 
that composes the mass market, he says. 
"Every time we make our products more 
complicated to use or understand, millions 
of people decide to postpone a possible 
purchase. 'Not for me,' they say, 'too many 
knobs, dials, and manuals.'" 

Kassar also says that his study of consumer 
trends shows that three quarters of the women 
in the U. S. will be part of the work force by 
1990 and that the manufacturers should 
consider this when marketing their machines. 
Make them in a wide range of colors, he says, 
much as IBM does with its typewriters; 

nearer to those of their counterparts in 
industry. Companies could also provide both 
students and teachers with valuable work 
experience and vital knowledge by an 
interchange between the classroom and the 
design and production facilities. It is encouraging 
to note that such partnerships have already 
been going on and are on the increase (see 
p. 102). 

If engineers are going to remain on campus 
to gain advanced degrees and teach, there 
must be incentives to keep them there. 
Electronics companies need engineers working 
for the future in the classroom as much as 
they need them working now at the design table. 

coordinate them with furniture and fabric, 
along the lines adopted by Ohio Scientific 
for its low-end computers. "It's past time for 
the industry to shed its former clothes and 
appeal to the consumer in consumer fashion," 
Kassar insists. 
The executive is also irked by the attitude 

that pervaded the recent Summer Consumer 
Electronics Show (see p. 99): that the market 
for personal computers will continue to include 
only the hobbyist and the small business. The 
belief that those two elements will be the 
leading-edge consumers for some time is 
regressive, Kassar says. 
The latest events support his views. The 

rush to market the new personal models, 
triggered by the drive to seek expansion 
through lower prices, could be a classic 
example of a hardware wheel-spinning exercise. 
The new so-called hand-held units that were 
the talk of the consumer show could go the 
way of quadraphonic sound if makers fail to 
provide consumer-oriented hardware design 
and software packages. And the increasingly 
sophisticated business purchaser and hobbyist 
will not be around to pick up the slack this time. 
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what programmer you use. 
ery domestic PROM 

manufacturer evaluates our 
programmers, so you get 
PROMs programmed exactly to 
vendors' specs. 

Our U.L. listed Series 90 PROM 
programmer consists of inter-
changeable plug-in PROM personal-
ity modules and a control unit. To 
keep the system current and to in-
sure programming reliability, we 
constantly work with the engineer-
ing departments of all domestic 
PROM manufacturers. They inform 
us of important new programming 
algorithms and PROM technologies. 
Thus, as new PROMs come along or 
as old PROMs change their al-
gorithms, we can quickly develop a 

new PROM personality module or 
modify an existing one. We rou-
tinely submit each module to the 
PROM manufacturer to evaluate our 
design and test our programming. 
We have secured vendor approval 
on modules for practically every 
PROM currently in use. 

We have modules for specific 
PROMs, for whole PROM families 
and for gang programming 8 
PROMs simultaneously. We also 
have a generic module for MMI 
PALs. 

Backed by a 2-year warranty. 
Based on the field-proven reli-

ability of 5,000 PROM programmers 
and 10,000 personality modules, we 

provide a 1-year parts and labor 
warranty on modules and a 2-year 
parts and labor warranty on control 
units. 

Learn more from our 96-page 
PROM User's Guide. 

A definitive work including 
cross reference charts on PROMs 
and other programmable devices. 
Call or write Pro-Log Corporation, 
2411 Garden Road, Monterey, CA 
93940, phone (408) 372-4593. 

PRO-LOG 
CORPORATION 

Microprocessors ot your fingertips. 
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In my opinion  

Small companies need help to export 
Melvin H. Damon, president, Electronic Navigation Industries Inc., Rochester, N. Y. 

Export expansion, economists agree, is vital to 
the reversal of the United States' trade deficit. 
Although the U. S. Department of Commerce 
has sponsored seminars and counseling sessions 
extolling the advantages of the export business 
and the extent to which exporting can create 
new jobs and generate income, the concept has 
been hard to sell to small and medium-sized 
companies. 
Many of the larger, more sophisticated elec-

tronics companies already in the export business 
fully appreciate the advantages of exporting. 
Since they have marketing, legal, financial, and 
tax accounting staffs to administer their export 
business, large companies can reap maximum 
profits from exports. 

Small businesses, on the other hand, have 
generally not gone after export sales. Their 
activities usually center on the domestic market, 
and they tend to concentrate on what they 
understand best. The complexities of adminis-
tering and financing exports tend to mask the 
intrinsic advantages of international business. 
Preoccupation with trade red tape rather than 
export opportunitiq further discourages small 
and medium-sized firms from entering foreign 
markets. Too often these companies look at 
exporting as an alternative only when domestic 
sales are lagging. 
The most severe disincentive for many high-

technology electronics firms considering the 
export market is the cumbersome and time-
consuming administrative procedures required 
under Government export regulations. Because 
exporting from the U. S. is a privilege granted 
by the Government, a company must obtain a 
General Export License for all exports, and for 
many of its individual products a Validated 
Export License. The regulations may require 
getting an import certificate from the overseas 
customer, applying for the appropriate Vali-
dated License from the U. S. Department of 
Commerce through varying degrees of approval, 
and often requesting a Final Destination Verifi-
cation Certificate. 
To overcome this tangle of red tape, the Fed-

eral government should give immediate atten-
tion to: 
• Updating the categorization schedule of prod-
ucts under existing Export Control Regulations. 
The present schedule, based on obsolete control 

criteria, often requires various forms of Vali-
dated Licenses rather than the more convenient 
General License. The current schedule does not 
reflect the state of the commercial product-
design art. 
• Defining which products actually involve 
"militarily critical technology." Current export 
controls seem to be imposed more for political 
reasons than for the protection of U. S. technol-
ogy. There is a serious question whether the 
restrictions should apply to commercial-grade 
products, other than those in the computer or 
semiconductor industries [Electronics, Jan. 17, 
p. 26]. 
• Revising the Validated License Regulations 
to allow American manufacturers to compete 
internationally. Currently, other countries dis-
tribute and export similar commercial products 
unrestricted, penalizing the U. S. manufacturer 
in the international marketplace. The require-
ment that noncritical, commercially available 
products have cocom review prior to shipment 
into Eastern European countries is a time-
consuming, unnecessary encumbrance. 
• Establishing a recourse procedure whereby 
small businesses can request relief from Vali-
dated Licensing Requirements predicated on 
historical trade relationships with other coun-
tries, the state of the art in competitive technol-
ogy, the commercial nature of the product(s), or 
accepted practices of other countries exporting 
similar or competitive products. 

For those companies—large or small—that 
have made the commitment to exporting, the 
present Export Control Regulations serve only 
as an impediment. Yet U. S. companies can 
expand their total volume of business via export-
ing in spite of these Government restrictions. 

However, truly significant export expansion 
depends on a more positive and aggressive atti-
tude by industry and Government. Constructive 
modification of the present red tape could be 
initiated by those companies already experi-
enced in exporting. Such an effort might reduce 
export disincentives for large companies, and 
smaller companies could reap the benefits of 
increased export business. 

Electronics will periodically invite the expression 
of outside views on issues of importance to the 
electronics industries. 
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Meet HP's new System 45C color graphics 
computing center. It plugs into the 
wall—not into another computer. 

• 
Engineering Design Scientific Research 

and Analysis 

Imagine what you could do with a 
powerful, easy to use graphics system 
that sits on your desk and is not 
dependent on another computer. A 
desktop computer that combines 
outstanding color graphics and the 
computational power to handle com-
plex problems. All built into a com-
pact, functionally-integrated unit, and 
all under your own individual control. 
Based on HP's proven Series 45 

desktop computers, System 45C is 
much more than a display. It's a 
color graphics processing system with 
significant computational abilities. 
You get to your solutions 
faster through new develop-
ments in graphics 
language exten-
sions to BASIC. 

Complex Data 
Presentation 

High resolution and 4913 bright, crisp 
colors give you a realistic, lifelike 
display of your design. A light pen 
lets you work interactively with 
color images. 
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Management Graphics 

Solving tough problems with an 
outstanding color graphics system, 
up to 449K bytes of user-available 
read/write memory, and high-
performance I/O is a rewarding 
experience when it's done the HP 
desktop system way — under your 
total control, and at your own pace. 
To learn more about the graphics 
capabilities of HP desktop computers, 

and to request literature or a 
demonstration of the new 

System 45C, please 
turn the page. 



Scientists and engineers 
computer systems powerful 

Why? 
The Power of HP Graphics. 
Today's Hewlett-Packard desk-
top systems offer an impres-
sive array of powerful graphics 
capabilities to help you analyze 
data more thoroughly and solve 
complex problems more quickly. 
With both full-color and mono-
chromatic displays, and a broad 
range of HP input, output and 
storage peripherals, it's easy to 
tailor a graphics system to match 
your needs. And, you'll realize 
benefits that reach well beyond 
the power of display graphics. 
HP systems today give you 
powerful computing capabilities 
with user-available memory 
to 449K bytes, high-performance 
I/O, data base management 
and mass memory options to 
120M bytes. Whether you're 
computing, optimizing a 
design or acquiring data from 
instruments, HP graphics 
systems put big 
computer power 
under your 
individual control. 
An Interactive 
System. 
Your data can be 
entered in a 
number of ways. 
You can use the 
desktop computer's 
interactive key-
board. Or, if you're 

working with draw-
ings, photographs, maps and 
other graphic material, the HP 
Digitizer enables you to transfer 
this data to the computer. 
System 45C's Light Pen 
provides a natural way to let 
you move and construct 
objects on the system's 
CRT screen. 

Results the Way 
You Want Them. 
Your HP graphics 
system will let you 

choose the way you want your 
results presented. You can 
display your solutions on the 
desktop computer's CRT screen, 
and the 
image can 
be dumped 
onto the 



find today's desktop 
graphics tools. 

desktop's built-in printer. Your 
output can be in the form of color 
plots or overhead color trans-
parencies, made by an HP four 
color plotter. These can be 
useful in group presentations. 
Printed results, including letter 

quality output, can also be ob-
tained from HP printers. When 
your system is assembled to give 
you the graphic results you 
want, HP's high-performance 
language and industry standard 
I/O will ensure smooth inter-
action among all the components. 

Advanced Graphics Language. 
To simplify your development of compu-

tational graphics, we've formulated a 
graphics language extension of HP En-

hanced BASIC. With up to 70 commands, 
our graphics language eliminates numerous 
statements and hours of programming, letting 

you quickly manipulate monochromatic 
and color images from simple charts and 
diagrams to complex geometrical figures. 

Extended Capabilities. 
The power and versatility of your 
desktop system can be extended 
through two new HP capabilities. 
Data Comm allows desktops to 
communicate with larger main-

frames in High Speed Asynchron-
ous or Bisynchronous modes. 
With this capacity, the desktop 
becomes a very powerful and 
fully integrated work station in 

a large computer system. Techni-
cal Data Base Management 

provides HP's award-winning 
IMAGE facilities that let you 

access information in the system 
without writing applications pro-

grams. DBM also includes a 
powerful adaptation of the 
QUERY inquiry program. 

A Choice — and 
Two New Systems. 

e build a broad range of desktop 
computers, with one just right for your 
graphics applications. The new System 
45C offers powerful color graphics and 

up to 449K bytes of computational power. 

rha 
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System 45B provides monochromatic 
graphics (including 3-D) and large read/ 
write memory capacity. The new HP-85 is 
a modestly priced professional desktop 
computer with integrated graphics, CRT 
and printer. All three of these systems can 
be used with HP peripherals. 

A Growth Path. 
As your needs expand, 
HP desktop computers 
can communicate 
with the HP 
1000 family of real-
time compu-
ter systems over 
data links. For 
dedicated 
graphics ap-
plications that 
require a multi-
user, multi-terminal 
system, the HP 1000 Model 45 includes a 
graphics terminal and versatile graphics/ 
1000 software. The multi-programming 
power of an HP 1000 can be teamed with 
the graphics devices described above, 
and can also control up to four full-color 
graphics display systems. 

For more information. Call 800-821-
3777, extension 303, toll-free day or 
night (Alaska and Hawaii included). In 
Missouri, call 800-892-7655, extension 
303. Or write 3404 E. Harmony Road, Fort 
Collins, Colorado 80525. 
For a demonstration. Call the HP 

regional office nearest you: East 201/ 
265-5000; West 213/970-7500; Midwest 
312/255-9800; South 404/955-1500; 
Canada 416/678-9430. 

HEWLETT 
PACKARD 

«Da 
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Technological leadership 

The world's broadest + 5 
is available in volume 
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's most complete single +5 V supply dynamic RAM family 

MCM6664 
MCM6665 

MCM6632 
MCM6633 

MCM4516 
MCM4517 

Self/Auto 
Refresh 

so° 

Power Access times 
Supply (ns) 

150.200 

150, 200 

120. 150.200 



V dynamic RAM family 
today, from Motorola. 
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V Supply Current-Max 
CC Act IveiStandby mA 

Price* 
100/pc. 

50/5 

7)0/5 

23/2.5 

$124.00 
113.00 

62.00 
56.65 

18.00 
15.00 

64K and 32K 

- 200ns ceramic. 

16K 

150ns plastic 

For the first time, a complete family of single-
supply +5V dynamic RAMs from 16K through 64K 
is available in production quantities. You can get 
them now, from Motorola 
The dynamic RAM family leaders are the 64Ks. 

These "memories of the future" are available today 
from Motorola, and from authorized Motorola 
distributors. 
The single-supply 16K RAMs also are available 

now in production quantities from the factory and 
distributors. Completing this family of totally 
upward-compatible 16-pin RAMs are the +5 V 32Ks, 
for intermediate memory system densities between 
16K and 64K. They're also available now direct 
from the factory. 
The entire family uses industry-standard pinouts 

and has the high speed and low power you expect 
from our HMOS technology. Systems designed 
with our 16K RAM can double or quadruple their 
memory capacity as demand warrants by simply 
plugging in our 32K or 64K family members. 

The pin that refreshes 
Motorola's +5 V 64K RAM was the first in volume 

production. Now, two versions are available. The 
original MCM6664 has the leadership Pin 1 self-
refresh and auto-refresh functions. The MCM6665, 
without Pin 1 refresh, is now also in volume pro-
duction. 
Our 16K and 32K single-supply dynamic RAMs 

are designed with and without Pin 1 refresh, too. 
The 32K MCM6632 (with Pin 1 refresh) and 
MCM6633 (without) are both in production, as is 
the 16K MCM4517 (without). The 16K with Pin 
1 refresh, MCM4516. will be available later this year. 
Not only is Motorola first with the broad line 

of fully-pin-compatible 16K - 64K +5V dynamic 
RAMs, but first with 16K - 64K +5V families of 
fully pin-compatible 24-pin ROMs and EPROMs as 
well. Look to Motorola leadership in MOS Memories 
for designing 

Innovative systems 
through silicon. 

MOTOROLA INC. 
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Carborundum 
noninductive 
ceramic power 
resistors solve 
tough problems. 
Carborundum makes three types of 
noninductive ceramic resistors that 
can solve tough resistance problems, 
sa ve money and space. 

_ 

Energy Dissipation 

60 KV 

o 

<11 
a. 

2.5 KV 

time 

Power Dissipation 

1000 Watts 

e 100 Watts a. 

e 
10 Watts 

50,000 Joules 
890AS (18"x 1") 

II 
100 Joules 
234AS (1"x 1/4 1 

892SP (24"x 2") 

234SP (1"x 1/4 ") 

time 

Regardless of the pulse shape, we 
have the resistor. Our Type SP handles 
large amounts of power from 60 
cycles to many megahertz. Type AS 
can absorb huge amounts of energy 
while maintaining its noninductive 
properties at high voltages. Type A 
solves high resistance problems in 
high voltage situations. 

For more information on ceramic 
power resistors and our broad line of 
thermistors and varistors, contact: 
The Carborundum Company, 
Graphite Products Division, 
Electronic Components Marketing, 
p O. Box 339, Niagara Falls, New York 
14302. Telephone: 716-278-2521. 

CARBORUNDUM 

A Kennecott Company 
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Meetings 

Third International Conference on 
Hot Carriers in Semiconductors, 
Université des Sciences et Tech-
niques du Languedoc (Centre 
d'Etudes d'Electronique des Solides, 
34060 Montpellier, France), Mont-
pellier, July 7-10. 

International Microcomputer Appli-
cation Conference (imitc '80), Japan 
Electric Industrial Development As-
sociation (3-5-8 Shiba Koen, Mi-
nato-ku, Tokyo 105), Nokyo Build-
ing, Tokyo, July 8-10. 

Siggraph '80—Seventh Annual Con-
ference on Computer Graphics and 
Interactive Techniques, Association 
for Computing Machinery (Sig-
graph '80, P. 0. Box 88203, Seattle, 
Wash. 98188), Olympic and Park 
Hilton Hotels, Seattle, July 14-18. 

Annual Conference on Nuclear and 
Space Radiation Effects, IEEE et al., 
Cornell University, Ithaca, N. Y., 
July 15-18. 

Electromagnetic Interference Me-
trology Seminar, National Bureau of 
Standards (M. Gerald Arthur, 
Emi /Radiation Hazards Group, 
Electromagnetic Fields Division, 
NBS, Boulder, Colo. 80303), NBS, 
Gaithersburg, Md., July 22-24. 

1980 Microcomputer Show, Online 
Conferences (Cleveland Road, Ux-
bridge JB8 2DD, England), Wem-
bley Conference Center, London, 
July 22-24. 

Second Telecommunications Confer-
ence, IEEE (Umid Nejib, Engineer-
ing Department, Wilkes College, 
Wilkes-Barre, Pa. 18766), Best 
Western Motel, Wilkes-Barre, July 
28-31. 

SPIE'S 24th International Symposium 
and Instrument Display, Society of 
Photo-Optical Instrumentation En-
gineers (Box 10, Bellingham, Wash. 
98225), Town and Country Hotel, 
San Diego, Calif., July 28-Aug. I. 

23rd Midwest Symposium on Cir-
cuits and Systems, University of 
Toledo (A. R. Thorbjornsen, Electri-

cal Engineering Department, Uni-
versity of Toledo, Toledo, Ohio 
43606), Toledo, Aug. 4-5. 

Fifth Annual Conference on Innova-
tion and Regulatory Issues and Tech-
nical Seminar on Solar Energy and 
Energy Conservation, National Bu-
reau of Standards (Sandra A. Berry, 
B-226, Building Technology, NBS, 
Washington, D. C. 20234), Plaza 
Cosmopolitan Hotel, Denver, Colo., 
Aug. 6. 

1980 Joint Automatic Control Con-
ference, IEEE, Instrument Society of 
America, et al., Sheraton-Palace Ho-
tel, San Francisco, Aug. 12-15. 

Electronics/China 80, U. S.-China 
Trade Consultants Inc. (Clapp & 
Poliak Inc., P. O. Box 277, Princeton 
Junction, N. J. 08550), Canton, Chi-
na, Aug. 14-24. 

International High-Fidelity Trade 
Fair with Festival, Nowea (D-4000 
Düsseldorf 30, P. O. Box 320203, 
West Germany), Fairgrounds, Düs-
seldorf, Aug. 22-28. 

First Annual Hewlett-Packard 1000 
International Users Group Confer-
ence (Glen A. Mortensen, Inter-
mountain Technologies Inc., P. O. 
Box 1604, Idaho Falls, Idaho 
83401), San Jose Hyatt House, San 
Jose, Calif., Aug. 25-27. 

The 12th Conference on Solid-State 
Devices, The Japan Society of 
Applied Physics (3-5-8 Shiba Koen, 
Minato-ku, Tokyo 105), Tokyo 
Chamber of Commerce & Industry 
Building, Aug. 25-27. 

10th Symposium on Electromagnetic 
Theory, Verband Deutscher Elektro-
techniker (D-6000 Frankfurt 70, 
Stresemannallee 21, West Germa-
ny), Munich Technical University, 
Aug. 26-29. 

The 15th International Conference 
on the Physics of Semiconductors, 
Physical Society of Japan (3-5-8 
Shiba Koen, Minato-ku, Tokyo 
105), Kyoto International Confer-
ence Hall, Kyoto, Sept. 1-5. 
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COMMUNICATIONS LINK 

MK14007 

Soul 

7-SEGMENT 
DISPLAY 

The starting point: 
Our new 
A/D converters. 
lb convert the analog world 
to digital, use either of our 
new A/D converters. Both are 
CMOS devices requiring only 
a single +5 volt power supply. 
Power dissipation is a low 
I.5mW typical. 
The MK50808 is an 8-bit 

successive approximation 
A/D converter. This 28-pin 
device has microprocessor-
compatible control logic and 
an 8-channel input analog 
multiplexer. The MX50816 
A/D converter is a 40-pin cir-

cuit with the same logic as 
the MX50808, but features an 
expandable 16-channel analog 
multiplexer. 
Both A/D converters use a 

series resistor ladder ap-
proach that guarantees mono-
tonicity and no missing codes 
and allows both ratiometric 
and fixed-reference measure-
ments. With these devices, 
external zero and full-scale 
adjustments are unnecessary 
and an absolute accuracy of 

LSB, including quantitizing 
error, is provided. Operating 
temperature range versions of 

0° to +70°C or —40°C to 
+85°C are available. 
Maximum conversion time 

for both converters is a fast 
110 microseconds. They also 
feature latched TTL-compat-
ible 3-state outputs with true 
bus-driving capability for di-
rect interface to the host mi-
croprocessor. Conversion can 
be continuous or controlled, 
and either an external clock 
or the on-chip oscillator may 
be used. 
Low power, minimal tem-

perature dependence, and ex-
cellent long-term accuracy/ 
repeatability make these 

converters ideally suited for 
machine and industrial 
control applications. 
Make the connection 
with a new serial 
control unit. 
Now that all the signals are 
digital, connect them to the 
new MK 14007 SCU1TM serial 
control unit. Designed for 
both monitoring and control 
systems, this 40-pin circuit 
performs 19 pre-programmed 
I/0 tasks received from a host 
computer via a half-duplex 

serial link. Commands include 
bit input and bit output; byte 
input and byte output; set, 
clear, and toggle selected 
pins; interface to A/D or D/A 
converters or to a 31/2 digit 
digital panel meter (with data 
outputs); and monitor input 
pins for a specific bit pattern. 
The SCU I also provides for 

programmable remote I/O 
functions through its 16 YO 
pins. The chip contains a 
complete communications 
processor capable of generat-
ing and receiving messages. 
Results of commands execu-
ted can be echoed back to the 
host computer. 

You can use, and individu-
ally address, up to 255 SCUs 
in your network using only a 
single communications chan-
nel. Handshaking pins allow 
it to interface to the central 
controller over twisted pair 
lines, R.E communications 
link, modems, or fiber optic 
cable. Plus error-resistant data 
link protocol. Power is a low 
275mW (typ.), and the SCU1 
requires only a single +5 volt 
power supply. 
Low cost and easy imple-

mentation make the SCU1 an 

excellent choice for micropro-
cessor-based, distributed pro-
cessing systems where remote 
intelligence is required. 

Cross the finish line 
with your choice of 
Z80-based controllers. 
Next, run your communica-
tions link back to your control 
system. Build that control 
system one of two ways. 
Buy the Mostek MD Series 

of STD-Z80 BUS expandable 
microcomputer boards. Based 
on the Z80 microprocessor, 
this compact board series has 
fully assembled, fully de-
bugged and fully warranted 

hardware. Plus comprehen-
sive software support high-
lighted by the Matrix" devel-
opment system. 

Or, if it's cost-effective, de-
sign your own control system 
using our MK3880 family of 
Z80 microcomputers. Then 
configure a simple and up-
ward compatible memory 
array with our family of 
BYTEWYDE memories. 
Whatever way you go, all 

the components, including the 
A/D converters and the SCU1, 
are available now from your 
Mostek distributor. 

MOSTEK 
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Now you only need one 
source to design intelli-
gent, microprocessor-
based real-time data ac-
quisition and control 
systems. Mostek can sup-
ply you with all of it: A 
new line of A/D con-
verters. Intelligent remote 
controllers. A choice of 
Z80*-based control sys-
tems to back it up. And, of 
course, complete develop-
ment systems to speed up 
your design cycle. 
MD configure your sys-

tem, start with any of our 
new A/D converters. Next, 

A complete line from a single- source: Mostek. 
interface them to our mi-
croprocessors. For a 
stand-alone system, use 
the MK38P70 single-chip 
microcomputer with a pig-
gyback EPROM. For larger 
systems, interface the A/D 
converter to our new 
serial control unit, SCUl. 
Then run your communi-
cations link back to your 
central processor. lb build 
it, use our broad line of 
Z80 components and 
BYTEWYDE TM memories. 
Or choose from our MD 
Series TY microcomputer 
modules to quickly config-

ure your system controller. 
Now develop and debug 

the software with our 
Matrix' Series of hard-
ware and software micro-
computer development 
systems. After this task is 
completed, use your Ma-
trix system as a network 
controller if required. For 
multi-tasking operations, 
specify the MITE-BO/BIOS"' 
software package to speed 
up implementation. 
The result? Easy to de-

sign systems that are 
flexible, yet powerful. 

Get a line on the source. Call your Mostek distributor today. He can show you how 
easy and practical it is to shorten your design cycle by specifying a single-source: 
Mostek. 

U.S. and Canadia 
Distributors 
ARIZONA 

Kierulff Electronic 
Phoenix, AZ 
602/243-4101 

Wyle Dist. Group 
Phoenix, AZ 
602/249-2232 

CALIFORNIA 
Arrow Electronics 
Sunnyvale, CA 
408/739-3011 

Bell Industries 
Sunnyvale, CA 
408/734-8570 

Kierulff Electronics 
Los Angeles, CA 
213/725-0325 

Kierulff Electronics 
San Diego, CA 
714/278-2112 

Kierulff Electronics 
Tustin, CA 
714/731-5711 

Schweber 
Electronics 
Irvine, CA 
714/556-3880 

Wyle Dist. Group 
El Segundo, CA 
213/322-8100 

Wyle Dist. Group 
Irvine, CA 
714/641-1600 

Wyle Dist. Group 
Santa Clara, CA 
408/727-2500 

Wyle Dist. Group 
San Diego, CA 
714/565-9171 

COLORADO 
Kierulff Electronics 
Denver, CO 
303/371-6500 

Wyle Dist. Group 
Commerce City, CO 
303/287-9611 

CONNECTICUT 
Arrow Electronics 
Wallingford, CT 
203/265-7741 

Schweber 
Electronics 
Danbury, CT 
203/792-3500 

FLORIDA 

Arrow Electronics 
Ft. Lauderdale, FL 
305/776-7790 

Arrow Electronics 
Palm Bay, FL 
305/725-1480 

n Diplomat Southland 
Clearwater, FL 
813,443-4514 

s Kierulff Electronics 
St. Petersburg, FL 
81 3/576-1966 

GEORGIA 

Arrow Electronics 
Norcross, GA 
404/449-8252 

Schweber 
Electronics 
Atlanta, GA 
404/449-9170 

ILLINOIS 

Arrow Electronics 
Schaumburg, IL 
312/893-9420 

Bell Industries 
Chicago, IL 
312/982-9210 

Kierulff Electronics 
Elk Grove Village IL 
312/640-0200 

INDIANA 

Advent Electronics 
Indianapolis, IN 
317/297-4910 

Ft. Wayne Electronics 
Ft. Wayne, IN 
219/423 3422 

Graham Electronics 
Indianapolis, IN 
317-634-8202 

Pioneer Std. 
Electronics 
Indianapolis, IN 
317/849 7300 

IOWA 

Advent Electronics 
Cedar Rapids, IA 
319/363-0221 

MARYLAND 
Arrow Electronics 
Baltimore, MD 
301/247-5200 

Schweber Electronics 
Gaithersburg, MD 
301/840-5900 

MASSACHUSETTS 
Arrow Electronics 
Woburn, MA 
617/933-8130 

Kierulff Electronics 
Billerica, MA 
617/935-5134 

Lionex Corporation 
Burlington, MA 
617/272-9400 

Schweber Electronics 
Bedford, MA 
617/275-5100 

MICHIGAN 
Arrow Electronics 
Ann Arbor, MI 
313/971-8220 

Schweber 
Electronics 
Livonia, MI 
313/525-8100 

MINNESOTA 
Arrow Electronics 
Edina, MN 
612/830-1800 

Industrial 
Components 
Minneapolis, MN 
612/831-2666 

MISSOURI 
Olive Electronics 
St. Louis, MO 
314/426-4500 

Semiconductor Spec 
Kansas City, MO 
81 6/452-3900 

NEW HAMPSHIRE 
Arrow Electronics 
Manchester, NH 
603/668-6968 

NEW JERSEY 

Arrow Electronics 
Moorestown, NJ 
609/235-1900 

Arrow Electronics 
Sacidlebrook, NJ 
201/797-5800 

Kierulff Electronics 
Fairfield, NJ 
201/575-6750 

Schweber 
Electronics 
Fairfield, NJ 
201/227-7880 

NEW MEXICO 

Arrow Electronics 
Albuquerque, NM 
505/243-4566 

Bell/Century 
Albuquerque, NM 
505/292-2700 

NEW YORK 

Arrow Electronics 
Farmingdale, 
L.I., NY 
516/694-6800 

Arrow Eléctronics 
Hauppauge, NY 
516/231 -1000 

Arrow Electronics 
Liverpool, NY 
315/652-1000 

Arrow Electronics 
Rochester, NY 
716,275-0300 

Lionex Corporation 
Woodbury, NY 
516/921-4414 

Schweber Electronics 
Rochester, NY 
716/424-2222 

Schweber Electronics 
Westbury, NY 
516/334-7474 

NORTH CAROLINA 

Arrow Electronics 
Winston-Salem, NC 
919/725-8711 
Hammond Electronics 
Greensboro, NC 
919/275-6391 

OHIO 
Arrow Electronics 
Centerville, OH 
513-435-5563 

Arrow Electronics 
Reading, OH 
513/761-5432 

Arrow Electronics 
Solon, OH 
216/248-3990 

Pioneer Std. Electronics 
Cleveland, OH 
216/587-3600 

Pioneer Std. Electronics 
Dayton, OH 
513/236-9900 

Schweber Electronics 
Beachwood, OH 
216/464-2970 

OREGON 
Kierulff Electronics 
Portland, OR 
503/641-9150 

PENNSYLVANIA 
Arrow Electronics 
Pittsburgh, PA 
412/351-4000 

Pioneer Std. Electronics 
Pittsburgh, PA 
412/782-2300 

Schweber Electronics 
Horsham, PA 
215/441-0600 

SOUTH CAROLINA 
Hammond Electronics 
Greenville, SC 
803/233-4121 

TEXAS 

Arrow Electronics 
Dallas, TX 
214/386-7500 

Quality Components 
Austin, TX 
512/835-0220 

Quality Components 
Dallas, TX 
214/387-4949 

MOSTEK 

Quality Components 
Houston, TX 
713/772-7100 

Schweber Electronics 
Houston, TX 
71 3/784-3600 

UTAH 
Bell/Century 
Salt Lake City, UT 
801/972-6969 

Kierulff Electronics 
Salt Lake City, UT 
801/973-6913 

WASHINGTON 
Kierulff Electronics 
Seattle, WA 
206/575-4420 

Wyle Dist. Group 
Bellevue, WA 
206/453-8300 

WISCONSIN 
Arrow Electronics 
Oak Creek, WI 
414/764-6600 

Kierulff Electronics 
Waukesha, WI 
414/784-8160 

CANADA 
Prelco Electronics 
Mississauga, Ontario 
416/678-0401 

Prelco Electronics 
Montreal, Quebec 
514/389-8051 

Prelco Electronics 
Ottawa, Ontario 
613/226-3491 

R.A.E. Industrial 
Burnaby, B.C. 
604/291-8866 

Zentronics 
Ottawa, Ontario 
613/238-6411 

Zentronics 
Mississauga, Ontario 
416/676-9000 

Zentronics 
Montreal, Quebec 
514/735-5361 

Zentronics 
Waterloo, Ontario 
519/884-5700 

Zentronics 
St. James, Manitoba 
204/775-8661 

What's the shortest distance 
between you and an intelligent data 
acquisition and control system? 
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Electronics newsletter 
Chrysler schedules Chrysler Corp. will introduce an electronic odometer on its 1981 Imperial 

electronic odomet luxury car as part of a standard electronic instrument module. Ford Motor 
er  Co. and General Motors Corp. already have electronic instrumentation on 

for '81 imperials certain luxury cars, but the Imperial's odometer is believed to be the first 
in the industry. Mileage data will be processed in one of the two Motorola 
6801 microprocessors in the module. The random-access memory in the 
6801 will store the mileage up to 6.2 miles (10 km), then dump it in a 
nonvolatile metal-nitride-oxide-semiconductor memory chip. The High-
land Park, Mich., auto maker estimates that the MNOS memory can retain 
data for as long as 10 years without power when new and for at least one 
year even after the equivalent of 200,000 miles. In addition to customer 
appeal, Chrysler figures the electronic unit is one way to achieve a 
virtually tamper-proof odometer. Federal regulations require such a device 
in 1982 model-year cars. 

Mount St. Helens From the areas surrounding angry Mount St. Helens in Washington come 
ummin u some reports that the settling volcanic ash is creating a nuisance for semiconduc-

tor manufacturers. Intel Corp., for instance, temporarily shut down its 
semiconductor works Aloha, Ore., wafer fabrication facility because of high impurity levels. 

Though it is back on line, Intel is taking "extreme precautions" by 
vacuuming off clean-room employees. Also, National Semiconductor 
Corp. is curtailing construction of a similar plant in Vancouver, Wash. — 
not because of contamination, but because prospective personnel are now 
reluctant to move into that area. In addition, volcanic ash has disrupted 
automated outdoor bank tellers in the area [Electronics, June 19, p. 55]. 

More protection Those polyethylene bags used to protect electrostatic-sensitive components 
during their in-plant travels will no longer do for shipping them for use in 

ordered by Pentagon 
Government projects. A new standard from the Department of Defense, 

from static discharges DOD Standard 1686, "Electrostatic Discharge Control Program for Pro-
tection of Electronic and Electrical Parts, Assemblies and Equipment," in 
effect puts an end to the practice. It specifies that all such parts and 
equipment must have an additional conductive wrap around the antistatic 
material to block external electrostatic discharges. 

Use of automation 

by managers seen 

saving $100 billion 

If managers and other professionals fully use automated office tools, a 
savings of over $100 billion can be achieved by 1985, says a study recently 
concluded by Booz, Allen & Hamilton Inc. The New York consulting firm 
points out that a white-collar worker's productivity can be increased by as 
much as 15% by 1985 with a time savings equivalent of 15% or more of 
operating income before taxes for the types of business organization 
surveyed. If such businesses move aggressively, says the study, a time 
savings of more than 9% annually is possible within 24 months. 

Intel cuts In what insiders term a major effort to capture the 8-bit market, Intel 
Corp. has dropped the price of its 8088 microprocessor by 60% at all 

8-bit 8088 prices 
quantity levels. The 5-MHz chip, which has the 8-bit data interface of the 

by 60% 8085 microprocessor and the instruction set of the 16-bit 8086 micropro-
cessor, will be priced closer to the 8-bit than to the 16-bit part. In 
quantities of 100, the price of the 8088 drqps from $78 to $31.90, and 
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single-unit pricing drops from $93.60 to $38.25. These prices are still not 
as low as the $11.25 (100-unit quantities) tag on the popular 8085, but 
Santa Clara, Calif.—based Intel expects that the 1-megabyte direct addres-
sability of the 8088, compared with the 65-kilobyte addressability of the 
8085, will make the 8088 the choice for upgrading 8-bit systems. 

Radio-control chips Look for Texas Instruments Inc. to jump into low-cost radio control 
bein readied by Ti circuits used in remote-control toys. TI'S Advanced Circuits department in 

g  Sherman, Texas, is believed to be readying a two-channel integrated-
for toy applications injection-logic receiver circuit known as the SN76609 that will work with 

the company's six-channel Pi. transmitter chip, the SN76605. In 500,000-
unit quantities, the two are expected to sell for about $2.50 per set, or 
about half the cost of other TI transmitter-receiver pairs. TI is believed to 
be pursuing sales that could lead to volume production in time for the 
1981 Christmas buying season. 

Researchers unveil Researchers at International Business Machines Corp.'s Thomas J. Wat-
hi son Research Center in Yorktown Heights, N. Y., last week announced 
gh -resolution  fabrication of all-niobium, thin-film superconducting quantum-interfer-

Josephson Squids ence devices, termed Squids, using the Josephson-nanobridge technology 
announced a half year ago [Electronics, Jan. 3, p. 41]. Measurement of the 
noise properties of the devices demonstrates their intrinsic energy resolu-
tion to be about three times Planck's constant, the lowest value yet 
attained. Squids are being used in geophysical studies of gravitational 
waves to find ways to predict earthquakes and are being studied for use in 
medicine for nonintrusive examination. 

Utility applies Toledo Edison Co. in Toledo, Ohio, has installed a motor drive for its 
giant, 3,500-hp flue-gas fans, whose speeds are varied by adjusting the 

microprocessor control frequency of the voltage applied to the motor windings. Built around an 
to save energy 8080 microprocessor, the control is the first solid-state variable-frequency 

drive installed by a utility, says Westinghouse Industry Products Co., 
Buffalo, N. Y., the drive system's designer. Heretofore, utilities kept fan 
motors turning at a constant high speed and restricted the flue-gas flow 
from coal-fired boilers by mechanical vents. Part of a $53 million upgrade, 
the motor and drive cost $1.5 million. The power company expects to save 
up to 30% of the cost of energizing four fans, or about 16 million kw-hr 
per year. The drive system, which controls power-carrying thyristors, is fed 
information that determines how fast to draw out the flue gas. The ac 
frequency driving the synchronous motors is then optimized. 

Addenda In a move aimed at reducing overseas refrigerated shipping costs to a 
growing number of offshore assemblers, Morton Chemical Co. has broken 
ground on a $3 million factory in Singapore that will produce its Novolac 
B-type epoxy molding compound widely used by the semiconductor indus-
try for plastic packaging. The new plant will boost the Woodstock, Ill., 
firm's production capacity for the epoxy by some 20%. . . . Intel 
Corp.'s Aloha, Ore., operation is starting to ship samples of 16-K static 
random-access memories using its new high-density double-polysilicon 
HMOS II process [Electronics, Nov. 22, 1979, p. 40]. 
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What's the difference 
between Bits lc and Pascal? 

COMPARE THESE APPROACHES TO DRAWING A CIRCLE   

iv Biksic 
"This is easy.. 

100 P10\ie 

t (0 For «r i=0 -To 340 ergP ZS-
120 ORAN,' R-e cos cr), TZ4 SIN C-r) 
/3o Nex-r 11" 

"Oops, didn't quite meet ... 

... but that's easy to fix." 

zoo vlev5 RO 

(0 r-oR --r=o r 34.0çs'arEP 
12.0 DRAw Rilee.a5(4n, R.* s(t) 

130 NEXT 7 

"Oh, now it closes... 
in fact, it overlaps." 

Programming by trial and error 

in Pascal 

"The simplest circle drawn with line 
segments is a regular polygon..." 

procedure Circle (X, Y, Radius: real); 
const Sides = 16; Pi = 3.14159265; 
var N : integer; Theta: real; 
begin 
Move (X +Radius,Y); 
for N: = 1 to Sides do begin 

Theta: = 2 * Pi * (N/Sides); 
Draw (Radius * cos (Theta) + X, 

Radius * sin (Theta) + Y); 
end; 

end; 

Programming by design 

GET IT RIGHT THE FIRST TIME 
INTERNATIONAL 

DISTRIBUTORS 

Australia: Sydney 

Network Computer Services 
290-3677 

Canada: Vancouver 

Valley Software 
(604) 291-0651 

England: London 
Real Time Products 
01-588-0667 

Japan: Tokyo 
Rikei Corporation 
03-345-1411 

If you like the feel of precision tools, give us a call or return this coupon. 

Oregon 
Software 

Name   

Firm   

Address   

City   
2340 SW Canyon Road • Portland, Oregon 97201 

(503) 226-7760 • TWX 910-464-4779 State  Zip  
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New twist on an old idea 
sets new accuracy standards 

in digital logic switching. 
, 

Detent springs and pins operate 
directly on logic disc stanyheel, 
eliminating slippage, backlash, 

inaccurate positioning. 

Logic disc and detent 
mechanism are integral for 

constant accuracy. 

CTS Series 230 digital rotary switches assure accu-
racy in two important areas. First, contacts are 
insert molded securely in thermoset modules... 
not soldered or clipped in place. The one-piece 
molded design eliminates the mechanical shifting 
of contacts/terminations. And second, the detent 
mechanism is part of the logic disc for foolproof 
positioning. 

Engineering imagination is just about the only limit-
ing factor in using this problem solving switch. 40 
detent positions are standard, but up to 50 are 
optional. And units may be ganged to increase the 
number of functions. Logic disc codes are anything 

ttit 

Plated copper terminals and 
contacts insert molded in 94V-0 

thermoset for perfect 
positioning. Eliminates 
soldering and assembly 

problems. 

As many as 4 digital logic 
switches may be ganged to 
increase the capacity of 
functions. 

you can devise using a maximum 8 level truth table 
per switch section. 

While one side of the logic disc is programmed 
for switching functions, the other side can have a 
7 segment code to operate LED's or LCD's. And at 
a cost of about $2, a CTS digital logic switch may 
well be an answer in search of a problem. 

For technical information, circle the Reader Num-
ber. Or for a free 7 digit readout sample, write on 
your letterhead and indicate the use you contem-
plate for a CTS digital logic switch. Write CTS of 
Elkhart, Inc., 1142 West Beardsley Avenue, Elkhart, 
IN 46514. (219) 295-3575. 

CTS CORPORATION 
ELKHART INDIANA 
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Electronics review  
SIgnIticant developments In technology and buslness 

Phoneme-based 
speech chip 
needs less memory 
by Gil Bassak, Industrial/Consumer Editor 

Votrax converts its boards 

into C-MOS synthesizer 

that turns 70 to 100 b/s 

into an unlimited vocabulary 

Not to be outdone by semiconductor 
makers' integrating speech synthesis 
circuitry onto silicon, the Votrax 
division of Federal Screw Works has 
announced a single-chip synthesizer 
that may leave the others speechless. 
The Troy, Mich., firm, a pioneer in 
phoneme-based board-level synthe-
sizers, has packed the major features 
of its line— including unlimited vo-
cabulary and minimal memory re-
quirements—onto the SC-01 chip. 

Unlike competitive parts from 
Texas Instruments and National 
Semiconductor, the new offering 
requires neither a human speaker 
nor the chip supplier to assist in gen-
erating the vocabulary. In competing 
devices, messages are reconstituted 
from previously spoken and analyzed 
words. 

Phonemes. Rather, the Votrax 
synthesizer relies on phonemes, the 
most basic of speech sounds, stored 
as 6-bit words in a separate memory 
chip. The speech ic contains the cir-
cuits for selecting the phonemes and 
connecting them to generate words 
and sounds. 
An important adjunct to the chip 

is a stand-alone development system 
(see photograph) with which a user 
develops the words to be generated. 
The system contains the general 
rules of speech used to formulate the 
phoneme sequence. 

It converts the sequence into the 
digital code to be stored in the mem-

Speak up. Votrax's 6502-based development system converts typed words and phrases 

directly into spoken ones. Its algorithm simulates the rules for pronunciation. 

ory chip. A user types a sentence or 
phrase into the development system, 
which breaks each word into phon-
emes and then into the code. 

In some applications, the synthe-
sizer chip itself can independently 
access the phonemes stored in 
memory. A microprocessor may be 
needed if the reproduced phrases 
reach a certain complexity— for ex-
ample, if the words to be spoken go 
beyond a relatively simple phrase or 
sentence or choices among different 
possibilities must be made. 
Shown at the recent Consumer 

Electronics Show in Chicago, the 
large-scale integrated circuit was 
designed for Votrax by Silicon Sys-
tems Inc., a Tustin, Calif., firm spe-
cializing in custom ICs for the tele-
communications industry. Imple-
menting the chip in complementary-
MOs, Silicon Systems has produced 
a 155-mil-square part that functions 
typically at 7 milliamperes over a 
wide range of supply voltages. 

Housed in a 22-pin dual in-line 
package, the SC-01 requires data 
rates of only 70 to 100 bits per sec-

ond, compared with at least 900 to 
1,200 b/s required by other single 
and multichip synthesizers. Thus its 
speech program fills much less mem-
ory space. 
One reason Silicon Systems was 

chosen as chip developer is its exper-
tise in switched-capacitor filtering 
[Electronics, Feb. 15, 1979, p. 105] 
for realizing low-frequency analog 
filters on silicon. Phoneme-based 
synthesizer ics are primarily analog. 
The script. An original-equipment 

manufacturer can produce his own 
programs with the CDS1 develop-
ment system, a $10,000 investment. 
It processes English sentences and 
phrases entered on the keyboard by 
means of an algorithm that deter-
mines which of 45 phonemes, 16 
durations, and 3 pauses best dupli-
cate the phrases. 
The OEM's programmer can modi-

fy the sequence for better sound. 
Then the sequence is stored in read-
only memory for access by the syn-
thesizer chip. 
By varying the rate of the on-

board clock, the OEM can produce 
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electronic sounds beyond the range 
of speech, making the SC-01 appeal-
ing for toys and games. At $12 
apiece in quantities, the chip should 
be popular in consumer applications. 
Though Votrax is silent about 

interested OEMs, some feedback may 
be heard from potential users. For 
example, Intelligent Systems Corp., 
the Norcross, Ga., maker of small 
business systems, is designing a 
voice-synthesis peripheral based on 
the SC-01. "You'll see a lot of prod-
ucts with it at the next Consumer 
Electronics Show," predicts David 
M. Deans, vice president of market-
ing for intelligent systems. 

Solid state 

Polysilicon bids to 

fill substrate role 
A new wave of processing tech-
niques, including laser annealing and 
advanced trimming methods, may 
give a burst of versatility to polysili-
con. They expand the material's 
horizons to include serving as sub-
strates for integrated circuits, nota-
bly three-dimensional and large-area 
ICs, and as high-accuracy resistors 
for analog applications. 
Such uses were discussed at the 

38th annual Device Research Con-
ference, held late last month at Cor-
nell University in Ithaca, N. Y. Also 

a hot topic was a transistor made of 
amorphous silicon. 

Polysilicon is already in use at the 
device level, heavily doped with 
impurities for gates and interconnec-
tions in mos components and lightly 
doped for high-resistance loads in 
static memories. Researchers are 
using laser annealing to enlarge its 
grain size [Electronics, March 1, 
1979, p. 88] so that it can substitute 
for expensive single-crystal silicon as 
the starting material for integrated-
circuit fabrication. 
Combo. Unlike the single-crystal 

material, polysilicon can be depos-
ited atop insulating silicon dioxide. 
This cheaper insulating substrate 
could be used where IC makers are 
taking such expensive routes as com-
bining sapphire with single-crystal 
silicon. 

Polysilicon plus silicon dioxide 
could lead to true three-dimensional 
structures, as Texas Instruments Inc. 
has already demonstrated (see pho-
tograph). Another possibility with 
laser-annealed polysilicon would be 
very large chips: since its transistors 
do not rely on the regularity of sin-
gle-crystal material, the problem of 
crystal imperfections or dislocations 
vanishes. 
At the conference, Cornell and 

Stanford universities reported using 
laser-annealed polysilicon to fabri-
cate metal-semiconductor field-ef-
fect transistors with gate lengths of 1 
micrometer. The researchers say 

Poiysihcon cruncn moves turtner oit 

Prospects for a shortfall in the bulk polysilicon that is turned into single-
crystal silicon for semiconductor fabrication are easing this summer, says 
industry consultant Daniel J. Rose. The improved outlook is due to increased 
availability of the trichlorosilane (SiCI3H) essential to polysilicon production, 
says the president of Rose Associates, Los Altos, Calif. 

In high demand for many uses, the chemical is in stepped-up production at 
its major supplier, Union Carbide Corp. Thus all users—including polysilicon 
makers—can turn out more products, says Rose. The chemical is basic to 
the formation of the raw material from which polysilicon is made. 

Early this year, Rose had predicted that between August and September 
semiconductor makers' demand for polysilicon would outstrip production 
[Electronics. Feb. 14, p. 45]. That crunch is moving further off, he says, but it 
is still coming in the long run. "There are still no plans for new startups of 
polysilicon plants," he notes. 

Another factor bearing on polysilicon's supply-and-demand balance is 
perceptible softness in orders from chip makers. However, Rose and other 
observers see this as a short-term glitch. -Larry Waller 

ALUMINUM 

GATE 
OXIDE 

GLASS 
SUBSTRATE 

EALED POLYSILICON 
ON SILICON 

PHOSPHORUS-
DOPED 
AMORPHOUS 
SILICON 

UNDOPED 
AMORPHOUS 
SILICON 

Glassy. When chips are fabricated of laser-
annealed polysilicon on silicon dioxide. 
three-dimensional structures are possible 
(top). Another possible material under inves-
tigation for fabrication of integrated circuits 
is amorphous silicon (bottom). 

MES FETS are suitable for both ana-
log and digital circuits and "in novel 
structures such as multilevel inte-
grated circuits." 

National Semiconductor Corp. of 
Santa Clara, Calif., and the Ad-
vanced Research and Applications 
Corp. of Sunnyvale, Calif., are using 
a continuous-wave argon laser to 
activate previously implanted source 
and drain areas as well as to lower 
the resistance of polysilicon gates 
and resistors. This laser activation of 
polysilicon devices replaces high-
temperature annealing, so fabrica-
tion requires no raising of wafer 
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temperatures beyond that needed for 
polysilicon deposition: 650°C. 

Beyond laser-annealed polysilicon 
on a silicon dioxide substrate comes 
amorphous silicon, which can be 
applied directly to any kind of glass 
substrate. Researchers from the To-
kyo Institute of Technology reported 
at the conference on fabricating an 
amorphous-silicon thin-film transis-
tor (see figure) with an on-off cur-
rent ratio of more than 105:1. "To 
the best of our knowledge, this is the 
first amorphous silicon FET inte-
grated transistor," they say. 

Like polysilicon, large amorphous 
silicon transistors are not sensitive to 
crystal imperfections and disloca-
tions. The Tokyo Institute research-
ers feel, therefore, that amorphous 
ics are likely to serve as controllers 
and drivers in large-area displays. 

Electric trim. Yet another use for 
polysilicon is as resistors in analog 
applications, where high accuracy is 
needed. To achieve that accuracy, 
researchers at the Musashino Elec-
trical Communication Laboratory of 
the Nippon Telegraph and Tele-
phone Public Corp. reported trim-
ming these resistors electrically. 

Their approach forgoes expensive 
laser trimming equipment, although 
it can only decrease resistance, so 
the values must be made high and 
then trimmed. However, the re-
searchers say that the values can be 
trimmed as much as 50%, and "ac-
curacies better than ±0.01% can be 
easily obtained." Indeed, they have 
built a monolithic 14-bit digital-to-
analog converter with nonlinearities 
held to less than V2 of a least signifi-
cant bit. 

In the trimming scheme, high cur-
rent pulses of 106 amperes per 
square centimeter are shot through 
the polysilicon, heavily doped with 
10 20 atoms of impurities per cubic 
centimeter. The researchers say the 
high current melts the boundary lay-
ers between grains, and in the subse-
quent recrystallization, impurity 
atoms concentrate at the boundaries 
to enhance conduction. However, it 
would appear that the current pulses 
effectively anneal the polysilicon — 
much like laser annealing does, but 
without the laser. -John G. Posa 

Packaging 

Chip-carriers stepping 

onto production line 
Ceramic chip-carriers are moving 
out of the category of a next-genera-
tion packaging technique into use in 
both commercial and military appli-
cations. As this space-saving alterna-
tive to dual in-line packages gains in 
popularity, new chip-carrier struc-
tures are being developed. 
"By the end of the decade, most of 

the packaging needs for integrated 
circuits will be met by chip-car-
riers," says John Stafford, supervisor 
of chip-carrier and discrete device 
packaging development at Bell Lab-
oratories, Murray Hill, N. J. He was 
keynote speaker at a technical ses-
sion at the recent Nepcon '80 East in 
New York, where papers from Digi-
tal Equipment Corp., Bell Labs, and 
RCA Corp.'s Missile and Surface 
Radar division described: 
• Leadless chip-carriers on special 
sockets and ceramic motherboards 
for insertion into printed-circuit 
boards on production lines. 
• Mixed chip-carriers and DIPs Oil 

pc boards. 
• Dual-cavity chip-carriers and 
motherboards, doubling densities. 

Chip-carriers are not only smaller 
than DIPs; they have their input/out-
put pads on 40-to-50-mil centers, 
whereas the larger packages use 
100-mil centers for Po pins. For 
example, an equivalent chip-carrier 
takes up a third less space than a 
68-pin DIP. 

In the future. Even so, a board that 
will contain all large-scale and very 
large-scale ics will need pad spac-
ings of 20 to 25 mils to shrink the 
package size for these chips with 
their high I/O counts. Another devel-
opment that may be in the works is 
direct soldering of chip-carriers to 
standard pc boards; now the leadless 
carriers must be inserted into a sock-
et or motherboard. 

But there is no waiting at DEC, 
where the carriers are in use in vol-
ume, says George Northover, senior 
engineer in applied manufacturing 

Duplex housing. An experimental chip-car-

rier developed at Bell Laboratories has cavi-

ties on both sides for active or passive inte-

grated circuits, offering doubled chip densi-

ties on LSI- or VLSI-packaged pc boards. 

technology at the Maynard, Mass., 
firm. "Any device with over 40 pins 
is now considered fair game for a 
chip-carrier," he says. 
One approach, in a board for a 

computer peripheral, uses a chip-
carrier in a custom socket from Amp 
Inc. of Harrisburg, Pa. The carrier 
has 50-mil spacing on its I/O pads, 
but the socket has solder tails on 
DIP-standard 100-mil centers. Thus 
both packages can be mixed on a 
single board. 

Motherboard. DEC is also using 
small, leaded multilayer ceramic 
motherboards, onto which the carri-
ers are reflow-soldered. One package 
contains a microprocessor chip and 
its read-only memory on a seven-
layer 40-lead motherboard only 0.6 
in. wide. 

Another application is a side in-
line package. The SIP contains four 
interconnected 16-K random-access 
memories plus capacitor ics. It is 
mounted upright, occupying even 
less area than the motherboards with 
their DIP-sized footprint. 

Bell Labs sees mixing chip-carri-
ers and DIPs as an important near-
term requirement, and so it is push-
ing ahead with its multiple intercon-
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nection package, which is a small pc 
board onto which a chip-carrier in a 
socket mounts. The mw's leads are 
on 100-mil centers. 

Dual cavities. Another develop-
ment at which Stafford says Bell is 
looking is an experimental carrier 
with chip cavities on both top and 
bottom (see photograph, p. 45). This 
arrangement allows two internally 
interconnected chips to fit where one 
went before. 

For complex military applications, 
RCA's Missile and Surface Radar 
division has successfully fabricated 

large ceramic motherboards with 
arrays of chip-carriers on both top 
and bottom. Each side is intercon-
nected to the other by Berg edge 
pins. 
The chip-carriers contain both sin-

gle LSI chips and multichip hybrids. 
The packaging density of 25 chips 
per square inch of the double load 
approaches that of chips wire-bond-
ed to substrates, the highest density 
packaging method, says Ron Kolc, 
unit manager of advanced technolo-
gy at the Moorestown, N. J., opera-
tion. -Jerry Lyman 

Components 

Planar geometry of power MOS FET 

lowers its resistance to fast switching 
Aiming for fast-switching high-volt-
age power mos field-effect transis-
tors, Intersil Inc. has refined the ver-
tical double-diffused process, achiev-
ing a structure with a bigger p region 
than other D-MOS processes give. 
The resulting MOS FETs boast sub-
stantially lower on-resistance and 
hence an order of magnitude im-
provement in switching time, says 
the Cupertino, Calif., company. 
As the overhead view of the gate 

pattern in the photograph indicates, 
the underlying p regions are long 
running lines, rather than hexagons 
as in other vertical D-MOS parts. 
(The small hexagons in the photo are 

Long. Intersil's double-diffused process for 

power MOS field-effect transistors uses elon-

gated p regions for low on-resistance and 

high current density. 

simply the source contacts.) "It is a 
structure that yields a large periph-
ery from which to inject current and 
results in the lowest on-resistance 
and highest current density, thus the 
best efficiency, for a given device 
size and breakdown voltage," says 
Jerry Zis, director of analog and 
power products marketing. 

z-mos. The structure, named z-
mos for no particular reason, "elimi-
nates even more of the problems" 
associated with V-groove power FETs 
than Intersil's own U-groove modifi-
cation, says Zis. Both v-mos and 
vertical D-MOS structures are strong 
contenders in the race to overtake 
bipolar transistors in power applica-
tions [Electronics, May 22, p. 143]. 
As well as depending on the larger 

p region, current density is improved 
by substituting the essentially linear 
circuit patterns for the space-eating 
hexagons. "If we chose to engineer 
our device spec-for-spec equivalent 
to [a competitive D-mos] device at 
any voltage breakdown level, the z-
mos chip would be 20% to 25% 
smaller in area," says Tony Grant, 
product marketing manager. 

Also, the z-mos structure has a 
lower gate capacitance than other 
D-MOS structures, Zis claims, 
"which affects the way the device is 
driven and reduces the cost of cir-
cuitry needed to drive it." The parts 

will switch much faster than other 
vertical D-MOS offerings-10 versus 
100 nanoseconds, typically, accord-
ing to the company. 

Intersil's product plans are still in 
the making, so the company is not 
ready as yet to release specifications. 
However, the company may target 
the 2.25-to-2.5-ampere range first, 
figuring on voltage breakdowns of 
450 volts. 

Planar. Similarly, pricing is far 
from set, but a density improvement 
of 20% should translate into a com-
parable yield improvement. Another 
cost benefit should be the planar 
structure resulting from the new 
Intersil process. 

"It eliminates many problems 
associated with the V-groove struc-
ture," Zis says. As well as requiring 
fewer masking steps, "you don't 
have to make a V groove in each 
mask," he adds. "This provides bet-
ter control of the process, since it is 
very tough to control the etching 
rate for each V groove." 
When Intersil decided to enter the 

power MOS FET field, it developed its 
U-groove process to alleviate break-
down problems that occur with the 
sharp-pointed V structures. It plans 
to continue to use it in the near term 
for parts with breakdown voltages of 
100 V or less, where z-mos's density 
improvement is much less dramatic. 

-Bruce LeBoss and Roger Allan 

Power MOS FETs 

shrink switcher 
The coming second generation of 
switching power supplies is in the 
works, featuring power mos field-
effect transistors to reduce size and 
weight, increase reliability, and im-
prove response to line variations. In 
the vanguard is Hewlett-Packard 
Co.'s New Jersey division, which is 
introducing a series of supplies that 
use power MOS FET technology to 
switch at 200 kilohertz. 

This operating frequency is about 
10 times that of the best of present 
switching power supplies, which use 
bipolar switching transistors. How-
ever, the new line will be somewhat 
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ETCH I YOUR WAY, 

High throughput 

Automatic process controls 

Independent chamber operation 

Floating mode 

Water-cooled substrates 

Reactive ion and conventional 
planar etching 

Four "process diagnosis" 
accessories 

CORPORATION 

PLANAR, 
Et, 
0TH. 

BAR 
Now you can "mix" or "match" the planar and barrel chambers 
in an LFE 1002 Dry Plasma System to meet your particular 
etching and stripping process requirements exactly. And 
it's like getting two systems for the price of one. Whatever 
your choice, 1002 provides very high throughput of the 
selective etching of polysilicon or silicon nitride. Floating 
mode achieves exceptional wafer-to-wafer uniformity— 
better than 0.1 p line width control. A separate control 
console is supplied with each system. Available accessories 
include an automatic laser endpoint detector, a photoresist 
endpoint detector, a plasma preheat probe, and a capacitance 
manometer. For more information, contact LEE Corporation, 
1601 Trapelo Road, Waltham, MA 02154. 
Telephone: 617-890-2000; TWX: 710-324-0681. 
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Combo. HP's new line of switching power supplies uses power MOS FETs and a resonant 

tank and inverter transformer that convert square waves into sine waves. 

more expensive—a single output 50-
watt modular unit will sell for $154 
in quantity, whereas the first-gener-
ation switchers sell for between $50 
and $90. 

Plus. HP can point to a distinct 
advantage in size and weight, which 
may well appeal to manufacturers 
making compact computers, periph-
erals, and instruments. A single-out-
put supply weighs a mere 1 pound 
and measures 7.1 by 5 by 1.0 inches, 
whereas a typical bipolar switching 
supply of that size would weigh 2 to 
2.5 lb. 
What's more, the company is 

specifying a mean time between fail-
ures of 100,000 hours, compared 
with about 60,000 hours for the first-
generation switchers. The line also 
will meet the stringent European 
VDE requirements for radio-frequen-
cy and electromagnetic interference. 

Faster response is another plus 
with power MOS FETs. "You have a 
wider safe-operating area; you can 
handle larger instantaneous power 
levels," notes Bruce D. Rosenthal, 
power mos operations manager at 
Intersil Inc. "The FETs have high 

current gain and fast switching, as 
well as a free reverse diode." mos 
FET devices have this diode inherent-
ly; in earlier switching supplies it 
could add $10 to the cost of the 
circuitry, he explains. 
The reduced parts count in the 

new line contributes to the reliabili-
ty. "A single-output switching power 
supply that uses transistors has an 
average of 100 to 120 components," 
says Dilip Amin, project manager at 
HP'S Rockaway, N. J., facility. "We 
have used about 20% fewer compo-
nents." HP has not settled on a single 
supplier for the MOS FETs as yet. All 
of these devices will be designed to 
HP'S specifications, however. 

Also, the first-generation operat-
ing frequency of 20 kilohertz or less 
requires relatively large filter capaci-
tors. HP can use high-density capaci-
tors with the same equivalent-series 
resistance and inductance. Also, it 
winds its own transformers with 
small-diameter 50-strand wire, giv-
ing a compact unit that still can han-
dle the high switching frequency. 

Moreover, the resonant tank and 
inverter transformer changes the 

square wave generated by the mos 
FET switching devices into sine 
waves (see figure). "The unique 
advantage of sine waves is that they 
have no edges and thus are much 
easier to filter or shield against than 
square waves and their associated 
sharp rise times," observes Paul 
Bailey, an HP section manager. By 
eliminating the sharp peaks, the 
sine-wave conversion circuit largely 
accounts for the reduced radio-fre-
quency and electromagnetic interfer-
ence, he adds. 

Withal, MOS FET switching power 
supplies are likely to take a while to 
flower. The time is not ripe yet, says 
Robert J. Boschert, president of Bos-
chert Inc., a leading power supply 
manufacturer. 

"Operating at higher frequen-
cies—up around 200 kilocycles— 
requires component expertise that 
isn't available now," he says. "Mar-
kets where cost isn't a factor will be 
using power FET supplies first, but it 
will be three to five years before the 
commercial or computer market-
place takes advantage of them," he 
adds. -Pamela Hamilton 

Business systems 

Joint computer design 

fights obsolescence 
The new kid on the block in the 
computer systems game, Zenith 
Data Systems Corp., is teaming up 
with a university heavyweight in 
computer sciences, the Massachu-
setts Institute of Technology, to 
bring an MIT-designed machine to 
market. The design, from mu's Lab-
oratory for Computer Science in 
Cambridge, Mass., aims for a ma-
chine that shrugs off obsolescence. 
The basic concept is about four 

years old, says Michael L. Dertou-
zos, head of the lab, but no computer 
maker would take on the job of 
developing the machine for a (1980) 
$30,000 retail price. Finally the 
Heath subsidiary of Schlumberger 
Ltd. took it on—and when Zenith 
Radio Corp. bought Heath and res-
tructured its own Data Systems sub-
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Toshiba starts IC production in U. S. 

Silicon Valley has a new integrated-circuit manufacturer: Toshiba Semicon-
ductor (USA) Inc. Its n-channel-MOS facility in Sunnyvale, Calif., acquired in 
April when Japan's Toshiba Corp., took over Maruman Integrated Circuits 
Inc. is already turning out 4114-type 4-K static random-access memories 
and 4116-type 16-K dynamic RAMs. Another Japanese company, Nippon 
Electric Corp., earlier bought IC maker Electronic Arrays Inc., and Fujitsu is 
building a RAM fabrication plant in San Diego. Hitachi and Mitsubishi are 
known to be considering American manufacturing bases. 

In the fourth quarter, production will begin on a 16-K static RAM using a 
high-performance MOS process. Also coming then will be Toshiba's versions 
of Intel's 2147 4-K static RAM and 8049 microcomputer. 
The $9 billion parent corporation last year shipped to the U. S. $20 million 

of its $600 million semiconductor production. "We expect Toshiba's semi-
conductor sales in the U. S. to total about $50 to $60 million, with about 30% 
coming from Sunnyvale," says Randall Crume, director of marketing for 
memory and microcomputer products at Toshiba America, which is the 
separate marketing arm of the parent. "In 1981, we expect our semiconduc-
tor sales here to be about $100 million, with 70% of that" coming from the 
California facility, he reports. -Martin Marshall 

sidiary, Nu was ready to compete 
[Electronics, June 19, P. 36]. 
The Chicago subsidiary of Zenith 

has delivered 10 engineering proto-
types to the lab and is shooting for 
production prototypes of Nu-type 
machines by year-end and first deliv-
eries in 1981. 

Power. Dertouzos' original con-
cept was for a super-powerful per-
sonal computer that could be linked 
together in a distributed processing 
system in which no one machine 
would exercise control. Thus the 
microprocessor-based Nu has hefty 
processing power. 

"Using a Nu would be something 
like working with a multi-hundred-
thousand-dollar timesharing system, 
but with the convenience of having 
one's own data base at hand, of 
being able to dedicate the machine 
to experimental use in the lab, and of 
never having to wait in a queue," 
says Dertouzos. "Nu could give 
equivalent and possibly faster com-
putation, offer network communica-
tion, electronic mail, word process-
ing, and shared data bases where 
appropriate —but without depen-
dence on large remote mainframes." 
The machine has a multiplexed 

data bus that can handle 32 data and 
32 address bits. Thus it can take full 
advantage of the 16-bit MC68000 
microprocessor's addressing capabil-
ities: 16-bit data and 24-bit address. 

What's more, the extra width of 
the data bus will permit upgrading 
of the machine once more powerful 
microprocessors come along. "We 
want to ride the wave of micropro-
cessor development," says Dertou-
zos. The bus is an example of the 
emphasis on avoiding obsolescence 
in the design—an effort much of 
which he attributes to Stephen A. 
Ward, an MIT professor of electrical 
engineering and computer science, 
and graduate student Christopher J. 
Terman. 

Also important in the scheme to 
sidestep obsolescence is the operat-
ing system, called Trix. Though 
effective in single-user applications, 
it also is designed for networks of 
interconnected Nu machines. It uses 
a stream-communications approach, 
allowing uniform, transparent access 
to both local and remote files, pro-
grams, machines, and services. 
C language. Trix is written in the 

high-level C language [Electronics, 
May 8, p. 129] and therefore can be 
translated rapidly should a Nu 
machine acquire a different proces-
sor. "The only major task is to 
rewrite the code generator for the 
compiler, then to recompile the 
existing software," Ward says. "The 
whole operation might take about a 
man-month." Dertouzos notes that 
MIT already has built Nu systems 
with the Intel 8086 and the Zilog 

Z8000, as well as with the 68000. 
The Trix operating system may 

use a little more memory than one 
written in machine language, but 
with today's low memory costs, that 
is almost irrelevant. The engineering 
prototypes will support as much as 8 
megabytes of random-access main 
memory and 20 megabytes of disk 
memory. Although aimed at single-
user applications, they include a 5-
to-10-megabit-per-second serial in-
terface for networking, as well as an 
RS-232-C port for slower digital 
communications. 

Freedom from obsolescence also 
means applications flexibility, which 
appeals to Zenith Data Systems. Its 
president, Edward J. Roberts [Elec-
tronics, March 13, p. 14] envisions a 
series of Nu-based machines with 
varying amounts of memory, and 
possibly with less powerful micropro-
cessors, priced from $50,000 down-
ward: he even talks of personal com-
puting as a target. 
"The machine seems to have the 

characteristics needed to break into 
the market," says small-computer 
expert Norman Zimbel of Arthur D. 
Little Inc. "Now we should watch 
for some creative marketing from 
Zenith—perhaps a combination of 
traditional and mass-marketing ap-
proaches, plus some flexible pric-
ing." -James B. Brinton 

Production 

Faster bath refines 

additive plating 
The coming generation of multilayer 
printed-circuit boards will make rig-
orous demands on plating processes, 
requiring deeper holes and finer lines 
on tighter grids. PCK Technology 
sees an opening that will give addi-
tive plating processes the long-
sought chance to augment subtrac-
tive plating, and so it has come up 
with an improved additive process. 

Laden with very large-scale inte-
grated circuits mounted on small 
chip-carriers featuring tightly 
packed input/output pins, the new 
pc boards will have plating require-
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ments beyond the capabilities of sub-
tractive etching, which tends to 
undercut fine lines and to plate deep 
holes unevenly. Additive processes 
overcome these hurdles; unfortu-
nately, they have been excruciatingly 
slow and so have garnered only a 
small portion of the plating market. 

Faster. PCK Technology, which is 
a division of Kollmorgen Corp., has 
refined its process so that it now 
takes 5 hours to plate 1 ounce of 
copper instead of the 12 to 20 it once 
took. "This factor alone could elimi-
nate the use of second shifts, cutting 
labor costs considerably," says Ho-
ward Hansen, manager of applica-
tions engineering for the Glenn 
Cove, N. Y., operation. 

What's more, the new CC-5 pro-
cess can put down 5-mil lines and 
spaces to a ± 1-mil tolerance, where-
as the 15-year-old CC-4 process is 
hard to push below 10 mils. Both 

Tight fit. PCK Technology's new CC-5 addi-

tive process can plate extremely fine details, 

such as these 5-mil lines and spaces (shown 

at 100 x magnification, left). 

processes can uniformly plate a 
matrix of tiny via holes that have an 
aspect ratio of board thickness to 
hole diameter of as high as 10 :1 —a 
typical figure for a multilayer board. 
The division already has made 

two-sided sample boards, both sides 
carrying 5-mil lines and spaces on a 
50-mil grid suitable for the footprint 
pattern of chip-carriers. The cur-
rently used dual in-line packages 
need holes on 100-mil centers. 

Changes. The processing steps are 
basically the same in CC-5 and 
CC-4, but PCK Technology has 
developed a faster-acting chemical 
solution for the plating bath. CC-5 
uses a different complexing agent to 
keep the copper dissolved in the 
highly alkaline plating solution. It 
permits faster removal of the copper 
during plating. 

Also, CC-5 works with a dry film 
resist, laminated onto the board, 
whereas CC-4 used a liquid screen-
able resist. Because of the inherently 
better resolution, dry film resists 
permit plating of finer lines. 

Already, boards designed for an 
array of chip-carriers are moving 
into applications that present plating 
problems. For example, the Koll-
morgen division is using its CC-5 
process to plate some 20,000 vias, 20 
mils in diameter and on 50-mil cen-

ters on a 12-by-18-inch, 11-layer 
board that is 0.11 in. thick, which 
represents an aspect ratio of 5.5 :1. 
The prospective customer, a large 

computer manufacturer, subtractive-
ly etches the inner layers, laminates 
them together, and drills the inter-
connecting vias. Although its pc-
board facility is capable of exceed-
ingly complex work, it cannot elec-
troplate the matrix of tiny, deep 
holes satisfactorily. So it shipped 
boards to PCK Technology, which 
demonstrated it could plate the high-
aspect through holes. -Jerry Lyman 

Information processing 

Standards group 

plays Ethernet down 
Touted as a standard for local data-
communications networks, Ethernet 
is finding the going rough at the 
hands of a working group developing 
such a norm for the Institute of Elec-
trical and Electronics Engineers. 
"There are substantial differences 
between the committee's drafted 
functional requirements for a stan-
dard and the present Ethernet con-
ception as put forth by its devel-
opers," Xerox Corp., Digital Equip-
ment Corp., and Intel Corp., says the 
Local Network Standards Commit-
tee in an interim report. 
The proposed digital packet 

switching network [Electronics, June 
5, p. 89] is under consideration, says 
committee chairman Maris Graube 
of Tektronix Inc. in Beaverton, Ore. 
But there are several areas where his 
group sees problems. 

Problems. For one, the committee 
wants the standard to include the 
modulator-demodulator and the in-
terface between the user's equipment 
and the modem that gives access to 
the network. "If this is done, the user 
need only replace the modem to con-
vert a signal-transmission technology 
like coaxial cable into fiber-optic, 
infrared, or some combination," says 
Graube. Ethernet is a coaxial net-
work only and is dependent on a 
specific modulation technique. 
The handshaking procedures and 
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various error checks as insurance 
against signal loss are also problems. 
Graube feels that Ethernet's use of 
its own protocol rather than a stan-
dard such as HDLC makes it difficult 
to realize these safeguards. 

"Error correction in Ethernet is 
handled .by user software in yet 
unspecified ways," he says. "This 
allows each device to be on its own, 
creating incompatibilities." 
Graube also reports that his com-

mittee [Electronics, March 27, p. 40] 
feels that a local net should follow 
what the International Standards 
Organization calls the open systems 
interconnection reference. This stan-
dard assigns a list of tasks to the 
network, and Ethernet "does not 
appear to follow it," he says. 
By summer's end, he hopes the 

committee will "come up with a sys-
tem that will satisfy perhaps 70% of 
all possible local network require-
ments." With backing from three 
heavyweights that span the electron-
ics industries, Ethernet may gain 
some de facto acceptance, but that 
will not influence his group, he says 
emphatically. -Harvey J. Hindin 

Software 

Pascal popularizer 

turns to DOD's Ada 
By the end of August, the Depart-
ment of Defense will announce the 
final definition of its Ada high-level 
language. Already the language is 
spurring mach controversy, but one 
noted software expert thinks DOD is 
on the right track. 
Programmers favoring lean, 

streamlined languages are saying 
that Ada is huge and overdonç 
because it includes operating system 
features. But DOD has special needs; 
for example, it would like all input, 
output, and runtime software to be 
in Ada for maximum uniformity 
among its myriad of computers. 
Adding such facilities later re-

quires extensions, notes Kenneth L. 
Bowles, director of the Institute for 
Information Systems at the Univer-
sity of Califqmia. His past work has 

News briefs 
Rockwell putting 1-Mb bubbles on boards 
Rockwell Inc.'s long-promised 1-megabit bubble-memory chip will be ready 
sometime next month, as part of single-board memory systems. However, 
the boards, which include all control circuitry, are being offered now with 
Rockwell's 256-K bubble memory. Initially the RMS family includes a 32-
kilobyte board with a single 256-K memory and a 64-kilobyte board. Desig-
nated RMS 121 and 122, they sell in single quantities for $1,800 and $2,100. 
Boards using 1-megabit bubbles, the 128-kilobyte RMS 141, and the 256-
kilobyte 142 will cost $3,200 and $5,350. Each 6-by-9.75-inch board has a 
100-kilohertz field rate and is compatible with 6500- and 6800-bus develop-
ment systems. Communication rates between the host and memory boards 
depend on the number of parts: average data rate for the RMS 122 
two-memory board, for example, is 22 kilobytes per second after access. 

Indian firm buys rights to Lear Siegler mini 
Appearing soon on the Indian subcontinent will be Lear Siegler's VDP-1000 
minicomputer line, discontinued by the company last July. The rights to the 
line have been bought by International Power Company of Madras, which 
currently markets Data General minicomputers. Lear Siegler will manufacture 
the VDP-1000s, which are compatible with Data General Nova 1200s, until 
the end of the year. The Indian firm currently manufactures power systems, 
as well as creating applications software for the Data General systems it 
sells. It is one of only three firms in India that market computers, primarily 
because of restrictive import licensing regulations. Its computers, the first to 
be manufactured there, will not be subject to these restrictions. 

Signetics shrinks packages for analog ICs 
Signetics Corp. has put 13 of its analog integrated circuits into single in-line 
packages about one-quarter the size of conventional dual in-line packages, 
or 0.188 by 0.196 by 0.053 inch. The 13 circuits initially available in the S.O. 
(small outline) package include comparators, single and dual operational 
amplifiers, encoders and decoders foi raqio control systems, and precision 
voltage regulators. By the end of 1980, Signetics plans to have another 12 
standard ICs available in SIPs, costing about 30% more than their DIP 
counterparts. The S.O. package is small enough to be used in hybrid 
modules in place of naked chips, and Signetics will perform both ac and dc 
tests on the parts, whereas it is set up to perform ac tests only on bare 
integrated circuits. 

RCA Corp. drops president . . . 
RCA Corp. president Maurice R. Valente is out after six months on the job, 
allegedly for inadequate performance. Chairman and chief executive officer 
Edgar H. Griffiths is replacing him with a five-member Office of the Chairman 
that includes William C. Hittenger, executive vice president for research and 
engineering; Roy H. Pollack, executive vice president for government and 
commercial systems; Julius Koppelman, executive vice president for the 
communications operations; Frank A. Olsen, president and chief executive 
officer of Hertz; and George H. Fuchs, executive vice president for industrial 
relations. Valente had been an executive vice president at International 
Telephone & Telegraph Corp., where he was a contender for the giant 
company's top spot. 

. . . Changes, too, at RCA Solid State and Motorola Semiconductor 
At RCA's Solid State division, in Somerville, N. J., Carm Santoro will head 
engineering, manufacturing, and marketing, coming from American Micro-
systems Inc., where he was senior vice president in charge of microproces-
sors, memory, and communications products. At the Motorola Semiconduc-
tor Group, Pasquale A. Pistorio has resigned as head of the Phoenix-based 
International division to take the presidency of SGS-ATES, a leading semi-
conductor maker in his native Italy. An 18-year Motorola veteran, Gary L. 
Tooker, is taking his place. 
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U\TATIONAL ANTHEM 
Draw from the industry's 

largest selection of microcomputer boards. 
National offers the broadest line 

of practical Series/80 board level 
computer products that feature 

functional design, reliable operation 
and easy availability. 

When it comes to selecting board level 
computer products, it never pays to gamble 
on boards that don't easily lend themselves 
to practical application. 

This is precisely why National offers over 
75 MULTIBUSTm-compatible Series/80 prod-
ucts. Because the Practical Wizards believe 
that no product should have to be forced 
into an application. 

And although many customers come to 
National for plug-compatible replacements 
for Intel SBC products, their Series/80 BLC 
line is hardly justo second source supply. 

In fact, a full two-thirds of their Series/80 
Family is made up of proprietary products, 
including CPUs, memories, controllers, ana-

log and digital I/0s, peripheral controllers, 
rack-mounted systems, a full complement 
of card cages, power supplies, cables and 
other accessories. 

And each one features high reliability, 
functionality of design, and the longest war-
ranty coverage in the business. 

Setting a good example. The depth 
and range of the Series/80 product line can 
best be illustrated by examining just a few 
of its members. 

The BLC-8222 Double Density Floppy 
Disc Controller can handle up to four dual-
or single-sided drives (either standard or 
mini). It features CRC error checking with 
programmed re-try, user definable sector 
sizes and switch selectable base addresses 
that allow multiple controller systems. 

The BLC-8737 Analog I/O board with 
12-bit resolution makes each input and out-
put channel appear to be a RAM address. 
On-board logic eliminates the need for the 

system CPU to drive the analog circuitry 
through its conversions. Its 16 single-ended 
(8 differential) input channels are easily 
expandable to twice that capacity. 

The BLC-8715 Intelligent Analog I/O 
board was specifically designed for industrial 
and process control systems.This new prod-
uct offloads all of the analog data processing 
and many of the control functions normally 
performed by the host CPU. 

And in doing so, the CPU may then 
devote more of its valuable resources to 
the rest of the control system. 

Be sure to check this issue's National 
Archives coupon for free literature on these 
and all of the practical Series/80 products 
from National Semiconductor. 

With the strength of the industry's 
broadest selection to choose from, you 
can't go wrong. 

MULTIBUS is a trademark of inter Corporation 



National's TO-237 puts heat 
on ice. 

TO-237 transistors run cooler to 
last eight times longer than metal 

cans. Yet they cost 40% less. 

The Practical Wizards from National 
Semiconductor are offering a refreshing alter-
native to the TO-5 and TO-39 transistors: 
the pin-compatible TO-237.t 

The TO-237 transistor — encased in 
National's patented Epoxy B* plastic — runs 
so much cooler that it can last eight times 
longer than the metal cans. As if that wasn't 
enough, National has paced it 40% less 
than the short-lived competition. 

The key to the TO-237's cool disposition 
is an exclusive combination of the Epoxy B 
used in conjunction with an efficient heat dis-
sipating thermal tab. The result, as shown 
in the graph, is a reliable workhorse 
component that can last 8 times longer 
than the cans (at 0.5W dissipation). 

National sorts them out. The TO-237s 

JUNCTION TEMPERATURES TO-237 vs TO-5 

are currently available off-the-shelf in 65 
standard part types and pin configurations. 
However, should a special selection be 
required, National would be more than will-
ing to supply it. 

This kind of design and production 
versatility comes from over 20 years in the 

transistor business. So it's no surprise that 
only National can offer this cool, low-cost 
alternative to metal can transistors. 

The cooling trend continues. The 
Epoxy B TO-237s have already proven over-
whelmingly successful in many diverse yet 
demanding applications: TV, automotive, 
photography, computer, telecommunica-
tions, and more. 

Each and every one of these applications 
has been made more reliable thanks to 
practical wizardry as applied to transistors. 

For additional information about the 
low-cost Epoxy B transistors, be sure to check 
this issue's National Archives coupon or 
contact your local distributor or National 
sales rep. 

The Epoxy B TO-237. Proving once again 
that practicality will prevail. 

'US Patent Number 3838094 
tNSC originally applied tor JEDEC package registration (1979) 

1S1OR r..1 A iv 



National takes the 

Only National has the technical 
expertise and manufacturing muscle 

to produce the industry's most 
popular high performance RAMs. 

It takes a great deal of manufacturing 
and technical know-how to satisfy the 
ever-increasing demand for static and 
dynamic RAMs. And National Semi-
conductor has a lot of both. 

In fact, National offers the most 
popular line of high performance 
MOS RAMs in the business. 

Having just stepped up their pro-
duction capacity even further, National 
is able to ship more parts in one month 
than most suppliers can ship in six. At vol-
umes like these, you can be sure that their 
prices are competitive. 

Vastly superior test facilities. Between 
the production and shipment of each RAM 
order come National's high-caliber test 
procedures. 

In addition to their use of conventional 
component level electrical testing from 
wafers to tested packages, many dynamic 
RAM customers request National's unique 
MST ne (Memory Systems Test) program:' 

MST eliminates or greatly reduces your 
own requirements for internal testing. So 
your incoming test, board test, and system 
rework costs are substantially reduced. 
Because MST parts have already been 
debugged in a 9 megabyte memory system. 

The future looks even brighter. In the 
months to come, National's MOS RAM 
product line will grow even broader. They will 
soon add new low-power XMOSTe static 
RAMs and new dynamic RAMs incorporating 
their exclusive TRI-POLY"" process7 

The new TRI-POLY RAMs will feature 
(among other things) improved refresh 
characteristics and a high immunity 
to soft errors. 

RAM market 
head on. 

To find out just how competitive National 
really is, contact your local distributor or 
NSC sales rep. 

Between their technical expertise, their 
high volume production capacity and their 

high-qualify RAMS, it's easy to see that 
the Practical Wizards are taking the 
RAM market head on. 

lMaed Number 
MM2114 
M5257 

NMC2114At 
NMC5257At 
NMC2141t 
NMC2142t 
NMC2147 
NMC2147Ht 
NMC2148t 

'Patent pending 
tProduchon in 2 4 months 
tRoduction in 1981 

MST. XMOS. and TR1-POLY ore the trademarks of 
Natnnll Srmx-nnrIte-tor Corpornhon 

Part Number 
MM5280 
MM5298 
MM5290 
NMC5295tt 
NMC4164tt 

RAM SUMMARY TABLE 

STATIC RANI s 
TAA (ns) Organization 
200-450 1Kx4 
250-450 4K x 1 
120-250 1K x 4 
120-250 4K x 1 
120-250 4K x 1 
120-250 1Kx 4 
45-70 4K x 1 
35 4K x 1 
55-70 1Kx 4 

DYNAMIC RAMs 
TM (ns) Organization 
200-270 4K x 1 
150-250 8K x 1 
120-250 16K x 1 
80-150 16Kx 1 
120-250 64K x 1 

What's new from the National Archives? 
006 CI Special Functions Data Book 

($6.00) 
035 D Additional Series/80 Information 
036 D Optoelectronics Handbook ($3.00) 
037 Cl Additional STARPLEX and ISE 

Information 
042 D Additional TO-237 Information 

043 ill Memory Data Book ($6.00) 

044 El 1980 Linear Data Book 
only ($6.00)* qt, 

045 D 1980 Data Book Package 
(4 books; $20.00)* qty 

047 CI 1980 Linear/Data Acquisition 
Data Book Package 
(2 books; $10.00y qty 

TOTAL S 
'Special offer: prices effective until 
September 1,1980 

Enclose check or money order based upon appropriate currency. Make checks payable 
to National Semiconductor. Allow 4-6 weeks for delivery. 

NAME 

COMPANY 

ADDRESS 

r, CITY STATE 

TITLE 

PHONE _ 

ZIP 

For desired information, mail coupon to: 
National Semiconductor Corporation 
2900 Semiconductor Drive 
Mail Stop 16250 
Santa Clara, California 95051 

In Europe, mail coupon to: 
National Semiconductor GmbH 
Industriestrasse 10 
D-8080 Furstenfeldbruck 
West Germany 

National 
KA Semiconductor 

The Practical Wizards 
of Silicon Valley 

Copyright 1980 National Semiconductor Corporation Pnnteirl to USA 
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popularized Pascal, the language 
base for Ada. 

Bowles notes that extensions to 
Pascal have evoked heated debates 
[Electronics, Feb. 15, 1979, p. 96]. 
"Once a programming language is 
standardized and in widespread use, 
it is most difficult to standardize 
extensions to that language for new 
uses," he says. 

Turn. Thus he is turning his atten-
tion from his UCSD Pascal to Ada. 
With the help of students and col-
leagues, he intends to implement "a 
large and very usable subset" for 
microcomputers, possibly starting 
general distribution within a year. 

His compiler will generate pseudo-
code, the same p-code generated by 
the UCSD Pascal compiler. Users 
already geared up for UCSD Pascal 
execution should be able to make a 
quick switch to Bowles's Ada. 
He anticipates an Ada program-

ming style like that associated with 
the high-level languages Forth and 
Lisp. Instead of bulky, complex 
operating systems, software modules 
will, in effect, plug into a smaller 
operating system kernel. 

If Pascal supports modular pro-
gramming, Ada improves on it, 
because among the operating facili-
ties that DOD will want incorporated 
are independent packages of related 
routines and data objects. Such 
packages ease the writing of large 
programs by several programmers. 

Also, Ada will support concurrent 

programming by keeping tasks 
synchronous through a scheme of 
rendezvous points. Exception han-
dling will be more structured than in 
Pascal, with error-recovery blocks of 
code for runtime infractions. 

Several hundred companies com-
peting for DOD computer-related 
business are clearly interested in 
Ada, Bowles says. Semiconductor 
makers like Texas Instruments and 
Intel are watching the language 
carefully, too. Indeed, Intel's coming 
iAPX 432 32-bit microprocessor will 
be designed to recognize many of 
Ada's data structures and command 
statements [Electronics, Feb. 28, 
p. 89]. -John G. Posa 

Consumer 

Zenith has designs 

on teletext hardware 
Aware of the sprouting of video 
information systems around the 
U. S., Zenith Radio Corp. is mount-
ing a design effort on the hardware 
for teletext services. 1_,ast month the 
Chicago company showed off its first 
hardware—encoding and decoding 
units needed by TV broadcasters who 
want to transmit the alphanumeric 
and graphic data in the vertical 
blanking interval of their signals. 

Zenith demonstrated its Virtex 
units at the recent Chicago Spring 

Bell installs long-wavelength fiber system 

An existing fiber-optics system for carrying telephone conversations in 
Sacramento, Calif., has been converted into the world's first long-wavelength 
system and is now in operation. The 1.3-micrometer system is an attempt 
"to see how longer-wavelength systems function in a real environment," 
says John Singleton of the Bell Laboratories Digital Lines department in 
North Andover, Mass. 
The 2.7-mile system formerly worked at 0.83 gm, but the longer-

wavelength light energy meets less resistance as it propagates through the 
fibers. The lowered attenuation makes possible less sensitive detectors and 
fewer amplifiers in a long-distance connection. 
The new system is powered by light-emitting diodes that feed data into the 

fibers at 12.6 megabits a second. It is a double-heterostructure emitter with 
an external lens to improve optical coupling into the fiber. Bell chose an LED 
over a laser diode because of greater reliability, wider operating temperature 
range, and simplified packaging requirements. The receiver is an indium 
gallium arsenide p-i-n diode. -Harvey J. Hindin 

Nobody 
else has 

LSI-11 and 
LSI-11/2 
cards 

like these. 
Our digital cards are loaded with 
unique features such as the ability 
to use I/O lines as either inputs or 
outputs in increments of eight, up 
to 64 TTL inputs or outputs inter-
faced directly to the LSI-11 bus, the 
ability to detect contact closures 
on discrete input lines, and dis-
crete latched outputs with the capa-
bility to drive high current incan-
descent lamps. 
The Bus Repeater Card accommo-

dates more devices than the basic 
bus can handle. The Bus Translator 
Card allows LSI-11 peripherals 
to operate with a Uni bus CPU. 
Both high level and low level analog 

cards are available with 
features like direct 
thermocouple digitiz-
ing, 250V CM isola-
tion, six gain codes, 
up to 64 channels, and 
program control interface 
... to mention just a few. 

ADAC Corporation, 
70 Tower Office Park, 
Woburn, MA 01801 
(617) 935-6668. 

Ji SA Contract Group 66 

corpora t ion 
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This Ticket 
Printer Has 
The Guts To 
Stand Alone 

Inside its free standing case, our PK-970 alphanumeric printer 
teams an advanced microprocessor-based controller and power 
supply, our long life dot matrix print head, and stepper motor that 
controls ticket advance, 6 lines to the inch or .110, and positioning 
until the message is complete. The result: a versatile standalone 
workhorse that can print both analog and digital data on the same 
card for special applications from lab to weigh station to manufac-
turing process control. 

Print standard or enhanced characters on single-sheet cards or 
multi-part tickets, with or without ribbon mechanism. Program it for 
30, 37 or 49 character line lengths and character density of 10, 12.4 
or 16.5 characters/inch. And count on that integral controller to 
accept parallel, or serial data to meet your system's needs. For 
details write or call today 

PRACTICAL 
AUTOMATION, INC. 
Trap Falls Road, Shelton, Conn 06484/Tel:(203)929-5381 

Circle 60 on reader service card 

HERE IS THE THIRD EDITION OF THE UNIQUE RAC DATABOOK 
WHICH PORTRAYS IN DEPTH THE RELIABILITY EXPERIENCE 
OF DISCRETE SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICES AS RECORDED IN 
GOVERNMENT AND INDUSTRY PROGRAMS. WE THINK THAT THE 
COMPREHENSIVENESS, CURRENCY AND USEFULNESS OF 
THE ANALYZED DATA IT CONTAINS ARE UNEQUALLED BY ANY 
OTHER PUBLICATION AVAILABLE TO THE PUBLIC. 

TRANSISTOR/DIODE 

DATA, 1979/80 
• Failure rates, screens, stresses, failure 

modes and mechanisms. 

• Data representing several billion part-hours 
of operation in 32 different systems. 

• Over 400 pages—fully indexed. 

• Thousands of detailed data entries, scores of data summaries on 
transistors, diodes, thyristors, and optoelectronics. 

• Experienced failure rates vs MIL-HBK-217C predictions. 

• Ordering No. DSR-3 • $60 per copy, ($70 non-U.S.) prepaid 

RAC 1 Reliability Analysis Center 
RADc/RBRAc • GrIffss AFB NY 13441 • Tel (315) 330-4151. Autovon 587-4151 

RAC is a DoD Information Analysis Center Operated by IIT Research Institute 

Conference on Consumer Electron-
ics. The company is aiming its first 
units at cable TV stations, which 
would use the composite video data 
to modulate a radio-frequency carri-
er they send to customers on a blank 
TV channel. 

Already Southern Satellite Co. a 
Tulsa, Okla., specialized common 
carrier supplying services and hard-
ware to cable-Tv operators, is plan-
ning a test run of Virtext. The 
encoder places the data on a signal 
going up to a satellite; the decoder 
removes it at the ground station and 
converts it to composite video. 

Entry. The Chicago demonstra-
tion is "our entry into the viewdata 
and teletext business we'll be in 
within a few years," says William 
Thomas, a senior engineer in Ze-
nith's advanced development depart-
ment in Glenview, Ill. Viewdata 
information services distribute data 
interactively to Tv sets over tele-
phone lines. Teletext is a one-way, 
over-the-air broadcast system that 
also could go out over cable. Both 
services are of British origin. 

"We're using technology available 
today for broadcast equipment," 
Thomas says. "As engineers, we've 
been frustrated with everyone talk-
ing about teletext and not doing it." 
Thomas readily concedes that the 

Virtext equipment, at $1,500 per 
box, can only be afforded by broad-
casters. However, it is "the first step 
in the evolution [of teletext] into the 
mass market," he explains. For 
Southern Satellite, the equipment 
allows any of 800 pages to be select-
ed and displays up to 40 characters 
on 20 lines. 

Circuitry. Thomas points out that 
the Virtext units operate according 
to standards developed by the British 
for their teletext system but modi-
fied for the 525-line U. S. TV system. 
Zenith is using custom circuits sup-
plied by Signetics Corp., which, in 
turn, were based on designs devel-
oped in Britain by Mullard Ltd., a 
fellow affiliate under the corporate 
umbrella of the worldwide conglom-
erate Philips Gloeilampenfabrieken 
of the Netherlands. 

"Signetics has been able to supply 
us with the level of integrated cir-
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Optimize microelectronic 
interconnections 
at all levels! 
With this information-packed resource covering all the 
techniques, materials, and procedures you need most. 

Microelectronics Interconnection 
and Packaging 

edited by Jerry Lyman, Packaging and Production Editor of 
Electronics Magazine 318 pages, $12.95 

Stop searching through dozens of resources for the answers to 
your most pressing microelectronic design questions. Start 
discovering the most efficient and effective methods—directly 
applicable to your own projects—when you turn to this 
authoritative reference. Articles drawn from recent issues of 
Electronics highlight everything you need to know about... 

• all forms of IC lithography • plasma etching (dry processing) 
• breadboards • a new and potentially important substrate, 
porcelainized steel • polymer thick films • the cause and cure 
of "hook" in pc substrates • pc substrate types • effects of 
nuclear radiation on various IC logic families le chip and film 
carriers • in-circuit testing (digital and analog) e automatic 
testing of backplanes and pc boards • and more. 

Take a look at just this sampling of 
on-the-job problems you'll solve quickly. 
• You have to choose a low-cost, high-density assembly 
method for consumer circuits. Don't make a decision until 
you've checked the sections on the modified thick-film 
approach on porcelainized steel and polymer thick films on 
standard plastic pc substrates. 

• Should you buy an e-beam lithography system for 2µm 
geometries on production IC chips? You won't when you've 
read about a system that works just as well at one-fourth the 
price! 

• You need to wire electronic equipment for a long-life space 
mission. Read the section on stitch-wired nickel conductors 
before you act! 

• • 

Contents 
1. Lithography and Processing 
for Integrated Circuits. 
Techniques and equipment for putting down 
micron-sized circuit details on silicon wafers. 

2. Thick- and Thin-Film Hybrids. 
Manufacturing techniques, materials and 
substrates. Plus how to form hybrid passive 
components. 

3. Printed Circuit Board Technology. 
Rigid and flexible printed circuits, including 
materials, plating methods, and breadboards. 

4. Automatic Wiring Technology. 
Competitors of the multilayer pc. 

5. IC Packages and Connectors. 
All methods of packaging IC chips from the DIP to the 
bare chip, including extensive attention to the new 
beam tape and chip carriers. 

6. Environmental Factors Affecting 
Interconnections and Packages. 
Coping with the effects of thermal, vibration, and 
radiation conditions. 

7. Computer Aided Design. 
For pc boards and IC masks. 

8. Automatic Testing of 
Interconnections and Packages. 
Computer checks for the high-density boards. 

Order today, and don't forget the other valuable books listed in the coupon below. 

Electronics Magazine Books 

P.O. Box 669, Hightstown, NJ 08520 
(609) 448-1700, ext. 5494 

No. of Copies Title 

  Microprocessors 

  Applying Microprocessors 

  Large Scale Integration 

  Basics of Data Communications 

  Circuits for Electronics Engineers 

  Design Techniques for 
Electronics Engineers 

  Memory Design: Microcomputers 
to Mainframes 

  Personal Computing: 
Hardware and Software Basics 

  Microelectronics Interconnection and 
Packaging 

Price 

$ 8.95 

$ 9.95 

$ 9.95 

$12.95 

$15.95 

$15.95 

$12.95 

$11.95 

$12.95 

e-e ll É 
If after my 10-day free-trial examination t am not fully satisfied t understand 1  
that my payment will be refunded. 

CI Payment enclosed D  Bill firm D  Bill me 
Charge to my credit card: 

D American Express O Diners Club 
Visa 0 Master Charge• 

Acct. No. Date Exp. 

•On Master Charge only, first numbers above name   

Name Title 

Company 

Street 

City State Zip 

Discounts of 40% on orders of 10 or more copies of each book. Signature  
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When Clear 
Displays Count  
You can count on Ferranti-Packard's 
electromagnetic 7-Segment display module 
to give you the electronic compatibility 
you need plus the reliability and 
visibility your customers demand. 

Performance-proven for over 5 
years, the simple design and 
construction, backed by Ferranti-
Packard research and engineering, 
gives you the combination of re-
liability, visibility and flexibility 
that no other read-out component 
can match. 

When you design an electronic 
read-out system. Ferranti-Packard display 
modules will help you do it better. It's clearly the display 
module you should consider. See the difference for yourself, 
write or call us and we'll prove it. 

When clear displays count - 
Specify Ferranti-Packard. 

Circle 62 on reader service card 

COrlt-leOg 
microsystems 

6500 USERS 

We offer the most complete line of 6500 support tools available — 
both hardware and software. Our CSB family of single board 
computers get your project running quickly. The DAIM floppy 
disk system turns your AIM 65 into a serious development 
system. The DB/65 provides the debug system you have been 
looking for. Cross assemblers are available for many popular 
computers plus CSL/65 — the high level language for the 6500 
family. 

224 SE 16th St. P.O. BOX 687 AMES, IA 50010 (515) 232-8187 
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cuitry we care to deal with," Thomas 
says. "We have gotten circuits from 
others but they have been less well 
developed — more like breadboards," 
he adds. "The designs are evolving, 
but Mullard's 525-line timing-chain 
chip, for example, reduces chip 
count appreciably." 

Other set makers besides Zenith 
are paying attention to teletext. For 
example, RCA is investigating its 
applicability to the TV sets it Makes 
and to its broadcasting, international 
communications, and cablevision 
supply companies. It has announced 
no hardware, however. 

Demonstration. Zenith used a pair 
of color TV sets in its conference 
demonstration. One TV set received 
the teletext signal at its antenna ter-
minals. The other had the signal 
applied at its color controls, bypass-
ing the radio-frequency section, a 
scheme that could be used if the TV 
set were built to accept teletext. 

Before teletext is offered over the 
air in the U. S., broadcasters must 
agree on a standard system. The 
Electronic Industries Association is 
expected to draft such a standard 
this summer. 

Zenith used for its data base some 
25 pages of information stored in the 
memory of an H89 personal comput-
er, of the line acquired when it 
bought Heath Co., the electronic kit 
maker, from Schlumberger Ltd. last 
year. Pages of information were first 
encoded onto a cable TV signal, then 
decoded by the Virtext equipment, 
and played on the TV sets. 

First order. The company will be 
supplying 20 of its Virtext decoders 
to Southern Satellite for use at satel-
lite ground stations servicing cable-
TV operators. The division of Atlan-
ta-based Satellite Syndicated Sys-
tems Inc. will test the decoders in 
helping distribute Reuters, United 
Press International, and possibly the 
Dow-Jones news wires, says South-
ern Satellite engineering vice presi-
dent Gary Stanton. 
He adds that Southern Satellite 

also is evaluating decoding units 
made by Scientific-Atlanta Inc. of 
Atlanta. He anticipates "a much 
larger order [for the decoders] in the 
near future. -Alfred Rosenblatt 
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Unless money is no object, 
Wavetek's new Model 859 
Programmable Pulse Generator is 
obviously the way to go. First of all, 
the under-$8,000 price is for single 
channel operation. Our dual-
channel version is priced about the 
same as other single-channel 
instruments! 

Either way, the Model 859 is a 
high-performance, GPIB-
compatible instrument for bench or 
ATE applications. You can 
program frequencies from 0.5 Hz to 
50 MHz, pulse widths from 

10 nanoseconds to 1 second, delays 
to 1 second, transition times from 
5 nanoseconds to 25 milliseconds, 
and output levels up to 20 volts. For 
repetitive testing, you can store 
and recall up to 25 setups (which 
eliminates the need for a 
controller). 

Besides economy, the key 
features of the 859 are accuracy 
and quality. Timing accuracy, for 
example, is 2%. And the 
microprocessor-assisted 
programming gives you pulse 

Getting back to price: the money 
you save with the 859 will probably 
cover most of your software costs. 
But don't take our word for it. Call 
us and arrange a complete 
demonstration of the Model 859, 
and find out what pulse quality 
and value are really about. 
Wavetek, 9045 Balboa Avenue, 
P.O. Box 651, San Diego, CA 92112. 
Tel. (714) 279-2200. TWX 910-335-
2007. 

fidelity like you've never seen beforWAVE mare 
Circle #63 for Demonstration 
Circle #233 for Literature 

Ko 

Some $11,000 
programmable pulse generators 
perform as well as this one. 

Unfortunately for them, 
this one sells for under 

$8,000. 



SAMTEC 
"SUDDEN SERVICE" 
as it appears to our customers 

. Actual retouched photo 
Of course this is a considerable exageration of SAMTEC's service 
facilities. But, even though our air fleet is strictly imagination, our 
devotion to "old fashioned" trouble-free service keeps customers coming 
back for more. The reason? SAMTEC cares about your order as much as 
you do. Catalogs, samples, quotations go out the same day we get them. 
Your order is usually on its way to you within 36 hours after we receive 
it. And trained expeditors follow-thru so that you know how the 
shipment went out and when to expect delivery. 

Call or write today for our new catalogs— 
complete with all specs and ordering data. 

Get SAMTEC's "old fashioned service" with your next order. 

DIP Sockets Cable Strip Connectors 

iemirn pg ELECTRONIC HARDWARE 

110  

TO Sockets 

c 1980. Samtec. Inc 

Adaptors 
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Washington newsletter 

Pressure rising 

for telecommunications 

rewrite by Congress • • • 

. . . with rules 

for competition and 

antitrust key issues 

NASA begins tests 

of small airport 

traffic system 

Guided munitions 

using VHSIC will 

lead U. S. programs 

Odds against final passage of compromise legislation to reduce regulation 
and increase competition in U. S. telecommunications are increasing daily, 
but so is the pushing and shoving by diverse Government and industry 
interests as Congress moves closer to its adjournment target late this 
month. Although positions on specific legislative provisions vary, the 
White House is pressing hard for passage, using the Commerce Depart-
ment's National Telecommunications and Information Administration to 
lead the effort. Also pressing are leaders of American Telephone & 
Telegraph Co., IBM Corp., and the just-formed Coalition for Telecommu-
nications Reform Legislation. The coalition is made up so far of eight 
organizations, including three large independent telephone companies, two 
communications labor unions, and three trade associations. Aligned 
against aspects of the amended bills—the HouÑe's H. R. 6121 and the 
Senate's S.2827 —is a host of smaller telecommunications interests that 
fear that the bills will lead to dominance of emerging markets by a 
diversified AT&T. 

As Act 2 of the legislative melodrama closed at the end of June, key issues 
are American Telephone & Telegraph Co.'s competitive participation in 
new markets through a fully separated subsidiary and the prescribed 
transition period for its creation. The House compromise calls for any 
AT&T subsidiary to perform all of its own final assemblies within 4 years 
after enactment of the law, sets a limit of 5 years for transfer of applied 
research (although use of Bell Laboratories' basic research could continue 
indefinitely), and allows 7 years for transfer of all subassembly manufac-
turing and 10 years for components. 

Opponents of the plan, like the Computer and Communications Indus-
try Association, say the timetable "should be reduced to half its present 
length, or the Federal Communications Commission should be given the 
power to shorten the transition consistent with its own assessment of 
feasibility." The CCIA and others also contend that public hearings on the 
subsidiary compromise have never been held and that the FCC is not 
equipped in any event to monitor AT&T's compliance with the transition 
requirements. 

First operational tests of an automated pilot-advisory system (APAs) for 
use at small airports without air-traffic control systems will be conducted 
by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration. They will take 
place during July at Virginia's Manassas Municipal Airport. The proto-
type will use computer-generated voice messages broadcast on an 
assigned vhf wavelength to advise pilots every 20 seconds of area traffic, as 
well as radar and weather updates every two minutes. 

Precision-guided munitions using third-generation target seekers are the 
key to future U. S. weapons systems, says William J. Perry, under 
secretary of defense for research and engineering. High-technology pro-
grams like the triservice effort on very high-speed integrated circuits 
(vHsic) will continue to drive U. S. weapons development, Perry noted in 
an ad lib presentation keynoting the Armed Forces Communications and 
Electronics Association annual convention at the end of June in Washing-
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ton, D. C. Perry warned that U. S. efforts to upgrade the quality as well 
as add weapons to its inventory should not be misconstrued to mean a 
deemphasis of electronics and other high technologies. 

Domsat demand 

could exceed 

orbital space . • • 

The U. S. will run out of orbital slots for domestic communications 
satellites unless the Federal .Communications Commission requires that 
applicants use the "best available technology" to provide more channels 
and larger satellite antennas that permit greater reuse of frequencies. That 
warning to the FCC from the Ford Aerospace & Communications Corp. 
cites an amazing growth pattern in domestic communications satellite 
demand. It "will be far in excess of the capacity in orbit" proposed by the 
21 applications now before the commission, not including the needs of 
Canada and a number of South American nations that must use the same 
orbits for their planned domestic systems. The Detroit-based Ford unit 
reminded the commission that given the 2,750-lb payload limit of current-
ly available Delta-class launçh vehicles, plus the three-year time lag 
between application approval and operational availability of a communica-
tions satellite with its minimum seven-year lifetime, any system approvals 
this year "would result in the U. S. having in orbit in 1990 essentially 
first-generation spacecraft representing 1975 technology." 

. . . but upgrading Ford Aerospace proposes two solutions to the orbital space problem. For 
the long term, the company urges the FCC to examine the International 

for channel reuse Telecommunications Satellite Organization's Intelsat V spacecraft and its 
may make room ability to reuse the available frequency "by simultaneously having spatial 

separation of beams with the cross-polarization techniques currently used 
in first-generation spacecraft." By using larger satellite antennas with 8-ft 
diameters, "it is possible to have beams that not only cover the U. S., but 
also to have beams separately illuminating the East Coast and West 
Coast," and thus simultaneously reusing the C band frequencies up to 
three times. U. S. Atlas Centaur rockets— whose 4,800-lb payload capaci-
ty is nearly double that of the Delta class—will launch Intelsat V and 
could also be used to launch similar high-capacity U. S. domestic satellites 
after 1983, with 3,000-MHz bandwidths equally split between the C band 
and the K band. This capacity would be triple the available bandwidth 
that can be orbited in a Delta class vehicle. Though Atlas Centaur launch 
costs of $43 million to $45 million are 15% higher than for Delta class 
rockets, its greater payload reduces the orbital costs per pound by 30%, 
Ford Aerospace contends. For temporary relief of orbital overcrowding, 
the company says the FCC should consider adding a "handful" of addition-
al orbital locations by studying the feasibility of reducing satellite separa-
tions from 4° to 3°. 

Congress warns Projecting a 1981 U. S. trade deficit with Japan of $16 billion led by 
electronics, automobiles, and steel, 70 congressmen have introduced a joint 

Japan to cut resolution calling on Japan to help reduce the surplus. The forecast 1981 
U. S. trade surplus deficit—one third of the $47 billion total for all of the 1970s — is 

expected to grow even larger in years to come, the congressmen said, 
producing a situation that is "intolerable and unacceptable and threatens 
the future" of trade relations with Japan. 
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Solve design problems simply with 1.5 Amp Interface ICs for Negative Supply Applications. 
You can use Sprague Electric's new Series UDN-

2840B 1.5 amp monolithic quad power drivers in three 
basic versions to solve your circuit needs for (1) sink-
ing applications, (2) source applications, and (3) corn-

bination sink-and-source applications. 
You can get this versatile IC family with either 5V 

logic compatibility or 12-15V MOS compatibility. Make 
your choice from these six types: 

TYPE 'OUT VouTMFF) OUTPUTS V SUPPLY (TYP) COMPATIBIUTY TYPICAL 
APPUCATIONS 

UDN-2841B 1.5 A —50 V Sink (4) 0 V to 5V 5 V Logic electrosensitive 
printer interface UDN-2842B 1.5 A —50 V Sink (4) 0 V to 12 V PMOS, CMOS 

UDN-2843B —1.5 A —60 V Source (4) 5 V 5 V Logic solenoid, LED, or 
relay drive UDN-2844B —1.5 A —50 V Source (4) 5V to 12 V PMOS, CMOS 

UDN-2845B 1.5 N— 1.5 A —50 V Sink (2) Source (2) 5 V 5 V Logic bridge motor 
drives UDN-2846B 1.5 N-1.5 A —50 V Sink (2) Source (2) 5 V PMOS, CMOS 

All Series UDN-2840B power driver ICs include 
input current limiting, level translation, and sufficient 
amplification to operate high current Darlington out-

For application engineering assistance 
on these or other interface circuits, stan-
dard or custom, write or call Paul 
Emerald, Semiconductor Division, 
Sprague Electric Co., 115 Northeast 
Cutoff, Worcester, Mass. 01606. Telephone 
617/853-5000. 

puts. The Sprague-originated 16-lead webbed dual in-
line package is used for maximum power dissipation. 

For Engineering Bulletin 29314 and a 
'Quick Guide to Interface Circuits', write 
to: Technical Literature Service, Sprague 
Electric Company, 35 Marshall Street, 
North Adams, Mass. 01247. 

FOR FAST INFORMATION, CALL YOUR NEAREST SPRAGUE SALES OFFICE: 
ALANNA. Sprague Eiectric Co 205883-0520 • ARIZONA, Sprague ElecIre, Co 602 244-0154 602 966-7233 • CALIFORNIA, Sprague ElecInc Co 213 649-2600 
714 549-9413, R D Meer Co 714,421-5586. Wm J Purdy Co • 415 347-7701 • COLORADO. Wm J Purdy Co 3413 777-1411 • CONNECTICUT, Sprague Electric Co 
203.261-2551 Ray Perron & Co Inc 203 268-9631 203 673-4825 • DIST OF COLUMBIA. Sprague ElectrIc Co (Govt sales only) 202 337-7820 • FLORIDA. Sprague 
Electric Co 305 831-3636 • ILLINOIS, Sprague Elect0c Co 312 296-6620 • IMOINIA. Sprague Electric Co 317 253-4247 • MARYLAND, Sprague Electric Co 
301 792-7657 • INISSACHUSEITS, Sprague Elecloc Co 617 899-9100 413 664-4411 Ray Perron 8 Co Inc 617 969-8100 • MICHIGAN, Sprague Electric Co 
517 787-3934 • MINNESOTA, HAIR Inc 612 831 7400 • MISSOURI. Sprague Electnc Co 314 781-2420 • NEW HAMPSHIRE. Ray Perron 8 Co Inc 603 742-2321.06W 
JERSEY, Sprague Electric Co 201 696-8200. 609 795-2299 TrInkle Sales Inc 604795-4200 • NEW MEXICO. Wm J Purdy Co 505 266-7959 • NEW PONT Sprague 
Electric Co . 516234-8700 914 834-4439. 315 437-7311. Wm RIM Inc 914 834-8555. Paston-Hunter Co Inc 315 437-2843.110NR CAROLINA. Electronic Marketing 
Assocurtes 919 722-5151 • OHIO. Sprague Electric Co 513 866-2170, Electronic Salesmasters Inc E130 362-2616. PENNSYLVANIA, Sprague Electric Co 215 467-5252. 
TrnIffe Sales Inc 215 922-2080 • SOUTH CAROUNA, Electronic Marketing Associates 803.233-4637 • TEXAS. Sprague Electric Co 214 235-1256 • IIIRGONIA. Sprague 
Electric Co 703-463-9161 • WASHINGTON. Sprague ElectrIc Co 206632-7761 • CANADA. Sprague Electric of Canada Lid 416 766-6123 or 613 238-2542 

For the name of your nearest Sprague 
Semiconductor Distributor, write or call 
Sprague Products Company Division, 
North Adams, Mass. 01247. Telephone 
413/664-4481. 

4SS.101R1 

SPRAGUE 
THE MARK OF RELIABILITY 

a subsidiary of OK Technologies 
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How First Boston 
completed the largest 
leveraged buy-out 

ever done. 
Early this year, Fibic Cor-

poration, a company formed by 
The First Boston Corporation, 
purchased all of the assets of 
Congoleum Corporation, a major, 
publicly owned, diversified in-
dustrial company. The proceeds 
were distributed to the public 
stockholders of Congoleum. 

The transaction was remark-
able not only for its size—approx-
imately $450 million—but also 
for its innovation. The capital for 
the purchase was raised through 
a financing involving only 13 
institutional and commercial bank 
participants. First Boston encour-
aged investment by committing 
its own capital to the equity 
portion of the financing. 

The marshaling of expertise in 
diverse areas was the key to the 
success of this creative financing. 
It is characteristic of First Boston. 
We are involved in every phase 
of investment banking, every day. 
Abilities interact. Communication 
among disciplines leads to insight. 
Innovation follows. 

Our willingness to assume 
risk is also important. With a 
strong permanent equity capital 
position, First Boston executes 
insights. We make knowledge 
work. We can put it to work for you. 

Start First Boston thinking 
about your investment banking 
needs. Call on professionals like 
these five people in our head-
quarters in New York: (from left) 
Tony Grassi, Sophie Bell, and 
Tom Cassidy, all of Corporate 
Finance; Art Nagle, Direct 
Placements; and Ted Stolberg, 
Mergers and Acquisitions. 
Phone: (212) 825-2000. 

First Boston 
Thinking capital 
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WE WROTE 
THE BOOK. 

YOURS FOR THE ASKING. 
Answers to timing, counting and display 
driving problems. Answers from Intersil. 
Single-chip answers. Answers in low power 
CMOS. In fact, answers 
in MAXCMOS" Inter-
sirs proprietary CMOS 
process. 

DOZENS OF 
ANSWERS. 
Whether you're planning 
timer / counter / display 
functions for a micro-
processor-based or hard-
wired system, we think 
you'll find an Intersil 
chip that does the job. 

SYSTEMS ON A CHIP. 
While they were thinking circuits, we 
were thinking systems. Systems on a 
single chip that replace up to 20 TTL 
packages. That means you can design 
systems faster, use less real estate, and 
gain the reliability that's inherent not only 
in lower component count...but in low 
power CMOS operation. 

DISPLAY IT YOUR WAY. 
Intersil's display drivers drive LED, LCD 
and Vacuum fluorescent displays. Dis-
plays up to 1" in height. And, you can 
cascade displays to 32 or more digits. 

COUNT IT YOUR WAY. 
Count units, period, frequency or time 
interval. With Intersil's advanced mono-
lithic low power MAXCMOS- counters. 

TIME IT 
YOUR WAY. 
Time events from mi-
croseconds to months. 
Intersil offers devices 
that feature user pro-
grammability or offer 
fixed outputs utilizing 
a stable quartz crystal 
time base. 

FREE ANSWERS. 
The Timers, Counters, 
Display Drivers Appli-

cations Handbook is yours. Free. From 
any Intersil Sales Office, Intersil Fran-
chised Distributor, or simply by returning 
the coupon below. We wrote "The Boole' 
For you. 

tharbleImpetebultb 
legsfai,luo.desethemarli 

Analog Products — Low Power 
We've got the answers 
10710 No. Tantau Ave., Cupertino, CA 95014 
Tel: (408) 996-5000 TWX: 910-338-0171 
(800) 538-7930 (outside California) 

Gentlemen, 
Send me "The Book!' I need monolithic answers in 
timing, counting, display driving applications. 
Send me your Mark Twain poster. 

Name  

Company  

Address  

City State Zip  

E-7380 



GENERAL PURPOSE HF 
...at its BESTS 

The WJ-8718 
General Purpose HF Receiver 
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FEATURES: 

• Frequency Range 
5 kHz-30 MHz 

• Four Switch-Selectable 
Tuning Speeds 

• 10 Hz Tuning Resolution 

• AM, FM, and CW Reception 
Modes 

• Tunable Synthesized BFO 
-1=8 kHz 

Seven-Digit LED Frequency 
Readout 

• AC Power Interrupt Memory 

• Low Phase-Noise 
Synthesizers 

• High Dynamic Range 

• Five IF Bandwidths 

• 

••••••errà 

12. 395 b 
VIII e8,.. 

OPTIONS: 

• Remote Control Compatible 
with IEEE and EIA Standards 

• ISB, LSB, USB Module 

• Sub-octave Preselector 

• 1 Hz Tuning and Display 

Watkins-Johnson's cost-effective 
WJ-8718 represents the latest tech-
nological advances in HF receivers. 
Since its introduction in 1977, over 
1,000 WJ-8718's have been produced 
and delivered ... How's that for 
proven delivery capability? Call or 
write to obtain specifications, price, 
and delivery. 

Do you want to be a member of 
our industc-leading team? If so, 
write our Personnel Dept., or call 
collect (301) 948-7555 for career 
opportunity information. 

700 Quince Orchard Road, Gaithersburg, MD 20760. 
wu VVATKINS-JOHNSON 

Watkins-Johnson—U.S.A.: • California, San Jose (408) 262-1411. El Segundo (213) 640-1980 • Georgia, Atlanta (404) 458-9907 • District of Columbia, Gaithersburg, MD (301) 
948-7550 • Massachusetts, Lexington (617) 861-1580 • Ohio, Fairborn (513)426-8303 • Pennsylvania, Haverford (215) 896-5854 *Texas, Dallas (214) 234-5396 • United Kingdom: 
Shirley Ave . Windsor, Berkshire SL4 5JU • Tel Windsor 69241* Cable WJUKW-WINDSOR • Telex 847578 • Germany, Federal Republic of: Manzingerweg 7.8000 Muenchen 60 
• Tel (089) 836011 • Cable WJDBM-MUENCHEN • Telex 529401 • Italy: Piazza G Marconi. 25 00144 Roma-EUR • Tel 59 45 54 • Cable. WJR0M-I *Telex. 612278 
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Hitachi markets For the first time ever, a color television camera using solid-state area 

sensors for image pickup is available off the shelf for industrial and 
all-solid-state 

commercial applications. For the device's three sensor arrays, manufactur-
color TV camera er Hitachi Ltd. has preferred mos technology to the charge-coupled 

devices used in other manufacturers' prototype cameras, on the grounds 
that the drop in CCD transfer efficiency in dim light downgrades a 
camera's sensitivity. In addition, the area of each picture element in the 
mos sensor array is larger for a given image size, making for higher 
sensitivity. 
The color camera, which sells in Japan for $11,600, is manufactured by 

Hitachi subsidiary Hitachi Denshi Ltd. Each sensor has 320 pixels 
horizontally by 244 vertically in an 8.8-by-6.6-mm (346-by-260-mil) 
area — the same size as the target of a 2/3-inch-diameter vidicon. To get a 
resolution of 400 TV lines horizontally and 350 vertically, the green sensor 
is offset by half the pixel pitch from the blue and red sensors, which are 
aligned with each other. The sensors are also for sale separately. 

European chip makers Semiconductor manufacturers in Europe are jockeying for position in the 
huge markets they see coming in the microprocessor-equipped telephones 

gear up for huge new 
being developed by European telephone administrations (PITS). In the 

telephone market next few months, both the French subsidiary of Motorola Inc.'s Semicon-
ductor Group and the Italian subsidiary of Texas Instruments Inc. plan to 
announce speech-processing bipolar circuits, complete with on-chip 
amplifiers, that will be placed in the telephone handset itself and be usable 
with electret or electrodynamic microphones. Motorola and wrc-La 
Radiotechnique Compélec, a subsidiary of the Netherlands' Philips group, 
have each received contracts from the French PTT to develop speech 
circuits. Since the PTT specifications have not yet been set officially, 
Motorola apparently intends to modify its circuit to meet them after the 
circuit has been introduced. RTC, on the other hand, is waiting for the PTT 
specs before completing circuit development. 

Telefunken supplies West Berlin-based AEC-Telefunken has installed in the Netherlands an 
efficient 1 f t ransmitters intermediate-frequency transmitting station it claims is the world's most -  

modern, thanks mostly to its use of the Pantel technique. Pantel stands for 
to the Netherlands pulse-duration anode modulation system Telefunken [Electronics, Jan. 20, 

1977, p. 56 or 6E]. The station's two 600-kw Pantel transmitters are 1% 
to 10% more efficient than two conventional transmitters of equal 
rating—in continuous operation, each consumes up to 1 million kw-h less 
energy a year. Moreover, the Pantel technique, together with extensive 
equipment transistorization, makes only two high-output tubes necessary. 
Finally, an antenna that sends out ground waves undisturbed by reflected 
sky waves blankets the Netherlands with virtually fade-free signals. 

ICL targets 

high-growth market in 

multilayer boards 

Add a newcomer to the list of all too scarce suppliers of high-technology 
multilayer printed-circuit boards. Britain's International Computers Ltd. 
is cashing in on its in-house expertise with a new operation —ICL 
Logiclayer, based on a specially built $12 million plant in Plymouth Grove, 
Manchester. ICL reckons to be at the leading edge of the technology, as its 
2900 series consists of 22-layer motherboards with 6-mil line widths and 
spacings. The multilayer sector of the pc board market, for all its smallness 
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now, is in ICL's opinion one of the fastest growing because it is driven by 
the increasing density of integrated circuitry. In 1979, for example, 
multilayer boards accounted for 14% of a total European market worth 
$1,084 million. By 1984, these figures are expected to rise to 19% of a 
market worth $1,483 million. 

CCITT agrees on With a judgment befitting Solomon, the International Consultative Com-
International mittee on Telephony and Telegraphy has adopted the British Prestel 

system and the viewdata version of the French Teletext system as 
viewdata standards alternative viewdata standards, with compatibility between them achieved 

through the use of international gateway exchanges. Another result of the 
CCITT session held June 9-12 in Montreal was prospective standards for 
second- and third-generation viewdata systems now in development that 
need much less memory. 

Canada proposes The Canadian government's Department of Communications has released 

to use spectrum n 
its proposals for a "Canadian Table of Frequency Allocations." This 

I 
spectrum usage chart is based on the results of both the 1979 World 

un-WARC-Ilke ways Administrative Radio Conference and Canadian needs, which in some 
cases differ from WARC recommendations. All manufacturers of radio 
equipment for the Canadian market are invited to comment on the 
two-volume document. 

Siemens adds To cover a broader customer and performance spectrum, Munich's Siem-
fo to ens AG is adding four new models to the 7.500 computer series it 
ur computers  announced only 14 months ago. The 7.536 is intended for the medium-

popular 7.500 serles performance range in office applications, the three others—the 7.551, 
7.561, and 7.571 — for use mainly in computer centers. The compact 
construction of the new machines is due in large part to Siemens' extensive 
use of its own 64-K memories, their performance to highly integrated 
emitter-coupled-logic components working in the subnanosecond range 
and also of the company's own construction. 

Siemens has already installed or received orders for some 1,100 of the 
first three models in the 7.500 series. Deliveries of the four new models 
will start in October of next year. The largest system, the 7.571, is 35 
times as powerful as the smallest, the 7.521. 

Addenda A research team at the Federal Institute of Technology in Zurich, Switzer-
land, has found that operators of video display terminals complain not only 
of eyestrain and blurred or double vision but also of back pains, rheumat-
ic-type disease, and other ailments traceable to their constrained posture. 
It suggests redesign of the apparatus. . . . IBM Japan Ltd. will become 
the second U. S. firm to manufacture semiconductors in Japan. Its initial 
product will be random-access memories, which it will be turning out in 
large numbers in 1983. . . . In a move to strengthen its position in the 
data-processing field, AEG-Telefunken of West Berlin has paid $3.5 
million for a 10% share of the U.S. computer firm Ontel. Corp in 
Woodbury, N. Y., a producer of display-based computer systems. 
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Fastest Op Amp. 
Signetics' NE5539 spans 1.2GHz 
and dews at 600V/psec. 

Signetics' NE5539 brings you hybrid 
performance, "DC to daylight"—at mono-
lithic prices. 

It's the industry's fastest mono-
lithic op amp. Unmatched 
speed with superior 
bandwidth makes it 
your one choice for 
demanding uses in 
wideband video and data 
acquisition systems. 
Use it anywhere your 

design calls for a 600 V/i.dsec 
slew rate with a 1.2GHz 
gain/bandwidth product. 
And where you're after 
a full-power closed-loop band-
width of 48 MHz. 
Suddenly systems design 

is simpler. The NE5539's 
great speed and bandwidth 
help you reduce parts count, 
while an emitter-follower 
design gives you true differen-
tial high input impedance. 

This op amp is already 
making color video systems 
more reliable. And it's being 
specified for coaxial cable 
drivers, pulse amplifiers, RF 
oscillators, and A-D/D-A con-
verter systems. 

It's a natural for fast 
sample-and-hold circuitry. 
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Our NE5539 is just the latest addition to 
Signetics' growing family of high perfor-

mance linears. For harsh system envi-
ronments, specify our SE5539. 

It brings you NE5539 per-

I I 

00 1000 
MHz 

OPEN-LOOP PHASE 

S  formance qualified 
to MIL-STD 883B. 

For the low-
est noise duals, 

specify one of our silent 
partners. Our 5532 really 
shines at 6nV/Viri, and 

our 5533 brings it home at 

Find out how you can put 
Signetics' advanced linear 
technology to work in your 
system. Contact your nearby 
Signetics sales office or 
distributor for full details. 
Or, write Signetics Corp., 

811 East Argues Ave., 
P.O. Box 409, Sunnyvale, CA 
94086, (408) 739-7700. 

Si RUMS 
a subsidiary of U.S. Philips Corporation 

Multiple Technologies from 8 Divisions: 
Analog, Bipolar Memory, Bipolar LSI, 
MOS Memory, MOS Microprocessor, 
Logic, Military, Automotive/Telecom 

To: Signetics Publication Services, 811 E. Argues Ave., E73 

MS 27, P. O. Box 409, Sunnyvale, CA 94086 
I ) Rush complete specs on the industry 's fastest op amp. 

My application is.  

Name Title  

Company Division  

Address MS  

City State Zip  

Please have an op amp specialist phone me at once at: 

 ext   
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Hail the latest star of the 8-bit wars: 
our new S68045 CRT Controller. 

AMI's stellar engineers have 
created this dazzling device for use 
with the S6800 MPU (or any other 
8 or 16-bit microprocessor). Just 
plug it in and take control of the CRT 
in intelligent terminals, word process-

ing and information display systems. 
AMI made it pin-compatible with 

the MC6845 and SY6545. But out-
flanked the competition by adding 
programming ability in the shape 
of two on-board ROMs. 

With the only exclusively MOS 
mask-programmed device, we can 

help you fight back against high-
priced controllers. And AMI's people 
cut costs without sacrificing flexibility. 
You can light up your screens with 
two sets of parameters, such as 
character sizes and widths, 50 or 60 
Hz refresh rates, and cursor format. 
So give your MPU complete 



mastery over its • wit our ean, 
efficient controller. Check your nearest 
AMI distributor for details Or get in 
touch with us at AMI S6800 Marketing, 
3800 Homestead Road, Santa Clara 
CA 95051 Phone (408) 246-0330. 

This is one new interface with 
real star quality 

u\bieighitnew interface. 

-e* 

The AMI S6800's all-star cast. 

U. 

56800 1.0 MHz MPU 
S68A00 1.5 MHz MPU 
S68B00 2.0 MHz MPU 
S68H00 2.5 MHz MPU 
S6801* Single Chip MCU with Clock 
S6801E` Single Chip MCU with External Clock 
56802 MPU with on-board Clock and RAM 
56803 Single Chip MCU without RAM and/or ROM 
S6805 Low Cost Single Chip MCU 
S6808 MPU with on-board aock 
S6809 Enhanced MPU/on-board Clock 
S6809E* Enhanced MPU/Extemal Clock Input  

PEItIPBERALS 

S1602/S8868 UART 
S2350 USRT 
56821 } 
S68A21 Peripheral Intedsce Adapter (PIA) 
S68B21 
S68H21 High Speed PIA 
56840 } 
S68A40 Programmable Timer Module (PIM) 
S68840! 
S68045 CRT Controller 
568047 Video Display Generator (VDG) 
S68488 IEEE 488 Bus Adapter 
S6850 } 
S68A.50 AC1A 
S68B50 
S6852 } 
568A52 Synchronous Serial Data Adapter 
S681352 
S6854 }. 
S68A54 Advanced Data Link Controller 
S68854! 
S6894 Data Encryption Unit  

MEMORIES 

S6810 } 
S68A10 128 x 8 Static RAM 
S68810 
S6831 16K Static ROM 
S6/1112 32K Static ROM 
56834 4K EPROM 
568364* 64K Static ROM 
S6846 16K ROM with on-board VO and Timer 

*Consult factory for availability 

AMERICAN MICROSYSTEMS, INC 
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Managing the unmanageable: 
57 tons of engineering data--
cataloged, collated, 
cross-indexed and 
cross-referenced for you. 

That's processed information. 
Any number of companies would like to help you with your information processing. 

But only Information Handling Services provides you processed infor-
mation . . . engineering data that's already been cataloged, collated, cross-
indexed and cross-referenced for you. So that when you need one important 
catalog page, Industry Standard, Mil Spec or Government Spec, you can get it. 
Faster than with any comparable system in the world. 

In other words, what you get from Information Handling Services isn't hard-
ware that helps process data. 

It's processed engineering data, presented in a useful, usable form. 

The most comprehensive engineering data base in the world. 
We've been gathering and distributing engineering data for over twenty years. In 
the industrial area alone, we currently have over 23,000 different manufac-
turers' catalogs. Plus the most comprehensive collection of Military Specs in the 
world. Along with 90% of the world's most important Industry Standards. In 
fact, our total data base now incorporates more than 8,000,000 pages of 
technical information. 

Fast, easy access. 
Even more important, we've organized all this information into a system that 
delivers fast access. All you do is identify the product in which you're interested. 
Our unique Locator Index then directs you to the catalogs you need, to all 
appropriate Industry Codes and Standards, to Government and Military Specifi-
cations, even to International Standards. In minutes. 

One thousand people working for you. 
Information Handling Services does a better job of providing you with processed 
information, because we originated Visual Search Microfilm Files (VSMF). 
Today, our engineers spend tens of thousands of manhours each year simply 
organizing and cataloging technical data, to make it easier for you to use. 
For that matter, we have more than 1100 employees now producing a wide 
variety of information services ranging from manufacturers catalogs to Military 
Specifications and Standards, and from an Industry Standards service to 
Federal Documents, including the Code of Federal Regulations. 

Interested? 
Find out for yourself the difference between information processing and pro-
cessed information. We have a complete information package that will give 
you more details, and that can help you determine which of our many information 
services might best relate to your work. Just write: Dept. 480, 15 Inverness 
Way East, Englewood, CO 80150. Or call (toll free) 1-800-821-2280, ext. 301 
(in Missouri, call 1-800-892-7655, ext. 301.) 

Not information processing, 
but processed information. 

À Information Handling Services 
An Indian Head Co.par'y 
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HP—When you depend on logic 



and leave the analyzing to 
HP's 1610B. 

If you're working with mini- or micro-based systems, you'll 
find that HP's 1610B is a very efficient dedicated-bus logic state 
analyzer. 

But unlike other analyzers, the HP 1610B can also handle 
multiplexed-bus analysis just as effectively. The reason? 
Because with multiplexed buses, addresses and data appear at 
different times on the same lines. And first-generation logic 
analyzers, with their single-clock design, simply cannot demulti-
plex these correctly. 
One popular solution to this problem has been to build a 

two-clock sequential acquisition system into a single package. 
While this approach will separate out address and read/write 
functions, it is still inferior to the 1610B. Why? Because this 
is still not true demultiplexing, in that this technique cannot 
correct for the real-time differential between the capture of 
address information and the capture of read/write data. 

This means address and data information can be interleaved 
in the display. It requires the operator to interpret read or 
write functions. And it means that triggering may occur on false 
address/data combinations. In other words, it complicates 
analysis and may lead to false conclusions. 

In comparison, the HP 1610B incorporates not two — but 
three clocks — plus a buffered memory to deliver true demulti-
plexing. In short, the 1610B can independently monitor 
addresses, plus read and write data, to demultiplex in real time for 
efficient and accurate analysis. 
So with the 1610B, addresses and corresponding data are 

displayed as a single line of information, for easy comparison 
with your original programs. And you're sure that if you trigger 
on an address-data combination, the data is present at that 
address at that specific point in the program. 

Other important capabilities. 
In addition, the HP 1610B delivers other capabilities required for 
efficient state flow analysis of both bus structures. It will store 
information on a qualified basis, to permit selective editing. 
Which means you don't have to sort through unnecessary 
data. And it makes functional measurements, such as time 

interval analysis, on the state flow, which speeds analysis 
and troubleshooting. 
Flexibility for the future. 
Because the 1610B is a 32-bit analyzer with user-selected para-
meters, and a variety of options, you can use it with both 
mini and micro based systems, including 8-bit microprocessors 
such as the Motorola 6800 and the Intel 8085, as well as the 
newer 16-bit microprocessors such as the Z8000. And, of 
course, it includes HP's popular menu program format that 
speeds set-ups and analysis. 
An economical solution to microprocessor-based 
systems analysis. 
Another good answer to the problem of microprocessor demulti-

plexing is the 1611A 
Logic State Analyzer, 
with HP's general-
purpose module. This 
module incorporates a 
seven-clock system that 
allows multiplexed in-
formation on common 
bus structures to be 
latched into 1611A in-
puts at the appropriate 
time for display. If 
you're already using. 
an HP 1611A, you'll 

find this module to be both an effective and cost-efficient solution. 
For complete details. 
The HP 1610B is priced at $12,500,* while the 1611A (in-
cluding the general-purpose module) is $6,000.* For 
more information on these, and for an application note 
on state analysis of multiplexed microprocessors, write: 
Hewlett-Packard, 1507 Page Mill Road, Palo Alto, CA 94304. 
Or call the HP regional office nearest you: East (201) 
265-5000, West (213) 970-7500, Midwest (312) 255-9800, 
South (404) 944-1500, Canada (416) 678-9430. 

•Domestic U.S.A. price only 

[ha HEWLETT 
PACKARD 
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More linear firsts from TI . . . 

RS422 drivers/receivers. 
For balanced multipoint communication. 
Introducing four new interface ICs. 
Two quad drivers. Two quad receivers. 
The first interface devices to be de-
signed specifically for balanced multi-
point data bus transmission, and meet 
EIA-RS422 standard. 

All of these devices feature broad 
positive and negative common mode 
range, operate from a single 5-V supply, 
have 3-state outputs and very low 
power requirements. 
And, all of these devices are pin-

compatible with popular RS422 devices 
second-sourced by TI, including 
AM26LS31/32A and MC3487/86. 
Up to 32 driver/receiver pairs on a 

common bus. Another first. A 
significant innovation that provides an 
interface for balanced transmission of 
serial binary information between a 
host computer and various types of pe-
ripheral equipment. Like an input ter-

minal. Or a printer. At data rates up to 
10M bits-per-second. Over distances as 
great as 4 thousand feet. 

Significant features of SN75172/ 
SN75174 drivers include high output 
impedance in the third state, over + 12 
to — 7 volts common mode range with 
power on or off and up to 60 mA output 
drive capability. 

Contention protection, for the case 
where two or more drivers are simulta-
neously enabled, is provided by positive 
and negative current limiting and ther-
mal shutdown circuitry. Maximum 
standby power is a low 53 mW per 
channel. 

Receiver circuits SN75173/SN75175, 
which meet RS423 as well as RS422, 
feature +/ — 200 mV input sensitivity 
over a common mode range of + 12 to 
— 12 V. There's also 50 mV of hysteresis 

for increased noise immunity and 12 K 
ohms minimum input impedance. 
These unique characteristics make 

the driver/receiver pairs ideally suited 
for party line applications in noisy 
environments. 

Operating from 0 to 70°C, all four 
new devices are offered in a 16-pin plas-
tic or ceramic DIP. 
The 100-piece price for drivers 

SN75172/SN75174 in the plastic pack-
age is $3.02*. For receivers SN75173/ 
75175, $2.23*. 
Samples are available now at your 

nearest authorized TI distributor or lo-
cal field sales office. For 
more detailed informa-
tion, send for our free bro-
chure. Write to Texas In-
struments Incorporated, 
P.O. Box 225012, M/S 
308, Dallas, Texas 75265. 

U.S prces select to change without notice 
© 1980 Texas Instruments Incorporated 
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Magnetic field 
breeds Skylab-like 
semiconductors 
by Charles Cohen, Tokyo bureau manager 

By eliminating convection 

currents in silicon melt, 

Sony enhances crystal 

uniformity, chip yields 

By fabricating its own silicon ingots, 
as it did many years ago, Sony Corp. 
is obtaining wafers that are more 
uniform, have fewer defects, and 
warp less during processing than 
those it has been buying. The 
decrease in warping especially is 
credited with increasing the yield of 
a 4,200-gate television-tuner circuit 
control from 40% to 70%. 
What the company calls a mag-

netic-field Czochralski process is 
responsible for these improvements. 
Although the mechanisms involved 
are quite different, the results Sony 
has obtained on earth with silicon 
are similar to those gotten in Skylab 
experiments on growing indium anti-
monide in a weightless environment. 

In the conventional Czochralski 
approach, a seed crystal is immersed 
in molten silicon heated to about 
1,420°C and then rotated while 
being lifted to grow an ingot of sin-
gle-crystal silicon. In the Sony meth-
od, a strong transverse magnetic 
field of about 2,000 gauss is used to 
suppress convection currents in the 
melt. The silicon then has a smooth 
surface with a temperature constant 
to within 0.1°C near the surface and 
a very low dissolved oxygen content 
of near optimum value, all of which 
contribute to growth of a uniform 
crystal with a low defect density. 
The low oxygen content further 
eliminates most warpage and distor-
tion during device fabrication. 

(Complete elimination of oxygen is 
undesirable, though—the optimum 
range is said to be between 6 and 15 
parts per million.) 

Molten silicon has a very low 
resistivity of about 8x 10 -5 ohm-
centimeters. The strong magnetic 
field suppresses motion by inducing 
in the silicon a current with a force 
that opposes the original motion in 
accordance with Lenz's law, so the 
melt's viscosity increases greatly. 
The status quo. Normally, convec-

tion currents in the crucible agitate 
its surface, and the temperature near 
the surface varies erratically by sev-
eral degrees. The convection cur-
rents also accelerate the chemical 
reaction between the melt and its 
silica crucible, causing oxygen to dis-
solve in the molten silicon. Ingots 
grown under these conditions have 
striations caused by the irregular 
growing conditions and segregation 
of impurities together with defects 
caused by an excessive amount of 
oxygen (see figure). 
Sony researchers say that wafers 

from their new ingots have more uni-
form resistivity, giving more uniform 
and stable threshold voltages in mos 
transistors. The sharp decrease in 
crystal defects cuts noise in cir-
cuits with low operating currents, 
including charge-coupled-device im-
age sensors for television cameras, 
which have many fewer white spots 
than usual when fabricated on these 
wafers. Reduction in warping and 

Crystal clear. Photos show how oxygen-caused defects vanish when magnetic field (below 

right) counters convection currents that beset silicon melt in normal Czochralski process. 
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distortion of course improves the res-
olution in photolithographic pro-
cesses, resulting in a higher yield for 
a given mask set and permitting 
denser circuits to be made. 
The new process shows promise 

for other applications that Sony has 
yet to investigate in depth. It will 
probably be suitable for producing 
high-resistivity, 150-0-cm ingots for 
use in thyristors and similar prod-
ucts. Such ingots are usually grown 
by the floating zone process, as the 
maximum resistivity for the Czoch-
ralski process is usually only 50 
9-cm. Furthermore, the stable sur-
face of the melt should be ideal for 
the lateral growth of ribbons for use 
in solar cells. 
Sony sources say that the electrici-

ty consumed by the magnet is about 
the same as that used by the graph-
ite heaters that hold the melt. Each 
consumes electricity to the tune of 
about 2% of the cost of the finished 
ingots, so the use of the magnets 
adds about only 2% to the process's 
running cost. 

Canada 

Signal processor 

to pick up SOSs 
Survivors of an airplane crash or 
shipwreck may still die if the arrival 
of help is delayed—as it often is, 
since even those passenger aircraft 
or lifeboats that carry emergency 
locator transmitters (Eurs) can send 
out only short-range, line-of-sight 
distress signals. 

Soon, however, a sophisticated sig-
nal processor made by Canadian 
Astronautics Ltd. of Ottawa, Ontar-
io, will be deciphering some of those 
faint signals. It forms part of a proj-
ect, sponsored by Canada, the U. S., 
and France, to launch a search and 
rescue satellite (Sarsat) system ca-
pable of spotting marine and avia-
tion distress signals anywhere in the 
world. However, an experimental 
system, which is scheduled to go into 
operation in 1982, will at first limit 
itself to locating airplane crashes in 
the U. S. and Canada. 

To the rescue. Signal processor in Sarsat ground station will have to detect feeble signals 

from transmitter not designed for satellite use for retransmission to search plane. 

Radio receivers and transmitters 
on low-altitude polar-orbiting satel-
lites will bounce the signals from the 
scene of an emergency to a ground 
receiving station every six hours (see 
figure). Situated in that ground sta-
tion, the processor will calculate the 
location of the emergency from the 
doppler frequency shift of the dis-
tress signals as the satellite passes 
over the ELI. Tests and simulations 
have shown that the Sarsat system 
should be able to delimit emergen-
cies to within 20 kilometers—accu-
rate enough to permit search aircraft 
to home in on the scene. 

Obstacles. Canadian Astronautics' 
president Jim Taylor says the pro-
cessor has to cope with low signal-
to-noise ratios and interference: 
"Even after three years of research 
we cannot provide all the answers to 
these problems. The processor has to 
handle both 121.5- and 243-mega-
hertz distress signals with a high 
false-alarm rate. Furthermore, to 

locate the downed airplane accurate-
ly, it must measure frequency with a 
precision of 0.001% while handling 
10 signals simultaneously in a nar-
row bandwidth." 
The signal processor is controlled 

by a Hewlett-Packard HP 1000F 
computer and a Floating Point Sys-
tems AT 1 20B array processor. "We 
need as much sophistication as we 
can get, not only because of the 
stringent specifications but also be-
cause of the unknowns in this new 
system," Taylor says. These un-
knowns include error-inducing fre-
quency shifts due to the ionosphere. 
"The antenna noise temperature the 
ground station will see is not well 
known either," he adds. 

Noncoberent. Poor ELT waveforms 
are yet another problem for the pro-
cessor. Relatively inexpensive de-
vices, Eurs are supposed to generate 
a square-wave—modulated carrier 
with well-determined mathematical 
characteristics. In fact, says Taylor, 
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YOU KNOW THE LARGEST 
ELECTRONIC COMPANIES 
IN THE WORLD. 
DO YOU KNOW ISKRA? 

Iskra group has some 29,000 employees including 2,000 research and development engineers in 81 factories, research, marketing 
and other organizations, and the most up-to-date technologies to work with. With a total turnover of 1.294 billion dollars last year, 
it has been classified among 16 largest manufacturers of electronic products in Europe. 
In its development, lskra is oriented towards tomorrow's activities which go far beyond the traditional limits of electromechanics 
and extend to the widest application of electronics with priority being given to the promotion of the development of computers, 
communications, automation, microelectronics, optoelectronics and engineering activities. All to ensure that every project we 
handle comes within schedule and budget requirements and meets performance and client expectations. 
Iskra has 24 trading companies, representative offices and production plants in 18 countries all over the world. In the period 
1974-1979, Iskra's exports increased by 153% reaching 120 million dollars in 1979. In 1980, the total turnover is expected to be 
1.486 billions of dollars and the export figure approximately 145 million dollars. 

For more information call or write: 

Iskra Commerce, Trg revolucije 3, 61001 Ljubljana, Yugoslavia, Telephone-international: + 38 61 324 261; Telex: 31 356 yu iskexp 

USA: Iskra Electronics Inc., 8 Greenfield Road, Syosset, N.Y. 11791, Tel.: (516) 364 2616—Germany: Iskra Elektronik, GmbH, Furtbachstrasse 2b, 
7000 Stuttgart 1, Tel.: (711) 60 30 61—CEFRA, GmbH, Ungererstrasse 40, 8000 München 40, Tel.: 39 20 61—Italy: Iskra Elettronica Italiana, S.r.I., 
Piazza de Angell 3, 20 146 Milano, Tel.: 49 80 036—France: Iskra France, 354, rue Lecourbe, 75015 Paris, Tel.: 554 04 27—United Kingdom: 
Iskra Limited, Surrey CR 3 2 HT, Redlands, Coulsdon, Tel.: 66 87 141—Switzerland: Iskra Electronics AG, Stalden 11, CH 4500 Solothurn, 
Tel.: (065) 22 81 22—Czechoslovakia: Iskra, Lazarska 5, 11000 Prague, Tel.: 20 27 71—Poland: Iskra, Swietokrzyska 36 m 15, Warsaw, 
Tel.: 20 12 53—Germany DR: Iskra, Hermann-Maternstrasse 46, 104 Berlin, Tel.: 28 28 322—Rumania: Iskra, Str. Visarion nr. 6, Bucharest, 
Tel.: 50 26 75—U.S.S.R.: Iskra, Mosfilmovskaja 42, Moscow, Tel.: 147 84 03—Egypt: lskra, 34 Adly Street, Cairo, Tel.: 74 76 95—Iran: Iskra 
Teheran, 9th Street No. 6, Maydan Sanai, Teheran, Tel.: 82 67 65—Turkey: Iskra Istanbul, Yenicarsi Biltez Han No. 40, Galatasaray, 
Tel.: 44 75 00—Venezuela: Eurocommerce S.A., Apartado 68901, Altamira, Caracas, Tel.: 72 88 21. 

Iskra 
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"it's really a noncoherent carrier sig-
nal, and we also have harmonics and 
incidental frequency modulation to 
worry about." 
Canadian Astronautics has al-

ready delivered a prototype proces-
sor and is negotiating with the 
National Aeronautics and Space 
Administration to provide equip-
ment in the U. S. It will also build a 
complete ground station near Otta-
wa under a $1.5 million contract 
from the Canadian government's 
Department of National Defense 
and Department of Communica-
fifes. -Harvey J. Hindin 

West Germany 

OCR scanner applies 

for supermarket job 
The bar codes that leer incompre-
hensibly at customers from many 
packages in today's supermarkets 
and department stores might start to 
disappear if a fast new optical-char-
acter-recognition scanner from West 
Germany's Scantron GmbH catches 
on. Early next year the small Frank-
furt company will field-test a num-
ber of scanners capable of reading 
an alphanumeric price and identifi-
cation label whatever its position in 
relation to the machine—upside 
down, skewed, or right way up. 

Till now only point-of-sales read-
ers using bar codes have enjoyed this 
independence of label angle. It has 
lent them a turn of speed denied to 
OCR readers, which have required 
the cashier at a check-out counter to 
stop and align every item before 
scanning its label with a wand from 
left to right. But bar-code ap-
proaches have their drawbacks. Be-
sides being baffling to human read-
ers, the code takes up a lot of space 
on the package and is also expensive 
to print, since the bar thicknesses 
and spacings must be maintained to 
close tolerances. 

Fast. Scantron's new microproces-
sor-based scanner combines advan-
tages of both approaches and should 
therefore have a big impact on retail 
operations, according to general 

manager Hans Scholze. It processes 
a 22-character label in less than a 
second, faster than a cashier can slap 
packages down onto its reading field 
(see photograph). 

However, U. S. and European 
bar-code experts note that a package 
cannot be swept past the field but 
must sit still in it, even if only 
momentarily. They also say the label 
can be read at an angle from the 
horizontal plane of no more than 8'. 
TV resemblance. For proprietary 

reasons, Scantron and the unit's 
developer, the Frankfurt-based Bat-
telle Institute, will discuss the scan-
ning technique used only in general 
terms. According to Klaus Wevel-
siep, head of the Battelle team that 
developed it, Alpha 1 scans rather 
like a television camera. At the 
check-out counter, the cashier puts 
the article label side down on a read-
ing field 5 inches in diameter. 
Though the present scanner handles 
labels with two lines of up to 11 
OCR-A or OCR-B characters, future 
versions, including those to be field-
tested next year, will be able to han-
dle up to three lines of 14 characters. 

Below these lines is a standard 
black and white pattern of three 
lines. From it, an 8-bit microcom-

puter in the scanner deduces the 
label's position relative to the read-
ing field and then calculates the 
coordinate points of the first charac-
ter in the top information line. 

Next, Alpha 1 scans each line 
character by character, producing a 
high-resolution pattern of closely 
spaced black and white dots. The 
signals representing this pattern are 
temporarily stored in a solid-state 
buffer memory. Any dots due to 
specks of dirt on the label are recog-
nized as erroneous and ignored in 
the subsequent decoding step. 
The secret. Using a special algo-

rithm, the decoder analyzes the dis-
tribution of light and dark dots and 
classifies them into groups. A certain 
sequence of dots corresponds to a 
certain character. If the scanner 
detects a character that has been 
willfully altered— possibly in an 
attempt to change the price—the 
reading process stops and an acousti-
cal and optical alarm is given. 

Significantly, the Alpha 1 recog-
nizes, stores, and processes a multi-
ple-line dot pattern. This, Wevelsiep 
says, enables it to read characters 
printed in the OCR-A, the OCR-B, or 
any other font. Conventional OCR 
scanners such as check readers rec-

Quick study. TV-camera-like scanner uses 8-bit microcomputer to read 22-character label in 

less than a second. The goal is to topple bar-code-based systems. 
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300 NANOSECOND VOLTAGE DAC 

True12-Bit D To A Conversion 
•. . is achieved by combining our 4065 current 
DAC and our 1430 fet operational amplifier. 
The result is a 12-bit hybrid voltage DAC system 
with a voltage settling of under 300 nsec to 
0.01%. In addition, these units offer operation 
from —55°C to +125°C and the high reliability 
that is inherent in MIL-STD-883 screening. 

DATA CONVERTERS, V/F/V CONVERTERS, LINEARS, NONLINEARS, POWER SUPPLIES 

Allied Drive at Route 128, Dedham, Massachusetts 02026 

Tel: (617) 329-1600 TWX: (710) 348-6726 Telex: 92-4439 

THEZENDEX 
The Model ZX-906 is designed for use 
in MDS, SBC or other MULTIBUS-
compatible systems. Features 20-Bit 
Address and 16-Bit Data Hexadecimal 
Display. Selectors set display for Latch 
of Memory, I/O and R/W cycles. 

n d e2< 
Made in Dublin,t by 

Circle 87 on reader service card 

"MULTIBUS* DEBUGGING AID" 
Model ZX-906 BUS DISPLAY 

Can be set to Latch, On-The-Fly, Data 
Sent or Read from a particular port 
or memory address. Single Stepper 
Circuits provide or allow program 
stepping and display. 

r- Fi r- ci 

Four LEDs tell you, visually, whether 
the Master CPU is in Memory Read/ 
Write or I/O Read/Write cycle. Power 
requirements 5 volts only. 

t 6398 Dougherty Road. #32. Dublin. CA 94566 

• (415) 829-1284 *TM INTEL CORP. 
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Have an 

EMI/RFI 
PROBLEM? 
Let ERIE help 
with an efficient, 
cost effective 
solution. 

Filtered Connector Pins 

Miniature High 
Frequency Filters 

Hermetically Sealed 
Low Pass Fitters 

Multiline 
Custom Filters 

¡ft., 

Filter Connectors 

Custom 
Filter Networks 

The world leader in EMI/RFI Filter 
design and manufacturing offers you 
complete filtering support . . . from initial 
design consultation through final testing 
of the completed filter product. 
ERIE does it all! Application 

assistance, custom design, prototype 
and high volume production ... all 
available from one facility. With 
our complete preformance and 
environmental test capability, ERIE 
is your best source for solving 
EMI/RFI problems. 

For 25 years and thousands of 
designs, ERIE has developed cost 
efficient solutions in the following 
EMI/RFI applications: 
MILITARY ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS 
HI-REL/AEROSPACE APPLICATIONS 
MEDICAL & TEST INSTRUMENTATION 
INDUSTRIAL SYSTEMS 

Write for our complete catalog ... 
EMI Filters. Or call 613-392-2581. 

ERIE TECHNOLOGICAL PRODUCTS, LTD. 
Trenton, Ontario, Canada 

613-392-2581 
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ognize only one-line patterns and 
can read only one type of character. 
The Alpha 1 scanner may be used 

either on or off line. The decoded 
output, which is the ASCII represen-
tation of the characters, can be fed 
into any device with a standardized 
computer interface for inventory 
control or further processing. It can 
also be applied to a magnetic-tape 
cassette. 
As all components are off the 

shelf, commercial units will be 
priced somewhere between an OCR 
hand-held scanner and a laser-based 
bar-code reader. Scholze reports that 
initial reaction from supermarkets 
has been highly favorable. He also 
notes that trade associations are 
beginning to question the merits of 
the long-established bar code. 
As for other applications for the 

OCR omnidirectional scanning tech-
nique, Scholze expects there to be 
many, including production and ma-
terial-flow control and document 
reading at banks and similar institu-
tions. -John Gosch 

Lamp aids analysis 

of still purer alloys 
The nickel content of an alloy con-
taining 80% of the metal by weight 
has been determined to within 
± 0.24% by a new West German 
approach to optical-emission spec-
troscopy. Other, more complex ap-
proaches yield roughly ± 2% errors 
in analyzing the composition of 
metallic alloys, whose purity is cru-
cial in advanced semiconductor tech-
nologies like Josephson junctions. 
The key to Vacuumschmelze 

GmbH's development is a novel light 
source—a magnetic-field glow-dis-
charge lamp. The firm is a Siemens 
subsidiary based in Hanau, near 
Frankfurt. 

In conventional optical-emission 
spectroanalysis, a small sample of 
the material is placed in an electric 
arc or spark chamber, where it is 
evaporated and excited into emitting 
light. However, errors are intro-
duced into the subsequent spectral 
analysis by background radiation. 

Also, the melting process can lead to 
variable rates of material removal 
and hence to variable results from 
analysis to analysis. 

Vacuumschmelze's lamp is a mod-
ification of one it developed a few 
years ago. As Werner Grimm, its 
principal inventor, explains it, a cavi-
ty in the fist-sized lamp is mounted 
flush with the polished surface of the 
material to be analyzed. The materi-
al then becomes the lamp's cathode. 
The space between it and the anode, 
0.2 mm away, is evacuated and then 
filled with a noble gas, like argon, at 
very low pressure. 

Very cool. When an acceleration 
voltage of 800 to 1,200 volts at 80 to 
120 milliamperes is applied, a pro-
cess akin to cathode sputtering spins 
off minute amounts of the cathode 
material. The resulting glow light is 
an optically thin luminous plasma 
with an ion temperature of only a 
few hundred kelvin. The absence of 
any traceable background radiation 
reduces the error to ± 0.7%. 

Using a permanent magnet to act 
as the anode helps shrink this error 
to ± 0.3%. The axially magnetized 
ring-shaped anode, 40 mm in outer 
diameter, 8 mm in inner diameter, 
and 15 mm thick, forces the free 
electrons in the plasma to collide 
with more of the plasma's atoms. 
Also contributing to this error reduc-
tion is an electrode that protrudes 
into the plasma and has a positive 
potential vis-à-vis the anode, further 
accelerating the electrons. 
With this twofold increase in elec-

tron current comes an increase in 
light intensity. This increase in turn 
translates into a constant material 
removal rate, which eliminates the 
need to repeat analyses. -J. G. 

Italy 

Microcomputer net 

is ultimate thermostat 
Staggering fuel bills and government 
energy-conservation edicts have 
prompted many householders in Ita-
ly to turn down their thermostats. 
Further help in kicking the overheat-
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LCD 
DRIVERS 

FOCUS HUGHES EXPERIENCE ON YOUR PROGRAM. 

As the first source in LCD Drivers, Hughes-Solid State 
Products delivers millions of Drivers for products ranging 
from complex computer chess games to digital volt meters. 
Hughes standard products drive multiplexed arrays and 
custom displays, as well as 7 segment numerics. The 
Drivers are all CMOS and include oscillators, precision 
voltage dividers, and dual rank latches. Naturally, these 
circuits are cascadable and microcomputer compatible. 

DRIVER CAPABILITY 

HLCD 0550/1* 

HLCD 0541/2} 
HLCD 0538/9 

HLCD 0540 

HLCD 0548 

HLCD 0438A 

HLCD 0437 

•3 0, 1980 

Up to 32 characters, 5 x 7 Dot Matrix. Includes character 
encode and refresh 

5 x 7 Dot Matrix or 8 row array with arbitrary 
number of columns, serial or parallel input 

Up to 32 x 32 array, 2 circuits required 

Up to 16 x 16 array 

Any LCD, multiplexed or parallel drive, regardless of size 

4 digit, 7 segment  

For more information on the only 
complete line of LCD Drivers, call or 
write: 

HUGHES 
.LJGmES ,MRCRAF T COMPANY 

SOUD STATE PRODUCTS DIVISION 

500 Superior Avenue, D80 
Newport Beach, California 92663 
(800) 854-3515 or (714) 759-2942 
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Electronics international 

ing habit is on the way from the 
Consorzio per lo Sviluppo dell'Elec-
tronica e L'Automazione (csEA), a 
research and development associa-
tion that groups together 23 small 
electronics and automation compa-
nies from the Piedmont region 
around Turin. CSEA's contribution: a 
network of microcomputers that con-

trol the heat in apartment and office 
buildings room by room through 
links to a central processor that con-
trols the building's boiler. 

According to general manager 
Giovanni Papa, the network can cut 
heating costs by some 40% on the 
average for buildings in climates like 
northern Italy's. He says the savings 

Disk Memory 
Power Supplies ife4' 

ty • 

a. • 

Power-One, a leading 
supplier to the Disk Drive 
Industry, now offers a 
complete line of power 
supplies for FLOPPY DISK 
and new WINCHESTER 
FIXED DISK applications. 

Call or Write for our 
New Catalog. 

WINCHESTER FIXED DISK 
SHUGART - CENTURY - MICROPOLIS are just a few drives powered by this new 
universal model. Powers (1) Winchester drive plus controller circuitry. 

[ , istOutput ' 2nd Output 3rcl Output Model Price (1 • 9 

+ SV @ 9A - SV or - 12V 6, .8A l + 24V 64 .7A/4.5A PK CP384 $120.00 

FLOPPY DISK - 51/4" MEDIA 
BASF - SHUGART - PERTEC - SIEMENS plus all other popular 51/4" media drives. 

1st Output 2nd Output Model Price (1 - 9) 

+ SV @ .SA/ .7A PK + 12V 0 .9A/1.8A PK CP340 S 44.95 

+ 5V 0 2A +12VO4A CP323 L 5 74.95 

CP323 powers up to (4) drives simultaneously. 

FLOPPY DISK 8 MEDIA 
SHuGART PERSCI - CDC - WANGCO plus many other single and multiple drive 
applications. 

1st Output 2n4 output 3rcl Output Model Price (1-9) 

+ SV@ 1A - SV @ .5A + 24V @ 1.5A/1.7A PK CP205 5 69.95 

+ 5V @ 2.5A - 5V 6) .SA + 24V 0 3A/3.4A PK CP206 S 91.95 

+ 51/ 0 3A - SV @ .6A + 24V 0 SA/6A PK CP162 5120.00 

+ 5v ei 1.7A/2.2A PK - SV e .15A/ .2A PK + 24V @ .2A/3A PK CP272A 5 91.95 

+ SV @ 2A + 12V @ .4A - 12V @ .4A HTAA-16W S 49.95 I 

CP272A powers Persci Drives (includes unregulated 7 - 10V @ 1.2A/ 10A PK). 
HTAA-16W powers Persci controller, 

e powepone ac. power SUPPLIe5 
Power one Drive • Camarillo, CA 93010 • 1805) 484-2806 • TWX 910-336-1297 

Eastern Regional Headquarters • (518) 399-9200 

would be enough to amortize over 
three years the cost of the system— 
something like $700 per household. 
However, microprocessor-based 
heat-control systems announced last 
summer in the U. S. [Electronics, 
Aug. 16, p. 48], intended for residen-
tial systems and costing much less, 
have failed to catch on, notes one 
U. S. company in the field. 
CSEA has tried out a pilot version 

of its system, which is built around 
Intel 8085 single-chip microcomput-
ers backed by 4 kilobytes of out-
boarded read-only memory. Il caldo 
robot (the heat robot), as CSEA calls 
it at present, "learns" people's heat-
ing habits and tries to improve them. 

Mechanics. Each household has 
its own microcomputer, which con-
trols radiators in up to seven differ-
ent rooms, individually or collective-
ly. The householder uses a simple 
control panel to program "comfort" 
settings daily for each room and for 
each hour of the day, as well as to 
signal if there will be no one around. 
From this data the local microcom-
puter develops control signals for 
three-way valves that regulate the 
hot-water supply to the radiators, 
comparing the calculated tempera-
tures with the actual temperature 
fed to it by a sensor in the room. 

If the householder finds a room 
uncomfortable, he tells the micro-
computer. If he doesn't, the system 
drops the room's temperature every 
hour until he orders more heat. The 
microcomputer keeps track of this 
interplay and thus "learns" his heat-
ing habits. The local computer also 
estimates the heat needed by the 
household over the hour ahead and 
compares it with the average con-
sumption throughout the building, 
figured by the system's central pro-
cessor—a minicomputer in the pilot 
system, a microcomputer eventually. 
The results are displayed on the local 
panel to show the household how it 
compares with its neighbors. 

Papa has found attentive ears at 
the state-owned oil company AGIP 
SpA, which will participate in a field 
trial starting in September in Turin. 
He expects the eventual market to 
run to between 300,000 and 400,000 
units. -Arthur Erikson 
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• There is only one 
high performance 
VLSI computer 

solution. 

Intel delivers it. 



Architecture for hi 
How Intel's 8086 
microsystem, with its 
powerful structured 
architecture, helps 
designers meet the 
complex performance 
requirements of 
the '80s. 

You need more than a CPU 
alone to meet the performance 
requirements of the '80s, because 
today's success lies in powerful 
new, structured approaches to 
system design. By logically seg-
menting and distributing system 
functions, structured design allows 
greatly increased throughput— 
and shorter design cycles. For 
example, with the 8086 family, 
using classical mainframe multi-
processing techniques, you can 
achieve I/O bandwidths of from 
2 to 20 megabytes per second. 
That's at least 10 times wider than 
other systems. The object code 
for the 8086 family is 30% denser 
than the code for any other 
microcomputer available today. 
And, using our 8087 co-processor, 
you'll be able to perform 64-bit 
floating point arithmetic in less 
than 15 microseconds, surpassing 
existing systems by factors of 
10 to 1000. 

Intel's 8086 microsystem is 
the only 16-bit solution designed 
specifically to accommodate 
efficient multiprocessing schemes. 
What's more, only the 8086 is 
supported today by the VLSI 
building blocks you need to 
implement these high powered 
multiprocessing designs. Intel's 
new HMOS* 8089 I/O processor, 
for example, can increase through-



gher performance. 
put by a full order of magnitude 
in I/O intensive designs. And look 
to Intel for high-integration co-
processors, such as 8087 numerical 
data processors. They're to 
help you increase per-
formance in multi-
processing systems 
using our 8086 
CPU. Or, for 
even faster 
processing, 
use our new 
8086-2. It's 
the 8MHz 
CPU, avail-
able today, that 
delivers the top 
price/performance 
of any 16-bit micro-
processor. Count on 
Intel for optimum   
price/performance Intel Structured System fastest possible 
in the future, too,   system through-
as we add memory management 
and protection, and software 
modules in silicon. 

Intel lets you implement power-
ful designs in an 8-bit format, 
too, with our 8088. The 8088 is 
hardware compatible with your 
8-bit designs and software com-
patible with our 8086, to help you 
get tomorrow's performance in 
your system today. 

You'll find other ways to 
unburden your CPU and increase 
throughput with Intel's 5 data com-
munication peripherals, 7 device 
controllers, 6 slave processors, 
and 8 system interface circuits— 
all compatible with the industry 
standard MultibusTm bus. For high 
performance program memory, 
choose from Intel's 16K and 32K 
EPROMs, including our new high 
speed 2732A. Intel also delivers 
the world's largest selection of 
5-volt static and dynamic RAMs, 

including our new 16K 2118 
Dynamic RAM. 

New fluency in high level 
languages  

The trend toward 
structured high level 

languages is one 
more reason to 
choose Intel's 
8086 system 
solution. Of 
all the 16-bit 
microcom-
puters, only 
the architec-
ture of the 

8086 is made 
to let designers 

work effectively in 
high level languages 

and achieve 

Software 
Development 
Systems 

put with them. Because the 8086 
is memory based, it allows up to 
30% shorter high level language 
object programs and correspon-
dingly faster instruction fetching. 
And Intel lets you match your 
language precisely to your task 
with Pascal, PL/M, our ASM86 
tnacroassembler, and ASM89 
assembler. You'll get even more 
flexibility in the future with 
Intel's FORTRAN and COBOL. 

Development tools for 
higher performance  

To help designers shorten 
design cycles and save develop-
ment costs in the '80s, Intel 
delivers a full complement of 
structured software and hardware 
development tools. Our revolu-
tionary new RMX/8611" multi-
tasking operating system, for 
example, puts you months closer 
to market with complete file 

manipulation, task scheduling, 
and interrupt capabilities. And 
since this software package is here 
today, you can start developing 
your applications software 
immediately. 

To improve the performance 
and productivity of your entire 
development team, use Intel's 
Intellecls Microcomputer Devel-
opment System and our ICE86TM 
and ICE-88TM In-Circuit Emula-
tors. They're the fastest tools 
available for developing and 
debugging 16-bit microcomputer 
systems. For even faster time to 
market, get Intel's already tested 
and debugged iSBC86/12ATm 
single board computer. 

Meeting the demands of 
a new decade today  

Everything you need to 
improve performance, reduce 
complexity, and speed your time 
to market is here from Intel today. 
For more information on our 
complete 8086 VLSI system 
solution, mail us the coupon on 
the other side of this page. 

r• .1 patent,' Intcl 

Intel delivers 
solutions. 

Europe Intel International. Brussels, Belgium. 
Japan. Intel Japan. Tokyo. United States and Canadian 
distributors: Alliance. AlmacrStroum. Arrow Electronics. 
Avnet Electronics. Component Specialties. HamilloniAvnet. 
Hamilton Electro Sales. Harvey. Industrial Components. 
Pioneer. L.A.Varah. YVyle Distribution Group. Zentronics. 



To find out more about our 
solutions, fill out the information 

Name 

Title 

Company 

Division 

Address 

City, State, ZIP   

Your first step toward higher performance 

How to get more 
information on 8086 
VLSI system solutions. 

requested below and send it to 
Intel Corporation, Literature 
Department, 3065 Bowers Avenue, 
Santa Clara, CA 95051. Indicate 
what your particular interests are, 

  including workshops, and we'll 
make sure you get the appropriate 
material. If you don't have a pair 

___ I have an immediate requirement, please telephone me at ( 
_ I need additional information. 

of scissors handy, give us a call at 
408/734-8102 (Literature Depart-
ment) and we'll rush the material 
out to you. Or call your local Intel 
distributor. 

Intel wants to help you meet 
the performance requirements of 
the '80s. It all starts right here. 

Please put the letter corresponding to your yearly requirements in the line to the left of those 
products of interest. 

_ A 16-bit Microprocessors 
_____ B 8-bit Microprocessors 
_ C Single-Chip 

Microcontrollers 
____ D Peripheral Controllers 
_ E RAMS 

123456 

w for 1-10 per year 
x for 11-99 per year 
y for 99-999 per year 
z for over 1,000 per year 

F EPROMS 
G Bubbles 
H Single Board Computers 
I Development Systems 
J Debug Tools 

____ K High-Level Languages 
( 

Indicate languages 
) 

L Macroassembler 
M Operating Systems 

(RMX/86rm) 
N Telecom Products 

O Military Products 
P Workshops 
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IBM ups word-processing ante 
Industry giant will aggressively price its Displaywriter as low as $7,895 

and hints at communications interface software to come 

by Anthony Dumiak, Computers & 

The company that essentially created 
the word-processing market almost 
16 years ago only to see it slip away, 
International Business Machines 
Corp., has a message for its competi-
tors and customers: it will be aggres-
sively competitive once more. 

Although its original Magcard 
Typewriter was innovative, IBM lost 
ground to a host of competitors (led 
by Wang Laboratories Inc. and La-
nier Business Products Inc.) that 
based their text-editing systems on 
cathode-ray-tube terminals. IBM's 
most recent attempt to stem the 
tide—the three-year-old Office Sys-
tem/6 — was unsuccessful. In fact, 
some considered IBM "the laughing-
stock of the industry," in the words 
of William Becklean, securities ana-
lyst with Bache Halsey Stuart 
Shields Inc.'s technology group in 
Boston. 

But now the company's Office 
Products division has unveiled the 
Displaywriter, a stand-alone, CRT-
based, microprocessor-driven word 
processor whose price starts at only 
$7,895 —the lowest in the industry. 
Clearly, "it's a whole new ball 
game," says Amy Wohl, a long-time 
industry watcher and president of 
Advanced Office Concepts Corp., 
Bala Cynwyd, Pa. 
Even more significant, however, 

are the hints IBM gave of what its 
lineup will be for the rest of the 
office-of-the-future ball game. Al-
though the Franklin Lakes, 
N. J.—based Office Products division 
has been its flagship in this area, 
confusion arose over which IBM divi-
sion would handle such products 
when the General Systems division 
added its 5520 Administrative Sys-
tem and the Data Processing division 

Peripherals Editor 

introduced its 3730 Distributed Of-
fice Communications System [Elec-
tronics, Nov. 22, 1979, p. 92]. 

Troika approach. In an unusual 
"statement of direction" made at the 
same time the Displaywriter was 
announced on June 17, the corpora-
tion said the three divisions will con-
tinue to offer such products and 
refine their offerings in order to pro-
vide "a variety of solutions." And in 
a statement bordering on prean-
nouncement, Chauncey I. Bartholet, 
director of market requirements 
planning for iam's corporate market-
ing department, said the company 
plans to provide communications "to 
support the integration of these 

products into single, coherent enter-
prise-wide solutions." 
No one corporate marketing exec-

utive will be responsible for coordi-
nating the efforts of the three divi-
sions, he says. Instead, the corpora-
tion will depend on the three divi-
sions to "cooperate" in deciding 
which products are best for a partic-
ular customer's problems. 

Rather than make the current 
office products from the three divi-
sions completely compatible with 
identical instruction sets, data for-
mats, and file structures, the key to 
their interfacing will be communica-
tions, Bartholet says. A new "docu-
ment interchange architecture," as 

Spreading the word 

Communications is also the underpinnings of a new product from another 
heavyweight in the office automation market—the Vydec Inc. portion of 
Exxon Information Systems. Unveiled at the International Word Processing 
Association's Syntopican show last week, the Florham Park, N. J., firm's new 
Netword System is a communications controller that lets the company's 
model 1400, 1800, 2000, and 4000 word processors tie to intelligent 
typewriters from sister Exxon affiliate Qyx and any other word- or data-
processing gear that uses a Teletype-compatible asynchronous communica-
tions interface. 
Based on the Z80A microprocessor from another Exxon affiliate, Zilog Inc., 

the unit also allows the attached word processors to share up to 75 
megabytes of disk storage to create an electronic file cabinet and to send 
messages in an elementary electronic mail system. The Netword controllers 
will be available in two versions: the S-200 model, which has either a 50- or 
75-megabyte disk, will cost between $20,000 and $36,000 and will be 
shipped starting in February; the smaller S-100 controller, with 10 or 20 
megabytes of disk storage, will be out in May and sell for between $10,500 
and $24,000. 
The unit obviously provides room for growth —Vydec says the multipro-

gramming operating system .supports virtual addressing capable of access-
ing up to 16 megabytes of disk memory and is written in Pascal for easy 
upgrading. Like IBM, which stated that it will provide communications to 
integrate the parts of its office equipment, Exxon is not pulling its punches. 
Vydec specifically calls the Netword "another step toward advancing the 
integration of the Exxon Information Systems product line." 
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Probing the news 

yet not formally named, is being 
designed to handle the interfacing 
task without displacing IBM's cur-
rent data communications structure 
as spelled out in its Systems Net-
work Architecture (sNA). Protocol 
translation and emulation of current 
terminal protocols will be the key to 
this architecture. 

For example, although asynchro-
nous and Binary Synchronous Com-
munications are the only two com-
munications protocols announced for 
the Displaywriter, the company said 
that in the future it will offer for it 
the Synchronous Data Link Control 
(smc) protocol that is central to 
SNA. In addition, it will offer the 
same protocol that is used on the 
model 3270 data terminals, thus 
allowing the Displaywriter to access 
files stored on a System/370 main-
frame computer. 

Although this capability is still 
several years away—even elementa-
ry communications on the Display-
writer will not be available until 
August 1981 —IBM is obviously no-
tifying its customers and many com-
petitors that it will permit and assist 
the integration of its word- and data-

processing equipment into a single 
network that can handle additional 
tasks like electronic mail. 

Ease of use. If the Displaywriter is 
any indication, those future IBM sys-
tems will be nothing to sneeze at. 
Taking to heart criticisms of its ear-
lier products, IBM started from the 
ground up and paid a lot of attention 
to human engineering aspects—an 
increasingly important design crite-
rion in office systems [Electronics, 
March 27, p. 102]. 
As a result, the display is the larg-

est ever offered by the Office Prod-
ucts division-25 lines—and it tilts 
and swivels for operator comfort. 
The difficult-to-learn command 
codes that characterized the earlier 
IBM machines are gone. Special-
function keys and English-language 
prompts on the display now help step 
the operator through the tasks. 
A unique feature is its spelling 

verification function that can check 
the spelling of some 50,000 words 
using a proprietary algorithm rather 
than a lookup table scheme. In addi-
tion, the user can add up to 500 
specialized words to a dictionary. 
To keep the costs down IBM used 

many off-the-shelf components. The 
unit is based on Intel's 16-bit 8086 
microprocessor and can handle from 

Wordsmith. Displaywriter, with its desktop display, printers, and diskette storage, checks the 

spelling of 50,000 different words. 

160 to 224 kilobytes of random-
access-memory — all consisting of 
16-K chips purchased from a number 
of outside vendors. 

IBM purchases the monitors from 
Matsushita Electric Industrial Co.'s 
Panasonic subsidiary, although it 
now manufactures its own daisy-
wheel printers for the first time. One 
284-kilobyte, 8-inch diskette is also 
included in the system, with a second 
one optional. 

First deliveries of the Displaywrit-
er, which ranges in price up to 
almost $10,000, are slated for Janu-
ary. Many in the industry are confi-
dent that the schedule gives them 
plenty of time to respond—if a 
response is necessary. 
A late 'replacement.' "It would 

have been a much stronger product 
if it came out two years ago," says 
John Cunningham, executive vice 
president at Wang, in Lowell, Mass. 
adding that it does not change his 
company's product plans or pricing. 
Despite IBM's statement of direction, 
he feels "it's just a typewriter 
replacement and still the approach 
of a typewriter company. If IBM is to 
be competitive, its Office Products 
division must become more of a sys-
tems company." 

Other vendors, examining the 
product for the first time at last 
week's Syntopican, the eighth an-
nual convention of the International 
Word Processing Association in 
Minneapolis, said they were similar-
ly unimpressed. 
"We're not surprised," says Joe 

Eichberger, vice president of plan-
ning for Raytheon's Lexitron Corp. 
subsidiary in Chatsworth, Calif. Al-
though he wouldn't specify how his 
company would respond, he con-
cedes that "it would be naive to say 
we didn't have any reaction." 
Tom Quinn, director of marketing 

for Micom Data Systems Ltd. of 
Montreal, says, "Pricing looks great 
for them, but what it does is more 
important." Like many others, he 
feels the IBM system's features are 
not unique. 

Despite the competitors' confi-
dence, analyst Wohl expects the Dis-
playwriter's prices to force some "re-
arrangements" in the industry. And 
from now on, "one has to take IBM a 
lot more seriously in office automa-
tion," she says. 
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e SCOUT save. 
SCOUT has a red light. It 

oes not mean what you think. 
he red light says one of 
COUT's boards does not 
eel well. 

Will this make you sad 
ecause your minicom-
puter can't play anymore? 

Will the expensive 
repairman take a long 
time to get it 
ixed? 
No no, 

silly. Since 
SCOUT's 

ISOLITE' 
showed you 

whieh card is bad, all 
you do is pull it out and put in a spare 
6.25" x 8.3" card. 
What fun! Now SCOUT can run and 

play again. And save you a lot of jack. 
Save SCOUT, save. 
Save on service 

costs. Save on 
system costs. 
Save on 16-bit 

minicomputer per-
formance. SCOUT 
starts at less than 
$1000 for a CPU, 
I/O, 32K Byte RAM 
and card cage. 

Isn't saving fun? 
Save SCOUT, save. 

Name 

See SCOUT save. 
Money.Time. And end user aggravation. Plus 
other ways to save in our how-to-save-on-
maintenance primer, A Plug for SCOUT Get 
your free copy with this coupon and a busi-
ness card. Or, for immediate information 

call 714/833-8830, Ext. 455. 

Title 

Company 

Address 

City State Zip 

CAComputerAutomation 
NAKED MINI' Division 

Where OEM's come first. 
18651 Von Karman, Irvine, CA 92713 
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SCOUT and ISOLITE are registered trademarks of Computer Automation Inc. 
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CMOS/LS1 LIQUID CRYSTAL DISPLAY DRIVERS 

EASY DRIVER 

SERIAL 
DATA 

Circle 98 on reader service card 

DISPLAY 
CLOCK 

Until now you've needed an 
assortment of drivers, gates and buffers 
for your LCD Displays. That's all over. 
Mitel Semiconductor has designed a 
series of single chip CMOS LCD drivers. 
The MD4330B family: an easy, practical 
complement to your elegant, practical 
design. 

The CMOS, MD4330B and 
MD4332B are 30 and 32 bit, Static Shift 
Registers. Each circuit can directly drive 
30 or 32 LCD Segments. For example 
the MD4332B will drive two 16 segment 
characters. True and complementing 
output buffer control provides direct 
A.C. drive to the LCD. A single output 
pin allows cascading of devices for 
driving displays with a large number 
of characters. 

MD4330B, and MD4332B 
Common Features: 
• 1i..1A Low Power CMOS 
• 3 to 15 volt Single Supply 
• VVaveshaping Clock Input 
• 3MHz High Speed Shift Register 
• 40 Pin Dual-In-Line package 

Mitel also offers the following additional 
display drivers for a variety of 
applications: 

Type 
MD 4055B BCD to 7 segment, Level shifting and 

output clock LCD driver 

MD 4056B Latched BCD to 7 segment, Level 
shifting LCD driver 

MD 4311B Latched Hexadecimal to 7 segment, 
high current, Common Anode LED 
display drivers 

MD 45118 Latched BCD to 7 segment, high 
current, Common Anode LED display 
driver 

MD 4368B Hexadecimal to 7 segment, high 
current, Common Anode LED display 
driver. Pin for pin with 9368, TTL. 

All of the above circuits are available 
from stock. 

For further information and data please 
contact your nearest Mitel office. 

MITEL SEMICONDUCTOR 
United States: 1735 Jefferson Davis Highway, Suite 1009, Arlington, Virginia, U.S.A. 22202. Telephone (703) 243-1600 

1223 Westchester Pike, Havertown, Pennsylvania, U.S.A. 19083. Telephone 12151449-5556. 
2321 Morena Blvd., Suite M. San Diego, California, U.S.A. 92110. Telephone (714) 276-3421. 

Canada: P.O. Box 13089, Kanata, Ottawa, Ontario, canada K2K 1X3. Telephone (6131 592-2122, Telex: 053-4596, 
TVVX: 610-562-8529. 
18 Airport Blvd., Bromont, Quebec, Canada JOE 1LO. Telephone 1514) 534-2321, Telex: 05-267474. 

Europe: Hamilton Road, Slough, Berkshire, England SL1 40V. Telephone 0753-36137, 0753-36138, Telex: 847730 
Fredericiagade 16, Suite 309, 1310 Copenhagen K, Denmark. Telephone 1011 119302, Telex: 27246 

Asia: TST P.O. Box 98577, Kowloon, Hong Kong, Telex: 64235-Mitel HX 



Probing the news 

Consumer electronics 

Hand-held computers star at CES 
Portable terminals are expected to find a market among businessmen 

who need data while traveling, but not in the consumer sector 

A new generation of personal com-
puters, portable or hand-held models 
that retail for a fraction of the cost 
of desktop models, was the bright 
light that shone through a dismal 
economic picture at the Summer 
Consumer Electronics Show in Chi-
cago last month. Upgraded language 
translators or entirely new designs 
that cost little more than the transla-
tors, the forthcoming $200-and-up 
models excited buyers from the tra-
ditional audio shops looking for new 
and profitable products to shore up 
weak sales and marginal income 
from home and car stereo and video 
appliances. However, despite the 
new low prices, the business commu-
nity is the only marketplace in sight. 

Low-cost computing power is the 
only common denominator among 
the portable electronic terminals 
from Quasar, Panasonic, Nixdorf, 
Sinclair, Commodore, and Sharp— 
companies that showed prototypes or 
production hardware to the thinner 
than expected crowds at the CES. 
Each is expected initially to attract 
businessmen who need an intelligent 
terminal while traveling, but not the 
mass-market consumer. 

Existing leaders in the personal 
computer market do not feel threat-
ened by the prices, and the long-
feared onslaught of Japanese com-
puters seems years away. The devel-
opment of software for the American 
market will prove too difficult for 
Oriental programmers to master in 
the next few years, explains Sy Lip-
per, president of APF Electronics 
Inc., New York: "It's not like pro-
ducing a calculator; you need to 
understand American thinking." 

Support for the concept that the 
new hand-held units do not compete 

by Larry Marion, Chicago bureau manager 

with desktop models—they cost less 
and have limited displays of perhaps 
16 characters, compared with the 
cathode-ray-tube displays used with 
the desktop types; memory capacity 
is considerably less; and they lack a 
typewriter-sized keyboard—comes 
from an established personal com-
puter maker now entering the porta-
ble field. Commodore International 
Ltd. showed engineering prototypes 
of a new "Minipet" or "Micropet," 
with the name depending on which 
employee was giving the demonstra-
tion. Each of the three prototypes 
contained a snap-action solid-state 
keyboard with a typewriterlike ar-
rangement of the letters, a separate 
numerical keypad, and the 6502 
microprocessor already used in the 
Norristown, Pa., company's popular 
line of Pet desktop computers. 
The new low-cost version will 

retail for $199, but will display only 
black and white images on the home 
television set; the color version is tar-
geted at about $299, depending on 
the amount of read-only and ran-

dom-access memory. Retailers are 
due to get them next year. A Com-
modore source says that the produc-
tion models will contain 4 to 16 kilo-
bytes of RAM and less than 12 of 
ROM with Basic, and a liquid-crystal 
display may be included to supple-
ment the TV capability. The compa-
ny has a $500 target for a system 
with a cassette tape player for mass 
storage and a printer. 

Another road. That type of mar-
keting package is not on a collision 
course with the computer terminal 
now marketed by Nixdorf Computer 
Personal Systems Inc. of Burlington, 
Mass., which is based on a lan-
guage translator first developed by 
Lexicon Corp. of Miami, Fla. [Elec-
tronics, Dec. 7, 1978, p. 50]. For one 
thing, the Nixdorf communications 
unit is not portable. For another, it is 
tailored to the needs of the hobbyist 
for use in the home. In contrast, 
Commodore's type is designed to 
accompany the businessman on his 
or her travels. Nixdorf and Lexicon 
already have a modem and an RS-

HELD COrir-,...iTER 
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Handy data. This is the central processor for Panasonic's hand-held computer. Peripherals 

are packed in an attaché case. ROM capacity is about 40,000 words, RAM is 73 kilobytes. 
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232 interface ready and are working 
on a printer and additional memory 
modules. 

Explains Michael Levy, Lexicon 
president, "We're going to see hand-
held computers used more and more 
by big companies with a large sales 
force. A salesman with access to his 
company's computer could sit at a 
customer's facility and get things 
like the exact status of an order, 
inventory situation, or price quotes." 
The recently announced Quasar and 
Panasonic units come in specially 
designed attache cases to facilitate 
that type of use, as well as with 
higher prices because of the addi-
tional RAM, ROM, and higher-per-
formance features [Electronics, June 
19, 1980, P. 46]. They also offer a 
modem and an acoustic coupler. 
As usual with a new class of prod-

uct, though, there is little agreement 
about priorities and even less stan-
dardization. For, example, a modem 
and communications interface is not 
a high priority for developers of the 
$200 Sinclair ZX80 hand-held com-
puter introduced earlier this year in 
Great Britain, says Nigel Searle, 
executive vice president of Sinclair 
Research Ltd., Cambridge [Electron-
ics, Feb. 14, p. 80]. The Z80-based 
unit with a membrane keyboard is 
designed as an intelligent terminal 

for a stand-alone application, he 
says, and additional peripherals and 
software are on his wish list. 

Eyeing the masses. Overall, the 
new hand-helds and the desktop per-
sonal computers are still trying to hit 
the mass market. Several joint ven-
tures by retailers and personal com-
puter companies are growing. In one, 
Ohio Scientific Inc., Aurora, Ohio, 
will expand its role with retailing 
giant Montgomery Ward & Co. The 
St. Paul, Minn., Ward's experiment 
with the low end of the Ohio Scien-
tific line will grow to about 100 
stores nationwide by year-end be-
cause the Minnesota computer store 
generated five times the average rev-
enue per square foot, claims Charity 
Cheiky, Ohio Scientific president. 
Ward, Ohio Scientific, and fran-

chised dealers around the country 
have established a unique agreement 
that may provide the elusive key to 
selling high technology in the mass 
market —Ohio Scientific's dealers 
will operate the majority of Ward's 
computer stores, providing the ex-
pertise and stable staff resources 
that are lacking at the typical mass 
merchandiser. 

Meanwhile, other personal com-
puter makers showed expanded soft-
ware libraries and peripheral lineups 
to broaden their appeal to the ulti-
mate consumer, the mass market 
buyer. While marketers at Atari, 

Mattel, and elsewhere say they are 

Shown off. Atari's line includes, clockwise from lower right, modem, microcomputer, thermal 

printer, interface module, program recorder, impact printer, dual disk drive, disk drive. 

satisfied with their slow but steady 
progress down the learning curve, 
they are also groping for a magical 
combination of price, hardware, soft-
ware, and promotion that will 
expand their potential beyond the 
hobbyist and small-business mar-
kets. 

But for the hand-held machines 
really to prosper, comments one 
knowledgeable person in the field 
who asks not to be identified, further 
developments in semiconductor tech-
nology are required. That expert 
ticks off such items as more memory, 
elimination of the attaché case hold-
ing the computer's memory and 
acoustic coupler and the like, and 
longer operation—say, up to eight 
hours—between battery changes. 
Games fade. On other fronts, even 

the shiniest consumer electronics 
product loses some of its luster in a 
recession, and the troubled economic 
climate has taken its toll of the truly 
spectacular growth of hand-held 
electronic games. Instead of dou-
bling retail sales in 1980 compared 
with 1979, hand-held sports, strate-
gy, and self-improvement games will 
be lucky to achieve a 50% boost to 
$750 million at retail, concede some 
manufacturers' officials, with a few 
optimists insisting that the $1 billion 
target is possible. 
The slower growth results from an 

embarrassing excess of inventory for 
some products from some manufac-
turers after last Christmas, which 
led to discounting and dumping ear-
ly in 1980 and strained relations 
between ratailers and manufactur-
ers. Retailers blamed manufacturers 
for proliferating games and then 
threatening shortages, and manufac-
turers faulted retailers for overorder-
ing. This situation was in marked 
contrast to the shortage that pre-
vailed during the 1978 holiday sell-
ing season. 
The smaller game makers are eas-

ing out of the most competitive seg-
ment, sports games, and into the 
more family-oriented strategy 
games. Now that the demand "for 
anything with the word 'electronic' 
on the box and light-emitting diodes 
inside" has diminished, notes one 
manufacturer, a broader array of 
nonduplicative products should help 
calm the electronic toy industry into 
a more orderly growth pattern. 
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DOLCH introduces the world's first 48-channel logic analyzer 

Trace it all, and fast... 

If you're switching from 8 to 16 bit 
microprocessors, make sure your 
logic analyzer can support the 
move. An adequate number of 
input channels is the prime 
prerequisite for 16-bit-uP testing. 

Dolch's LAM 4850 is not only the 
record holder with 48 input 
channels, it offers you even more 
of the world's first features such 
as 3 level simultaneous 
clocking to untangle multi-
plexed bus signals or "trigger 
tracing" that lets you examine 
nested program execution in 
real time. 

It's features include: 
• 1024 bits recording and 

reference memory per channel 
• sampling rates DC to 50 MHz 
• 5 ns glitch capability 
• 4 level sequential triggering 
• binary, hex, octal, ASCII and 

mnemonics display 
• 16-channel x 2048 timing 

display 
• IFFY interface (optional) 

Visit our Booth at WESCON 101 
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Probing the news 

Data communications 

Can software do encryption job? 
In the face of standards agency's recognition of hardware only 

and objections of chip makers, versions are appearing 

by Deborah Williams, McGraw-Hill Publications Co., and Harvey J. Hindin, Communications & Microwave Editor 

When the National Bureau of Stan-
dards published its data encryption 
standard (DES) three years ago, it 
stated that only hardware implemen-
tations would be certified. Although 
there was nothing in the algorithm 
precluding it, software was consid-
ered too slow, difficult to validate, 
and subject to unauthorized modifi-
cation. So hardware manufacturers 
took advantage of the opportunity to 
develop special DES chips. 

But undaunted by the lack of NBS 
blessing, software experts continued 
to work on their versions and the 
results are coming in. For example, 
Richard Gumpertz, an associate in 

the computer science department at 
Carnegie-Mellon University in Pitts-
burgh, has implemented a DES pro-
gram for a variety of computers that 
gives results as good as or better 
than those of existing hardware. 
Not everyone is happy with this 

development. First, there is an ongo-
ing controversy over why the NBS did 
not certify software in the first place; 
also, hardware manufacturers ques-
tion software's security and decry its 
impact on their market. On the 
bright side, industry experts agree 
that fast software will expand the 
sluggish encryption market itself 
[Electronics, June 5, p. 96]. 

Not against software per se, the 
NBS "uses software for DES testing," 
says Dennis Branstad, director of 
NBS computer security there. He 
adds that "it's not impossible that 
the bureau would consider a DES for 
software." 
Why the delay? The NBS original-

ly estimated that the software imple-
mentation of a standard 64-bit data 
block would take 30 to 200 microsec-
onds. That is the equivalent of a data 
rate of 0.3 to 2.0 kilobits per second, 
which is not at all suitable for high-
speed communications or computer 
links. But Gumpertz determined that 
one of the reasons a programmed 
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implementation is slow is that the 
typical computer is not equipped 
with the right data paths for the 
necessary DES algorithm manipula-
tions. 
Making fast software harder to 

develop are the initial and final per-
mutation steps in the algorithm. 
These two mathematical manipula-
tions, difficult to implement in soft-
ware, greatly increase a program's 
execution time. Gumpertz suggests 
that they were included in the DES 
both to ease some hardware designs 
and to discourage software. 
The algorithm's 16 internal ex-

pansion cycles, each of which 
requires eight arithmetic manipula-
tions, present another obstacle. For 
Gumpertz this was the principal bot-
tleneck to a fast program and took 
up more than half the execution 
time. "The instruction sets of typical 
computers do not offer much assist-
ance in implementing the expansion 
operations," he explains. 

Gumpertz's program finally over-
came all these obstacles without 
needing much computer space. Only 
150 bytes are required for the data, 
and 2.5 kilobytes are needed for the 
program. "The program does not 
take up much space because most of 
the time is spent doing the same 
thing over and over," he says. "Fur-
thermore, few temporary locations 
are needed for intermediate results," 
he concludes. 
Same difference. For Steven Kent, 

too, software is the way to go. Asked 
to compare his approach with Gum-
pertz's, the research assistant at the 
Massachusetts Institute of Technolo-
gy in Cambridge, Mass., says that 
his group's program does not corn• 
bine operations in the same way nor 
does it have the problem with the 
expansion cycles. 
"Our timing is fairly compatible 

with Gumpertz's but our implemen-
tation doesn't have the same combi-
nation of operations. I assure you 
that the expansion steps don't have 
to be a limitation to a fast DES. 
Gumpertz is doing it just one way of 
the many possible," he says. Kent's 
group sold an IBM System/370 pro-
gram to a mainframe manufacturer 
for $10,000, but he says that similar 
versions could be sold for less. 

In contrast to Gumpertz and 
Kent, Herbert Bright, president of 

Computation Planning Inc. in Beth-
esda, Md., has been marketing soft-
ware-encryption systems since 1975. 
His $4,700 Desqik package does the 
algorithm at 38 kilobytes per second 
on machines in the Amdahl 470V/6 
class. He says business in the first 
four months of 1980 was better than 
for the last four and a half years, 
although he will not give figures. 
Of course, some of Gumpertz's 

assumptions are challenged by the 
hardware people. Says Ken Cohen, 
security product line manager at 
Western Digital Corp. of Newport 
Beach, Calif., "I think Gumpertz 
has demonstrated that it is possible 
to write an efficient DES program, 
but I question how fast some of the 
subroutines—particularly in the 
Cray-1 — would be in an interrupt 
environment. In the real world, that 
machine has to be doing things such 
as collecting data from a communi-
cations line or a disk, decrypting it, 
and passing it off to an applications 
program. What happens to the speed 
of the algorithm in that environ-
ment, what happens when encryp-
tion is fighting for priority in the 
stack of jobs to be run and the pro-
cessor is handling many input/out-
put interrupts?" 

Occasional. Cohen also questions 
the enormous cost of running a 
machine when inexpensive hardware 
is available. Gumpertz acknowledges 
that it may not be fair to compare 
the $10 million Cray to a chip. But 
he suggests that a general-purpose 
processor would be more economical 
if encryption is not often used. 
The occasional-use problem is 

only one of several reasons to consid-
er software in the first place. Per-
haps more important, according to 
Gumpertz, the appropriate interfac-
ing circuitry may not be available. 
Gumpertz adds that once software 

encryption is installed, it can be used 
on data other than that being trans-
mitted or received over one particu-
lar channel. "This flexibility can be 
very useful. Consider, for example, 
data on a magnetic tape. Even if 
there is already DES hardware on 
site, it probably has been wired into 
the communications system and so 
cannot be used for this purpose. On 
the other hand, a subroutine can 
trivially be used to massage data 
before writing it on tape," he says. Ell 
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Careers 

R&D unites companies, colleges 
Industry's investments in research partnerships pays off in form 

of more qualified personnel and in technological advances 

by Pamela Hamilton, New York bureau manager 

Electronics companies are turning 
increasingly to the campus for aid in 
research needed to solve technologi-
cal problems. At the same time, they 
are responding to a need on the part 
of the universities to convince gradu-
ates to stay on for advanced training 
by providing the wherewithal for 
hands-on experience with the expen-
sive equipment used in such areas as 
semiconductor processing, comput-
er-aided design, and software devel-
opment. 

Underscoring the effort is a pic-
ture of a set of industries having a 
difficult time locating quality profes-
sionals and having to spend a good 
deal of money on recruiting those 
that are available [Electronics, June 
19, p. 91]. Technology is advancing 
at such a rapid rate that the demand 
for experienced, knowledgeable 
practitioners far outstrips the supply. 
Not only that, but engineers with a 
few years in the field have to replen-
ish their technological skills more 
frequently than ever before. Finally, 
high-technology innovation is no 
longer the private picnic ground of 
U. S. companies, and research and 
development centers need economic 
bolstering and infusions of fresh 
ideas and people. 
Companies have begun to address 

these problems by supplying funds 
for research projects, grants for 
graduate fellowships, and monies for 
capital equipment. Such programs 
may involve many companies inter-
ested in consolidating their resources 
for basic research or a single firm 
concerned about a particular prod-
uct. The funding for projects varies 
from a few thousand dollars to sever-
al million; schools receiving these 
funds may be small local institutions 

or larger centers of learning with a 
wider following. 

Resource pooling. The California 
Institute of Technology in Pasadena 
has organized a program to explore 
very large-scale integrated-circuit 
design and development. Begun in 
1978, the Silicon Structures Pro-
gram has a budget of slightly more 
than $250,000 per year, with fund-
ing from seven companies each con-
tributing $100,000. The remaining 
$500,000 or so goes for equipment 
and the use of campus facilities. The 
participating companies are IBM, 
Digital Equipment Corp., Honey-
well, Xerox, Intel, Burroughs, and 
Hewlett-Packard. 
The Center for Microelectronics 

and Information Sciences at the 
University of Minnesota in Minne-
apolis is another joint endeavor, 
although more recently started 
[Electronics, April 24, p. 98]. The 
industrial participants so far are 
Control Data Corp. and Honeywell 

Inc., each contributing about $2 mil-
lion. "We're all in the same boat. If 
we could combine our efforts via uni-
versity-based research and develop-
ment, we'd all benefit," explains 
Wallace W. Lindemann, vice presi-
dent of the computer components 
division of CDC. 

Back to school. Starting this fall, 
the Massachusetts Institute of Tech-
nology will be offering a graduate 
course with the title, "Program 
Development Workshop." Stanley 
Rich, an adjunct professor, is head-
ing the program. 
The workshop is organized so that 

industry comes to MIT with a specific 
problem in mind and then students 
from the engineering department 
work on it for a semester or possibly 
longer. "We essentially function as 
an R&D center for a company," says 
Rich. Four students will be assigned 
to each task: one to oversee the perti-
nent competitive and legal literature, 
one to develop quantitive specifica-
tions, and two to do the actual tech-
nical work. Nine companies have 
been selected to participate so far.. 
The chair Rich holds has been! 
endowed with $1 million by Bernard 
M. Gordon of Analogic Corp.; the 
companies pay nothing except in-
curred expenses but must supply any 
capital equipment. 

At Rensselaer Polytechnic Insti-
tute, Troy, N. Y., General Electric, 
Boeing, and General Motors provid-
ed about $1 million in seed money 
last year to start the Center for 
Manufacturing Productivity and 
Technology Transfer. "The center 
was established to influence students 
to go into manufacturing areas," 
notes Christopher W. Le Maistre, 
associate director. Companies are 
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charged for the work the center 
does—solving applications problems 
mainly, says Le Maistre. That 
charge is based on the number of 
students and project engineers work-
ing on the problem. 
One on one. There are a variety of 

grants, fellowships, and research 
projects funded by individual com-
panies, and the number is growing 
daily. For example, a recently 
announced agreement between the 
State University of New York at 
Stony Brook and General Instru-
ment Corp., Hicksville, N. Y., pro-
vides annual, renewable funding for 
a graduate fellowship and research 
funding for a professor in VLSI sys-
tem architecture. This year GI will 
give a total of $30,000 to the Long 
Island school. The semiconductor 
maker also plans to donate wafer-
processing, chip-assembly, and test 
equipment. 

Rockwell International Corp. has 
been working with the University of 
Texas at Arlington for several years, 
with very pleasing results, according 
to Herbert E. Welch, multiplex and 
switching system department man-
ager at Rockwell's Collins Telecom-
munications Systems division in Dal-
las. He has worked as an adjunct 
professor at the school, as well as 
helped to set up a research program 
in signal processing. Grants for the 
project have varied between $40,000 
and $100,000 annually since 1976, 
including, recently, a minicomputer. 
Welch estimates that the work done 
at the university increases the effec-
tiveness of Rockwell's research dol-
lars by about 4 or 5 to 1. 

Texas Instruments Inc. and the 
University of Illinois at Cham-
paign—Urbana are collaborating on 
research in field-effect transistors, 
with TI providing fine-line lithogra-
phy equipment and the university 
supplying a crystal growth capabili-
ty. The project, begun in January, is 
supported by a three-year, $400,000 
grant from the Air Force Office of 
Scientific Research. The university 
and TI wrote the grant proposal 
together, but the grant money is 
used solely for the school's part of 
the project; TI is paying on its own 
for its participation. 

State Zip Country 
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Government 

Federal policies stall IC startups 
Study says Washington's practices can influence 

for the worse more than just funding and innovation 

by James B. Brinton, Boston bureau manager 

Electronics executives regularly call 
for reforms of Government policy, 
pleas that often are shrugged off as 
"business wanting a larger share of 
the pie." But now there is a study of 
the semiconductor industry that 
shows Government policy affecting 
only the financial side of business 
but its innovative climate as well. 
The study also finds that some seem-
ingly innocent policies can have 
unexpected indirect effects. 
From Charles River Associates 

Inc. of Boston, the study is based on 
original research and interviews with 
key semiconductor executives. Com-
pleted late in May for the Depart-
ment of Commerce's Environmental 
Technology Incentives Program, its 
goal is to give policy makers a guide 
to the effects on innovation of future 
policy decisions. 
CRA vice president Robert J. 

Lamer and senior research associate 
Robert W. Wilson headed the group 
that put the inch-thick document 
together. And though not yet 
released to the public, it has already 
triggered so much interest that the 
Lexington Books division of D. C. 
Heath Co. will publish it this fall in 
slightly revised form. 
The study focuses on the semicon-

ductor industry in general and the 
integrated circuit segment in partic-
ular. This is because of the industry's 
rapid growth and evolution, the high 
rate of both incremental and major 
innovation in the business, and Gov-
ernment's role in the industry's early 
years, often credited with getting it 
off the ground. 

Titled "Innovation, Competition, 
and Government Policy in the Semi-
conductor Industry," the work in-
cludes a compressed history of the lc 

More out, fewer in. A track of production and new-company startups in the semiconductor 

business since 1965 shows that as the industry turned out more parts, fewer firms entered. 

business, evaluations of market 
forces and the learning curve and 
their combined effect on pricing and 
growth, and other background. 
The study identifies six major pol-

icy areas that impact the IC business: 
procurement, funding and grants, 
antitrust policy, trade policy, tax 
policies, and manpower policies. Of 
these, the first three affect the indus-
try directly, though to different 
degrees in different firms. 
One important aspect of all Gov-

ernment policy, according to the 
study, is the manner in which it 
changes over time. The use of semi-
conductors by the military and 
National Aeronautics and Space 
Administration was "extremely im-
portant" in the 1950s and 1960s, 
especially in the years following the 
invention of the ic. 

During the middle sixties Govern-
ment demand fell off as a proportion 
of the market. Though NASA and the 
military remained involved in new 
technology development, commercial 
markets became the prime lure to 
new firms. At the same time, while 
Government incentive declined, 
there were at least no new anti-
incentive Government policies. 
Changed attitudes. A third period, 

beginning in the late '60s and run-
ning to the present, is characterized 
by growing industry unhappiness 
with tax and trade policies. Some of 
this has been spurred by foreign 
competition and the aid given by 
other governments to their semicon-
ductor industries. Where industry 
and Government were once cordial, 
though, they now tend to be adver-
saries, often falling out over a policy 
area that gave the industry what 
may have been its biggest boost, 
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StTRPItISE! 
r 

50% OFF 
ON OUR FIBER OPTIC KIT 

I READY TO HOOK UP! I 
INCLUDES DIGITAL TRANSMITTER, 

I RECEIVER, 
10 METRE CABLE ASSEMBLY AND I 

I COMPLETE 
TECHNICAL INFORMATION I 

L ma am am am um um am am am al 

Take the First Step Toward 
Mrs Full Fiber Optic Capability 

Now you can get started with HP'S HFBR-0010 Fiber Optic Kit at half the regular price. 
The HFBR-0010 is a complete logic-to-logic link, including transmitter, receiver, 10 metre cable/connector assembly 

and technical data. The complete system is now just $275*— for a limited time only. 
Once you've tried HP'S kit, you can simply change cable assemblies for links up to 100 metres. For longer systems 

up to 1000 metres, substitute HP'S new HFBR-1002 transmitter. No calibration or adjustment is required. 
These links are ideal for digital interconnections in many lab, industrial and military applications. 

To take advantage of this special offer, call any franchised 
HP components distributor. In the US., contact Hall-Mark, 

Hamilton/Avnet, Pioneer Standard, Schweber, Wilshire 
or the Wyle Distribution Group (Liberty/Elmar). In Canada, 

call Hamilton/Avnet or Zentronics, Ltd. pa HEWLETT 
*Domestic US price only. Offer expires August 31, 1980. PACKARD 
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THEY WENT TIMMY. 
...TRANSIENTS, that à! 
And you'll know when and how long. In a hard copy printout. 

Source or load transients are identified in an instant with 
Programmed Power's Model 3500 Power Line Disturbance Moni-
tor and its transient direction and polarity detection option. 
Another option prints out the transient duration in microseconds. 

Other options, nine in all, include 50-441Hz line monitoring; 
DC bus monitoring simultaneously with AC line; undervoltage or 
overvoltage duration in milliseconds with outputs for remote data 
logging. 

The most versa-
tile line monitor 
around. 

Fast deliveries. 
We also make 

award-winning Fre-
quency Converters 
and UPS. 

For more infor-
mation, contact: 

"b• + Franklin Electric 
Programmed Power Division 

995 Benicia Ave , Sunnyvale, CA 94086, (408) 245-8900, Telex: 357-405 

Power Line 
Disturbance Monitor 

Circle 110 on reader service card 

For 
discrim-
mating 
players! 
Send distortion to the bar with our classic 
model 2283F monolithic crystal discriminator. 
At 10.7 MHz, you can get 1% total harmonic 
distortion and up to 800 mV of recovered 
audio when used with CA 3089E quadrature 
detector. Model 2378F offers the same action 
at 21.4 MHz. Bear off a note and 
well send you the complete specs 
to your home board. 

The standard in monolithic crystal filters. 

EXCELLENCE 
ACROSS THE BOARD 

Plezo Technology Inc. 
2525 Shader Rd, Orlando, FL 32804 

(305)298-2000 

Probing the news 

antitrust policy and enforcement. 
Antitrust policy was a factor in 

two periods. The first was marked by 
the Justice Department's 1956 suit 
against AT&T and the resulting con-
sent decree that kept Bell Laborato-
ries and Western Electric out of the 
semiconductor merchant market. 
Antitrust policy now has reemerged 
as an issue as U. S. firms call for 
fewer restrictions to help them com-
pete with large Japanese and Eu-
ropean conglomerates. 
Tax policy has had its greatest 

effect in recent years, according to 
the study, which refers to the invest-
ment tax credit and its effect on 
capital investment; the tax treatment 
of stock options and the resulting 
effect on the availability and risk 
attitudes of key executives; the dif-
ferent ways of writing off research 
and development costs; treatment of 
foreign earned income; and, possibly 
most important, taxation of capital 
gains. The last two areas directly 
affect investment strategies. 
Government manpower policies 

also go beyond the obvious effects of 
such agencies as the Occupational 
Safety and Health Administration. 
According to the study, the supply of 
qualified engineers fluctuates direct-
ly with the amount of Government 
research funding of universities. 

Options and incentives. The impor-
tance of such major innovations as 
the planar process is so great that 
the study suggests stimulating the 
careers of the inventive by offering 
capital gains and stock-option incen-
tives and portable patents. 
Not that today's situation is 

impossible. What the study calls the 
relatively laissez-faire U. S. system 
has aided innovation by making it 
financially attractive, and by mini-
mizing legal barriers to market entry 
and personal mobility. That said, the 
report notes that some recent trends, 
for example in tax law, are harmful 
and should be tempered. "To pro-
mote . . . good international per-
formance by U. S. firms," says the 
report, "Federal policy should put 
domestic firms on an equal footing 
with foreign ones in terms of capital 
availability and R&D incentives and 
support." E 
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SU' 111 PR II 

I I Ps New Fiber Optic System 
is Guaranteed to 1 km. 

HP's new 1 km fiber optic system is a complete, point-to-point data link, capable of transmitt ing 
any pattern of digital information, from dc to10 Mbaud, up to1000 metres. At the heart of this new system is our 

HFBR-1002 Transmitter. It can directly replace the currently used HFBR-1001 (100-metre) 
Transmitter to give you full 1 km capability. 

In addition. "Cable by the Metre" is available to meet your special requirements. Now you can order cable 
in one-metre increments, at $2*/metre plus connector installation. 

HP'S fully specified and guaranteed systems are the result of extensive testing totalling over 1.6 million hours. 
We also give you applications assistance. 

In quantities of 100, the HFBR-1002 Transmitter sells for $235* and the HFBR-2001 receiver sells for $150* 
For off-the-shelf delivery, or for more information about HP'S fiber optic capability contact your nearest HP 

components franchised distributor. In the U.S. contact Hall-Mark, 
Hamilton/Avnet, Pioneer Standard. Schweber, Wilshire 

or the Wyle Distribution Group (Liberty/Elmar). In Canada, 
call Hamilton/Avnet or Zentronics. Ltd. 10,3 HEWLETT 

01907 *U.S. Domestic Price Only. PACKARD 
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THE 8-BIT DAC HAS É 
THE WORLD'S MOST COMPLETE 
8-BIT DAC HAS EVERYTHING. 
Our new AD558 DACPORTrm is the first 8-bit 

IC digital-to-analog converter 
that can interface directly 

between a data bus 
and the 

analog 

world with no additional components. It's 
a complete DAC, including input latches, 
a precision voltage reference and a cali-
brated voltage output, all on a single mono-
lithic chip. And it's fast: it settles to ±--1/2 LSB 
in 1 µS max. It even runs on a single +5 
to +15 volt supply, so it can use whatever 
supply your ,uID uses. 

THE FIRST DAC DESIGNED 
FOR DESIGNERS. 

Our DACPORT is so complete, 
you just plug it in. That's it. No 
external components, like 
input latches, voltage refer-
ence, or output op amps are 
needed. And no adjustments 
either. It's laser-trimmed at 
the wafer stage, eliminating 
any need for external 
adjustments for offset 
and gain. Its calibration 



N.ALLY COME TO THIS. 
1 

THIS. NOT THIS. 

Complete and comprehensive, 
we've got the world's 
easiest-to-use DAC. 

accuracy is guaranteed over the full oper-
ating temperature range to within -±1 LSB, 
both at full scale and at zero. And all ver-
sions are monotonic over temperature. 

The DACPORT can just as easily be used 
without a P and still offer extraordinary 
value because of its completeness, factory 
calibration, and single supply operation. 
It's the ideal 8-bit DAC for both digital and 
analog designers. 

IT'S "COMPLETE" 
FOR ONLY $5.95. 
Our plastic packaged AD558JN, with a rela-
tive accuracy error of ±-1/2 LSB max, is priced 
in 100's at only $5.95. Several performance 
grades of the AD558 are available in a her-

metically-sealed ceramic package. And 
processing to MIL-STD-883, Class B, can be 
provided. 

If you're looking for a full perform-
ing, complete, reliable, no-external-
components-required 8-bit DAC, you've 
found it with our AD558 DAC PORT For 
more information on this revolutionary, 
evolutionary 8-bit DAC PORT get in touch 
with Doug Grant or Don Travers at (617) 
935-5565, or write Analog Devices, Inc., 
PO. Box 280, Norwood, MA 02062. 

ANALOG 
DEVICES 

WAY OUT IN FRONT 
Analog Devices. Inc . Box 280, Norwood. MA02062, East Coast 1617) 329-4700. Midwest /312)894-3300, West Coast /714)842-1717. Texas 1214i 231-5094, Belgium 031/37 48 03. Denmark 02 84 58 (K). 

England 01 ,941 0466, France 01/687 3411. Germany 089/5303 19, Japan 03/263 6826, Netherlands 076/87 92 51. Switzerland 022/31 57 60, and representatives around the world 
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Now, HP lets you make FDM carrier 
one programmable 

0.1 Hz frequency resolution means 
precise frequency setability over the full 
50 Hz to 32.5 MHz range. -±-.2 dB level 
accuracy allows measurements with .01 dB 
resolution all the way down to -80 dBm. 

Optional Transmission Impairments 
Measurements allow you to quickly trouble-
shoot voice channel problems using 
phase jitter, noise-with-tone, signal-to-noise-
with-tone-ratio, and single level impulse 
noise, all with one instrument. 

Level accuracy is -±.05 dB at full output 
at 10 kHz with ±-0.1 dB flatness to 20.9 
MHz, and you can sweep the full band 
with -±.15 dB leveling. 

Amplitude blanking allows testing of 
operational FDM systems without disturbing 
adjacent channels while the frequency 
is changed. 
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The new Hewlett-Packard Level Measuring Set brings out-
standing measurement convenience, precision and automatic 
control to the design, manufacture, installation and maintenance 
of Frequency Division Multiplex systems. It consists of two 
new instruments: the HP 3586A/B Selective Level Meter, and 
the HP 3336A/B Synthesizer/Level Generator. The A versions 
are compatible with CCITT requirements, while the B versions 
are compatible with North American (Bell) standards. In 
addition, C versions are available for general purpose wave 
analysis and frequency synthesis applications. 

Precise frequency and level measurements are provided by 
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the HP 3586A/B Selective Level Meter. In addition to delivering 
0.1 Hz resolution over the full 50 Hz - 32.5 MHz range, the 
Selective Level Meter lets you make measurements at both FDM 
voice channel and carrier frequency with one instrument 
And, when you select the optional Transmission Impairments 
Measurements feature, you enjoy a new versatility in FDM 
system troubleshooting. 
The new HP 3336A/B Synthesizer/Level Generator offers 

extremely stable, accurate signals with harmonics more than 
50 dB down, and phase noise 70 dB down in a 3 kHz band. 
As a precision companion source, the Synthesizer can be 



and voice frequency tests with 
Level Measuring Set. 
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set to automatically track the frequency of the Selective Level 
Meter. Or you can use it for stand-alone frequency synthesis 
applications. 
Through HP-IB, the Level Measuring Set is fully pro-

grammable. A computing controller such as one of HP's 9800 
Series permits automatic operation to reduce manufacturing 
time and to lower maintenance costs through automated testing. 

Prices are $9,200* for the 3586A/B ($475* for Transmission 
Impairments Measurements option) and $4,100* for the 
3336A/B. For full information, write to Hewlett-Packard, 1507 
Page Mill Road, Palo Alto, CA 94304. Or call the HP regional 

Frequency Counter lets you measure 
a frequency precisely, then tune to it with 
one keystroke, eliminating the need for 
"rocking" the tuning control to peak 
the signal. 

HP-IB control is standard on both instru-
ments, allowing all functions to be remotely 
programmed for automated testing. 

Use the 3586A/B as a "tunable channel 
bank filter" with shape factors up to 1.2 
and 75 dB adjacent channel rejection. 

Optional Noise Weighting Filter permits 
direct Psophometric or C-message 
weighted noise measurements. Or use the 
standard equivalent weighted noise filters 
supplied. 

Manual tuning with selectable resolution 
lets you change frequency, amplitude and 
other functions in desired steps. 

office nearest you: East (201) 265-5000, West (213) 970-7500, 
Midwest (312) 255-9800, South (404) 955-1500, Canada 
(416) 678-9430. 
• Don•c'ec US A pnce only 

Ut) HEWLETT PACKARD 
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At Penn States Hershey Medical 
Centel*, they needed a sensor that 

would last a lifetime. 



Until recently, the artificial heart was only a dream of modern 
medicine. A few medical pioneers at The Milton S. Hershey Medical 
Center of The Pennsylvania State University have made it a reality. 

The first news came in 1977, when a mother of four underwent 
open heart surgery to replace a damaged heart valve. A heart/lung 
machine kept her alive during the operation. But after surgery, her heart 
failed, and specialists agreed she would die if removed from the machine. 

Then they tried a small, experimental heart assist pump that 
today is controlled by our solid state Hall effect position sensor. It kept 
her alive for the eight days it took her to recover. 

And yet, that pump is only part of what it takes to make a 
totally artificial heart. 

Unlike the assist pump, the artificial heart is implanted inside 
the chest. So it has to be compact, and controllable. It must be made of 
materials that don't react with the body. And it has to beat without 
producing excessive heat. 

Today the artificial heart is still experimental. But medical 
experts believe we have helped them solve one of their problems. 

We gave them a heartbeat. 
One of our Hall effect position sensors fit the requirements 

of Hershey's design. It controls the filling and emptying of plastic sacks 
that duplicate the natural motion of a healthy heart. 

Already, a number of calves have been kept alive over 100 
days. So far, one of our sensors has actuated over 18 million times in 
experiments at Hershey without a single failure. 

And this is only the beginning. 
Eventually, the artificial heart will be perfected for humans. 

Which means our sensor will operate about eighty times a minute. 
115,000 times a day. 42 million times each year. 

Working with customers early in their design process nearly 
always results in a better product. For them, and for us. That's one of the 
reasons why we have the widest variety of switches and sensors in the 
world. And, if we don't already have one that solves your problem, 
chances are we can design a solution together. 

For information about how we can bring your project to life, 
write MICRO SWITCH, The Sensor Consultants. Freeport, Illinois 61032. 
Or call 815-235-6600. 

MICRO SVVITCH products are MICRO SWITCH 
available worldwide through a Honeywell Division 
Honeywell International. 



Norplex multilayer materials 
make your ideas work. 

Norplex base materials can help put your circuitry 
concepts into working order. Our product philosophy 
is to develop laminates and prepregs needed for 
today's generation of multilayer interconnections. 

We stress the involvement of our advanced engi-
neering groups in the design of all multilayer 
materials. Using segregated production facilities, 
specially-designed impregnation treaters and sophis-
ticated laminating press lines, Norplex combines top-
grade materials into superior multilayer laminates. 
We also maintain a vigorous program for survey and 
evaluation of new technologies. 

The excellent dimensional stability of Norplex 
laminates is demonstrated by proper 
registration of layers after lamination. 
Laminate integrity is also maintained 

Norplex laminates 
bp 

throughout board fabrication. 
Norplex prepregs are characterized by consistent 

resin flow and rheology. Conductor encapsulation and 
void expulsion results in superior resistance to 
thermal degradation. Precision thickness tolerances 
and controlled electrical properties also contribute to 
high production yields and consistent performance 
in the application. 

So, if you've got a multilayer application to be 
transformed from design to working reality, talk with 
the man who can help make it happen: your Norplex 
Technical Representative. 

Norplex Division, UOP Inc., La Crosse, WI. Euro-
pean Headquarters: Wipperfürth, 
West Germany. Pacific Headquarters: 
Kowloon, Hong Kong. 

c 1980 UOP Inc 
One of The Signal Companies 
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Master-slice circuits such as gate arrays benefit from automatic placement 

and routing programs; advanced C-MOS process gives speed at low power 

by Joseph H. Kroeger and Orhan N. Tozun, International Microcircuits Inc., Santa Clara, Calif 

D Modern computer-aided design algorithms are 
increasingly clever at placing and interconnecting elec-
tronic circuit components. It will be some time before 
such programs allow the speedy design of fully custom 
integrated circuits, but, because of CAD, master-slice 
devices —semicustom chips like gate arrays that are pro-
grammed with a final metalization layer—can now be 
prepared in a matter of weeks. 

Helped by the speed and density attainable through 
advanced wafer processing, the influence of these cir-
cuits is broadening as they become competitive with 
standard chips in some applications and with custom 
chips in others. This trend is evident in Imes use of 
master slices in some of its new computers and Amdahl's 
use of them in its large machines. The reason: they can 
be produced with less than one tenth the design effort 
expended on a fully custom component and still be 
unique, with the low power usage and package count and 
the increased reliability of a highly integrated solution. 
Not to be confused with other semicustom compo-

nents, gate arrays differ in several ways from program-
mable array logic (PAL) chips and programmable logic 
arrays (PLAs). Although all three are based upon stan-
dard arrays that are hard-programmed for a particular 
application, they are differently customized. PALS and 
PLAs are usually personalized after production and pack-
aging by blowing fuses, whereas master-slice gate-array 
circuits are customized during manufacture, in the pat-
terning of their final metalization layer. 

PAL-type products are excellent solutions in many 
applications, as evidenced by their significant market. 
But because of their large fuses—and the circuitry 
needed to access and burn those fuses — PALs and PLAs 
are typically limited to low and medium-scale densities 
of a few hundred gates per chip or less. Master-slice 
circuits, on the other hand, are achieving large-scale 
densities of 2,000 gates per chip and beyond. 

Various technologies are being used to make master 
slices, including emitter-coupled logic, TTL, integrated 
injection logic (PO, n-channel mos, and complementary 
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MOS. Each has its unique set of tradeoffs. 
A combination of low power, high density, and high 

speed has been difficult to achieve in the past. However, 
a new master-slice family implemented in a high per-
formance, oxide-isolated c-mos process originated at 
Mitel Semiconductor and called Iso-c-mOS has broken 
previous density and performance barriers. The low-
power Mastermos series from International Microcir-
cuits currently has circuit densities of up to 2,000 gates 
per chip and gate delays of 5 nanoseconds, with densities 
greater than 3,500 gates per chip planned. 

Even master-slice circuits of modest size and perform-
ance are increasing their penetration as application-
tailored solutions. This is in part because they are amen-
able to computer-aided design techniques. The fast turn-
around made possible by CAD and the automated manu-
facturing of the circuits is one of the justifications IBM 
cites for its internal use of such devices. 

In his keynote address at the recent Compcon confer-
ence, IBM's vice president Erich Bloch stated that multi-
ple-purpose master-slice components are one way of 
attacking the problem of proliferating part numbers that 
is becoming acute as integration continues. In contrast, 
thousands of different functions can be produced from a 
single base master-slice circuit. 

Multipurpose VLSI 

A digital master-slice circuit generally contains a pre-
specified configuration of uncommitted transistors that 
is personalized for a specific application through a final 
metal interconnection layer (Fig. 1). In addition, the 
chip may have predefined power and ground buses, 
crossover patterns, input and output cells, and interfac-
ing pads. The metal layer connects the transistors to 

1. Three steps. The design of a master slice usually begins with a 

schematic (a). Then gates and flip-flops are used to represent the 

circuit (b). Finally, these gates and flip-flops are realized in hardware 

by interconnecting uncommitted transistors in the array (c). 

form gates, flip-flops, counters, buffers, and so on. 
Besides the use of CAD in defining final metalization, 

master-slice circuits also exhibit shorter production 
cycles because the wafers can be preprocessed right up to 
the final layer. Thus, total turnaround time for this type 
of master slice—from the logic schematic to working 
prototype parts—is usually in the range of 8 to 12 weeks, 
compared with 60 weeks or more for a fully custom 
version of the same LSI circuit. 

Master-slice circuits in a variety of technologies are 
available from several manufacturers. In addition to 
International Microcircuits, companies such as Texas 
Instruments, Exar, Interdesign, RCA, Motorola, Sig-
netics, Fairchild, and others are now offering them. With 
this much diversity, a designer usually has no trouble 
finding the most appropriate technology and master-slice 
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design for the requirements of the application at hand. 
In all fairness, the circuits are not the answer to all 

logic problems. Whether they are the best approach for 
an application depends upon various design criteria and 
production volumes, so a comparison is often made 
between them and medium-scale integrated rri_ chips, 
fully custom ics, and microprocessors. 

Competitive approaches 

With the speed of master-slice circuits on the rise, the 
edge once held by low-power—Schottky (LS) TTL in msi 
form is diminishing. In fact, LS rrt, gate arrays will 
outperform standard TTL MSI packages in both speed 
and density. PAL circuits also compete here. A typical 
TTL master slice, for example, can operate at up to 40 
megahertz, with gate delays on the order of 5 to 10 nano-

seconds. And circuit densities of up to 1,200 gates per 
chip can be achieved. Discrete ssi and mSi Tn.. designs 
tend to have lower operating speeds, many more pack-
ages, and higher power dissipation. 

Furthermore, with c-mos technology, up to 2,000 
gates are available (see Table 1), with operating speeds 
ranging up to 30 mHz and gate delays in the 5-ns range. 
This means that a single c-mos master slice can replace 
more than 200 small-scale integrated and MSI TTL chips 
(using 18 gates per device as an average density for 
TTL). The number of printed-circuit board interconnec-
tions is reduced by two orders of magnitude, and the 
required area is reduced even more. Furthermore, since 
power consumption is only 20 microwatts per gate with 
c-mos, this master slice consumes roughly two orders of 
magnitude less power as well. With fewer interconnec-

OUTPUT 
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TABLE 1: TECHNOLOGY 
CURRENT 

CHARACTERISTICS 
MASTER-SLICE 

Comple- 
mentary 
MOS 

PRODUCTS 

Integrated 
injection 

logic 

OF SOME 

TTL n-channel 
MOS 

Feature 

Density (gates per chip) 

Gate delay, average 
internal (ns) 

Power per gate, 
average internal (mW) 

—2,000 

<5 

—0.02 

—1,000 

<15 

—0.25 

—1,200 

<10 

—2 

—1,000 

<15 

—0.25 

Toggle rates (MHz) 

Output drive, 
low-power Schottky 

—30 --10 —40 —8 

TTL loads —4 —10 —30 —8 

tions and far less power, reliability is also significantly 
improved. Finally, another advantage of a single inte-
grated circuit—compared with a discrete implementa-
tion—is that it helps the designer conceal a unique 
circuit from competitors. 
The volume of identical master-slice circuits ordered 

and the number of types of logic elements that they 
displace also figures into bottom-line cost effectiveness. 
If, for example, a circuit design requires less than about 
half a dozen Ssi or msi parts to implement, then substi-
tuting a master slice brings little improvement in cost or 
packaging. This is because a six-package design usually 
has less than about 100 active gates (though there are 
exceptions to this example in situations where space is of 
prime importance). 
The total number of production parts may be a deter-

mining cost factor because commercially available mas-
ter slices carry an initial development fee. For each 
specific application, these initial development costs plus 
the recurring costs, divided by the production volume, 
should first be roughly determined. 
The development cost for typical master-slice circuits 

of reasonable density is usually in the range of $10,000 
to $50,000. Similarly, development of the PC board that 
accompanies an msi. design is also expensive. Yet pro-
duction costs are invariably less than those for producing 
a board full of discrete rn. logic, involving insertion, 
board, testing, and inventory expenses, among others. 

A case in point 

\ dedicated controller circuit was implemented using 
standard LS rn., a typical digital master-slice circuit, 
and a custom chip. As shown in Table 2, the LS TTL 
design requires 50 packages, whereas the master-slice 
approach uses a single 1,000-gate chip—again, based on 
an average TTL circuit density of about 18 gates per 
chip. The rn. design uses up about 50 square inches of 
circuit board areas based on an average of 1 in.' per TTL 
package. The 1,000-gate master slice and the custom 
circuit consume about 2 in.' each. 

Development time for the master slice is approxi-
mately 14 weeks from logic diagram to working proto-
types, during which time the TTL layout is translated 
into a metalization pattern to produce the first prototype 
parts. The development time for the LS TTL design is 
similar and includes layout and debugging of the PC 
board plus the manufacture of the first boards. Incorpo-

TABLE 2 IMPLEMENTATION COMPARISON 

Small- or 
medium-scale 
integrated 

logic 

Master 
slice 

Full 
custom 

Chip count 50 1 (1,000 gates) 1 (850 gates) 

Gate count usage 95% 85% 100% 

Board area 50 in.2 2 in.2 2 in.2 

Development costs $10,000— $20,000— $50,000— 
$20,000 $30,000 $100,000 

Component costs $40—$75 $20—$90 $15—$90 

Testing and assembly $20—$50 $4 —$10 $4—$12 

Development time 10-16 weeks 10-16 weeks 9-12 months 

Total cost per board 
for run of: 

250 $180 $200 
2,500 $100 $ 90 $120 
25,000 $ 80 $ 50 $ 60 
250,000 $ 65 S 30 $ 30 
2.5 million — S 25 S 20 

rating minor design modificat'ons also usually requires 
about two to three weeks in each case. 

Development costs generally will be somewhat lower 
for the rn, design than for the master slice. The custom 
1c consumes more time and money, but it is a smaller 
chip with an ultimately higher yield. As such, it should 
also have a lower recurring component cost at high 
volumes. The decreased power consumption, distribu-
tion, and decoupling costs of C-MOS are not reflected in 
the table. 

Production costs—both recurring and nonrecurring— 
decrease more slowly for the msi design as volume levels 
rise; in this case, total msi production costs are lowest 
only at the lowest volumes. Master slices serve a wide 
range of intermediate volumes efficiently and only at the 
very highest production runs does the full custom 
approach prove viable. Thçse results are summarized in 
Fig. 2, which is intended to convey general relationships 
only; specific crossover points and values will vary from 
application to application. 

Master slice vs microprocessor 

Programmed through software, microprocessors do 
not usually compete directly with rn., master-slice, or 
fully custom solutions. In many' cases, however, a mas-
ter-slice circuit or extra TTL is used to boost the perform-
ance of a microprocessor or to interface it with some 
specialized portion of the system. Here the device may 
let the processor enter into application areas that it 
would otherwise be incapable of handling alone. 

Sometimes, depending upon the amount of auxiliary 
circuitry and the type of application, a master-slice 
circuit will perform all the necessary functions to replace 
a microprocessor altogether. In such cases, though, the 
flexibility that comes from software-programmed logic is 
surrendered. What is gained is added performance and 
often a lower chip count. For some functions in software, 
the performance gain can be quite significant—from one 
to two orders of magnitude. 

Another advantage over microprocessors is the elimi-
nation of the software development cycle. Whereas a 
master-slice circuit may take 14 weeks to go from the 
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2. Crosso»rs. For volumes below about 1,000 units, discrete TTL is 

probably the best approach. For intermediate volumes, the master 

slice offers the lowest unit cost. At the highest volumes, fully custom 

chips dominate. The ultimate choice depends upon the application. 

definition phase to the working prototypes stage, soft-
ware debugging and system integration problems can 
push even a simple microprocessor development cycle 
out to several months. 

Selecting a master slice 

Before deciding on a particular master slice, a design-
er should study a logic diagram and product definition. 
The required density can be estimated from the logic 
diagram and the product definition will indicate the 
performance required. These density and performance 
criteria, in conjunction with the i/o pin count, will help 
determine the optimum master-slice technology. 

Each technology has its strong and weak points, as 
outlined back in Table L C-MOs technology is the clear 
leader at present. It can provide packing densities of up 
to 2,000 gates, 30-MHz toggle rates, and inherent low 
power consumption. The fan-out of imes c-mOS is, how-
ever, limited to a few LS rn. loads. 

Faster gate arrays are possible with TTL, especially 
when output drive is an important consideration. How-
ever, the speed is attained at the expense of power 
consumption, which can approach eight times that of 
C-MOs and more. The power dissipation of rn tends to 
limit densities to around 1,200 gates. 

Pros and cons 

Pi consumes more power than c-mos, but less than 
rm. Its output drive is attractive, but it is slower than 
either silicon-gate c-mOs or Tn. It does have some 
advantages in applications that require both linear and 
digital circuitry on the same chip. New PL. products with 
higher densities are scheduled for introduction soon. 

N-channel mos has potentially the highest density, 
but this fact has not yet been exploited for commercial 

master slices. Its output drive and power dissipation are 
both moderate, but its tolerance of supply-voltage varia-
tions is not nearly as great as c-mos's. 
To benefit most from the technology selected, the 

layout of the master slice must be efficient. Many 
factors may influence overall efficiency, including tran-
sistors per cell, cell area, cell contact access, cell per-
formance, wiring channels between cells, accessability 
and availability of underpasses, i/o buffers and pads, 
power busing, internal buffers, and CAD-adaptable grids. 
A master slice designed for general-purpose logic func-
tions is a complex optimization of these and other issues. 

In some cases, the tradeoff is clear; for example, more 
wiring channels ease interconnection but decrease the 
chip's transistor density. An increase in the number of 
i/o pads increases the die size for a given array, but 
many applications need an abundance of interface pins. 
One of IBM's master-slice circuits used in its 4300 com-
puter, for example, has 132 1/0 pads for a 704-gate array. 
The use of standard packages may sometimes also limit 
the number of available pins. 

From logic to master slice 

Once a suitable base master slice is selected, the 
design of the final layer of metal interconnection is 
undertaken, usually by the supplier. Admittedly, because 
of each master slice's unique design rules, the final metal 
patterning process may seem like a black art. Fortunate-
ly, CAD systems can now off-load much of this work. 
With a CAD system, the digital master-slice design 

process becomes much more efficient. The interconnec-
tion of commonly used functions—such as many types of 
flip-flops, various gates and gate combinations, counters, 
and decoders—are stored in a function library. Proceed-
ing on a schematic, the designer calls up logic functions 
on a cathode-ray-tube terminal. Each function initially 
appears as a shaded block that is used to further gener-
ate an overall placement plan at a magnification of 
around 20 to 50 times. Interconnection algorithms help 
the designer with both placement and with the routing of 
wires between blocks. 

Using rules that force wiring into preassigned chan-
nels removes a lot of the drudgery of checking. Much of 
the manual wiring, final design details, and layout 
checks are performed on the screen at a magnification of 
1,000 times or more, with each transistor, wiring path, 
and contact visible. The CRT screen becomes a movable 
window through which any portion of the chip can be 
viewed at any desired resolution. A hard-copy plot may 
also be generated to show the whole chip or any section. 

Finally, a detailed check is made against the input 
logic diagram. Once the design is complete and correct, 
the CAD system produces a pattern-generator tape, 
which produces the final photomasks. 
A CAD system can reduce development time for a 

master-slice design in several ways. For instance, each 
logic function need not be redesigned every time it is 
used as each has already been confirmed, checked, and 
characterized. Also, manual pattern generation—using 
Mylar tape, for instance— is unnecessary, so a 200-gate 
master-slice circuit that once took a week or more to 
complete can now be made in a few hours with CAD. D 
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Making a data terminal 
out of the Touch-Tone telephone 
A two-chip dual-tone multiple-frequency receiver plus some other logic 

can turn the phone into a low-cost remote controller or data-entry system 

by Robert A. Broomfield, Thomas Foxall, and Patrick Beirne, Mite! Semiconductor Inc., Kanata, Ottawa 

LI Touch-Tone keypads, by now an international stan-
dard for entry into the worldwide telephone network, 
also make data communications possible wherever there 
is a telephone. Essential to this use is the dual-tone 
multiple-frequency receiver, which processes the two dis-
crete frequencies generated whenever one of the key-
pad's push buttons is pressed. 

Although one- and several-chip approaches to a DTMF 
receiver already exist, a two-chip version is now being 
introduced for the first time. Aided by a few external 
components, this Mitel design—separate filter and 
decoder chips designated the MT8865 and MT8860, 
respectively—affords an optimum tradeoff between cost-
effectiveness and flexibility. 

Like the other chips, the MT8865/8860 offers both 
the classic telephone functions and many important new 
ones. It can be used to construct a single-ended or 
differential DTMF receiver, update older rotary-dial 
phones by means of tone-to-pulse conversion, and create 
a call restrictor in an individual telephone or a private 
branch exchange. But more significantly, it will in the 
future also serve in many remote control and remote 
data-entry systems. Examples are the remote control of 
test, measurement, and industrial equipment and eventu-
ally, in the office or home of the future, the remote 

control of home appliances, alarm systems, and unat-
tended message recorders. 
Today DTMF receivers have only a small share of this 

market. But their potential in the data-communications 
area is limited only by a designer's imagination. 

A proper combination 

The MT8865 DTMF analog bandsplit filter consists of 
two bandpass filters plus zero-crossing detectors for the 
front-end functions of bandsplitting, dial-tone rejection, 
and limiting. The MT8860 DTMF digital decoder detects 
and decodes the tones (Fig. la). External components 
tailor the chips for different applications. 
A DTMF signal received by the MT8865 is the conven-

tional combination of two tones from the eight frequen-
cies the keypad can generate (Fig. 1 b). If there were no 
additional restrictions, this scheme would allow 28 dif-
ferent tone combinations. But DTMF signaling rules split 
the tones into two groups of four and restrict the combi-
nations to one tone from each group, limiting the num-
ber of possible combinations to 16. 

Since it is known that one frequency component lies in 
the low group of 691 to 941 hertz and the other in the 
high group of 1,209 to 1,633 Hz, the original tones can 
be extracted by two fixed bandpass filters, each designed 
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1. Pick a pair. The Mite) MT8865/8860 dual-tone multiple-frequency receiver chip set (a) decodes the symbols transmitted by a standard 

three- or four-by-four keypad. The inhibit pin on the 8860 decoder disables detection of the tone pairs generated by the shaded keys (b). 
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2. Single-ended. A basic DTMF receiver may be set up so that both chips are controlled by one 5-volt supply and one external crystal. The 

minimum component circuit is suitable for application to single-ended devices and requires few external components. 

to pass one range only. The two outputs obtained are 
relatively pure tones, separately limited to produce digi-
tal signals or square waves having the same frequencies 
as the originating tones. Digital counting algorithms are 
employed to determine the frequency of the received 
tones accurately. Each group is checked individually for 
the presence of a DTMF frequency, and when both groups 
detect a valid tone for a minimum time duration, the 
circuit decodes the digit that was transmitted. 

This detection method is possible only because of the 
restricted signaling format employed. DTMF receivers 
that must detect any two out of a number of possible 
tones are more complicated since they cannot use a 
simple bandsplit filter to separate the incoming tones. 

Inside the filter 

The bandsplit filter chip consists of bandpass filters, 
which split the incoming signals into their component 
frequencies, and comparator circuitry, to square up the 
resulting waveforms. It employs switched-capacitor cir-
cuit techniques implemented in Mitel's 1S02-cmos (dou-
ble-polysilicon oxide-isolated complementary-mos) tech-
nology. A high-speed, dense, c-mOS process with a linear 
circuit capability, it is ideal for mixed analog and digital 
circuits like this filter. 
The filter's electrical specifications are more than 

adequate for the DTMF job. The bandpass ripple is less 
than 0.75 decibel and intergroup rejection is better than 
37 dB. As a bonus, both filters have a notch at 440 Hz to 
aid in dial-tone rejection. The gain of the filters in the 
passbands is unity, and comparator levels have been set 
to ensure 30 dB of dynamic range. 

Both the high-group filters and the low-group filters 
are sixth-order switched-capacitor designs, whose accu-
racy is a function only of the capacitance ratios and the 
system clock frequency. Since both of these parameters 
are well controlled, the filters can be realized very accu-

rately without the need to resort to trimming. 
Each sixth-order bandpass filter has three biquad sec-

tions. A leapfrog design minimizes filter sensitivity to 
switched-capacitor sampling-coefficient errors. On the 
final filter output, this sampling is done at 127.8 kilo-
hertz—a rate that is compatible with the 64-kHz input 
sampling rate of the digital decoder. 

A crucial element 

The most critical filter component is the operational 
amplifier. The bandsplit chip contains 16 of these-14 in 
the filters and 2 as output buffers. They are c-mos 
designs consisting of two gain stages and a buffer stage 
to drive a 9-picofarad compensation capacitor that uses 
the two polysilicon levels of is02-cmos for its plates. The 
low gate-drain capacitance of the is02-cmos process 
ensures that all secondary poles are high enough in 
frequency not to interact with the dominant pole of this 
compensation capacitor. 
The MT8860 decoder detects and decodes all 16 stan-

dard DTMF pairs and discriminates accurately between 
adjacent frequencies in both high and low groups in the 
presence of noise and normal voice signals. 

It is this ability to function in the presence of noise 
that makes the 8860 superior to earlier digital detectors, 
which were simple period counters and depended on 
passive or discrete active filters to separate the DTMF 
signal into its constituent tones. The frequency of the 
tones could then be determined by measuring the time 
between their zero crossings. This simple technique 
works very well on pure single-frequency tones in the 
absence of noise. However, in typical applications, such 
ideal conditions are not met and more sophisticated 
algorithms must be used. 

Noise originates from a variety of sources. After the 
DTMF signal has been processed by the bandsplit filter, 
the time of any given period is affected by jitter from 
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3. Censor. A DTMF receiver is a building block for a toll-call-denial system. Examination of the first or second digit dialed is enough to decide 

whether a call may be put through. The receiver is put directly in the telephone or private branch exchange to be controlled. 

additive white noise, feedthrough from other frequency 
groups due to the finite attenuation of the bandpass 
filters, in-band interference tones due to distortion from 
incoming DTMF components and dial-tone harmonics, 
and impulse noise. These noise-induced errors are not 
insignificant. For example, white noise, feedthrough 
tones, or in-band interference could introduce a ± 2% 
period modulation, so that a simple period measure 
would not determine the frequency of the tone accurate-
ly. Averaging several cycles—the more the better— 
reduces the noncorrelated effects that result from noise 
and interference. 

Talk-off performance 

Signal-to-noise performance (see "What's the twist?") 
is not the only parameter of interest in DTMF receivers. 
Voiced sounds tend to have large differences in consecu-
tive periods due to the rich harmonic content and low 
frequency modulation of the pitch frequency. They can 
therefore have the same average period as a valid tone 
and be mistaken for one. Such mistakes can be prevented 
and talk-off performance (as it is called) improved if 
subintervals of the averaging time are checked to ensure 
that the frequency is not varying. Consequently, com-
mercial decoders use a combined algorithm of cycle 
averaging and subinterval checks. 
The MT8860's algorithm, for example, employs digi-

tal counting techniques to determine the frequencies of 
the incoming high- and low-band signals and to verify 

that they correspond to standard DTMF frequencies by 
determining the average period over a number of cycles. 
To improve talk-off performance, each cycle in the 

low group is checked to within ± 5%. This subinterval 
check in the low group prevents false detections of voiced 
sounds but would improve the performance in the high 
group only marginally. The high-group detection is 
therefore done on an average basis only, permitting die 
size to be reduced by 20% with no appreciable loss in 
receiver quality. 
Some manufacturers go even further and check a 

number of varied subintervals, including half-cycles. But 
this approach imposes certain restrictions on the com-
parator design. For example, the need to detect both the 
rising and the falling edge of a signal requires low offset 
to be maintained to ensure a 50% duty cycle at small-
signal levels. The talk-off improvement obtained by this 
checking of half-cycles is questionable and sacrifices 
signal-to-noise performance. 

Three applications 

Many applications of the 8865/8860 receiver are pos-
sible. A good idea of its range may be gained from the 
following descriptions of its use as a simple single-ended 
receiver, in a toll-call restrictor, and for data-communi-
cations devices. 
A minimum-parts DTMF receiver using the 8860 and 

8865 can be used in applications requiring only a single-
ended input and no further dial-tone rejection. Both ics 
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What's the twist? 
DTMF receiver technology has its own jargon. Words and 
phrases such as talk-off, twist, signal-to-noise ratio, and 
dynamic range either are unique to DTMF receivers or do 
not have the normal definition. 

Talk-off occurs when the DTMF receiver detects a tone 
falsely because speech or other background signals simu-
late and are received as DTMF tones. This parameter is 
difficult to measure in an absolute manner as an infinite 
number of tone simulations can occur. The most success-
ful approach is the use of a standard test tape designed to 
contain as many near-valid tones and speech-simulated 
tones as practical. The most widely used standard in North 
America is the Mitel test tape. Fewer than 10 hits from the 
tape is considered very good talk-off performance. 

Twist is a measure of the difference in amplitude of the 
two received tones. Positive twist implies that the low-
group tone has a larger amplitude than the high-group 

tone. This is the usual case in DTMF operation since higher 
frequencies are attenuated by the telephone transmission 
lines. Negative twist is due to preemphasis of the gener-
ated high group tone that has not been normalized by 
transmission-line attenuation. 

Signal-to-noise ratio applies only to the incoming sig-
nal and is the measure of a receiver's ability to detect a 
valid DTMF signal in the presence of its surrounding noise. 
(The noise level of the receiver itself is included in its noise 
figure specification.) 
The dynamic range of a receiver is a measure of the 

range in DTMF signal amplitude that will be detected by 
the receiver. This is not a measure of the dynamic range of 
the receiver circuitry, but rather a value that is determined 
by setting its comparator inputs at an appropriate thresh-
old level. The finite thresholds prevent the comparators 
from switching on noise or very low-level signals. 

are driven from a single inexpensive crystal (Fig. 2). 
The circuit takes about 30 milliseconds to receive a 

number. This time-to-receive is the sum of the digital 
detection time and the guard time. The guard time is a 
safety factor that prevents signal interference; it is under 
the control of the user and determined by the external 
component values (the resistors and capacitors in Fig. 2). 
In contrast, the user has no control over the digital 
detection time, as it is determined by the device's digital 
algorithm. It is not constant, however, but is dependent 
upon the state of the algorithm at the time when the tone 
is first applied, which tone is received, and the purity of 
the incoming tone. 

Increasing the guard time tends to improve talk-off 
performance but degrades the S/N ratio of the incoming 
signal. It also increases the time to receive. For the 
circuit shown, a dynamic range of 30 dB, a twist of 
± 10 dB and a S/N ratio of 14 dB is obtained with readily 
available external resistors and capacitors. These specifi-
cations are adequate for most applications. To meet the 
more stringent noise requirements in mobile radio appli-
cations, the time-to-receive guard time is reduced to 
acquire the signal faster, and the time to signal dropout 
is extended to prevent distortion. An S/N ratio of 12 dB 
can be achieved in this way. 
The data outputs L1—L4 of the MT8860 are three-state 

and are controlled by the three-state output enable 
(TOE) signal. When L1—L4 are connected to a data bus, 
TOE may be controlled by external circuitry or connected 
directly to the steering delay pin. The latter automati-
cally enables the four outputs whenever a tone is 
received. In either case STD can be used to flag external 
circuitry to indicate that a character has been received. 
The STD output goes high 12 microseconds after the data 
has been latched into the output buffer. 
Where it is desirable to receive only the characters 

available on a rotary-dial telephone, taking the inhibit 
line to a logic high inhibits detection of the additional 
DTMF characters (Fig. lb). This also improves talk-off 
by reducing the number of detectable tones. 
The basic DTMF receiver can form the heart of a 

toll-call restrictor. This device, not a new concept, is 

manufactured in the most cost-effective manner with the 
Mitel two-chip receiver. 
A toll-call restrictor prevents the making of unautho-

rized calls, usually by restricting the telephone's use to 
local or internal private-branch-exchange calls. This is 
typically done by obstructing calls to numbers starting 
with 0 or 1 (Fig. 3). In PBX systems having an access 
digit for outside lines, the restrictor may have to check 
the second rather than the first digit of a dialed number. 
If it is necessary to check digits other than the first or 
second, this is also readily done by modifying a digit 
counter designed to be unaffected by subsequently trans-
mitted or received DTMF tones. 
The aim of this system is to detect denied tones as 

quickly as possible. To this end the guard time of the 
receiver is reduced. The resulting degradation in talk-off 
is of no concern, as the receiver is active only during 
transmission of the first one or two digits of outgoing 
calls and inactive on incoming calls. 

System operation is straightforward. The tone receiver 
is connected across the telephone line using a differential 
amplifier. It is both enabled and disabled by flip-flop 
FF1, which monitors call status using inputs from the 
loop detector, incoming-and-outgoing-call FF5, and the 
digit-counter FF3 and FF4. When a call comes in to the 
telephone, ringing is detected and the system plays no 
part in call connection. When an outgoing call is made, 
the loop detector activates the receiver during the rele-
vant digit periods. 
When a valid call is made, the system disables itself 

until the next call. If an invalid call is attempted, the 
denial decode logic detects the digit 0 or 1 in the relevant 
digit position. This causes call denial FF2 to activate the 
relay and in this way break the telephone's connection 
with the exchange. 

Remote data links 

Useful as the toll restrictor is, the chip pair has far 
more significance in the long run for the home and office 
of the future, for it can be used to set up remote data 
links to control microprocessors at the call recipient's 
site. A basic circuit to implement these remote control 
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and remote data-entry systems is a DIME-to-micropro-
cessor interface. This interface can take information 
from the sender's DTMF keypad through either a direct 
link or a centrally or distributed switched communica-
tions network. 

For this purpose, the keypad may be used to send 
coded data. The set of characters and commands sent 
from a standard DTMF telephone may be as simple as the 
12 characters printed on the buttons. However, many 
other coding schemes can be implemented for specific 
applications. In fact, a two-digit coding scheme can 
easily send the entire ASCII character set. 

It should also be noted that in a distributed (as 
opposed to a central) switching system, several pieces of 
receiving equipment are accessed one at a time over the 
same land line or radio channel. Here a DTMF receiver 
serves a dual purpose. As well as receiving and decoding 
transmitted data, it also switches the data with the aid of 
selective call logic. Each receiving interface on the link 
receives all the DTMF tones sent and decodes them while 
looking for its own unique access number. There is no 
limit to the number length so long as the selective call 
logic is suitably designed. A receiver decoding its own 
number causes a confirmation tone to be sent back to the 
transmitter. It then sets itself up to read subsequent 
tones as data. This system of switching is becoming 
increasingly popular as a method of selective calling of 
mobile, portable, and hand-held radios. 

All the systems described operate only in a simplex 
mode with manual input. But they do not have to—given 
a suitable DTMF interface, the sender can be provided 
with a full keyboard or 16-digit hexadecimal keyboard. 
Furthermore, high-speed half-duplex transmission from 
precoded data is possible with extra DTMF interfaces. 

A microprocessor interface 

The tone receiver readily serves as the basis of an 
inexpensive data-communications device. For example, a 
microprocessor may be remotely accessed directly from 
either a 16- or a 12-button pad with only the tone 
receiver as interface (Fig. 4). The control input/output 
port of the microprocessor that is used to interface with 
the receiver depends on the complexity of the other 
devices controlled. 
The microprocessor is programmed to enable and 

check the output of the receiver latch periodically. This 
is set by the rising edge of the STD signal when a tone is 
received. If a logic high is detected on the latch output, 
the TOE input signal of the tone receiver is enabled and 
the receiver output code word is read from the data bus. 
TOE is then disabled and the latch is reset with an 
address line. 

This DTMF microprocessor interface is a very basic 
device, but it can easily be expanded into a more useful 
system—for instance, a DTMF receiver interface for han-
dling a set of up to 100 data characters and 10 command 
characters. The commands give the user direct control 
over a number of functions at the receiver without 
involving the main processor to which it is sending data. 

In this system all 10 system commands start with *. 
Each of the 100 characters sent consists of two DTMF 
digits (using the ASCII code mentioned earlier) and is 

4. Data communication. A DTMF receiver functions as part of an 

interface to a microprocessor at the call recipient's site. As the 

processor interprets the transmitted data, it provides a remote data 

entry capability for operating equipment or receiving data. 

separated from the next character by a single-space digit 
#. To the user the function of the # key is similar to that 
of CR on a data terminal except that it is employed after 
every character instead of just at the end of a line. The 
only essential control command is CLEAR DOWN, or *1, 
which is used to break the connection. In this system a 
typical data entry from a salesman might be "Sold 22 
items of product type 6 at $15.00." Abbreviated to S22 
P6 $15, this is sent in the code as: 
28#02#02#25#06#50#01#00#*1. 

Variations on the code may be used to introduce error 
checking. Furthermore, if a suitable timing structure is 
built into the receiver and timing constraints are placed 
on the user, the # key may be eliminated, increasing the 
sending rate by as much as 50%. 

Coding scheme 

A circuit for receiving alphanumeric information 
transmitted by means of such a coding scheme is shown 
in Fig. 5. It employs only 2 of the 10 possible system 
commands, namely LINE CLEAR DOWN, to sign off at the 
end of a call, and CANCEL LAST ENTRY, to delete an 
incorrectly entered character. When decoded, the # tone 
indicates that the data entered is valid. Incorrectly 
entered data must be canceled before this character is 
sent. The # digit also sets the input control circuitry 
ready to receive a new character. The control characters 
themselves operate directly and are not followed by #. 
The output interface is an 8-bit parallel data word 
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5. On the receiving end. A DTMF receiver, control logic, and a programmable read-only memory are all that is required to accept remotely 

generated alphanumeric data sent from a standard DTMF telephone keypad to a recipient's terminal or microprocessor. If an existing 

microprocessor is used in conjunction with some additional software, it is possible to eliminate a lot of the circuit hardware. 

that drives into a data bus buffer or input register of the 
computer or microprocessor terminal. It also sets two 
flag outputs that indicate the operating status of the 
receiver and when a new valid character is presented at 
the data output. 
The ring detector, the hook switch, and the answer-

back tone generator detect, accept, and confirm incom-
ing calls. Each subsequent DTMF digit is decoded by the 
tone receiver into a 4-bit word. The 4-bit words corre-
sponding to two successive digits are assembled in the 
quad latches to form an 8-bit word. This word serves as 
the read-only-memory address and causes the appro-

priate ASCII code to appear at the ROM output. The 
subsequent # digit decoded by the tone receiver and 
address decoder supplies the data-word-valid flag to the 
output interface. It also causes the digit sequence count-
ers (FF1 and FF2) to be reset, so that they are ready for 
the next two digits. 
The data output code of the programmable ROM can 

be whatever the subsequent processing equipment needs. 
If ASCII is required, then only 7 of the 8 bits are 
necessary. If retransmission through a different data-
transmission system is needed, the eighth bit can be 
progammed to provide a parity bit. Li 
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Designer's casebook  

One-chip voltage splitter 
conserves battery power 
by David Bingham 
Intersil Inc, Cupertino, Calif 

Positive and negative supply voltages of equal magnitude 
are usually secured in a battery or other low-power 
floating-source arrangements by establishing system 
ground at half the source potential by means of a simple 
voltage divider. But this scheme more often than not 
consumes excessive power. Modifying Intersil's ICL7660 
positive-to-negative voltage converter to work as a volt-
age divider, however, will increase the power-conversion 
efficiency to as high as 98% at an output current of 10 
milliamperes. 
The conventional voltage divider circuit shown in (a) 

uses two resistors and a unity-gain operational-amplifier 
buffer. While this circuit can function at relatively low 
power, depending upon the op amp used and the value of 
R, it will suffer from an inherently low power efficiency 
if the load should be connected between system ground 
and either V* or V-. In such cases, the current flowing 
through the load will always be the same as that drawn 
from the battery, and thus the maximum efficiency can 
never be greater than 50%. 
The ICL7660 can be made to simulate a divide-by-2 

voltage converter by simply grounding pin 5 (normally 
the V- lead) and using the normally grounded lead at 
pin 3 as the output, as shown in (b). The voltage 
distribution on the chip will be unchanged, since pin 3 is 
midway between V* and V-, as before. And no power is 
lost in heating up any resistance, as the ICL7660 oper-
ates in the switched-capacitor (charge-transfer) mode to 
derive the output voltage. 

With this configuration, an open-circuit output volt-
age equal to V/2 ±0.1% is achieved. The output imped-
ance is 13 ohms for a supply voltage of 9 v and 0.1 MA 
'e L it< 80 MA, or 17 ohms for V = 6 v and an output 
current in the same general range. 

Because the ICL7660 can source only an output cur-
rent reliably, difficulty may be encountered if the load is 
connected between pins 3 and 8 of the device. To ensure 
startup for current-sinking applications, a 1-me resistor 
is placed between pin 6 and ground. This step guarantees 
that there will always be some voltage across the on-chip 
oscillator and the control circuitry. 
As for circuit performance (c), conversion efficiency 

will be no lower than 80% for V = 6 v and 0.5 MA 
'eL'e 80 mA. In equation form: 

= (v.I.tiv.i+)100 

where L is the magnitude of the output current, regard-
less of sign. 

(a ) 

IC L 7660 

( b ) 

1 WI (SEE TEXT) 

). ±100T 

T 100pF 

' 

Efficient. Simple resistive voltage divider (a) dissipates excessive 

power and thus is ordinarily not suited to providing positive and 

negative supply voltages from floating source. Suitably wired 

ICL7660 converter (b) provides the function without power loss, 

yielding conversion efficiencies (c) approaching 98%. 
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Bilateral speaker networks 
form switchless intercom 
by Frank Kasbarec 
St. Poelten, Austria 

Only one transducer —a dynamic loudspeaker—is 
required at each station of this intercom to permit trans-
fer of audio information in both directions simulta-
neously. Having no need for push-to-talk switches, the 
circuit is less costly and less bulky than conventional 
transceiver units. Undesired acoustic distortion normally 
encountered in this type of transmission system is elimi-
nated by using a simple phase-compensation network. 
As described for the receiver portion of the unit, audio 

signals at the input are converted into their acoustical 
equivalent, SI, by the speaker after passing through the 
RC network made up of CI and resistors R3 to R2, which 
is required to offset the frequency-dependent phase shift 
created by the speaker's inductance. When properly set, 
potentiometer R4 also cancels the feedback (talkback) 
voltage appearing at the noninverting input of the 741 
differential amplifier, which is normally used to amplify 
the electrical equivalent of the acoustic vibrations, S2, 
hitting the cone of the speaker in the transmit mode. 
As expected, the compensation network responds simi-

larly to voltages emanating from the speaker's coil, 
acting to minimize phasç distortion at V. In this case, 
however, input signals to the differential amplifier are in 
the millivolt range. The 741 op amp provides a gain of 
Rillts and thus the needed amplification at V.. Note 
that in most cases a power stage will be required follow-
ing the 741 op amp to energize a loudspeaker. 

The design of the phase-shift network, although easy, 
must be done with care if acoustic feedback is to be 
reduced to a minimum. The phase differences as seen by 
the differential amplifier must be canceled, and thus 
(RI + R2)/ZI = Zci/(R3+124/2.), where Z1 = jXLI, Zci 
is the reactance of capacitor CI, and L1 is the speaker's 
inductance. It is also assumed that R2 is approximately 
equal to RI, and R3 and R4 are much smaller than 
R5—R2. For the general purpose speaker, Ri will be about 
4 or 8 ohms. The above equation reduces to (R1+ R2) 
(R3+ R4/2) = L1/C1. At the same time, for direct 
current balance at the output of the op amp, R2/R I = 
(R7+ R6/2)/(R5+ R6/2). 
To determine the element values in the phase-compen-

sation network, and to estimate the frequency response 
of the unit, it is necessary to measure both the loud-
speaker's dc resistance and its inductance. The best way 
to find the dc resistance is to use a digital ohmmeter. To 
determine coil inductance, it is necçssary to apply an 
audio signal (preferably at f = 1 kHz) to the loudspeak-
er, as shown in the inset, and to measure A, the ratio of 
the root-mean-square output voltage to the rms input 
voltage. The coil inductance is then given by: 

LI = [R12—A2(RI+R2)2/47r2f2(A2— Or. 

Rearranging the equation: 

A [R 12+ 42.2f2L2/(R i+ R2)2+ 47r2f2L2] 1/2 

and it can be seen that the speaker response tends toward 
a high-pass characteristic. Because LI is generally negli-
gible, the frequency response is largely flat over the 
audio range. 

Adjustment of the circuit is simple. R4 is initially set 
to null the output of the differential amp under no-signal 
conditions. A square wave is then applied at Vo, and R6 
set to minimize V. 

V,„ 

1 kHz 

»») 

((((( 

11/C1 = (R1 + R2)(R3 R412), R5,6,7 »R34 

R2/Ri = (R7 + R6/2)/(R5 R6/2) 

Double duty. One-transducer intercom sta-
tion using dynamic loudspeaker minimizes 

cost and bulk of conventional units. Com-

pensation network (R3-R7)C, reduces phase 
distortion created by speaker. Speaker 

inductance may be easily measured (see 

inset) in order to set component values in 
compensation network. 
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A UNIQUE CHOICE OF 
DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEMS 
FOR THE 1.9-111/2 AND 11/23. 

NOW FROM ADAC.  
When it comes to data acquisition 
systems, there is nothing quite like the 
ADAC System 1000 and the new 
System 2000. 

Both systems can operate as low cost 
peripheral expanders to any UNIBUS 
computer. When incorporating a DEC 
LSI-11/2 or 11/23 microcomputer the 
systems operate as stand alone control 
systems or as remote intelligent 
terminals. 
The compact System 2000 is built to 

hold 13 half quad cards. If you need 
greater capacity, slave units can be uti-
lized or you can go to the larger System 
1000 which accommodates any com-
bination of 11 quad size cards or 22 half 
quad size cards. Both systems can be 
bench top or rack mounted and have a 
universal power supply that can support 
up to 256 kilobytes of memory. 
The real heart of both System 1000 

and System 2000 is their incredible 
number of analog, digital, serial I/O, 
clock, bus and CPU/memory 
cards. Functional analog cards 
communicate directly with ther-
mocouples, load cells, strain 
gauges, isolation amplifiers, 

transmitters and strip chart recorders to 
name a few. Discrete cards communicate 
with switch contacts, relays, thumb 
wheel switches, pumps, motors and 
other devices. All cards can be pur-
chased as separate items. 
A single System 1000 can be supplied 

with up to 700 high level analog input 
channels, or 128 analog low level input 
channels, or 700 digital I/O functions. 
A typical System 2000 contains a CPU, 
64 kilobytes of memory, floppy disc con-
troller, 16 channel A/D, 4 channel D/A, 
32 TTL I/O lines, two serial I/O ports 
plus room for another six cards of 
your choice. 

Another nice thing about both sys-
tems is their prices. They start at $995 
for the System 2000 and $1550 for the 
System 1000. So you can choose the 
combination of price and capability that's 
just right for your application. Contact 
ADAC for full details. 

• 
............................. 

.................................. 
.................................................... 

CORPORATION 

70 Tower Offine Park • Woburn, MA 01801 
617-935-6668 
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Switched V-f converter 
linearizes analog multiplier 
by Kama Kraus 
Rokycany, Czechoslovakia 

This analog voltage multiplier provides a degree of lin-
earity not attainable with circuits that use rudimentary 
voltage-to-frequency converters. And when modified, it 
is a more versatile analog divider than the circuit pro-
posed by Kumar', which finds the quotient for only one 
fixed reference voltage because of the way its current 
source is configured. The much improved performance is 
achieved with a one-chip unit designed specifically for 
V-f conversion duties, and a simple but accurate 
switched-capacitor arrangement to do the actual multi-
plication. 
The product of two voltages is found by utilizing the 

TL604 single-pole, double-throw switches, thereby sam-
pling input voltage V2 periodically and placing a corre-
sponding charge on capacitor Cu. The average current 
that flows to charge Cu during these intervals will thus 
be proportional to V2, Cu, and the sampling frequency, 
which is a function of input VI. The equivalent resist-
ance corresponding to the average current that flows will 
therefore be R„ = k/Cuf, where k is a constant and f is 
the sampling frequency. Assuming a high sampling fre-

1N4148 

BC 252C 

R1 

1.5 - 50 krt 

BC 252 C 

quency, a pure resistance equal to R, may be considered 
to be in series between the output of the switch and the 
inverting input of the TL071 operational amplifier, as 
shown. 
Thus the output voltage V., may be expressed as some 

function of V2 multiplied by the switching function, or, 
more clearly, as V,t = — V2(R2/R,) = — V2R2Cuf/k, 
where the sampling frequency, on the order of 50 to 500 
kHz for 0.< VI <25 V, is generated by the V-f converter. 
But the sampling frequency is given by f = VI/2R ICk i, 
and so V., = VIV2R2Cu/R ICkk i, which is proportional 
to — V V2 (constant ki is introduced by the vc0). 

If the output circuit is modified slightly (see inset), the 
circuit will function as a divider. Then, V.ut = 
V2(R„/R2) = R2V2k/CuRICIki— —V2/V I. 

Referent« 
1. Umesh Kumar. "Improved analog divider finds large-signal quotients," Electronics. Dec. 
6. 1979. p. 135. 

Designer's casebook is a regular feature in Electronics. We invite readers to submit original 
and unpublished circuit ideas and solutions to design problems. Explain briefly but thoroughly 
the circuit's operating principle and purpose. We'll pay $50 for each item published. 

Mathematics. One-chip V-f converter and switched capacitor arrangement provided by solid-state switches yield excellent linearity and 

wide-range voltage-handling performance in an analog multiplier. Interchanging R„ and R2 by modifying output circuit slightly (see inset), 

where R„ represents the average current flowing in capacitor C, during sampling period, converts unit into two-input analog divider. 
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Special Report  

Development system networks: the last 
Reaching outward from stand-alone and multi-user systems, 
networks of software and hardware development tools 
will pull factory, office, and field together 

by Richard W. Comerford, Test, Measurement & Control Editor 

El Watch the microprocessor development system. It is 
starting to integrate the diverse elements of modern 
electronic production, pushing upward to link factory, 
front office, and field support, sending forth new roots 
into engineering facilities. 

Less than two years ago, a development system was an 
expensive box that stood on the bench and dealt primari-
ly with software and its interface with hardware via 
emulation—aspects of design foreign to most engineers. 
But in late summer of 1978 [Electronics, Aug. 17, 1978, 
p. 88], two iconoclastic independents, Paul Page and 
Bruce Gladstone of what was then Futuredata Computer 
Corp. in Los Angeles, Calif., pointed manufacturers in a 
new direction. By introducing the first network of devel-
opment systems to rely on a distributed-processing 
scheme, they changed the thinking of industry, pushing 
it toward a design solution in which the sharing of 
resources is becoming paramount. 

Hewlett-Packard Co. was next. Last September, its 
Colorado Springs division introduced the first part of its 
development solution. Also a distributed processing sys-
tem, HP'S network was based on a minicomputer and had 
greater storage at its hub: hard disks able to store up to 
an astonishing 960 megabytes of information. Motorola, 
Intel, E-H International, and others are also planning to 
provide networks that will tie together their existing and 
future development system products. All have gotten the 
message that development systems are going to have to 
do more work, both in design and production, if the 
microprocessor revolution is to keep spreading (Fig. 1). 

First, multiple users 

These multi-user systems are only the first step toward 
the larger networks that will tightly link the design, 
production, and support process for both hardware and 
software. One such system, the ECL-3211 from Emu-
logic Corp. of Westwood, Mass., is already about to 
make its appearance. Expandable to 64 software or 
emulation stations, the PDP-11—based system can be tied 
to large time-sharing networks and can emulate 8-, 16-, 
or 32-bit processors simultaneously at speeds to 30 MHz. 

Even the first multi-user systems will permit their 
manufacturers to offer more sophisticated software 
tools. Not only will these tools let both tyro and pro 
program with greater ease, but they will also improve 
management of the entire product-building process. 

Software tools will not be the only additions to the 
development system networks. Along with them will 
come tools to improve hardware-software integration, 
ones which permit interactive emulation of two or more 
processors (as Intel's Multi-ICE and Philips GmbH's 
PM4421 do) and provide greater stimulus and measure-
ment capability. This latter element in what will be this 
decade's productivity solution has already been seen, not 
in development systems, but in the System 5000. 

Introduced in the late summer of 1979 by Paratronics 
Inc. of San Jose, Calif. [Electronics, Aug. 30, 1979, 
p. 41], the 5000 was the first commercial virtual instru-
ment—meaning one that could easily be adapted to suit 
a wide variety of measurement needs. Changing the 
System 5000's software and its analog front-end card 
turns it into a number of different instruments: logic 
analyzer, waveform generator, spectrum analyzer, volt-
meter. The hardware-software integration tools that will 
be added to the development network will be built 
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1. Tightly coupled. Networks growing out of multi-user development 

systems will pull together the various elements in a product's life 

cycle. Forcing this solution will be the need for more economical use 

of information and manpower in all stages. 
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link in automated manufacturing 

around this virtual instrument concept. Along with emu-
lation and logic analysis, they will provide signal sources 
to fully exercise the product being built. 

Pushing the development system to do more is the 
microprocessor which first gave it birth. There are virtu-
ally no new products that have not felt the processor's 
impact. Sam Lee, product manager at HP'S Colorado 
Springs division, says that "my company will have no 
new instruments that do not contain microprocessors." 
Many other manufacturers say the same. 
Even in those companies most familiar with digital 

designs, the shift to microprocessor-based design is far 
from painless. Aside from the fact that already crowded 
benches have to make room for more tools, the staff now 
has to become knowledgeable in software. F. Taylor 
Scanlon, manager of microprocessor-support products 
engineering at Motorola Inc.'s mos Integrated Circuits 
division in Mesa, Ariz., acknowledges the importance of 
this new aspect of engineering when he says, "I'm not 
hiring any engineers unless they have a software back-
ground." And such people are not easy to come by. 

Top-down design 

One clear impact of the microprocessor can be seen in 
the way products are now being designed. Effective 
design can begin only at the top, with plans made as to 
which functions will be implemented in hardware and 
which in software before a single joint is soldered. The 
design team then branches into hardware and software 
groups, which trade bits of software and chunks of 
hardware. Typically, the software group has complete 
command of the development systems at this point, while 
the hardware group relies heavily on logic analyzers. The 
two groups reconverge at the battle of final integration. 

It is at this point that the joint hardware-software 
capabilities of the development system prove critical. "I 
don't care if your hardware guy says that the hardware 
is all working and your software guy says ditto for 
software," says Motorola's Scanlon. "Comes that mag-
ical morning when you plug in the microprocessor and 
turn on the power—and it doesn't work —you are proba-
bly in bad shape." 

Even software designers who prefer to work on time-
sharing terminals realize that this is an area where 
development systems can prove their worth. Gomer 
Thomas, a project leader and software designer at John 

Fluke Manufacturing Co., Mountlake Terrace, Wash., 
notes that "the only time I've had difficulties that 
couldn't be easily solved using software debugging tools 
was when it wasn't clear whether the software or hard-
ware was acting up." 

Bruce Farley and Charles H. House of HP have also 
remarked on problems infesting the hardware-software 
integration phase of design [Electronics, Sept. 13, 1979, 
p. 141, and Feb. 28, 1980, p. 143]. But House also notes 
that the war is not over once that battle is won: equally 
critical are the production and field-support phases. The 
company that is able not only to get its new widget out 
the door fastest but also to offer cradle-to-grave support 
should have a decisive edge on those who cannot. 

Indeed, the development system is already moving into 
the production arena. Jeff Krawitz, sales representative 
with Advanced Micro Devices Inc., in Horsham, Pa., 
notes a shift toward people using development systems as 
test stations for hardware troubleshooting both in design 

1978 1979 1980 1981 

2. Free resource. Hewlett-Packard is banking on the continuing 

decline in the cost of memory, a phenomenon it sees occurring at a 

rate of 30% per year. It expects the cost of other high-technology 

devices to undergo similar cost drops. 
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3. Spreading a net. Use of mass storage to form extensive archives is key to the HP approach, which will probably take on a form similar to 

that in its automated factory, like the one shown. The high-speed HP computer will perform number crunching and file reformatting. 

and production. The philosophy behind this move is 
simple: if a fairly specialized unit is used in developing a 
product, it makes sense to use that same piece of gear to 
debug the product in production. 

But even as the development system takes on new 
work in production, its traditional design duties are 
being redefined and extended to handle exasperating 
problems like the unnecessary duplication of effort. For 
example, in debugging a design, the engineers often solve 
the same software and hardware problems that later pop 
up again. But these early efforts are often lost to the 
production and field support people, either because the 
engineer who found it has moved on, or because the 
solution has been buried in a ream of other documenta-
tion. The job of keeping archives will fall to development 
systems. 

Software compounds this difficulty, for engineers 
working together on a project must share files, and 
deciphering one another's code can be extremely hard if 
it is not fully documented. Further, parts of overall 
programs (hardware drivers, for example) can appear in 
identical or very similar form in a number of product 
programs. Unless these pieces can be used in other 
programs, the same programming effort must be paid for 
again and again and again. 

Management tools 

The answer to these software problems lies in the 
provision of good project management aids. One such aid 
is the equivalent of a general-purpose chip like an ana-
log-to-digital converter. For software, that equivalent is 
an application program provided in read-only memory 
for, say, translating thermocouple inputs into Celsius 
temperatures. By using prepackaged programs, with 
thorough documentation, a project manager can reduce 
the risk and time it takes to bring his product to market. 

Project management problems are now being experi-
enced in designs based on large-scale integration; the 
advent of very large-scale integration in commercial 
products will magnify them at least tenfold. Programs 
for the powerful VLSI processors can be extremely large, 

requiring massive workspace and storage. And with VLSI 
designs, widespread application will demand a certain 
amount of custom chip tailoring for all but the highest-
volume applications. 
To create a successful VLSI-based product, a designer 

will have to communicate with corporate or sales offices 
to determine what opportunities really exist, at what 
volume, and at what price. He will then have to know the 
specifications and options of the latest master VLSI chips. 
Once he has decided on the customization of gate arrays 
and on-chip ROM, he will have to give that information 
to the semiconductor fabrication facility as quickly as 
possible to get the best position for his final product in 
the market. This demands data communication at a level 
of efficiency that only an integrated network can pro-
vide. 

Networks abound 

Engineers have been dreaming about such integration 
for such a long time that they are almost used to passing 
off such things as "blue sky." That such an integration is 
now truly about to take place is evident in many ways. 
Witness the recent cooperative announcement by office 
copier giant Xerox Corp., minicomputer titan Digital 
Equipment Corp., and semiconductor colossus Intel 
Corp. of the general-purpose Ethernet. Witness the host 
of office systems networks from Wang and others. Wit-
ness the factory networks from Fairchild, Teradyne, 
Eaton's Macrodata, and most recently, GenRad. Upon 
that new high-speed network, GRnet, president Bill 
Thurston has frankly announced his intention to build 
the "factory of the future." This year and the next, the 
semiconductor and instrument companies will be vying 
to build the bench of the future. 
The first elements—multi-user systems with shared 

storage resources—of most supernetworks will be in 
place by the end of the year. There are two immediate 
reasons for providing them: users need more storage, to 
develop not only 16-bit processors but 8-bit ones as well, 
and sharing resources will make the cost per station 
lower and hence the systems more attractive. But the 
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"But I can't afford a network" 

While microprocessor development networks will undoubt-
edly provide the means for users with many different 
applications to develop products based on 16- and 32-bit 
microprocessors, they cannot fill the bill for the user who 
just wants to get a simple design based on a single 8- or 
4-bit processor up and running. For the latter, the initial 
answer must contain the key words "low cost." 

Putting those key words in the answer depends upon 
what the potential designer already has in his shop. If he 
or she is starting from scratch, there are a number of 
low-cost systems on or coming to the market that may 
satisfy his or her needs, and there are even development 
techniques that eschew hardware altogether. On the other 
hand, if there is a minicomputer already available for time 
sharing, a combination of inexpensive software and hard-
ware tools may be the right approach. 

For those starting from scratch, the Microsystem 
Designer series 1000 of Millennium Systems, Cupertino, 
Calif., is one of the least expensive ways to get moving. 
Priced at $1,300 to $1,650 depending on which processor 
is being supported (the unit also supports 16-bit proces-
sors such as the 8086 and the Z8000), it allows a designer 
to write programs using a hexadecimal keypad and try 
them out on his or her target system, which can be put on 
an integral breadboard. Programs can then be stored on 
an external tape cassette. 

For users who intend to do a bit more programming and 
feel they would like a more powerful tool, there's the 
EXORset from Motorola. Priced around $6,000, the unit 
provides software development capability for the 6809 
microprocessor on which it is based. The EXORset has 
two minifloppy-disk drives built in for program storage and 
additional EXORcisor cards can be added to its internal 
bus to expand its capabilities. Graphics capability and a 
Basic interpreter are built in, and it comes with a powerful 
editor along with other software. 

Another system for users who would like to work with 
the 6809 microprocessor will be brought to market on 
Sept. 1 by Smoke Signal Broadcasting Inc. of Westlake 
Village, Calif. The $6,750 system (shown below) includes 
two floppy-disk drives for double-density, double-sided, 
8-inch disks and a software package that provides Basic 
and UCSD Pascal, a text editor, a debugging package, a 
macro assembler, and an MOOS conversion package, 

among others. Also included is an electrically program-
mable read-only memory (E-PROM) programmer so that 
users can move programs to the target system. 

Other companies offering low-cost systems include 
Cromemco, Fairchild, Mostek, Mupro, RCA, and Rockwell. 
Intel is at present working on a very low-cost system that 
will permit both software development and emulation. 

ProLog Corp. of Monterey, Calif., feels that, for 8-bit 
processors at least, all that hardware is unnecessary. The 
company teaches a course enabling even unsophisticated 
users to write programs in a structured way by hand. The 
result is software that can run on the company's or the 
user's own STD-bus-compatible modules—software that 
is well documented and understandable by a test techni-
cian, according to the company. The only cost to the user 
is that of the course itself ($400) and that of a PROM 
programmer (from ProLog, around $2,000). 
Would-be microprocessor system designers who have 

access to a time-shared system in house can use it if they 
obtain cross compilers or cross assemblers from one of 
the software houses addressing that market. Among that 
number are the Boston Systems Office, Systems Kontakt 
Inc. in Bedford, Mass., Sierra Digital Systems in Reno, 
Nev., Microtec in Sunnyvale, Calif., and many others. The 
software packages run from around $1,000 to $4,000. 
Once the programs have been written, they can be 

downloaded to a PROM programmer and thus tried out on 
the target system. Another way of trying out the program, 
one with greater flexibility and visibility, is the stand-alone 
in-circuit emulator. Programs can also be downloaded into 
these units and then run in the target system, but with the 
added advantage that operation of the target processor 
being emulated can be observed. 
The Microsystem Designer can be used as an in-circuit 

emulator too. But for higher-speed emulation, Millennium 
offers the Microsystem Emulator Series 2000, which oper-
ates at speeds up to 6 MHz and costs between $5,500 
and $6,000 depending on the processor being emulated. 
The unit is also capable of operating under direct-memo-
ry-access conditions found in some processors. The 
Microsystem Analyzer can also be used as an emulator 
and field tester. For this unit, the company has recently 
introduced a guided probe to speed troubleshooting. 

Tektronix offers the 8001 for emulating a wide variety of 
processors. Configured to support an 8080A, it costs 
about $9,000 and permits emulation with the program in 
the emulator alone, the target system alone, or part in the 
emulator and part in the target system. Thus software can 
migrate to the target system. 

E-H International recently entered the stand-alone emu-
lator market [Electronics, March 13, 1980, p. 168] with 
the model 800 which is priced at $5,895 and which 
currently supports one of three processors for that price. 
The unit can easily be carried into the production arena. 

Applied Microsystems Corp. of Kirkland, Wash., also 
offers a stand-alone emulator for five different processors. 
With a price ranging from $2,495 to $2,895, it emulates 
the target processor using memory within the system. For 
an extra $950, 8 K of RAM can be added to the emulator 
so that it may be downloaded via an RS-232-C port. 

Latest to enter the stand-alone emulator market is Zilog 
with its ZSCAN 8000 [Electronics, June 5, 1980, p. 42]. 
Priced at $4,500, the unit as two RS-232-C ports and is 
capable of emulating the Z8001 or Z8002. 
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4. Through the Ether. Inters involvement with Ethernet will result in a packet-switching development network like the one above, for which 

the company will develop separate emulator-instrument hardware tools whose capabilities will rely on the net's 10-megabit /s speed. 

multi-user system will also allow manufacturers to begin 
introducing more software tools, since they need greater 
storage from which to operate. Further, the way in which 
the manufactwers choose to configure the data base has 
implications for the coming large nets. 
How much storage should be shared by multiple users 

is open to debate. According to Sam Lee, part of HP'S 
rationale is that, compared to other development costs, 
"memory is free." He points to the cost-per-megabyte 
curve (Fig. 2), which he expects to drop at about 30% 
per year, and sees its cost as offset by the value of 
providing massive archival storage. 

Motorola, Intel, and GenRad/Futuredata take issue 
with HP's view. "We find that a little bit difficult [to 
accept], with customers already complaining about the 
high cost of these systems," says Motorola's Scanlon. 
His company's network, which will become available in 
the last quarter of this year, will provide 16 megabytes 
each of fixed and removable storage. It can optionally be 
expanded by another 32 megabytes. 
James P. Lally, Intel Corp.'s development system gen-

eral manager, feels that the rule of thumb most people 
are currently employing-2 to 10 megabytes per sta-
tion—is appropriate. The Santa Clara, Calif., company's 
disk- and file-sharing system, D/FSS [Electronics, May 
22, 1980 p. 39], will let up to eight Intel development 
systems share any of its existing hard- and Winchester-
type disk drives. But providing a data base of several 
hundred megabytes "is insane," he says. "The key is not 
having a massive data base, the key is having the 
program management tools to control it." 

Gladstone of Futuredata, now in Culver City, Calif., 
and a division of Gen Rad, also does not see a need for a 
grand centralized base; his eight-user network will not go 
much beyond its present 70-megabyte limit. "I think 
that when it gets to managing 900-megabyte disk drives, 
high-speed line printers, and all the things you need for a 
large data base, there are people who do a lot better job 
of it now than we could," he says, adding that some are 

already GenRad original-equipment manufacturers. 
HP has approached the problem with a linked-list 

structure—similarly to that of UNIX, the Bell Telephone 
System's C-based operating system. With a linked-list 
structure, files are stored in random sectors on the disk 
depending on which are open, as opposed to on consecu-
tive sectors. Sectors to be used for files are pulled from a 
"free" list that the linked-list system keeps automati-
cally. Thus the user does not have to look for consecutive 
disk sectors each time he wishes to open a file. 

In the file catalogue, only a file's first and last sector 
addresses are kept. The address of preceding and follow-
ing sectors are encoded with the data stored in each 
sector, and the controller reads those addresses before 
pulling the next sector. "What this means," explains 
Lee, "is that you trade off a little access speed for the 
ability to have disk space managed automatically." 

Computer tie-in 

Minicomputer access to automatically managed large 
files is key to the supernetwork architecture that HP is 
planning. A distributed processing scheme much like 
that which HP has already installed in its IC facility 
[Electronics June 5, 1980, p. 151], it will form the link 
between such factories and the electronic office (Fig. 3). 
The massive file structure will make possible dynamic 
access to and global transmission of design specifica-
tions, integrated-circuit artwork, masks for read-only 
memory, programmable-logic-array equations, test pro-
cedures, and other information that will be needed, 
particularly for VLSI circuit design. 
The individual minicomputer development stations 

now in place are tied together with an IEEE-488 bus 
operating at 150 kilobytes per second. The distance 
between present stations will be lengthened with fiber 
optics, letting each minicomputer govern other devices. 
The multiple-bus architecture of the present station will 
permit this. 

Intel's Lally sees the common data base as a prerequi-
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site for efficiently providing management tools and 
archival program storage. But even for program archiv-
ing, the amount of storage needed can be minimized. 
"You don't want to 'archive' numerous versions of the 
source modules," he claims, "you want to archive the 
smaller edit modules that let you get there, and you want 
to do it automatically so it's transparent to the user." 

Providing these tools for compact storage will enable 
Intel's coming network to employ its present disks. Rath-
er than tie into a single large data base, Intel will most 
likely make use of its recent agreements with DEC and 
Xerox to provide an Ethernet of development systems, 
transferring data between systems at a 10-megabit/s 
rate in addressed packets (Fig. 4). 
From that distributed data base, Intel plans to let 

users support a wide variety of, say, operating system 
programs. If a remote user wants to diagnose a product 
in the field, he will be able to call up the OS version used 
in that product with a build-type command, one that 
automatically reconstructs that os version and gives him 
a trace of changes to it since it was originally conceived. 
"Those things have to be done automatically—when you 
have 10 or 15 people in different physical locations 
working on the same application, the communication 
problem is just massive," Lally explains. 

32-bit computer 

Motorola's Scanlon, like Lally, sees management tools 
as the driving force behind development system growth. 
But whereas Lally does not feel that the cost-per-station 
issue is as important as it is now made out to be, Scanlon 
claims his strategy is "to try and amortize the cost of a 
large system at a central site while giving full develop-
ment capabilities at remote sites —capabilities far 
beyond what could fit into a remote site." 
At the hub of Motorola's network (Fig. 5) will be 

ExoRmacs. Significantly, the "macs" in ExoRmacs 
stands for the company's advanced computer system. 
Around this computer system, Motorola will build a 
time-shared system with which ExoRterm terminals and 
other stations will communicate for program develop-
ment. With a 32-bit bus structure, Scanlon sees the unit 
as being around for at least eight years. As Motorola 
evolves new processors, they may actually first appear in 
the development systems, giving the system the power to 
work on new chips in cloning fashion. 

It might be thought that GenRad/Futuredata, which 
brought distributed processing to development systems, 
would be unlikely to go to a time-shared system. But in 
actuality, its present stations, based on 8-bit processors, 
will become terminals communicating with a large com-
puter like the DEC PDP-11/70 (Fig. 6). Such a system 
would bear a strong resemblance to a ORnet-based 
system network [Electronics, June 5, 1980, p. 169]. 

That time-sharing is an extremely viable means of 
development is borne out by a number of software engi-
neers who swear by it. "If you look at a system to 
support software alone," says Fluke's Thomas, "you find 
that the various development systems are generally much 
less efficient than our time-sharing system. The develop-
ment system is very slow at assembly and printing." A 
number of companies supply cross-assemblers and cross-

linkers that run on Digital Equipment Corp.'s PDP-
11/75, for example. For people with in-house computer 
systems, those products can let them develop software 
for a fraction of the cost of a development system. But 
while this admirably addresses the problems of software 
development, it does not attack the real-world integra-
tion of hardware and software. 

That magic morning 

The transition from development system to board is 
the most critical part of the product development cycle. 
There are two major ways of easing it at present: simula-
tion, in which the interaction of the software with the 
processor is simulated by a computer model; and emula-
tion, in which a processor plugged into the board emu-
lates the performance of the target processor in such a 
way that its actions can be observed. Simulation routines 
are provided by the same people who offer cross-
assemblers and cross-compilers, while emulators are sup-
plied by development system manufacturers and others. 

Simulation can be a valuable tool. Long before the 
first chip is cast in silicon, its specifications are generally 
known and simulation programs can be written. Thus it 
is possible to write and test programs to some degree 
beforehand: For those who must of necessity stay far in 
advance of semiconductor production, simulation is the 
only answer. 

But perhaps the biggest drawback of simulation is that 
it relies on ideal operating conditions and hence falls 
short of providing a true picture of the real world in 
which the program is run. Simulation programs require 
a very powerful computer, such as an IBM System 
370/168, and although programmers at Boston Systems 
Office indicate that multiple-processor simulations are 
possible, coupling such needs with VLSI will make simu-
lation untenable here, as it also will be for automated 
testing. 

Enter the emulator 

Emulators, on the other hand, offer the user a look at 
how his software will work in a real environment—the 
ultimate thing he wishes to know. And while they are 
generally available only after the actual processor being 
emulated has been produced, for most users the time 
difference is inconsequential. Any delay can be spent in 
building hardware and writing software independently 
and in testing chunks of software by downloading to a 
programmable ROM. 

Emulators are generally classified as in-system or 
stand-alone. An in-system emulator is one that resides in 
the development system mainframe (perhaps sharing its 
resources), whereas the stand-alone emulator is housed 
in a separate chassis. The in-system emulator generally 
ties up the development system resource; software devel-
opment can not be done while it is running an emulation. 
Stand-alone emulators, however, work independently of 
the development system and are often portable. 
The term stand-alone is to some degree a misnomer. 

While such units can be used without any additional 
hardware, to get a detailed look at what is happening in 
the emulation processor the user generally needs a cath-
ode-ray tube terminal of some sort. The stand-alone 
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emulator was pioneered by Millennium Systems Inc., 
Cupertino, Calif., in its Microsystem products. Today, 
units are available from Tektronix Inc., Beaverton, Ore. 
(8001); Applied Microsystems Corp., Kirkland, Wash. 
(EM 184); E-H International Inc., San Jose, Calif. (Mi-
crosupport Standalone); and most recently, Zilog Inc., 
Cupertino, Calif. (ZSCAN 8000). 

Breaking away 

In the near future, the modular emulator will fully 
come into its own. Already, the emulator has been 
coupled with a logic-state analyzer that looks at the 
address and data links of the emulation processor and, in 
some instances, at external circuit points as well. 
Those development system manufacturers who do not 

already have separate emulation units will soon have 
them. HP, for example, will take its emulator out of the 
64000 and place it in a separate chassis, at the same time 
enlarging the emulator memory so that the larger pro-
grams used by 16-bit processors can be more easily 
emulated. This new chassis will also accept more than 
one emulator at a time. 

Motorola will also provide a modular multi-emulator 
called a hardware develoment system station, which it 
will begin delivering in the second quarter of 1981. The 
unit will work with an EXORterm; its emulation pro-
grams will download from ExoRmacs via RS-232-C 
serial lines. 

GenRad/Futuredata made allowance for stand-alone 
operation in the design of its slave emulator system. At 
present, the company provides the coding scheme to be 
used for communicating with its emulator, and users 
could program a smart terminal to communicate with it. 
Although GenRad/Futuredata does not yet support that 
mode of operation, it seems likely that some software 
houses will. Intel, too, will most likely put its Multi-ICE 
in a separate chassis that communicates with its develop-
ment network. 
The reason for this move on the part of industry is not 

solely to let emulators be carried into production sepa-
rately. In addition to reducing system cost by sharing 
resources, the modular emulator allows them to provide 
better systems for the processes of both design and 
production, like the System 5000. 
The logic analyzer is now closely tied to the emulator, 

as it was in Intel's short-lived µ-Scope. The protean 
analyzer will grow, providing additional channels for 
observing not only the processor but other points on the 
board. What's more, other instruments needed to stimu-
late the board will be added to the emulator box in card 
form (Fig. 7). Signal generators, able to provide the 
analog signals needed to fully emulate the in-system 
operation of hybrid a-d boards, for example, will be 
added so that their response can be controlled and trig-
gered by the system CPU along with the emulator. 
On digital boards, word generators will perform a 

similar function. Then, too, low-frequency digital oscillo-
scopes will also be put in the box so that actual signal 
waveforms can be observed. This will bring Motorola, 
Intel, and other semiconductor companies into strong 
competition with HP, Tektronix, E-H International, and 
other traditional instrument manufacturers, as all of 
them try to grab sizable shares in that virtual-instrument 
market. 
Such devices will not be stand-alone units. They will 

tie into the nets so that software in the form of both 
programs to be emulated and operating systems that call 
into play the various items needed can be down-
loaded to the box. These units will therefore not only be 
used in the local network inside the engineering facility, 
but will work in the field via remote links. The same 
tools will then both make and fix a system. 

Motorola's development system philosophy —creating 
boards for its development systems that later end up as 
chips—has important implications for the future of 
instrumentation. Putting instruments into silicon will 
allow them to be built directly into a system, so that 
remote diagnosis can become an economic reality. It is 
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5. Distributed time sharing. The EXORmacs system provides a development environment which several programmers can share interactively 

with hardware developers. Hardware development stations, which may be remotely located, will rely on the host for powerful software tools. 
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no wonder then that instrument houses such as Fluke, 
HP, and Tektronix are busily engaged in building mas-
sive, captive ic facilities and introducing new "instru-
ments" that can more accurately be described as dedi-
cated computers. 

While busily working on these new hardware tools, the 
development system manufacturers are also going full 
blast molding new software tools. These tools will 
require the Winchester-type and hard-disk storage that 
is being installed at present. While such storage systems 
may initially seem expensive, the tools that they permit 
will ultimately reduce the truly expensive aspect of 
microprocessor-based design: software development. In 
addition, they will put capabilities in the hardware devel-
opment stations that could not otherwise be realized. 

By the end of this decade, every engineer will be a 
programmer—not that everyone will have to learn an 
obscure language, but the programming tools will 
become so sophisticated that by typing out simple sen-
tences in a logical, structured way on an ASCII keyboard, 
people will in essence be writing programs. This is the 
only way in which the microprocessor revolution will in 
fact succeed. 
The push to that goal started with the Pascal lan-

guage, which is already available for a number of 
systems. It should be remembered that Niklaus Wirth's 
original reason for designing it was so that programming 
could be taught to those unfamiliar with it. Most manu-
facturers are turning to the International Standards 
Organization's standard version of that language, one 
that more closely resembles the version Wirth originally 
developed. 
The major benefit of Pascal is that it lets programs be 

generated quickly and inexpensively. Pascal's block-
structured format forces the programmer to write pro-
grams in such a way as to permit his work to be 
incorporated with that of others. Thus several novices 
can write code that can be easily linked to form a large 
program, reducing the time and experience needed to 
generate the large programs that more sophisticated 
microprocessors will use. 

But despite this benefit, Pascal has its drawbacks. For 

6. Chain of developments. The recently announced GRnet will serve 

GenRad/ Futuredata's development plans as its transmission speed 

rises from the first-round 40-kilobit /s rate. Minicomputer will serve 

similar function to the 2290 currently used in the factory net. 

one thing, there are a variety of Pascal dialects that do 
not go together without some effort on the part of a 
knowledgeable programmer. This, to some degree, 
defeats the benefits of using Pascal; still, that defect can 
be overcome within a company that adopts a single 
dialect as a company standard. Thus the program mod-
ules that are generated within a single company can 
always be linked. 

Further, sticking with one version of the language will 
be particularly valuable if that version is supported by a 
major semiconductor manufacturer. Motorola, for 
example, is writing all its ISO-based Pascal programs so 
that they will ultimately be storable in ROM. In this way, 
they will be able to supply customers with software in 
silicon, greatly reducing the purchaser's programming 
expense and program management overhead. Eventual-
ly, such programs will be delivered on the processing 
chip itself, as opposed to being stored in separate ROms. 
From a hardware perspective, another drawback to 

Pascal is its inefficiency. A program written in Pascal 
generally takes up much more space than one written in, 
say, an assembly language. It also takes much more time 
to run, particularly if it requires an in-system interpret-
er. Like many development system makers, however, 
HP'S Lee sees Pascal as "an essential element in future 
microprocessor designs" and is currently working on 
overcoming those drawbacks. 

Improving Pascal, adding C and Ada 

While the code space that Pascal requires cannot be 
greatly reduced, the constantly dropping cost of semicon-
ductor memories may make objections to it in this area 
less strenuous, particularly when traded off against the 
cost of programming in an assembly language. Still, 
when vast amounts of memory are involved, any reduc-
tion in memory space will mean dollars saved and less 
expensive end products, advantages always of impor-
tance to manufacturers. These applications will require a 
high-level language much closer to assembly language, 
such as Intel's PL/m or Zilog's PLZ/ASM. 

But the speed with which Pascal programs can be run 
is already increasing. HP is introducing a two-pass Pascal 
compiler that produces object code, so that an interpret-
er is not needed in the system. Further, the code can be 
disassembled to an assembly-like language that software 
mavens can bit-pick to maximize the efficiency of the 
most heavily used parts of the program. Unfortunately, 
this has the consequence of defeating the transportability 
of that segment of code. 

Despite its drawbacks, Pascal will definitely be an 
important part of the development process. It will teach 
novices structured programming techniques and it will 
provide the first portable applications modules for the 
program bank. 
The programming language invented at Bell Labora-

tories, C, is another structured high-level language that 
many experienced programmers have come to prefer. It 
has already been adopted by GenRad and Fluke as their 
standard programming language and, since no one has 
yet fiddled with it, it is a de facto standard language. 
Fluke's Thomas has found that his assembled C pro-
grams take up only 1.1 to 1.2 times the space required 
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7. Virtuosity. Hardware development tools will become card cages into which a number of instrument cards can be slipped. Sharing CRT and 

keyboard, the units will work interactively under the CPU's control. For field use, only the emulators and signature analyzer may be needed. 

BR -7 .15: MAIN 

=15 ELSE ALENGTH - ALENGTH-1 

000034 3B7C 0040 MOVE 
2:64, - 1870(A5) 

000038 6000 0000 BRA L44 

:716. 

8. Symbolic debugging. Rather than concern himself with assembly 

coding, a hardware engineer will enter a breakpoint in high-level 

language by listing the source program line and name. Here, the 

trace is given in Pascal, with assembly code below. 

for assembly. With Pascal, he has found that figure to be 
3 to 4 times greater than assembly. 

Beyond C is the new Department of Defense language, 
Ada, which is under investigation by a number of com-
panies, including GenRad/Futuredata, Fairchild, and 
Intel. Although the first compilers for the language will 
not be ready for a year and they will probably be 
massive, the language is structured, has a broad vocabu-
lary, and will have the force of the joint services behind 
it. Considering the address capability of a 16-bit micro-
processor, its. size may not present a major problem and 
even with its size, subsets of the language tailored to the 
individual areas will arise. So by early 1982 the language 
will find its way into development systems. 

Aside from the languages that will be offered, the 
operating systems for the development systems will 

become more friendly. HP'S syntax-driven soft-key sys-
tem is an excellent example of what this friendliness can 
mean to users. By presenting the user with a set of 
choices whose variety is controlled by the operating 
system, it allows a novice to start programming quickly. 
The same feature will also let the user configure HP'S 
coming hardware station for the factory or field test. 

Profiles, too 

Testing the performance of these computer-based 
products will also become a major aspect of develop-
ment. Profiling of performance can already be done with 
logic analyzers, and HP, Motorola, and others will sup-
port this evaluation with their hardware station logic 
analyzers and software. 
The application of software to the hardware/software 

debug process is where the development systems will 
excel. Tied to an extensive net, the hardware station will 
be able to rely on a massive data base, distributed or 
centralized, from which to obtain information in a more 
understandable form. 

Motorola, for one, will provide symbolic debugging 
that will bring high-level languages down to the hard-
ware level (Fig. 8). Thus, the operator at a remote 
station will be able to enter logic analysis breakpoints at, 
say, line 15 of a program called MAIN. The remote 
station will then ask the host computer for an absolute 
address. 

Another of Motorola's management tools is the mem-
ory-mapping capability it will provide. Essentially, there 
will be three memory maps: one for the system, one for 
the applications software as it is being written, and one 
in the hardware station that directs the emulator to 
either of those two maps or to system firmware. Thus, 
software can migrate through the development system to 
the target system as its generation progresses. E 
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The new AO STEREOSTAR3/4 
Zoom "T" microscope features 
the "T" zoom body with coaxial 
illumination and photo capabilities. 
It may be just what you need 
to boost output in your 
production, assembly or 
inspection department. 

The Zoom "T" gives you a con-
stant 4" of working room. It has a 
lx - 6x magnification range, and 
with auxiliary lenses and eyepieces 
it offers a total range of 5x - 300x. 
Magnification can be conveniently 
changed with controls on both 
sides of the body. No matter what 
magnification you're working with, 
you get crisp, sharp image definition. 

Modular in construction, the Zoom "T" 
can be ordered with or without the coaxial 
illuminator. In fact, any accessory can be 
simply added at any time. However, if you're 
working with highly reflective opaque 
surfaces, coaxial illumination is invaluable 
because it gives contrast without hot 
spots, glare, reflections or shadows. 

We invite you to compare the new AO 
STEREOSTAR Zoom "T" microscope, 
feature by feature, with any other 
competitive microscope. 

We're confident you'll immediately 
see that it offers the outstanding 
value in its field. See your AO dealer 
or representative for a demonstration. 
Or write for a 
detailed brochure 
American Optical, 
Scientific Instrument 
Division, Box 123, 
Buffalo, NY 14240. AC) 

American 
Optical 

There's no body 
like our newa y 

ne ledie, 
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SNAP-IN SOCKETS 
FOR 

  TO-3 Fig TO-66 

410.4.4., .... ... . .d. 

M I6 

The most complete line 
of transistor sockets 
and mica insulators in 
the industry. Our sockets 
are designed for the 
TO-3 and TO-66 
transistors. Available 
from stock. Introducing 
our latest design in 
printed circuit sockets 
plus an extensive line of 
snap-in sockets. 
Sockets are available in 
the latest UL approved 
materials. 

NEW FREE CATALOG ON REQUEST 

KEVS-TC, NJ 
ELECTRONICS CORP. 

TWX 710-581-2861 CABLE-KEYELCO 
49 BLEECKER STREET, NEW YORK, N.Y. 10012 212-475-4600 

CAMIBION 
IC PACKAGING 
PACKAGED! 

Catalog 131-68 pages chock full of 
Cambion /CSockets, breadboards, 
Cambi-cards°", card files, integrated 
sockets, panels, interfacing hardware, 
power planes, power supplies, power 
and gmund systems, and other 
extremely usefill products to answer 
all of your IC Packaging require-

.... ments' from loading the PC board to 
•  stacking the system! Cost -efficiently 

è• , Get the Catalog and Connect with 
. Cambion at over 100 distributor loca-

tions! Cambridge Thermionic Corp., 
445 Concord Avenue, Cambridge, 
MA 02238, Tel: (617)491-5400, 

Telex: 92 1480, 'MX: (710)320-6399. 

Ceawnion-
The Right Connection. 

Circle 239 on reader service card 

ELEVAM 
DISCHARGE TUBES 
FOR RELAYS AND 
SERGEABSORVER 

Introducing a new surge absorber in a low cost. 

• CHARACTERISTICS 
(1)The stable character is 

always kept on avoiding 
at, being influenced by the 
envirmemental conditions. 

(2)Even if this type that has 
an advantage of gas dis-
charge phenomena gets 

• FEATURES 

Lam!) 

Type 

S tar ling 
Valtage 

(vac) 

E eternal 
Resist. 
ance 
( K- oh ms 

Normal 

Current 

(mA) 

Outline and 
Dimensions 

(%) 

oveal I 
length 

dia-
m ter 

SA- 80 70 - 90 33 1. 6 20 6. 5 

SA- 140 130- 150 75 1.0 25 6.5 

SA-2W 160 -MO 100 1.7 20 65 

SA- 300 250- 350 150 1.6 20 6.5 

SA- 350 350 - 4C0 150 2.0 20 6. 5 

shocked and shocked a lit-
tle later on, it is endura-
ble and renewable, howev-
er, a semi-conductor isn't. 

(3)Being able to know how 
the conditions go visibly. 

(4)For custamers, this can de 
varied with their usage. 

• MAIN PRODUCTS 
Glow Lamps, 
Color Light, 
Xenon Flash Tube, 
Black Light, and 
UV -Light. 

ELEVAM ELECTRONIC TUBE CO., LTD. 

<For further information.» 
NO, 17-8, 2-chome, chuo, ota-ku, Tokyo, Japan. 
Telephone (03)774-1231 Telex: 246-8855 ELEVAM. 
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N-MOS hurls 4-bit family 
into 8-bit orbit 

Single-chip microcomputers feature fast operation, 

a serial I/O port, and a built-in counter-timer 

by Eijiro Toyoda, Matsushita Electronics Corp., Kyoto, Japan, 
and Takashi Sakao and Kazuaki Mayumi, Matsushita Electric Industrial Co., Osaka, Japan 

D Single-chip microcomputers are being used increas-
ingly as machine controllers and in consumer products, 
where cost considerations generally call for 4-bit ma-
chines. In many of these applications, however, 4-bit per-
formance is barely adequate, especially as these devices 
all are made with p-channel or complementary-mos 
technology and most have architectures and instruction 
sets geared to use in calculators and cash registers. With 
next-generation consumer products in the offing, there is 
clearly a need for greater performance, but 8-bit 

machines are still too expensive. 
Fitting neatly into this slot, which promises to grow 

into a veritable domain, is the MN1500 family. These 
4-bit single-chip microcomputers, bus-oriented devices 
with a general-purpose architecture (Fig. 1), offer close 
to 8-bit performance. Fabricated using n-channel tech-
nology, the devices are fast, executing instructions in 
either 2 or 4 microseconds. Some of the 124 instructions 
perform 8-bit operations, combining several simple 
instructions into one. In addition, one feature, a serial 

1. N-MOS. The MN1500 series of 4-bit microcomputers is fabricated with 4-1.1m lines and enhanced-depletion-mode n-channel MOS 

technology. The die is 0.21 by 0.20 inch and contains up to 256 by 4 bits of RAM and 4.096 by 8 bits of ROM. 

_ 
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2. Two-by-four. Two 4-bit buses in the MN1500 microcomputer family allow 8-bit data transfers in a single, 2-microsecond machine cycle. 

Overall performance is enhanced by built-in features such as a serial input/output port and a counter-timer. 

input/output port, is unique to 4-bit machines. 
Five chips make up the microcomputer series. One, 

the MN1599, is used for program development, and the 
other four differ merely in memory size and in the 
number of I/O ports. 

Architecture 

The MN1500 is organized to handle 8-bit data. Figure 
2 shows the block diagram of the series. The MN1542 
and the MN1562 have a ROM capacity of 2,048 8-bit 
words and 152 4-bit nibbles of random-access memory. 
The MN1562 has 12 4-bit I/O ports and is housed in a 
64-pin package, compared with 6 ports for the 40-pin 
MN1542. The other two members of the family, the 
MN1544 and MN1564, are distinguished by the same 
respective differences in package and port capacity. 
These two, however, have increased memory: 4 kilobytes 
of ROM and 256 nibbles of RAM. 
Two 4-bit data buses allow 8-bit data transfers in one 

machine cycle, as well as 4-bit arithmetic and logical 
operations. 

Technology 

The series is fabricated using 4-micrometer n-channel 
Locos silicon-gate enhanced-depletion-mode mos tech-
nology (Locos stands for local oxidation of silicon, a 
process originally developed by Philips). This technology 
was chosen for its high speed and high level of integra-
tion. A previous series, the MN1400 single-chip 4-bit 
microcomputers, was developed in 1977 using 6-µm 
technology. Along with the greater speed and higher 
integration, several process improvements distinguish the 
newer family of chips. To reduce the short-channel effect 
and prevent punch-through, arsenic ion implantation is 
used for the source and drain diffusion, controlling junc-
tion depth to less than 0.7 µm. Channel doping is also 

used, and an oxide-passivation process diminishes breaks 
in the aluminum metalization. Contact-window self-
aligned diffusion is used to increase the junction depth 
under contact windows in order to prevent current leak-
age caused by the aluminum-silicon alloy. 

Figure 3 shows the RAM cell in the MN1400 series 
and that in the MN1500. The latter is designed using 
4-µm lines, resulting in a 33% shrinkage in size. The 
overall chip size of 0.21 by 0.20 inch (5.4 by 5.16 
millimeters) is achieved by optimizing the arrangement 
of functions and circuit connections, yet the MN1544 
contains about 50,000 devices. ROM writing, which is 
done with a contact-window mask, contributes to short 
production lead times. 

Timing 

Instructions are executed in either one or two machine 
cycles. Each machine cycle consists of four clock cycles. 
Using a 4-megahertz clock fixes the machine cycle at 2 
microseconds, so that the execution time for instructions 
is either 2 or 4 µs. Some instructions can read out of and 
write into RAM within one machine cycle. A four-phase 
dynamic circuit to generate overlapping machine cycles 
reduces the number of gates and keeps power dissipation 
at a moderate level for the family's relatively high oper-
ating speed. 

There are several options available for supplying the 
system clock. These include a simple capacitor-resistor 
network or a crystal-controlled source. 

Program counter and ROM 

The program counter (Pc) consists of an 8-bit binary 
counter for the lower-order bits and a 4-bit register for 
the higher bits, organizing ROM into 16 pages of 256 
words each. Thus the MN1500 can execute up to 4 
kilobytes of program instructions and data from its ROM. 
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For program development, the MN1599 evaluator 
chip is available, as noted. It contains no ROM and uses a 
memory-bank flip-flop bit added to the 12-bit program 
counter to access 8,192 bytes of memory, all of it exter-
nal. Once the program is developed with the MN1599 
and stripped of development aids, it should be possible to 
reduce it from the original working 8 kilobytes of memo-
ry to the 4 kilobytes or less required to fit on the actual 
production chips. 

Read/write memory 

The series is available with either 256 or 152 4-bit 
nibbles of RAM. A memory map is shown in Fig. 4. 
When instructions call for 8 bits of data, for instance, in 
a stack operation, RAM is accessed in 8-bit bytes. The 
low order of the address is designated by the lower 4 bits 
of the address, and the upper address by the adjacent 4 
bits. For example, the stack, which is located at the 
highest addresses in RAM, contains 32 8-bit locations to 
store the machine status during calls, interrupts, and 
push instructions. The 32 bytes of RAM are formed by 
joining adjacent 4-bit nibbles into pairs between RAM 
addresses C0 16 to FF 16. Although they are assigned to 
the stack, these bytes can be accessed the same way as 
the remaining RAM area. 

Using the stack, 16 levels of subroutines can be nested. 
In addition, there are three special-purpose nibbles in the 
very beginning of the RAM address space. They can be 
used as temporary registers to store the contents of the 
E, X, and Y registers, when necessary, to reduce the 
overall program size. Call instructions and interrupt 
service routines both follow the same procedure with 
regard to the operation of the stack. 
One of the status conditions held in the stack is the 

LIFF (load-immediate flip-flop) bit. The LIFF is a flag 

that remembers whether the previous instruction is a 
load-immediate instruction, which loads 4 bits of imme-
diate data into the A register. With the load-immediate 
flag set, succeeding load-immediate instructions are pro-
cessed as no operation; that is, only the first of a series of 
contiguous load-immediate instructions is executed. 

Finally, a separate power supply pin, VDDM, can be 
used to supply power to the RAM independent of the 
other circuits of the microcomputer, allowing the RAM 
data to be preserved when the main supply of power is 
interrupted. The control pin, HLDM, is used to retain 
the RAM data. 

Four 4-bit registers (E, A, X, and Y) and one 8-bit 
register, the stack pointer, are provided. The A register 
is an accumulator, the E register extends the accumula-
tor for 8-bit operations, and the X and Y registers form 
the high and low address halves of the RAM pointer, 
respectively. Each register may also be used for general 
purposes. Zero and carry flags are also maintained and 
are affected by logical and transfer operations. 

The I/O ports 

The input and output circuits are quasi-bidirectional; 
that is, different ho ports have varying degrees of flexi-
bility and handshaking ability. Four-bit and 8-bit data 
transfers can be handled by the entire ho system, but 
only 4 data bits can be masked at a time. The Po and PI 
uo ports strobe an output device with a separate line; the 
other ports do not. Four 1/0 ports can be indirectly 
addressed by the Y register, and an output pulse can be 
issued, under program control, from all the ports. The 
user can choose the vo port best suited to the applica-
tion. Table 1 summarizes the vo port organization. 

There are four interrupt modes. Two, labeled SIRQ 
(system interrupt request) and IRQ (interrupt request), 

  METAL MASK 

  METAL CONTACT MASK 

DIRECT-CONTACT MASK 

j DIFFUSION MASK 

POLYSILICON MASK 

3. Cell size. By reducing the line width of the MN1400's memory cell (a) from 6 to 4 µ111 for the MN1500 (b) and reconfiguring the basic 
circuit, 33% of the cell size was shaved. The MN1544 member of the family contains about 50.000 transistors. 
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are external, and the latter is maskable. The other two, 
TCIRQ and SBIRQ (timer-counter and serial-buffer inter-
rupt request, respectively), are generated internally, the 
first by the built-in timer-counter and the other from the 
serial interface. Both are controllable in software. In 
addition, the MN1599 has a special, highest-priority-
level interrupt, MIRQ (monitor interrupt request), which 
is used for program development. 

TABLE 1 HOW THE 
ARE 
MN1500's INPUT/OUTPUT PORTS 

ORGANIZED 

MN1562 
MN1564 
only 

MN1542 
MN1544 
MN1562 
MN1564 

Port address P0, P1 P2 • P3 P4 , P5 P6 — P8 

Output pulse • • • • 

Discrete output addressed 
by Y register 

• • 

Output strobed by 
seperate line 

• 

CARRY 
FLAY (CF) 

PF 16 

AFTER A 
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{ 

AFTER A { 
PSH EA 
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A REGISTER 
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À  
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4. RAM Specs. Although the RAM space of the MN1500 is organized 
in 4-bit nibbles, stack operations are organized to read and write 

8-bit bytes of data, as are some other instructions. All memory 

locations, however, can be addressed as a 4-bit nibble if necessary. 

A hardware priority encoder assigns the starting 
address of each interrupt and fixes the priority levels. 
Table 2 shows the interrupt priority levels and the start-
ing address assigned to each interrupt request. 

The timer-counter 

The timer-counter consists of three 8-bit registers: the 
control register (Tc), the buffer register (TB), and a 
binary counter (Bc). Not shown, but part of the timer-
counter, is a 7-bit prescaler. The time-counter performs 
three functions—internal timing, external-event count-
ing, and pulse-width measurement. 
Two pins operate with the timer-counter. They are 

TCI, the counter input, and TCO, which serves as an 8-bit 
overflow indicator. 
The instruction set contains 124 entries, divided into 

four categories. These categories are data-transfer 
instructions, Ii0 instructions, arithmetic and logical 
instructions, and control and transfer instructions. 

Instructions 

An instruction may occupy 1 or 2 bytes in ROM. A 
single-byte instruction is executed in either one or two 
machine cycles, whereas all 2-byte instructions require 
two machine cycles. By including a number of complex 
instructions—ones that would otherwise require a string 
of simpler instructions—program memory space is con-
served. For example, conventional 4-bit microcomputers 
often use a programmable logic array (PLA) to generate 
the segment signals to drive the output display. The 
MN1500 series instead has an 8-bit lookup table instruc-
tion (RTDBL) that is addressed by the 8-bit register pair 
EA. This instruction expands the range of output char-
acters beyond those a PLA can offer. The RTDBL instruc-
tion can also be used to implement a fast multiplication 
table. 
The MN1500 has several operating modes that allow 

for quick self-testing. The RAM-test, Rom-test, and jam-
ming modes are all equal in weight to the user's execu-
tion mode. The RAM-test mode provides the internal 
processing that allows direct RAM reading and writing 
through ports 0 and 1 without the use of the regular 
instruction set, that is, using hardware only in a time-
division mode. The Rom-test mode permits hardware 
control to read out the contents of the ROM in successive 
memory locations to check that the memory is correctly 
written. Finally, the so-called jamming mode permits all 
instructions to be executed through signals applied to 
ports 0 and I. 
The chip is initialized in one of two ways. The first is 

via a manual reset pin on chip. However, a low-voltage 
detector circuit will automatically sense when the supply 
voltage falls below 3.5 volts. At that moment, the proces-
sor defaults to the initialization state. In this condition, 
the manual reset pin also goes low, indicating the cause 
of the interruption. 

Interlacing 

The MN1500 series communicates with the outside 
world serially through an interface intended for system 
expansion, as well as for serial communication. 

Either an internal or an external clock will drive the 
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Priority level 

TABLE 2- HOW THE MN1500's 

Interrupt 

INTERRUPTS ARE ORGANIZED 

Starting address of service routine 

Function Mneumonic Bank Program counter 
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TIMING 
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PRINTER CONTROLLER 

0-11. SID 

SIT 

IRO 

NO.3 
MN1542 

I/O 

SOLENOID 

DOT-MATRIX 
PRINTER 

MOTOR 

TIMING 

SENSOR 

KEYBOARD AND DISPLAY CONTROLLER 

CHIP SELECT 3 

SID 

SIT 

NO.4 
MN1542 

I/O 
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DOT-MATRIX 
PRINTER 
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SEGMENTS 

64-KEY 
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24 DIGIT 
DISPLAY 

5. Division of Labor. The need for external components in this cash register system is minimized by separating the various control functions 

and by taking advantage of the built-in serial I/O and interrupt capability of the MN1500 microcomputer family. 

serial transmission to and from the chip so that at the 
2-its instruction rate an 8-bit word can be transmitted in 
16 µs. Selection of the timing signal source is done in 
software. 
The two pins on the device that affect serial communi-

cation are SID, the serial interface data line, and SIT, the 
serial interface timing signal. 

Cashing in 

The cash register system shown in Fig. 5 serves as a 
good example of some of the advantages of the MN1500 
series. Using the serial interface and interrupt functions 
of the family facilitates this application. 

Four separate chips are put to work. The MN1544, 
with 4 kilobytes of on-board ROM and a 256-byte RAM, 
acts as the main controller and external RAM controller. 
Three MN1542s, with 2 kilobytes of ROM and 152 bytes 
of RAM each, control the dot printing and the keyboard 

and display functions. 
Instructions and data transfer between the main con-

troller chip and the peripheral controllers uses the 8-bit 
serial capability and the interrupt functions with no 
additional circuitry. Data communication between chips 
is initiated by the external interrupt, IRQ, and termi-
nated by an end-of-transmission command. Clock and 
data lines are common to all the processors. 

Using multiple processors to implement this system 
results in several benefits. Dividing up the functions 
across separate chips simplifies the programming task 
for each processor. Since the power to control the 
sequence of events is assigned to each processor, the 
amount of additional hardware required to perform the 
control function is less than if one central processor were 
used. Finally, the distribution of the functions into pro-
grammable processors eases the task of extending or 
modifying the system. D 
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CARD READERS' DIGEST 
C. Itoh offers you a complete line of magnetic 

card readers. Speeds from 3.9 IPS up to 59 IPS 
and points in-between. Models that can read, write, 
read after write, read/write, in single or multi-
channel configurations. Naturally, with the encod-
ing to match your standards (including ABA, 
IATA and Track 3). 

You can also have your pick of slide or insert 
card readers. Models built to perform flawlessly 
indoors or outside. Compact machines 
designed to do a lot of speed reading 
(300,000 card passes in the life of one 
of our readers is about average). 

So if you're looking for the one 
source that has card reader selection 
down to a science, look no further. Contact 
us for our MCR/SRD series catalog, the digest 
that covers your subject. at any speed you want. 

C. ITOH ELECTRONICS, INC. 
5301 Beethoven Street, Los Angeles, CA 90066 
(213) 390-7778; Telex: (WU)65-2451 
666 Third Avenue, New York, NY 10017 
(212) 682-0420; Telex: (WU112-5059 

Circle 150 on reader service card 

HAND OPERATED 
MAGNETIC 

CARD 
READERS 

TI1E All-ry OF ThIESE PROfiRAMMERS HAVE 
CONViNCEd OVER 2,000 BuyEnsWoRld•WidE 
The compact, completely portable Gang EPROM Programmer PKW-8000 with its own built-in power supply and automatic 
self-check functions is in a class by itself. It is only 1/4 the size its nearest competitor (15" X 12.40" X 2.24") and, of course, the 
software select units are standard. 
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Isolator stretches the bandwidth 
of two-transformer designs 

Stable and linear isolation-amplifier approach now suits many applications 

in which analog signals up to 15 kHz must be handled, such as motor control 

by Bill Morong, Analog Devices Ire.. Norwood. Mass. 

CI The list of applications requiring the isolation of 
analog signal sources from data-processing circuitry is a 
long one and growing. These diverse applications place 
widely varying demands on the isolation scheme used, so 
it is not surprising that many different isolation tech-
niques have been developed to meet those demands. 

Transformer and optical isolation methods are two of 
the most common routes taken. Two-transformer isola-
tors, though outstanding in terms of linearity and stabili-
ty of gain and offset, are generally shorter on bandwidth 

than single-transformer or optical isolator designs. The 
arrival of a wideband two-transformer amplitude-modu-
lated isolation amplifier, the model 289, opens up a 
number of formerly impractical applications to the two-
transformer technique. 
Any application in which low-level analog signals 

must be detected in the presence of high common-mode 
voltages requires isolation; circuits in which ground-loop 
currents can introduce large errors in the signal being 
measured are also candidates. Proper isolation allows the 
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1. Isolated. A favorable cost-performance compromise between optically coupled and single-transformer isolation amplifiers is achieved by 

the wideband two-transformer model 289 isolation amplifier. It owes much of its high performance to its input and power isolation schemes. 
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2. Common-mode. Finite capacitance across an isolation ampli-

fier's isolation barrier limits common-mode rejection (a). Adding 

capacitor Ccie and resistor RTRIU as in (b) causes the common-mode 

voltage across Rs2 to cancel the common-mode voltage across R. 

transmission of a signal across a nonconducting barrier 
without a galvanic or electrical connection. 
Of the wide variety of isolation techniques now in use, 

optical and magnetic isolation schemes are by far the 
most common in all but highly specialized applications. 
A knowledge of their strengths and weaknesses is impor-
tant for a designer faced with isolation problems. 
A typical transformer-coupled isolation amplifier 

incorporates an oscillator to generate the carrier signal. 
The isolation amplifier's input modulates this carrier. 
The input signal can be any frequency within the pass-
band of the isolation amplifier —including dc. The mod-
ulated carrier is passed through a signal transformer and 
demodulated, where a replica of the input signal is 
reconstructed at the isolation amplifier's output port. 

The second transformer 

Transformer-coupled isolation amplifiers often con-
tain a second transformer that makes the unmodulated 
carrier signal available on both sides of the isolation 
barrier. This unmodulated carrier signal is used to facili-
tate modulation and demodulation and to generate de 
power to energize the isolation amplifier's input or out-
put circuitry. It can sometimes be used for powering 
external circuits. 

Two-transformer isolation amplifiers have been avail-
able for a long time and are convenient to use. They 
feature input-offset drifts of a few microvolts per °C, 
gain-temperature coefficients under 50 parts per million 
per °C, and gain nonlinearities of less than 0.01%. Long-

3. Process control. A two-transformer isolation amplifier is sufficiently linear to isolate floating transducers from computerized process-

control equipment. The analog-to-digital converter used must be monotonic to guard against instability in closed-loop systems. 
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term stability of these parameters is also excellent. But 
they have had one major limitation: bandwidths of not 
much more than 3 or 4 kilohertz. 

For higher bandwidths, optically coupled isolation 
amplifiers were developed that have bandwidths up to 15 
kHz. In such isolation amplifiers, the input signal modu-
lates the intensity of beams of light generated by light-
emitting diodes. The modulated light beams impinge 
upon light-sensitive diodes that generate output currents 
roughly proportional to the intensity of the impinging 
light. In optically coupled isolation amplifiers, the cur-
rent from the light-sensitive diodes is fed to circuitry that 
converts it into an isolation-amplifier output voltage. 
Other light-sensitive diode currents are fed back to the 
isolation amplifier's input circuit to help remove gain 
nonlinearity and instability normally introduced by the 
variations in the transfer efficiency of the LEDs, the 
optical path, and the light-sensitive diodes. 

Besides extending bandwidths, optical isolation ampli-
fiers also have input offset drifts and gain temperature 
coefficients similar to those of transformer-coupled 
units. One drawback, however, is a long-term gain shift 
that is typically an order of magnitude greater than that 
of transformer-coupled isolators. That shift is caused by 
aging of the optical components. 

Another drawback is that although optical isolators 
require no carrier signal, a separate dc-dc converter is 
needed to power the amplifier's input and output cir-
cuits. This hurts the cost advantage of an optically 
coupled isolator over a transformer-coupled one. 

4. Data acquisition. Where many transducers are powered by a single low-voltage supply, a multiplexer can be used to feed into a single 
isolation amplifier. This circuit is only useful for cases in which the potential between transducers does not exceed 30 volts. 

Wideband transformer-coupled isolation amplifiers 
have been introduced in which the functions of separate 
signal and power transformers are combined into a single 
transformer. Such isolation amplifiers feature about 
twice the bandwidth of optically coupled units and com-
parable nonlinearities. They are also less expensive. But 
they suffer from increased offset drift and the generation 
of excessive noise in the modulation-demodulation pro-
cess. And they are also susceptible to semipermanent 
shifts of electrical characteristics when subjected to 
strong magnetic fields that are later removed. 

Improvements in the design and construction of trans-
formers allow the model 289 two-transformer isolation-
amplifier module to offer 15-kHz bandwidth and retain 
the approach's traditional strengths—excellent isolation 
and good dc characteristics. Packaged in a 2.25-cubic-
inch plastic case, this three-port isolator (Fig. 1) con-
tains a dc-dc converter for isolated ± 15-volt power-
supply lines, an output-port buffer, and a current-
limiting regulator that allows operation over a wide 
range of supply voltages without any degradation in 
performance. 
The 289 represents a favorable cost-performance com-

promise between optically coupled and single-transform-
er isolation designs. An error budget has been calculated 
for all three approaches (see "A comparison of error 
budgets," p. 156). Although the small-signal bandwidth 
of the dual-transformer method employed in the model 
289 is less than that of the single-transformer design, 
gain nonlinearity and gain change with temperature of 
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5. Patient isolation. Although many isolation amplifiers are used in electrocardiograph patient-lead isolation, few have the bandwidth for 

applications like electromyography and pacemaker-pulse analysis— but the 289 is wideband enough for these medical uses. 

the former method are as good, if not better. Moreover, 
offset-voltage changes with temperature are by far the 
lowest with the two-transformer design. 
The presence of a carrier signal in a transformer-

coupled isolation amplifier inevitably leads to a carrier-
ripple component in the isolation-amplifier's output. As 
the bandwidth of an isolation amplifer becomes a larger 
fraction of its carrier frequency, ripple becomes more 
difficult to control. Despite this fact, the 289 isolation 
amplifier produces less ripple than many other trans-
former-coupled isolation amplifiers having much less 
bandwidth. This low ripple level means less need for 
output filtering. 

Holding down ripple 

To keep power-supply ripple from modulating the 
isolation-amplifier's carrier signal, voltage regulators 
should be used. Some isolation amplifiers have built-in 
regulators, not only to eliminate power-supply ripple 
effects, but also prevent carrier-frequency spikes from 
being broadcast to the rest of the system via the isolation 
amplifier's power terminal. 

Another potential problem is that of output loading. 
For many isolation amplifiers with unbuffered output 
impedances of 1,000 ohms or more, the use of low-
impedance loads can lead to large gain errors. The use of 
external output buffering is recommended in such cases. 
Of course, those isolation ampifiers with internal output 
buffering eliminate the need to do so. 

Three-port isolation amplifiers are easier to apply than 
two-port ones, since the latter have their power-supply 
and output-port returns through a common terminal. 
But even three-port ones are not all of the same 
construction and thus offer differing degrees of isolation 

between output and power ports. For example, some 
three-port isolation amplifiers have their power-supply 
and output ports connected by a capacitor. The capacitor 
permits carrier current to pass but blocks dc, allowing 
moderate levels of output common-mode voltages. How-
ever, the carrier signal's return through external circuits 
can introduce ripple currents into those external circuits. 
True three-port isolation amplifiers like the model 289 

have galvanically isolated ports between which neither 
ac nor dc can flow. Their outputs can be connected to 
common-mode voltages of either polarity, within the 
output common-mode voltage range of the isolator. 

Certain precautions must be observed when applying 
isolation amplifiers. The most obvious is that the çircuit 
in which the isolation amplifier is us'éd must be wired in 
such a manner that the amplifier's isolation properties 
are not lost. This means that adequate spacing must be 
provided between input and output circuits. 

Maximizing common-mode rejection 

The conversion of common-mode signals into normal-
mode ones at the input to an isolation amplifier limits 
the common-mode rejection of the amplifier to some 
finite value. A certain amount of capacitance exists 
between circuitry on either side of the isolation barrier, 
and it causes a common-mode current to flow when a 
common-mode voltage is applied across the barrier (Fig. 
2a). This common-mode current is proportional to the 
applied voltage of the common-mode signal, its frequen-
cy, and the barrier capacitance. 

For most isolation amplifiers, the common input ter-
minal forms a more direct path for the common-mode 
current caused by the barrier capacitance than the high 
input terminal, so most of the common-mode current 
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S. Motor control. The 289 isolation amplifier has sufficient bandwidth and low enough phase shift to be used in motor and ac load-control 

applications. Two isolators are used, one to sense motor current and another to feed armature-voltage information to the controller. 

flows through the common input terminal. If a normal-
mode signal source with two equal output resistors is 
connected to an isolation amplifier as shown in Fig. 2a, a 
common-mode--induced normal-mode signal appears in 
series with the signal source and is treated by the system 
as a normal-mode signal. 
One way to minimize the effects of common-mode 

currents is to interpose a shield in the isolation barrier to 
intercept common-mode currents and divert them 
around the input-source resistance. Another method is to 
employ a differential input stage ahead of the isolation 
amplifier. These techniques, however, may be limited for 
those cases where physical space is at a premium and 
little room is available for shields or additional input 
stages. In such cases, common-mode rejection can be 
maximized by minimizing the capacitance value across 
the isolation barrier. 

For applications in which the source resistance is 
known and is relatively constant, large common-mode-
rejection improvements can be obtained at little extra 
cost using the circuit of Fig. 2b. Adding capacitor 
CCm• causes more common-mode current to flow in RS2 
and RTRIM. The proper adjustment of RTRIM can develop 
a voltage in series with the high input terminal that can 
cancel the common-mode-induced voltage across RSI. 
The penalty for this approach is a small increase in 
common-mode current (about 0.25 microampere at 117 
volts, 60 hertz). Ccm• must be capable of withstanding 
the full common-mode voltage across the isolation 
amplifier. 

Using a lengthy cable to connect a high-impedance 
device to the input of an isolator exacerbates the prob-
lem of converting common-mode signals into normal-
mode ones and opposes the cancellation obtained in 

Fig. 2b. The use of a long cable between signal source 
and isolation amplifier should therefore be avoided. 
When data must be acquired from floating transduc-

ers for computerized process-control systems, a two-
transformer isolation amplifier like the model 289 may 
be used for potential differences or to interrupt ground 
loops among transducers or between transducers and 
local ground levels (Fig. 3). 

In process control 

Since the isolation amplifier and the analog-to-digital 
converter are likely to be included in a large feedback 
loop, the converter must be monotonic and isolation 
must be sufficiently linear not to induce non-monotonic 
behavior. Lack of monotonicity can cause instability in 
the feedback loop. 

In using the circuit of Fig. 3, it is desirable that the 
isolation amplifiers be protected against differential 
input overloads. Otherwise, miswiring the amplifiers to 
the ac power line can cause them to fail. Furthermore, 
the isolation amplifiers should be synchronized to avoid 
errors caused by beat-frequency signals generated by the 
mixing of the amplifiers' individual carrier frequencies. 
The connection of the synchronization terminals in Fig. 
3 achieves this purpose. This circuit suffices for com-
mon-mode voltages up to 2,500 y peak, ac or dc. 

In a data-acquisition system in which multiple trans-
ducers are powered by a single supply and the voltage 
level of that supply is sufficiently low that a multiplexer 
can handle all of the transducers' voltages, a lone iso-
lation amplifier and a multiplexer can be used (Fig. 4). 
In the past, such a configuration has not been generally 
possible because of the speed limitations of the isolation 
amplifiers available. The model 289 isolation amplifier, 
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A comparison of error budgets 
A comparison of error budgets for the three most common 
analog isolation schemes—two-transformer designs such 
as the model 289, optically coupled hybrid amplifiers, and 
single-transformer amplifiers—shows clearly the first tech-
nique's advantages over the other two. The following 
calculations are based on the summary of major specifica-
tions listed in the table. For the sake of brevity, only major 
error sources are treated. Calculations are for a circuit with 
unity gain, with an output of 10 volts full scale ( ± 5 V). 
Operation is at 25°C ± 25°C, and it is assumed that initial 
gain and offset errors are trimmed out. 
A gain temperature coefficient of 0.005%/°C multiplied 

by a 25°C span yields 0.125% of full scale for the dual-
transformer scheme (listed first in the table). Next, input 
and output offset voltages as a function of temperature, 
± 10 and +50 microvolts/°C yield 1,500 eLV, which is 
0.015% of the 10-V full-scale output. The new error sum is 
now 0.125% (gain temperature coefficient) plus 0.015% 
(offset voltage), which equals 0.14%. Add to this gain 
nonlinearity of 0.01%, and the total error becomes 0.15% 
of full scale. 
The gain temperature coefficient of the second design, 

with optical coupling, is the same as that of the dual-
transformer scheme-0.125% for a 25°C span. The 455-
itV/ °C offset voltage multiplied by 25°C yields 11,375 µV, 
which is 0.114% of 10 V. When the linearity error of 0.05% 
of full scale is added, the total (0.125% + 0.114% + 
0.05%) is 0.289%. 

For the third, single-transformer design, the gain tern-

Isolator type 

perature coefficient of 0.006%/°C multiplied by a 25°C 
span yields 0.15% of full scale. The 525-V/ °C offset 
voltage multiplied by 25°C yields 13,125 .LV, which is 
0.13% of 10 V. When the linearity error of 0.05% of full 
scale is added, the total (0.15% + 0.13% + 0.05%) comes 
to 0.33%. 

For gains other than unity, the calculations become 
more complicated. The stability of user-supplied gain 
resistors can affect the amplifier's gain stability, so the 
effects of these must be included. (This is also true at unity 
gain for isolation amplifiers in which gain is set to unity by 
user-supplied resistors.) At different levels of isolation-
amplifier gain, offset drift varies, further complicating 
error-budget calculations. For example, the first isolation 
scheme has less total offset drift below a gain of 80 than 
the second. Above a gain of 80, the second scheme has 
less total offset drift than the first. And the third, the 
single-transformer design, has more offset drift at all levels 
of gain than the other two. 

Other complicating factors include errors caused by 
input-difference current and by noise. For applications 
involving low source resistance, these errors are small 
enough to be negligible. If, however, it becomes necessary 
to add resistors in series with the input of an isolation 
amplifier for differential-overload protection, these errors 
may become large enough to merit consideration. 
Because the input structures of different isolation ampli-
fiers vary greatly, including these errors in the above 
calculations is very difficult if not impossible. 

PI !if ORMANCE COMPARISON /F TIME ISO! Al ION AMPI If il I', I YPI 

Small-signal 
bandwidth 

(kHz) 

Maximum gain 
nonlinearity 
(percentage of 

full scale) 

Maximum gain 
temperature coefficient 

(percentage of 
full scale/°C) 

Maximum offset. 
voltage temperature 

coefficient 
(pV/°C, G = gain) 

Two-transformer plastic module 15 0.01 0.005 ±10 ±50/G 

Optically coupled hybrid 15 0.05 0.005 ±5 ±450/G 

Single-transformer hybrid 30 0.05 0.006 ±25 ±500/G 

however, has a sufficiently short settling time to make its 
use practical in this circuit. 
The approach shown in Fig. 4 is useful when the 

voltage difference between any two terminals of the 
transducers does not exceed 30 v. A limitation of this 
circuit is that, though the input of the isolation amplifier 
is protected against ac power-line voltages, the ampli-
fier's power terminals as well as the multiplexer are not. 

Addressing of the multiplexer in Fig. 4 is binary, with 
an enable signal being provided for the selection of the 
signal-source circuit. Digital signals are optically iso-
lated. For several groups of transducers, several circuits 
may be used as in Fig. 4, in which case the isolation 
amplifiers are synchronized for operation. And if several 
transducers share the same common terminal, that ter-
minal can be attached to the input common of the 
isolator, halving the number of switching elements. 

In wideband vibration analysis, a strain gage may be 
bonded to a mechanical member that is subject to stress. 
Strain produced in the mechanical member is transmit-
ted to the strain gage. Since the gage must be intimately 
connected to the mechanical member, it may be desir-
able to isolate its output. For cases in which the frequen-
cies of interest extend much beyond a few hundred hertz, 
a wideband isolation amplifier like the model 289 can be 
used. The use of variable filters at the isolation ampli-
fier's output stage makes it possible to view on an 
oscilloscope particular frequency spectra. 

Medical applications 

The 289 is useful in medical applications such as 
patient isolation. Although many isolation amplifiers are 
used in electrocardiograph patient-lead isolation, few 
have the bandwidth necessary for use in electro-
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7. Three-phase. Three dual-transformer isolation amplifiers can be used in a control circuit for a three-phase ac load. Each amplifier senses a 

line's voltage, produces a replica of the waveform sensed, and provides this replica waveform to the trigger-control circuit. 

myography or for the analysis of pacemaker pulses. 
The circuit of Fig. 5 is useful for such applications. A 

differential amplifier is connected to the isolation ampli-
fier's input. This allows the 289's common input to be 
connected to the patient so that the patient's common-
mode voltage drives the amplifier. A balanced input 
structure reduces the normal-mode noise that is con-
verted from common-mode noise. 
The circuit's FET inputs allow the use of large-value 

input-protection resistors without affecting noise per-
formance. These input resistors, along with the clamping 
diodes, protect the isolation amplifier's input structure 
from defibrillator pulses and protect the patient from 
fault currents that can develop in the event of the failure 
of a preamplifier component. 
The differential input of Fig. 5 is converted into a 

single-ended input suitable for use by the isolation 
amplifier. The gain stage used for this conversion does 
not make use of unduly high impedance values, thus 
minimizing noise generation. The input diode should be 
of a low-leakage type and must not be light-sensitive lest 
photocurrents be generated in the input structure. 

In any patient-lead isolation application, wiring on the 
patient's side of the isolation amplifier is as critical as 
the isolation properties of the amplifier itself. Since this 
wiring is an extension of the patient's vulnerable area, its 
proper selection is critical. For example, some cables 
produce copious noise when flexed, thus ruining the 
otherwise noise-free performance of an isolation system. 
Cable length can also be a problem. A few tens of feet of 

patient cable along a concrete floor can entirely bypass 
the capacitive isolation of the amplifier. 

For motor and ac load control, the use of two-
transformer-coupled isolation amplifiers has not usually 
been possible because of such amplifiers' bandwidth 
limitations. Thus optically coupled isolation amplifiers 
equipped with floating power sources to energize their 
input amplifiers have been used. The two-transformer 
design used in the model 289 makes it possible to use 
transformer-coupled isolation amplifiers for motor and 
ac load-control applications. This amplifier possesses 
sufficient bandwidth and low enough phase shift to make 
its use practical in such applications. 

\  

Faithful replication 

Figure 6 shows two dual-transformer isolation ampli-
fiers sensing the armature voltage and current of a 
motor. Faithful replicas of the waveforms of these vari-
ables are delivered to the motor control. Isolation ampli-
fier AI operates at unity gain from divider R 1—R3 to 
deliver an output that is 1/100 of the armature voltage. 
Isolation amplifer A2 operates at a gain of 100 to deliver 
a voltage that is 100 times that developed across the 
current-sensing resistor. 

Figure 7 shows three dual-transformer isolation 
amplifiers sensing the voltages on the three lines of a 
three-phase ac load. The Y network divides the voltages 
of the three phases and creates a neutral for the input 
commons of the isolation amplifiers. The output of each 
isolation amplifier is a faithful replica of the waveform 
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8. Converter. The 289 two-transformer isolation amplifier can be 

used to isolate the output of a 12-bit digital-to-analog converter. 

Resistors Rt and Ra should be adjusted to produce less than 0.5 

millivolt at both d-a converter outputs for this circuit to work properly. 

of the phase that it senses. The isolation-amplifier out-
puts provide the feedback necessary for the trigger con-
trol to correctly fire the triacs. These same outputs could 
also be fed to root-mean-square-to-dc converters in simi-
lar ac load-control applications. 
A note of caution on the use of the circuit of Fig. 7: 

since transformer-coupled isolation amplifiers are sus-
ceptible to applied magnetic fields, it is best to place 
them outside the leakage fields of motors, transformers 
and other sources of magnetic interference. If this is not 
done, these magnetic fields can modulate the signals 
passing through the isolation amplifiers. 

Figure 8 shows a dual-transformer isolation amplifier 
providing a 12-bit d-a converter with isolated output-
voltage capability. A buffered — 5-v reference voltage is 
provided to the converter by amplifiers Ala and Ab and 
their associated circuitry. The fractional value of a digi-
tal-word input to the converter causes a proportional 
fraction of the d-a converter current to flow in the 
converter's OUT, output terminal. The remaining con-
verter current flows into the converter's ouT2 terminal. 
Current flowing into OUT, causes a positive voltage at 
the output of amplifier Al,. Current flowing into our2 of 
the converter causes a positive voltage at the output of 

9. Temperature. To measure the temperature of an object that may 

float at a high common-mode voltage, a dual-transformer isolation 

amplifier can be used. All connections to the isolation amplifier's gain 

terminals should be kept as short as possible to minimize errors. 

Aid, in turn causing a negative voltage at the output of 
Al,. The output of Alc is reproduced at the output of the 
isolation amplifier. 

For the circuit of Fig. 8 to work properly, resistors R, 
and Rg must be adjusted to produce less than 0.5 milli-
volt at both d-a converter outputs. Resistor Rlç can be 
used for gain adjustment, while resistor R, 1 can be used 
to adjust the output offset between an input binary code 
of 100000000000 and one of 0. Circuit operation is 
bipolar with a ± 5-v swing. 

Measuring floating temperatures 

A dual-transformer isolation amplifier like the 289 
may be used in applications where it is necessary to 
measure the temperature of an object that may float at a 
high common-mode voltage, as shown in Fig. 9. The 
isolation amplifier provides a ground-referenced output. 

In the circuit of Fig. 9, the temperature sensor sinks a 
current of — 1 microampere per kelvin. This current 
flows from the gain terminal of the isolation amplifier, 
developing across the amplifier's internal feedback resis-
tor a voltage of + 10 millivolts/K. This voltage appears 
at the isolation amplifier's output. 

For an output of 10 mvtC, the circuitry shown with a 
dotted connection can be used. A current of + 273 µA is 
sourced through the 8.66-kilohm resistor and the 1-ka 
potentiometer, canceling the temperature-sensor current 
at OnC (273 K). This results in 0 mv at the amplifier 
output at OnC. 

For proper operation of the circuit in Fig. 9, all 
connections to the isolation amplifier's gain terminals 
should be kept as short as possible. 
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One small word about computers. 

Osborne 
The Leader in Microcomputer Books 

The World's Best Selling 
Microcomputer Text REVISED!  
An introduction to Microcomputers: 
Vol. 1, Basic Concepts, 2nd Ed. 
by Adam Osborne 

Since this book first appeared in 1976 more than 200,000 copies 
in four different languages have been sold, making it the best selling 
book on microprocessors ever written. Now it has been completely 
revised to reflect changes in this dynamic field. Basic Concepts, 
2nd edition contains the most current information on microprocessor 
fundamentals to be found in any publication. #34-9 $12.50 

Also in the introduction to Microcomputers series: 

Volume 0 — The Beginner's Book 
by Adam Osborne 

EETTROITEXTEOR 
TO MICROCOMPuTERs 

VOLUME 0 
THE BEGINNER s BOO 

Order Form 

This book introduces 
computer logic and 
terminology to the 
complete beginner in 
the field of 
microcomputers. 
Numerous illustrations 
and photographs 
combine with clear, 
easy-to-follow text to 
provide an elementary 
but broad-based 
background. 
*26-8 57 95 

Volume 2 — Some Real Microprocessors 
by Adam Osborne et al. 

This unique reference provides objective 
descriptions of virtually every micro-
processor on the market today. Lets you 
know what's available, how they work (or 
don't work), and how to use them. Loose-
leaf. Binders and yearly updates (six 
issues) sold separately. 

Vol 2 book. 1978 ed 
Vol 2 binder 

Vol 2 1978/79 updates 

*15-2 
*16-0 

*97 

S2500 

$ 500 

S2500 

Volume 3 — Some Real Support Devices 
by Jerry Kane et al. 

Same objective, In-depth coverage as 
Volume 2, but applied to support 
devices: memory, data converters, data 
communication devices, direct memory 
access controllers, busses, and much 
more. Loose-leaf. Binders and yearly 
updates (six Issues) sold separately. 

Vol. 3 book. 1978 ed. 

Vol. 3 binder 

Vol 3 1978/79 updates 

*18-7 
*19-5 

*98 

Combined update subscriptions can be purchased for both Volumes 2 and 3, 
a total of twelve update issues. 
*99 $40.00 

$15.00 

S 5.00 

$25.00 

Book No. Price Quantity Amount 

e 

e 

e 

e 

Calif residents add 6% sales tax. Subtotal 
S F. BART residents add 6-1/2% sales tax. 

No tax on update subscriptions. California residents tax 

SNIPPING (Shipping for large orders to be arranged) 
Shipping 

All foreign orders $400 per Item for air mail 

No charge in the U. S. on update subscriptions TOTAL 
SO 75 net Item 4th elnu in the Il S (nlinue 1-11 tunalicl 

$1.25 per item UPS In the U. S. (allow 10 days) 

$2.50 per item special rush shipment by air in the U. S. 

For faster shipment or credit card. phone (415) 548-2805 

Name.  

Address:  

City: State  -

ZIP. Phone   

OSBORNE/McGraw-Hill 

630 Bancroft Way, Dept. E20 
Berkeley, CA 94710 
(415) 548-2805 
TWX 910-366-7277 
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Whodunit? 
RadarcçzRadio 

Communications 
IC Handbook 

Forget the cloak and dagger. 
Don't bother to question the butler 

or the upstairs maid. 
The perpetrator of this micro-

electronic masterpiece is as plain as the 
Plessey logo on the front cover. 

Take the mystery out of 
specifying IC's for radar and 
radio systems applications. 

Plessey makes a complete array 
of complex "function block" IC's for 
radar signal processing and radio 
communications. 
And you can read about all of them 

in the just-published, 450-plus-page 
RADAR & RADIO COMMUNICA-
TIONS IC HANDBOOK. It's chock-full 
of applications notes and design tips, 
a "cookbook" for all you high frequency 
fans that will simplify your designs, 
increase reliability, improve per-
formance and lower your system cost. 



PLESSEY IC'S FOR RADAR IFS 
Wideband Amplifiers for Successive Detection Log Strips 

SL521 30 to 60 MHz center frequency, 12 dB gain. 
SL523 Dual S1521 (series). 
SL1521 120 to 160 MHz center frequency, 12 dB gain. 
SL1522 Dual SL1521 (parallel). 
SL1523 Dual SL1521 (series). 
Low Phase Shift Amplifiers 

$1531 True log IF. amplifier, 10.200 MHz, ±0.5°/10 dB max 
phase shift. 

$1532 400 MHz bandwidth limiting amplifier, 1° phase shift 
max, when overdriven 12 dB. 

Linear Amplifiers 

SL550 125 MHz bandwidth, 40 dB gain, 25 dB swept gain 
control range, 1.8 dB noise figure, interfaces to 
microwave mixers. 

511550 320 MHz bandwidth version of SL550. 
SL560 300 MHz bandwidth, 10 to 40 dB gain, 1.8 dB noise 

figure drives 50 ohm loads, low power consumption. 
Video Amplifiers and Detectors 

SL510 Detector (DC to 100 MHz) and video amplifier (DC to 
24 MHz) may be used separately, 11 dB incremental 
gain 28 dB dynamic range. 

$1511 Similar to 51510 with DC to 14 MHz video amplifier, 
16 dB incremental gain. 

SL541 High accuracy op amp configuration, 175 V/us slew 
rate 50 in settling time, stable 70 dB gain, 50 os 
recovery from overload. 

"Must reading for every radar 
systems buff..:' 
Whether you're working with radar 

and ECM, weapons control or naviga-
tion and guidance systems, you'll 
quickly surmise that Plessey IC's are 
a simpler, less expensive, more flexible 
alternative to whatever you're now 
using for any I.F. strip up to 160 MHz. 
The handbook abounds with ex-

amples of Plessey's Radar IC prowess. 
A case in point is the Plessey SL531 

True Log Amplifier. A six stage log 
strip requires a minimum of external 
components (one capacitor, one 
resistor per stage), yet has a band-
width of 500 MHz, a dynamic range of 
70 dB and has a phase shift of only 
± 3° over its entire range. 
As with most other Plessey 
devices, it operates over the 
full MIL-temp range and 
is available screened to 
MIL-STD-883. 
This thriller goes on for 

page after page with more of 
the same—highly integrated 
function blocks that are on 
the leading edge of tech-
nology without pushing the 
ragged edge of capability. 
You'll just have to get your 
copy of the HANDBOOK for 
the rest of the details. 

"I couldn't put it down. 
The only mystery was why 
I hadn't tuned Plessey into 
my radio communications 
systems before now...:' 

Even the most casual reader 
will appreciate the benefits of 
devices such as the Plessey 
SL600 Series (hermetic) and 
SL1600 Series (plastic DIP). 
Even more exciting is the 

Plessey SL6000 Series. It 
extends the Plessey IC "build-
ing block" concept even fur-
ther, with devices that permit 
higher levels of integration, 
lower power consumption 
and provide exceptional 

performance. 
The HANDBOOK is full of 

gems in silicon, but one example 
should suffice. The Plessey 
SL6600 is a monolithic IC that 
contains a complete IF amplifier, 
detector, phase locked loop and 
squelch control. Power consump-
tion is a meager 1.5 mA at 6V, 
S/N ratio is 50 dB, dynamic range 
is 120 dB and THD is just 1.3% 
for 5 kHz peak deviation. The 
SL6600 can be used at I.F. fre-
quencies up to 50 MHz, with 
deviations up to 10 kHz. 
Plessey's comprehensive line of 
radio communications function block 
IC's is cutting costs, increasing reli-

SL611 
SL612 

S1613 

Mixers 

SL640 $11640 Double balanced modulator eliminates diode 
rings up to 75 MHz, standby power 75 m`nl typical. 

Detectors and AGC Generators 

SL620 SL1620 AGC with VOGAD Mice Operated Gain 
Adjusting Device). 

SL621 SL1621 AGC from detected audio. 
SL623 SL1623 AM SSB detector and AGC from carrier. 

SL1625 AM detector and AGC from carrier. 
SL624 AM/FM/SSB/CW detector with audio amplifier. 
Audio Amplifiers 

SL622 Microphone amp. with VOGAD and sidetone amp. 
SLI330 SL1630 250 miN microphone/headphone amplifier. 
I.F. Amplifiers/Detectors 

$16600 FM double conversions with PLI detector 
SL6640 FM single conversion, audio stage (10.7 MHz). 
$16650 FM single conversion (10.7 MHz). 
SL6690 FM single conversion, low power for pagers 

(455 kHz). 
SL6700 AM double conversion. 
Audio Amplifiers 

SL6270 Microphone amplifier with AGC. 
SL6290 SL6270 with speech clipper, buffer and relay driver. 
SL6310 Switchable audio amplifier (400 mVI/9V/8 ohms). 
SL6440 High-level mixer. 

ability and reducing system size in 
applications that range from com-
mercial communications to military 
manpack radios. Read all about it in 
the HANDBOOK. 

PLESSEY RADIO IC'S 
Amplifiers 

SL610 SL1610 140 MHz bandwidth, 20 dB gain, 50 dB AGC 
range, low 4 dB N.F., low distortion. 

SLI611 100 MHz bandwidth, 26 dB gain, sim. to SL610. 
SL1612 15 MHz bandwidth, 34 dB gain, 70 dB AGC 

range, 20 rrAV power consumption. 
145 MHz bandwidth, 12 dB gain, limiting 
amp/detector. 

Plessey's radio IC prowess at work. The SL 6600 is a 
masterful monolithic IC that contains a complete I.F. 
amp, detector, PLL and squelch control. Power con-
sumption is exceptionally low. Performance is 
exceptionally high (Reprinted from RADAR & RADIO 
COMMUNICATIONS IC HANDBOOK). 

The $4 solution. 
It's elementary, dear reader. 
If you're involved in the design of 

systems for radar signal processing or 
radio communications, the new Plessey 
RADAR & RADIO COMMUNICA-
TIONS IC HANDBOOK should be at 
the very top of your current read-
ing list. 
Even if our Handbook unravels but 

one small systems solution for you, it 
will have been well worth the $4 
(postage paid) purchase price. 

For your copy, just write Plessey 
Semiconductors, 1641 Kaiser Avenue, 
Irvine, CA 92714. Telephone (714) 
540-9979. 

Plesseydunit. 
Circle 161 on reader service card 



Engineer's notebook  

PROM comparator monitors 
digital window limits 
by Noel A. Sivertson 
Storage Technology Corp., Louisville, Colo. 

In much of today's automated test equipment, analog 
data is digitized and measured against some standard or 
specification by means of a microprocessor-based sys-
tem. But what if a microprocessor is not available or 
there is no strong need to use one? Then a relatively 
simple digital window comparator built with fuse-link 
programmable read-only memories can be used to check 
the data in hardware, as shown here. 

The general scheme is shown in (a), where 1,024-
word-by-4-bit PROMS are used to test four decades of 
binary-coded decimal data against some arbitrary upper 
and lower limits. Line Ao on all devices is the cascaded 
error input, needed to generate the error signal at the 
output if the programmed data stored in any PROM is 
exceeded or is below its minimum specified value, as the 
case may be. The state of AI determines whether the 
comparison is to be made against the upper or lower 
limit. Address bus A2—A5 calls out one of a maximum of 
16 specified test conditions. Lines A6—A9 accept the 
input data. 
An example of how the circuit is both programmed 

and configured to monitor a given data window is given 
in (b), where the input BCD data is expected to fall 
within 1393 and 1505. As shown in the lower-limit 
determinant map, the hundreds digit PROM, 132, deter-
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HIGH LIMIT: 1505 
LOW LIMIT: 1393 
SPECIFIED ADDRESS: 0001 

10 3 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

1 ERROR CONDITION 

EI 

O 

102 

SI Et 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

00 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 
01 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 

1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 

101 

E, 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

00 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
01 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

10° 

S, 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

lb) 

LOWER-LIMIT DETERMINANT 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
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Logical endpoints. PROMs comprise four-decade window comparator (a), useful for checking upper and lower limits of binary-coded 

decimal data without the need for software. Example (b) describes design of typical automatic test circuit in detail. 
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mines if the measurement is made for the high or low 
limit. If the hundreds digit is a 3, for example, as in 
1,393, So of P2 will go high, pass through S, of P1, and 
appear at its So output. This action will enable SI of P2, 
P3, and P4. Thus each PROM will examine its data input 
against the lower limit at address 0001. 

Conversely, if the hundreds digit is a 5, as in 1,505, So 
of P2 will remain low, as will SI of 132, P3, and P4. 

Consequently, the PRoms will compare the data input 
against the high limit programmed for address 0001. 
Tabulation of an error map for each PROM, as shown, 
aids the user in attaining the desired output at each 
PROM'S Q, and Q2 output, so that programming for the 
desired window may be set in a minimum of time. As 
seen, the condition of both SI and El must be known in 
the middle two PROMs in order to determine if the 

corresponding input number falls into one of three cate-
gories, including that of equaling the specified limit. 

If the high- or low-determinant digit occurs in the 
thousands input (2,700 3,700, for instance), then So 
of P, responds to its own data input rather than to the 
data at Si. Here, So of P2 is programmed to remain low. 

If the data entered does not fall within the preset 
window, an error signal is generated at the correspond-
ing PROM's Eo output and carried to the PROM of the 
next most significant digit. Thus, the data-bit window is 
reduced by one for the high-limit measurement or 
increased by one for the low-limit measurement, depend-
ing on the status of its corresponding SI signal. 

Engineers notebook is a regular feature in Electronics We invite readers to submit original 
design shortcuts, calculation aids, measurement and test techniques, and other ideas for 
saving engineering time or cost. We'll pay $50 for each item published. 

Cyclic redundancy routine 
tracks data-stream errors 
by William W. Pfeifer 

Tektronix Inc., Components Division, Beaverton, Ore. 

Detecting bit errors in a serial data stream by perform-
ing a cyclic redundancy check, this M6800 routine runs 
more quickly than the one proposed by S. V. Alekar and 
is more reliable as well. Virtually any type of bit error 
can be detected. 
The program's function is the same as Alekar's, 

wherein a 16-bit data stream polynomial is divided by a 
standard CRC polynomial, including the CRC-16, CRC-16 
reverse, CRC-CCITT, and CRC-CCITT reverse specifica-
tions. The generated check word is then appended to the 
data stream during transmission. During reception, the 
incoming data stream is again divided by the same CRC 
polynomial. For error-free data, the check word should 
be zero. 

Unfortunately, however, Alekar's routine does not 
often yield the proper check word because the program 
combines the check word and the CRC polynomial via an 
exclusive-OR operation at locations 2010 and 2012. inde-
pendently of the carry generated. But the carry is the 
exclusive-OR result of combining the most significant 
bits of the check word and the data byte; the exclusive-
OR operation should therefore be carried out only when 
the carry is set. Consequently, the correct check word 
cannot usually be generated by the Alekar program 
except for a handful of types of data errors. 

Although it is simple enough to modify Alekar's pro-
gram to perform the exclusive-OR operation at the prop-
er time, better results are obtained from the program 
shown in the table. It will be executed in an average of 
only 400 machine cycles. In contrast, Alekar's routine 
would require more than 500 cycles in order to run 
flawlessly. 
The hexadecimal codes corresponding to the polynom-

ial standard to be generated are loaded at locations HPLY 
and LPLY, as in the original program, and they have the 
same values. For the CRC-16 standard, 80H is entered 
into HPLY and 05H into LPLY; for CRC-16 reverse, 40H 

2000 
2002 
2005 
2006 
2009 
200A 
200D 
2010 
2011 
2012 
2014 
2017 
201A 
201D 
2020 
2023 
2025 
2026 
2027 
2028 
2029 
202A 
202B 

M6800 CRC ALGORITHM 

Label Op code Operand 

LOOP 

NOTEOR 

CNT 
HPLY 
LPLY 
HCHK 
LCHK 
DATA 

LDA 
STA 
CLR 
ASL 
ROR 
EOR 
LDA 
ASL 
ROL 
BCC 
EOR 
EOR 
STA 
STA 
DEC 
BNE 
RTS 
RMB 
RMB 
RMB 
RMB 
RMB 
RMB 

A 
A 
A 

e08 
CNT 

DATA 
A 
A HCHK 
A LCHK 

A 
NOTEOR 

A HPLY 
B LPLY 
A HCHK 
B LCHK 

CNT 
LOOP 

Comments 

Store an 8 in the counter. 

Left-shift data byte, most significant bit in carry. 
Carry bit into MSB of register A. 
Exclusive-OR check word with data MSB. 

Left-shift check word, MSB in carry. 

Check carry. 
Exclusive-OR with polynomial. 

Store check word. 

Decrement counter. 
Done? 

Loop counter. 
Upper byte of polynomial. 

Upper byte of check word. 

Data byte. 
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EASY, CLEAN AND EFFICIENT TIMING CHART 

How often have you had a basket full of crumpled paper or your table covered with eraser 
shreds because you had to rewrite your timing charts many times before it was just right? No 
more of such mess now because Xebec Trading Corporation has brought out the Logic Scale, 
which is just a simple A4-size plastic board with 320 sliders arranged in eight horizontal rows. 
These sliders can be moved vertically between two click-stop positions representing the two logic 
levels. All you need do for preparing your timing charts is to move the sliders in each row to 
represent the waveforms in your circuit and after you have fully checked your design just go to 
your office copying machine and take a copy for your files. A quick glance at the photograph 
will tell you more than all the description we could write here. 

Material: ABS Plastic Dimensions: 297W x 2 10H x 71 mm 

XEBEC TRADING CORP. 
No 2!.l. Kasuya. St•tagaya ku, 
Tokyo, 157 Japan. 
CABLE: XEBEC JAPAN 
TELEX: 2324788 XEBEC J. 
TELEPHONE: (03)307.5641 

Robert Bosch announces 
a new Mini-Giant built 
to help resist moisture, dust 
and galloping inflation 
Here's a new 30-amp, 12 VDC plug-in relay 
engineered to do the job better than ever. Yet it's 
available at or below our 1979 price. The secret is in 
the housing of rigid polyamide plastic. 

Robert Bosch engineers chose this tough, impact-resistant 
plastic to replace traditional galvanized steel as the housing 
material. That helps explain the savings— in production costs 
for us, purchase price for you. 

The relay is protected by a seamless housing. Neither 
moisture nor dust can easily penetrate. 
The bottom of the unit is vented with a 
single hole to avoid heat buildup. But 
for extra heavy-duty, outdoor appli-
cations, even this vent can be closed with 
a Teflon plug that filters out foreign matter 
while allowing air to circulate. PCB Relay 

0.56 cu. in. 

Circle 164 on reader service card 

Plug-in Relay 
1.2 cu. in. 

For free specifications cin \ 
the full line of Mini-Giant . \ 
relays, both pluein àçld \ • - 
PCB, write: ' I \ \ 
Robert Bosch Qrpratn \ 

2800 So. 25th A'ven e " \ 
Dept. 0/PGE 4\ \ 

Broadview, II, 60153' 
‘, or phone Dave Robson, 

(312) 865-5459 

°BERT BOSCH 
10 Robert Bosch Corporation 
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and 03 H, respectively; for CRC-CCITT, 10H and 21H, 
respectively; and for CRC-CCITT reverse, 08H and 11 H, 
respectively. The data byte being transferred is stored in 
location DATA, and the higher and lower bytes of the 

check word are stored in locations HCHK and LCHK, 
respectively. El 

Referene« 
1. "M6800 program performs cyclic redundancy checks," Electronics Dec. 6, 1979, p. 167. 

Optical generator traces 
scope-mounted masks 
by E. Chandan and Agarwal Anant, Department of Electrical 
Engineering, Indian Institute of Technology, Madras, India 

Using a photoresistor encased in the aluminum hood of 
an oscilloscope for adjusting the position of the scope 
beam in the vertical axis, this function generator repro-
duces almost any waveform by electrically tracing out 
the pattern of the waveshape's defining cut-out mask 
that is mounted on the scope's face. It eliminates the 
need for expensive digital systems of the kind often 
employed for arbitrary waveform generation in biomedi-
cal and other applications below 500 hertz. 
The photoresistor should be placed snugly in the 

scope's hood in such a way that light from all parts of the 
scope screen is directly incident upon it, as shown in (a). 
The black paper cut-out of the required waveshape is 
then taped on the screen. 
The sensing circuit (b) monitors the screen illumina-

tion and adjusts the scanning beam to fall at the upper 
boundaries of the mask. Suppose the instantaneous loca-

tion of the beam is at point PI. The photoresistor will be 
intensely illuminated and assume a low resistance of 
perhaps only a few hundred ohms. Therefore, the nonin-
verting input of the 741 operational amplifier will go 
negative, and its output will also of course move to a 
corresponding negative voltage. 
The output of the 741, which represents the generator 

output, drives the Y input of the scope, so that the beam 
will be forced to move to a low point on the vertical axis. 
The beam will tend to fall below the upper boundaries of 
the mask in most instances, at point P2. Consequently, 
the photoresistance will rise to several megohms, causing 
the voltage at the noninverting junction of the 741 to 
move positive and to force the beam upward. 

Because of the aforementioned feedback, the beam 
attempts to rest at P3, where RI = R2. Of course, the 
beam traverses the X axis from left to right at the same 
time, and so the circuit will try to position the beam 
along the mask's boundaries, thereby generating an out-
put voltage conforming to the cutout. 

Occasionally, the gain of the 741 stage (1 +12.3/R4) 
needed for the vertical displacements desired for a given 
scope may cause the scanning beam to oscillate to an 
unacceptable degree. If the output of the 741 is taken 
after a low-pass filter (port B), the problem will be 
eliminated entirely. CI 

Id/ 

15 V 

OSCILLOSCOPE SCREEN 

o 

P3 

P2 

MASK 

-15 V 

ALUMINUM HOOD 

SCREEN 
(SIDE VIEW) 

CdS PHOTORESISTOR 
(DARK RESISTANCE = 10 M12) 

}, TO SCOPE'S Y INPUT 

Follow. Photoresistor encased in oscilloscope hood (a) serves to 

position scanning beam so that function generator (b) can trace 

pattern defined by cut-out mask that is taped to the oscilloscope 

screen. Most waveforms of 500 Hz or less may thus be generated, 

making circuit useful for biomedical applications. 
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Engineer's newsletter 
Floppy disks 

stay on track 

The industrywide problem of accurately calibrating head-to-track align-
ment, particularly as it affects the field interchangeability of flexible 
diskettes, has moved one step closer to solution with a new technique for 
producing alignment disks developed jointly by Dymek Corp., Santa Clara, 
Calif., and Micropolis Corp., Chatsworth, Calif. Dymek claims that the 
accuracies attained in its disks are the first to yield fully satisfactory 
tolerances for all its 96- and 100-track/in. floppy-disk drives. A maximum 
variation in radial alignment of only ± 0.3 mil was measured in alignment 
disks produced primarily for 48 tracks/in., Dymek reports. 
Dymek is currently offering alignment disks for 48-, 96-, and 100-

track/in, diskettes in 5'/4- and 8-in, formats, both single- and double-sided. 
Micropolis has certified models designed for its 5'/4-in, floppies for 96 and 
100 tracks/in. Alignment disks for Micropolis 96- and 100-track/in. 
products are available from Dymek at $28 for single-sided and $56 for 
double-sided models. For more information, contact Duane Meulners at 
Dymek, 2589 Scott Blvd., Santa Clara, Calif. 95050. 

Trifet op amp Those who have replaced the popular AD536 with the higher-bandwidth 
c uts noise in AD536A in their rms-to-dc converters and who have noticed a larger 

offset may be seeing the root-mean-square value of the wideband noise 
data converters from the preamplifier that drives it, as mentioned in the Potpourri section 

of Analog Dialogue, Vol. 14, No. 1, published by Analog Devices Inc., 
Norwood, Mass. The solution is to use a lower-noise preamp stage, such as 
the company's new AD544 Trifet operational amplifier, a monolithic 
device made with ion-implanted field-effect transistors and laser-trimmed 
thin-film resistors. It features a maximum bias current of 25 pn, a 
maximum offset voltage of 0.5 mv, 5 iv/°C drift, an 8-v/its minimum 
slewing rate, and a 3-1.ts settling time to within 0.01%. Combined with its 
high gain (50,000 minimum), low quiescent current (2.5 mn maximum), 
and 2-gv peak-to-peak noise (0.1 to 10 Hz), it is ideal for use with 
digital-to-analog converters and portable equipment. Price varies from 
$2.50 for the J version to $11.50 for the S. 

ICs may be The reliability of integrated circuits may be affected by the gold market, 

as good 
cautions Integrated Circuits Engineering to its consulting clients. Prob-

as lems associated with subsequent metal substitutions, process changes, or 
their gold thinner gold plating may result in the wake of soaring gold prices, the 

Scottsdale, Ariz., firm says. One such problem is expected to be mani-
fested on Cerdip packages, where use of a glass-frit die attachment might 
lead to chip fractures during extreme temperature cycling. ICE advises 
circuit buyers to switch to plastic or chip-carrier devices if possible. 

Mlcropower Circuit designers will hail the availability of Precision Monolithics' Op-
amboasts 420, a bipolar, highly accurate quad operational amplifier for micropower 

op p applications. The Santa Clara, Calif., firm's amp boasts a power drain so 
notable specs low that one T134 mercury battery can power it continuously for more 

than six months. Supply voltages of as low as + 3 or ± 1.5 y can be used; 
the supply current is a maximum of 0.25 mn at ± 15 v. Other key 
characteristics include a maximum offset voltage of 3.5 my and a typical 
common-mode rejection ratio of 83 dB. Contact PMI's Tom Schwartz at 
(408) 246-9222. -Vincent Biancomano 
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Itron Advanced Alphanumerics. 
They'll put your readouts upfront. 
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With itron's evolutionary 14-segment and dot matrix alpha-
numeric displays, your readout designs are sure to be front-
runners everytime. They're offered in a wide selection of 
character heights from 5 mm to 15 mm, and character counts 
that range from an 8-character 14-segment mini-package 
array, all the way up to the unique 240 character, 5 x 7 dot 
matrix (6 line x 40 characters/line) plug-in panel—and even 5 
x 12 dot matrices for upper/lower case fonts. 

Their long-term field-proven reliability, even under severe 
environments, further enhance their desirability for most 
every application where bright, easy-to-read legibility (even at 
a distance and under high ambient light), wide viewing angles 
and flat-glass simple-to-mount 
packages—plus low voltage and 
low current-drain are paramount. 
So, since brevity is called for, con-
tact us to find out all the parti-
culars on how to put your read-
out designs in the forefront with 
itron's Advanced Alphanumerics. 

FLUORESCENT DISPLAYS 
Patented and Manufactured by 
ISE ELECTRONICS CORP. 

NORITAKE ELECTRONICS, INC. 
EASTERN OFFICE: 41 Madison Avenue, New York. NY 10010 • (212) 481-3440 • Telex: 12-5469 
CENTRAL OFFICE: 16250 Northland Drive, Southfield, MI 48075 (313) 569-0088 
WESTERN OFFICE: 22410 Hawthorne Boulevard. Torrance, CA 90505 • (213) 373-6704 • Telex: 67-4910 
NORITAKE COMPANY, LIMITED 
JAPAN: 1 - 1, Noritake-Shinmachi. Nishiku. Nagoya-Shi • (052) 562-0336 • Telex: J59738 
EUROPE: Burotel Belgium SA. Rue de la Presse 3-5. 1000 Bruxelles • (02) 217-83-60 • Telex: 4626962 
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Announcing the HP1000 
Separate I/O processors let the 

Our new HP 1000 L-Series is designed to 
give you outstanding processing performance — 
even in the most demanding applications. 

The reason is our innovative distributed 
intelligence architecture. Each I/O interface has 
its own processor—made with our exclusive SOS 
LSI process— and its own direct memory channel. 
Which means each interface can control and moni-
tor data transfers — without interrupting the 
central processor. 

So the CPU can concentrate on its main 
job of computation. 

And you get faster response, higher 
throughput and superior system performance. 

But what's really surprising about the L-
Series is that you get all this performance at prices 

that start as low as $1968 for our starter sett Or 
$15,510 for a complete disc-based system:11* 

Nobody 
makes processors 

like we do. 
The key to the HP-1000 L-Series' impres-

sive new architecture is our own Silicon-On-Sap-
phire technology. SOS lets us make CPU and I/O 
chips with extremely high circuit density, low 
power consumption, high processing speeds and 
high reliability —at a very low cost. 

It's this combination of high performance 
and low cost that make the L-Series appropriate 
for the whole range of OEM and industrial appli-



L- Series Computer. 
CPU concentrate on computation. 

cations — including data management, 
process control and instrumentation. 

And to insure you can get the 
exact configuration you need for your 
specific application, the L-Series is avail-
able in a wide choice of board, box and 
system packages. 

The HP 1000 L-Series is a fully 
compatible member of our high 
performance HP 1000 family. 
Which means you can 
move up to a larger 
computer—all the way 
to our powerful F-Series —as your 
application grows. 

It also means you can use any HP 1000 
computer—and its sophisti-
cated program development 
tools—to design programs 
for the L-Series. 

The 
reliability is 

built in. 
Like all HP compu-

ters, the HP 1000 L-Series is 
designed to give you out-
standing reliability. Relia-
bility that's significantly 
enhanced by our SOS tech-
nology — processor boards 
have fewer active parts, so 

1-Starter Set: CPU, 64KB 
memory, one I/O board. 
tt Disc-Based System: HP'S new 
12MB Winchester disc drive 
and 2621 display console. 
(US. OEM prices in quantities 
of 100) 

fewer things can go wrong. In addition, the 
L-Series has its own self-test programs and 
diagnostics. 

And, of course, the L-Series is backed by 
our full range of support and documentation 
services—including our worldwide service 
network. 

For more information or a hands-on 
demonstration of our high performance, low cost 
L-Series, contact your nearest HP sales office 
listed in the White Pages or write to: Roger 
Ueltzen, Dept. 673,11000 Wolfe Road, Cupertino, 
CA 95014. 

HEWLETT 
PACKARD 

22002HPDS30 
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64K EPROMs 
from Texas Instruments. 
Defining the future. 

Ready today. 

EPROMs regularly double in den-
sity — 128K devices are inevitable. 
By factoring TI's new 64K EPROM 
into your plans today, you can pave 
the way for these greater densities 
and minimize system redesign. 

Because the new TMS2564 comes 
in a 600-mil, 28-pin, dual-in-line 
package. Plug compatible with that 
anticipated for the 128K EPROMs 
... and ROMs. When the time 
comes to upgrade, you'll be able to 
substitute one for the other. 

Outstanding compatibility 
In the meantime, the TMS2564 
EPROM allows you a great deal of 
latitude. For maximum compati-
bility with present devices, its 
JEDEC-approved pinout is derived 

from the industry- standard 24-pin 
64K ROM supplied by eight sources. 

On the new TMS2564, pins 26 and 
28 are reserved for the 5-V supply. 
With a supply trace to pin 26, both 
24- and 28-pin devices can be used 

PACESETTING EPROMs FROM TI 

Power Typical Power (rc) Access 
Device Description Supply Operating Standby Time 

TMS2564 
TMS25L32 
TMS2532 
TMS2516-35 
TMS2516 
TMS2508-25 
TMS2508-30 
TMS2716 
TMS27L08 
TMS2708 
TMS2708-35 

64K 
32K 
32K 
16K 
16K 
8K 
8K 
16K 
8K 
8K 
8K 

+ 12, 
+ 12, 
+ 12, 
+12, 

5V 
5V 
5V 
5V 
5V 
5V 
5V 

-± 5 V 
-± 5 V 
▪ 5 V 
-± 5 V 

400 mW 
325 mW 
400 mW 
285 mW 
285 mW 
250 mW 

250 mW 
315 mW 
245 mW 
690 mW 
690 mW 

50 mW 
50 mW 
50 mW 
50 mW 
50 mW 
50 mW 
50 mW 

450 ns 
450 ns 
450 ns 
350 ns 
450 ns 
250 ns 
300 ns 
450 ns 
450 ns 
450 ns 
350 ns 

with no jumpering. If you choose, 
you can even use smaller EPROMs 
without compatibility problems. 
And upgrading from the TMS2532 
32K EPROM is a snap. 

Low power 
The TMS2564 offers you the lowest 
power per bit in the industry ... 
only 13 ¡.i.W max active. A must for 
high reliability and low system 
operating costs. 

Widest choice 
Adding the TMS2564 to our fast-
growing EPROM family gives you a 
choice unmatched in the market-
place. All members are available in 
600-mil packages with industry-
compatible pinouts. All share the 
reliable production-proven TI 
EPROM technology. 

Here now 
TI's TMS2564 has been in produc-
tion since mid-1979. No need to wait 
— place your order today for the 
industry's first 64K EPROM, from 
the industry's first supplier of 16K 
and 32K EPROMs. Check your 
nearby TI sales office 
or authorized distribu-
tor. Or write Texas 
Instruments, P.O. Box 
1443 , M/S 6965, 
Houston,lbxas 77001 

© 1980 Texas Instruments Incorporated 

TEXAS IN ST RU M ENTS 
INCORPORATED 
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Critical factors in selecting a microprocessor development system ... 

Evaluating 
emulator transparency. 

aet]64252A E Ill VAL cAxTIAOAND PROBE 
C/54 WON c 

MICROPROCESSORS 



Today's microprocessor development systems are more 
sophisticated than ever. If you select the right one, it can 
make your job easier and help speed the development 
process. But to choose such a system requires more than just 
a knowledge that it's compatible with your microprocessor. 

True transparency? 
The first contribution of any microprocessor development 

system is in the area of software development. Beyond 
this, it must provide a RAM environment, downloading capability 
and run controls. That's where emulation comes in. Ideally, 
the development system should be totally transparent to 
your target processor. However, complete transparency is 
prohibitively expensive. Thus some compromises must 
be made. 

Some criteria. 
How can you judge how close a particular development 
system actually comes to true transparency? We think there 
are three important criteria: How emulator control is isolated 
from the user system; the RAM environment; and the speed of 
real-time emulation. 

A better answer to interrupts. 
With many systems, when you wish to take control of the 
processor to initialize a program counter to a particular value, 
interrogate a register, or single step through a program, 
the target processor must be interrupted via an interrupt 
line. In contrast, HP's 64000 Logic Development System 8-bit 
emulators incorporate a different architectural philosophy. 
Instead of calling for an inter-
rupt, they achieve functional 
transparency through the use 
of bank switched background 
memory where all emulator 
control programs reside. As 
a result, no interrupt lines 
are usurped and no processor 
address space is occupied 
by emulator control programs. 

All the memory you're paying for. 
Another way in which HP steps closer to true transparency 
is in RAM environment. While other systems may have 
memory that can be accessed by both the host and target 
processors, the HP 64000 separates the host and target 
processors, buses and memory. The host processor executes 
the monitor program, operating system and application pro-

Advanced Emulation Architecture 

TARGET 
SYSTEM 

EMULATION 
MEMORY 

BACKGROUND 
MEMORY 

IEMULATOR 
PDD 

BUFFER 
LJ 
SWITCH 

gram, and manages the system options and I/O. It execu 
out of its own 64k memory in conjunction with a choice of 
12 to 120 Mbyte hard disc, which functions as a virtual memory 
and provides mass storage. 

This means you get the use of all available emulation 
memory . . . and you have no contention problems. What's 
more, the 64000 architecture lets you do other tasks while 
emulation is in progress. For example, you can modify emulation 
memory while your processor is executing a program. 

The meaning of real time. 
How close a system will run to real-time is a function of 
memory chips and system architecture. The HP 64000 uses 
high-speed memory chips and microprocessors which impose 
fewer artificial speed limitations. Since both the host and target 
processors each have their own dedicated memory and 
buses, there's never a contention problem; and in most ap-
plications your system runs at operating speed with no wait-states. 
And the 64000's optional internal analyzer gives you a real-
time, transparent view of target processor bus activity to help 
you spot problems that show up when your system 
operates at speed. 

Independent Bus 
and Memory Structure 

TARGET 
PROC ESSOR 

EMULATOR 
POD 

HOST 
PROCESSOR 

EMULATION 
CONTROL 

Other important differences. 
The HP 64000 ($23,500* for the basic system including ern tor 
plus 8K of emulation memory) offers other important ad-
vantages. It uses a universal, rather than a dedicated ap-
proach, so that you can use it with most of today's popular 
microprocessors. Its directed syntax utilizes "soft keys" that 
speed learning and simplify operation. HP's shared peripherals 
approach means that a common data base can serve up to 
six development stations for team software development. And 
its user-oriented display editor speeds both editing and debugging. 

Find out how close to true transparency a development 
system can come. For a copy of the HP 64000 brochure, write 
to Hewlett-Packard, 1507 Page Mill Road, Palo Alto, CA 
94304. Or call the HP regional office nearest you: East 
(201) 265-5000, West (213) 970-7500, Midwest (312)255-9800, 
South (404) 955-1500, Canada (416) 678-9430. 

'Domestic USA price only. 

HEWLETT 
PACKARD 
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If Ben Experimented Today, 
He Could Rent Any One Of 18,000 
Test Instruments From General Electric. 

Short of a kite and a key, 
a broad selection of the 
most wanted test instru-
ments is available—like 
lightningi—from a GE 
Rental Shop near you. 
Biddle Megger Testers. 
Hewlett-Packard Signal 
Generators. Honeywell 

Oscillographs and Plug-in 
Amplifiers. Scopes from 

Tektronix. Recorders from 
Gould Brush and 

Esterline Angus... and many more. 
So, whether you need a single scope, 
specialized instrumentation, a com-
plex measurement system or appli-

cation assistance, renting 
from GE is a breeze! 

All rental instruments 
are maintained in tip-
top shape, thoroughly 
checked and calibrated 
before each shipment. 
And it's on the way 
to you fast, normally 
the same day you call. 

For your FREE RENTA_ 
CATALOG call collect 
to the inventory center 
nearest you; D Los Angeles, 
CA (213) 642-5350111Atlanta, 

GA (404) 457-5563 Ell Chicago, 
IL (312) 854-2994 E Detroit, MI (313) 
285-6700 0 Schenectady, NY (518) 
385-2195 D New York City (201) 
227-7900 I: Houston, TX (713) 
672-3570. Or call (518) 372-9900. 

Quick-rental instruments 
GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY 

Building 4, Room 210, 1 River Road 
Schenectady, NY 12345 
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New products_ 

16-K RAM accesses in 70 ns 
Chip is fastest 2-K-by-8-bit MOS static memory 

available; future versions will access in 55 ns 

by Wesley R. Iversen, Dallas bureau manager 

A number of mos manufacturers 
have introduced 4-K MOS static ran-
dom-access memory devices in the 
gathering race to fill functions previ-
ously needing bipolar parts to meet 
speed specifications. But now Mos-
tek Corp. has increased the pace by 
introducing a 16-K mos stat-
ic part that also addresses the high-
speed mos microprocessor market. 
To be available late this month in 

sample quantities, the MK4802 will 
be offered initially with premium 
access times specified as low as 70 
ns. That is not yet as fast as the 
55-ns times offered by the popular 
4-K 2147 static device, let alone the 
35-ns speeds achieved by the 2147H, 
built by Intel with its HMOS II pro-
cess. But the 2-K-by-8-bit 4802 will 
be significantly faster than anything 
currently available on the market at 
the 16-K level, points out Harry 
Margulis, a memory products mar-
keting and applications manager. 
And within six months following the 
projected beginning of volume pro-
duction in late September, Margulis 
expects that learning-curve process 
improvements will allow the part to 
be offered in a 55-ns version. 
A number of manufacturers, in-

cluding Texas Instruments, Hitachi, 
Oki, Nippon Electric Co., Harris 
Semiconductor Products, Inmos and 
Intel now produce or plan to produce 
a 16-K mos static device. And 
though some may use comple-
mentary-mos techniques to drive 
power dissipation to levels below 
those offered by the Mostek device, 
competitive 2-K-by-8-bit devices on 
which data sheets are currently 
available are aimed primarily at 
microprocessor systems with longer 
access times than those pegged for 

the 4802—typically in the 120-to-
200-ns range or higher, Mostek offi-
cials note. 
The 4802's speed is attributable 

largely to the use of Mostek's scaled 
Poly 5 n-channel mos process tech-
nology. Compared with the firm's 
earlier Poly R process, which pro-
duces minimum geometries of about 
5 gm, minimum channel lengths on 
the 4802 are reduced to between 2.5 
and 3 gm using scaled Poly 5. This 
enables 16,384 six-element static 
cells and more to fit on a 35,748-mil2 
die. 

Another factor in the speed of the 
4802 involves its relatively elongated 
331-by-108-mil layout. The chip was 
designed with an eye toward com-
plete data-sheet compatibility with 
the Texas company's high-speed 
1-K-by-8-bit sister static memory — 
the MK4801 [Electronics, Sept. 27, 
1970, p. 131], says Michael L. 
Bolan, strategic marketing manager 
for memory products. That part, 
currently available in sample quanti-
ties, is housed on a 106-by-182-mil 
die and is laid out as two arrays of 
128 by 32 bits separated by a bar of 
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j LARGEST RADAR INVENTORY IN THE WORLD  
SYSTEMS 6. 
SPARES 

AN/ALT-6-7-8 
AN-APG-33 
AN /APG-51 
AN/APN-69 
AN/APN-102 
AN/APN-169 
AN/APO-50 
AN/AP0-55 
AN /APS-20 
AN/APS-31A 
AN APS-42-45 
AN/APS-64 
AN ASB-4/9 
AN/CPS-6B 
AN CPS-9 
AN/DPN-32 
AN/FPS-6-8 
AN 
AN/FPS-20-75 
AN/FRC-39 
AN/FAT-IS 
AN/OPA-30 
AN/GPA-126 
AN/MPO-4A-10 
AN/MPO-29 
AN/MPS-19 
AN IMP X-7 
AN/MS0-1A 
AN 
AN/SPA-8 
AN/SPN-5 
AN/SPS-5B 
AN/SPS-6C 
AN/SRW-4C 
AN/TPN-12/17 
AN/TPS-10,E 
AN/TPS-10D 
AN/TPS-28 
AN /TPS-34B 
AN /TPS-37 
AN /TPX-21 
AN/UPA-25-35 
AN/UPX-4-6 
AN/UPX-14 
HIPAR 
MK-25 
Nike Ajax 
Nike Hercules 
SCR-584 

AUTOTRACK ANTENNA SCR-584 
RADAR SYSTEM 

360 deg AZ 210 deg EL. 1 mil. accu-
racy. Missile vol. accel. and slew rates. 
Amplidyne control. Handle up to 20 ft. 
dish. Compl. control chassis. ALSO in 
stock 10 cm. van mounted rad. system. 
Conical scan. PPI. 6 ft. dish. 300 pg. 
instr. bk, on radar. $50. 

  RF SOURCES   
17-27 KHz 200 W CW 
125-450 KHz 4 KW CW 
2-30 MHz 3 KW CW 
4-21 MHz 40 KW CW 
24-350 MHz 100 W CW 
80-240 MHz 500 W 2-5 uS 
175-225 MHz 300 KW 1. 20 uS 
200-2000 MHz 40 W CW 
210-225 MHz 1 MW 5 uS 
385-575 MHz 1.5 KW CW 
400-700 MHz 1 KW .03 DC 
950-1500 MHz 1 KW .06 DC 
900-1040 MHz 5-10 KW .006 DC 
1.2-1.35 GHz 500 KW 2 uS 
1.5-9.0 GHz 150 W CW 
3.2-3.3 GHz 10 KW .002 OC 
2.7-2.9 GH: 1 MW 1 uS 
3.1-3.5 GH: 1 MW 1.3 uS 
2.7-2.9 GHz 5 MW 2-3 uS 
4.4-5.0 GHz 1 KW CW 
5.4-5.9 GHz 5 MW .001 DC 
6 GHz 1 MW 1 uS 
6.2-6.6 GHz 200 KW .37 uS 
8.5-11 GHz 200 W CW 
9.375 GHz 40 KW .5-1-2 uS 
8.5-9.6 GHz 250 KW .0013 DC 
15.5-17.5 GHz 135 KW .33-1-3 uS 
24 GHz 40 KW .15 uS 
35 GHz 50 KW .1 uS 

 MODULATORS -  
25 KW 5.5 KV 4.5 A; .0025 DC 
144 KW 12 KV 12 A; .001 DC 
250 KW 16 KV 16 A; .002 DC 
405 KW 20 KV 20 A; .1 DC 
500 KW 22 KV 28 A; .001 DC 
1 MW 25 KV 40 A; .002 DC 
3 MW 50 KV 60 A; 30 uS 
10 MW 76 KV 135 A; .001 DC 
66 MW 160 KV 400 A; .00 

Circle 176 on reader service card 

TRACKING SYSTEMS 
K BAND MONOPULSE 40 KW E-34 
X BAND NIKE AJAX/HERCULES 
X BAND HI -RES MONOPULSE MOD IV 
X BAND OCA PAR II 
X BAND FIRE CONTROL 250 KW M-33 
X BAND MOBILE 40 KW AN MPO-29 
X BAND BEACON 100 W AN/DPN-62 
S BAND 10' DISH 500 KW AN/MPO-18 
S BAND 250 KW AN/MPO-10A 
S BAND 250 KW AN/MPS-9 
X BAND HAWK MPO-34 
X BAND HAWK MPO-33 
C BAND 1.5 MW MPS-19(C) 
S BAND 14 DISH PRELORT 

SEARCH SYSTEMS 
KU BAND AIRBORNE 135 KW B-58 
X BAND WEATHER 250 KW AN/CPS-9 
X BAND WEATHER 40 KW AN/SPN-5 
X BAND 7 KW AN/TPS-21 
X BAND CW DOPPLER AN/PPS-9/12 
C BAND HGT FDR 1 MW TPS-37 
C BAND 285 KW AN/SPS-5B/D 
S BAND HGT FINDER 5 MW AN/FPS-6 
S BAND COHERENT 1 MW AN/FPS-18 
S BAND 1 MW NIKE AJAX/HERC 
L BAND 40' ANT 500 KW AN/FPS-75 
L BAND 500 KW AN/TPS-1D/GSS-1 
UHF 1 MW HELIHUT TPS-28 

C BAND TRACKER 
Pwr: 1.5 MW Range: 250 miles 
Recv: paramp Display 5" "A" scopes. 
10' dish w/linear or cire. polarization. 

NIKE HERCULES 
SPARES/MAINTENANCE 

Over 10,000 major components in stock 
w/repairs and overhaul facilities inct: 
SHOP 1 8 2 MAINTENANCE VANS. 

SEND FOR FREE 24PAGE CATALOG 

Radio 
Research 
Instrument 
Co., Inc. 

2 Lake Avenue Ext., Danbury, CT 06810 
(203) 792-6666 • Telex 962444 

we're in 
Complete 
Control 
Signal Processing 

Accepts process signals 

4-20, 1-5, etc. 

Displays and/or controls 

Temperature Pressure 4424 

Level Speed 

Digital Control 
Unique internal digital control 

Control with signal conditioning 

Adjustable setpoints 

Plug-in display 

Digital 
Measurement 
31/2 digits, 0.1% accuracy 

r. The only I " high display 

r. AC ranges available 
UL recognized (Model 4424) 

4443 
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New products 

row decoders running down the mid-
dle of the chip. 

In organizing the 4802, Mostek 
designers have essentially laid two 
4801s end to end, creating a part 
consisting of two 256-by-32-bit ar-
rays divided down the middle by row 
decoders. This approach enables the 
speed of the 4802 to match that of 
the 4801, since the polysilicon row 
lines running the width of the arrays 
do not have to be lengthened. The 
higher-resistivity polysilicon lines 
cannot be extended without signifi-
cant increases in propogation delays. 
The bit lines running the length of 
the 4802 are of relatively low-resis-
tivity metal, so that the longer 
4802's performance is not degraded 
as is that of the 4801. 

Like the 4801, the 4802 is an 
internally clocked device using what 
Mostek calls an "address-activated 
technique" to limit power dissipa-
tion. By turning on sense amplifiers 
and certain circuit nodes only when 
needed, this technique limits the 
chip's power dissipation to 300 mw 
typically and 625 mw maximum and 
at the same time provides fully static 
performance. 
The 4802 requires a single 5-v 

power supply for operation and uses 
an on-chip substrate-bias pump to 
counteract negative voltage under-
shooting at the system level. The 
part will be offered in a 24-pin pack-
age with a Jedec-approved pinout 
that will enable upward pin-for-pin 
compatibility with the 4801. 

Like the 4801, the 4802 will ini-
tially be offered in a 70-ns version 
designated the 4802-70 and a 90-ns 
version designated the 4802-90. 
Slower, 120- and 200-ns versions 
designated -1 and -3 will also be 
supplied. In 100-piece lots, the 4802-
70 will sell for $150.80 each in plas-
tic. The -90, -1, and -3 versions will 
go for $115.10, $65.50, and $56.50, 
respectively. 

Mostek officials expect the slower 
4802 parts to be used with slower 
microprocessors and in other wide-
word applications where speed is not 
particularly needed. 
Mostek, P.O. Box 169, 1215 West Crosby 

Rd., Carrollton, Texas 75006. Phone Ron 

Gandy at (214) 323-6216 [338] 
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The 308 operates in 
four modes: parallel 
state, parallel timing, 
serial state and 
signature analvsis. 

DATA 
ANALYZER 

Big power 
in a small package. 

Tie 308 
Data Analyzen 
From Teldronix. 

Te new 308 Data 
Analyzer packs an impres-
sive array of logic analysis 
capabilities inside its trim, 8 
pound (3.6 kg) frame. For 
instance, it operates in the 
serial and signature modes as 
well as parallel state and 
timing. And samples both 
synchronously and asyn-
chronously up to 20 MHz. 
With a variable voltage 
threshold that covers all logic 
families in addition to TTL. 
Two separate memories, 

acquisition and reference, 
allow automatic data com-
parisons. If there's no data 
difference, the sampling 
process is repeated until a 
discrepancy appears. And the 
acquisition memory can be 
automatically searched for 
any given word. 

' 11111111 1_ 

Word recognition can be 
up to 25 bits and includes an 
external output to trigger 
other instruments. And the 
trigger itself can be delayed 
up to 65,535 clock pulses past 
the trigger point. The 308 
features a latch mode (5 ns), 
a memory "window" to let • 
you closely examine portions 
of the memory and state 
tables which are displayed 
in binary, hex and octal. 
The 308 Data Analyzer, 

from Tektronix. Performance? 
Uniquely versatile. 
Size? Conveniently compact. 
Price? Exceptionally reason-
able. 

Copyright ©1979. Tektronix. Inc. All rights reserved. 844 

If you're interested, contact 
your local Tektronix field 
office, or write us at: 

Tektronix, Inc. 
P.O. Box 1700 
Beaverton, OR 97075 
Phone: 503/644-0161 
Telex: 910-467-8708 
Cable: TEKTRONIX 

Africa. Europe 
Middle East 
Tektronix Intl Inc. 
European Marketing Center 
Postbox 827 
1180 AV Amstelveen 
The Netherlands 
Telex: 18312 

Asia, Australia, Canada, Central gro 
South Amerirajapan 
Tektronix, Inc. 
America's/Pacific 
110. Box 500 
Beaverton, OR 97077 
Telex: 910-467-8706 
Cable: TEKTRONIX 

1WctronDc- o 
COMMITTED TO EXCELLENCE 

For immediate action, dial our toll free 
automatic answering service 1-800-547-1512 



MOTOROLA HELPS SEAT 
Every day, around the world, 
over a million and a half people 
make, unmake and change 

data communications; and in 
countries around the world, 
more than half of all airline res- 

ment and control equipment, 
whose job is to supervise, cor-
rect and report on the operation 

airline seat reservations, some ervations are now being made of the whole communications 
for this evening, some for two through equipment from network. 
weeks from Tuesday, some for Codex, the data communica- Codex has made major 
as long as a year in advance. tions arm of Motorola. contributions to data communi-

It all depends on comput- A complete Codex data cations technology, helping im-
ers, of course, but a computer communications system com- prove the reliability, cutting the 
is merely a storehouse for infor- prises three key technological operating cost, and in some in-
mation. To use the information, 
computers must be able to talk 

tools. First, modems, which. 
translate computer data into 

stances quadrupling the speed 
of data transmission. 

to each other, and to remote signals that can travel over ordi-
terminals miles away, within nary telephone wires, undersea APPLICATIONS ABOUND 
seconds. cables and satellite links. IN OUR COMMUNICATIONS 

Second, network proces- INTENSIVE WORLD. 
ELECTRONIC 

CONVERSATIONS. 
sors, which can squeeze the 
signals from as many as 124 Fast, dependable real-time data 

communication is indispensable 
Such digital dialogue is called lines through a single telephone to an airlines reservation sys-wire, without losing the integrity tern—or to any communica-of any one of them. tions-intensive industry. For Finally, network manage- instance, it helps get the very 



800,000 PEOPLE A DAY. 
latest currency exchange infor-
mation within seconds from 
places as remote as London 
and Sydney and Hong Kong. 
It helps directory-assistance 
operators in the Los Angeles 
area handle ten times as many 
inquiries as they once could. It 
helps keep stock-market quota-
tions current for brokers; even 
makes computer time-sharing 
less expensive by slicing sec-
onds finer. 

These electronic miracles 
are merely representative of 
what Motorola products are 
doing every day. 

ATOTALLY ELECTRONK 
INVOLVEMENT. 

From its beginning as a pioneer 

in car radios, and later as an in-
novator in television sets for the 
home (a product we no longer 
make or market here at all), 
Motorola has become one of 
the world's largest manufactur-
ers devoted exclusively to 
electronics. 

Today, we make hundreds 
of models of two-way radios, 
and we're also one of the fore-
most designers of standard and 
custom semi-
conductors. 
And with prod-
ucts like the 
Codex 6000 
famil of com- )(al mic omputer, 

y largerrawnr   
Munications than life. 

processors, Making electronics history. 
and the Motorola MC68000 

microprocessor, we are in the 
leading edge of electronic 
innovation. 

That innovative strength 
has enabled us to develop sys-
tems that can make a home 
more energy-efficient. Systems 
that help keep the news new at 
news services. Systems that 
transmit color photographs 
from the depths of space. 

And, of course, complete 
data communications systems 
that help computers share their 
information to benefit you. 

MOTOROLA 
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The problem 
in big board testing 

is finding the problem. 
Introducing the FF323. 
The first digital in-circuit 
test system that can test 
up to 2400 points and pin-
point the problem right 
down to the component. 

Building faults into large, digital 
PC boards is inevitable. And 
the bigger the board the more 
chance of faults. Simple shorts, 
opens, misorientation and mis-
insertion cause most. But chip 
faults, such as stuck at one or 
zero, IC power loss or func-
tional failure can all occur at 
final test. Until now, finding 
faults like these was like finding 
a needle in a haystack. 

The new FF323 from Fair-
child has changed all that. It's a 
digital in-circuit test system 
with 2400 points—more than 
twice the capacity of any other 
system. It not only tells you 
where the fault is, but what the 
fault is. 

It can test a broad range of 
SSI, MSI and LSI device types, 
and it can isolate faults on 
highly complex PCBs. It can 
handle microprocessors, 
peripheral chips, bit slices, 
RAMs, ROMs, shift registers, 
UARTs, as well as the full range 
of small and medium scale ICs 

in technologies like CMOS, 
NMOS, SOS, HL and DTL. 
The FF323 can even pinpoint 
the analog component prob-
lems on your digital boards. 

You save time, labor, 
money and headaches. 

The FF323's testing capability 
delivers complete and precise 
fault isolation in seconds—not 
hours. A 100 chip board can 
be tested in 100 seconds. And 
the FF323 delivers yields of 
95% and better at final test. 
Fairchild's in-circuit testing 
strategy safely isolates cata-
strophic faults, before power-
up testing begins so costly 
ICs won't be unnecessarily 
destroyed. And our patented 
digital testing technique 
insures comprehensive, func-
tional interrogation of ICs. 

You do more testing, less 
programming. 

FF323 software helps you solve 
the problems of development 
costs and turnaround. You get 
up to speed quickly and stay 
there with the world's most 
comprehensive IC testing 
library. Our FAULTS automatic 
program generator gets new 
board testing programs on line 
in weeks instead of months. 
And the BASIC editor makes 
program changes problem 
free so you respond immedi-
ately to engineering changes. 

Look closer, and you'll find 
our software short and simple. 
CHIPS, the LSI test compiler, 
allows fast test routine genera-
tion. Real time datalogging and 
analysis helps you keep track 
of component and board 
faults. And our foreground/ 

background programming 
option gives you optimum CPU 
use with concurrent program 
execution. 

Only Fairchild can offer all 
the big board testing you 
need. 

FF323's flexibility lets you 
choose a system configuration 
to suit your application. Choose 
from either 1200 or 2400 sys-
tem point capacity—just plug in 
32 point switching modules as 
you need them. Our range of 
computer and peripheral 
options lets you select a well 
balanced data management 
subsystem. An instrumentation 
option is also available and 
Fairchild's Thinline® fixturing 
system lets you choose from a 
wide variety of fixtures, fixture 
kits and two universal designs. 

With Fairchild, you'll also 
get all the applications engi-
neering, training, service and 
support you need to keep test-
ing without interruption. 

For more information on the 
FF323, contact your nearest 
Fairchild Test Systems sales 
office. Or write Fairchild Test 
Systems Group, 299 Old 
Niskayuna Rd., Latham, N.Y. 
12110. Tel. (518) 783-3600. 

FAIRCHILD 

A Schlumberger Company 

The 
first family 
of ATE. 
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The foremost solution 
to high volume, custom-design switch panels... 

Monopanel 
Touch Switches 

from 

CENTRALAB 
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Designers of switch panels for today's newest 

products — from appliances to instrumentation — 
are turning to Monopanel touch switches for 

custom designs that incorporate all the 
circuitry, switching function and 

graphics they require. Centralab, 
the industry's most complete 
touch switch facility, offers a 

choice of film-base or rigid panels. 

Recognized for over 50 years as 
experts in switch technology, 

Centralab is a singular source 

of help for custom switch 
graphics and quality, high 

volume switch production 
capabilities. Monopanel is the 

answer to your high density 

switching needs. Batch processing 
enables us to economically produce as 

MIS L-1.1 

many as 748 switches on a master panel 
that's only 11" x 17". Monopanel is a complete 
switch package that's thin, light, durable and 

100% tested. More than 10 million failure-free 
switching cycles attest to its long operational life. 

Add the touch of innovation to your product. Call 

your Centralab Representative for a demonstration, 

application help or information on prototyping 

panels, or write Centralab, Inc., a North American 

Philips Company, 5855 N. Glen Park Road, PO. Box 

2032, Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53201. 
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New products 

AL Huntsville 
CARTWRIGHT & BEAN 
C (205) 533-3509 

AZ Phoenix 
CLEMICK-NEENAN 
* (602) 279-7649 

CA Palo Alto 
BROOKS TECH. GROUP 
C (415) 328-3232 
San Diego 
CLEMICK-NEENAN 
IT (714) 268-8540 
Sherman Oaks 
CLEMICK-NEENAN 
a (213) 990-3150 
Tustin 
CLEMICK-NEENAN 
* (714) 547-0966 

CO Evergreen 
CENTRALAB 
e 1303) 674-1092 

CT Meriden 
CENTRALAB 
IS (203) 235-0766 

FL Ft Lauderdale 
CARTWRIGHT & BEAN 
e (305) 735-4900 
Orlando 
CARTWRIGHT & BEAN 

(305) 422-4531 

GA Atlanta 
CARTWRIGHT & BEAN 
e 14041 233-2939 

HI Honolulu 
DOUGHERTY ENT 
C (808) 847-4144 

IA Cedar Rapids 
JERRY VRBIK CO. 
/X (319) 366-8733 

IL Des Plaines 
CENTRALAB 
a (312) 827-4487 

IN Indianapolis 
LES M DeVOE CO 
* (317) 842-3245 

KS Shawnee Mission 
LOWELL-KANGAS 
C (913) 631-3515 

LA Metairie 
CARTWRIGHT & BEAN 
* (504) 835-6220 

MA Needham 
CENTRALAB 
* (617) 444-4781 

MD Columbia 
BRESSON ASSOC. 
C (215) 664-6460 

MI Lathrup Village 
CENTRALAB 
IX (313) 559-9095 
St Joseph 
CENTRALAB 
e (6161 983-0233 

MN Minneapolis 
CENTRALAB 
C (612) 831-5212 

MO St Louis 
LOWELL-KANGAS 
e (314) 821-4050 

MS Jackson 
CARTWRIGHT & BEAN 
* (601) 981-1368 

I 

NY Albany 
REAGAN COMPAR 
C (518) 489-7408 
Endwell 
REAGAN,COMPAR 
* (607) 723-8743 
Fairport 
REAGAN COMPAR 
* (716) 271-2230 
Great Neck 
CENTRALAB 

(516) 466-6570 
New Hartford 
REAGAN COMPAR 
* (315) 732-3775 

NC Charlotte 
CARTWRIGHT & BEAN 
IS (704) 377-5673 
Raleigh 
CARTWRIGHT & BEAN 
/r (919) 781-6560 

OH Brecksville 
CENTRALAB 
a (216) 526-1205 
Worthington 
CENTRALAB 
e (614) 888-2150 

OR Beaverton 
CENTRALAB 
e (503) 643-5516 

PA Narberth 
BRESSON ASSOC 
* (215) 664-6460 

TN Knoxville 
CARTWRIGHT & BEAN 
C (6151 693-7450 
Memphis 
CARTWRIGHT & BEAN 
C (901) 276-4442 

TX Austin 
CENTRALAB 
C (512) 454-9529 
El Paso 
CENTRALAB 
/X (915) 779-3961 
Farmers Branch 
CENTRALAB 
C (214) 243-8791 

VA Lynchburg 
BRESSON ASSOC 
IX (215) 664-6460 

WA Bellevue 
CENTRALAB 

(206) 454-7754 

WI Milwaukee 
CENTRALAB 
* (414) 228-2122 

PUERTO RICO 
Hato-Rey 
M. ANDERSON CO. 
IS (809) 751-2026 

CANADA 
B.C. North Vancouver 

AR WIN TECH SALES 
a (604) 980-4346 

ONT Ajax 
McHUGH ELEC 
a (416) 683-1540 

OUE Ste Dorothee Laval 
HARNETT ENT. 
PS (514) 689-4184 
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Software 

Concurrent Pascal 
reaches chip level 

High-level microprocessor 

language does concurrent, 

real-time programming 

Until recently, when a concurrent 
software system was needed to 
synchronize the use and sharing of 
microcomputer resources, it was 
written in assembly language. Typi-
cally, although such systems can 
synchronize tasks in real time, they 
cannot ensure freedom from error 
when protecting data and managing 
devices. 
A new high-level language for 

concurrent, real-time program-
ming—Micro Concurrent Pascal 
(mcP)— handles events and syn-
chronizes tasks as they occur and in 
addition enforces data protection 
and resource management via its 
own language design and implemen-
tation, not via the programmer. The 
developer of the language, Enertec 

Inc., says that mcP is, in fact, "the 
only high-level language not tied to a 
single microprocessor that provides 
concurrency extensions for micro-
processor execution." 

Modules. Micro Concurrent Pas-
cal uses data-monitoring, device-
monitoring, and process modules. 
The processes execute code, while 
calling data and device monitors to 
access data or devices. The data 
monitors contain both the data and 
all the routines that operate on that 
data. The device monitors permit 
input and output devices to be man-
aged directly from the language. 
Further, the two types of monitor 
enforce the mutual exclusion of pro-
cesses: no other process may access a 
monitor that is already inhabited by 
a process being executed. 

Since mcP descends from Pascal, 
it offers most of the benefits of this 
popular language. It also offers the 
following for programming microcom-
puter systems: separate data types 
for 8- and 16-bit integers to allow 
efficient data storage, language con-
structs that permit direct hardware 
addressing and direct bit manipula-
tion, a drop to assembly-language 
capability for time-critical routines, 
string-manipulation routines, as 

A Pascal compiler for the HP 64000 

A series of Pascal compilers for the Hewlett-Packard 64000 logic develop-
ment systems uses a two-pass compilation process to translate source-
language files directly into relocatable modules that can be linked to other 
Pascal or assembly-language modules to produce object files. The first pass, 
or parser segment, generates a machine-independent intermediate data 
structure. The second pass, or code-emitter segment, generates target-
processor object code. These files can then be loaded into the emulator 
facility of the HP 64000 for testing in the microprocessor environment. The 
first of the compiler series, product number 64810A, compiles to 8080 and 
8085 object code and sells for $2,000. It can be delivered immediately. 
A major advantage of the two-pass approach is that additional processors 

are supported by generating new code emitters for the processor-indepen-
dent parsers. Another benefit for the user of Pascal/ 64000 is that it 
enhances program debugging. Tight coupling between the source code and 
the actual debugging process on the target system enables table information 
and source-program line numbers to be passed to the emulator and logic 
analyzer. In addition, the user may transparently exit emulation and leave the 
running target system undisturbed while he edits the Pascal source file, 
compiles, and relinks. Users may request an equivalent assembly-language 
listing of the object code for code optimization and debugging. To enhance 
portability, source-code statements that deviate from the proposed ANSI 
standard are automatically identified upon user request. Contact Hewlett-
Packard Co., 1501 Page Mill Rd., Palo Alto, Calif. 94304 [342] 
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OUR SCHOTTKY DELIVERY 
RUNS CIRCLES AROUND 
THE COMPETITION. 

UNITRODE SCHOTTKY 
RECTIFIERS 

Unitrode 1980 

Introducing Unitrode's DO-4 
and TO-3 Schottkys— with 
the same fast delivery as our 

DO-5. 
When it comes to 

delivering SD41, center-
tap SD241, or any other 
power Schottkys, 
Unitrode leaves the 

DO-4 others at the starting 
gate. Because were 
making deliveries on 
time. Every time. Just 

like we're doing with 
our SD51 
Schottkys. 

But what we deliver 
TO-3 • MOSt is performance 

The DO-4 and TO-3 
are rated up to 50V at 150°C 

and 40A. With specs like 175°C 
operating junction temperature 
and forward voltage drops of 
.55V max. at 125°C. 

All this, with the kind of reli-
ability you've come to expect 
from Unitrode. 

For a sample, contact your 
nearest Unitrode representa-
tive or distributor listed next to 
this ad. Try them out, and find 
out what we mean by running 
circles around the competition. 

Unitrode Corporation, 
5 Forbes Rd., Lexington, MA 
02173. 

UNITRODE 
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Unitrode Representatives: 
AL: Conley & Assoc, Inc. 205-882-0316 AZ: Fred Board 
Assoc., Inc. 602-994-9388 CA: 12 Inc. 408-988-3400, 
Great American Rep Company 714-832-8113, Great 
American Rep Company 213-990-4870, SR Electronics 
(San Diego) 714-560-8330 CO: Component Sales, Inc. 
303-759-1666 a: Kanan Assoc. 2,03-743-1812 FL: Conley 
& Assoc., Inc. (Oviedo) 305-365-3283, Conley & Assoc., 
Inc (Boca Raton) 305-395-6108, Conley & Assoc., Inc. 
813-885-7658 GA: Conley & Assoc., Inc. 404-447-6992 
IL: Carlson Electronic Sales Co 312-956-8240 IN: Carlson 
Electronic Sales Co 317-842-3740 IA: Carlson Electronic 
Sales Co 319-377-6341 KS: Rush & West Assoc. 
913-764-2700 MD: New Era Sales, Inc. 301-768-6666 
MA: Kanan Assoc. 617-944-8484 MI: Miltimore Sales, Inc. 
313-349-0260, Miltimore Sales, Inc. 616-942-9721 
MN: Electronic Innovators 612-835-0303 MO: Rush & 
West Assoc. 314-394-7271 NJ: Lorac Sales, Inc. 
201-492-1050 NM: Reptronix, Ltd. 505-881-8001 
NY: Lorac Sales, Inc. 516-681-8746, Reagan/Compar 
Albany, Inc. 518-489-7408, Reagan/Compar Albany, Inc. 
315-732-3775, Reagan/Compar Albany, Inc 716-271-2230, 
Reagan/Compar Albany, Inc. 607-723-8743 OH: Baehr, 
Greenleaf & Assoc., Inc. (Cincinnati) 513-891-3826, 
Baehr, Greenleaf & Assoc., Inc. (Dayton) 513-293-1102, 
Baehr, Greenleaf & Assoc., Inc. 216-221-9030, Baehr, 
Greenleaf & Assoc., Inc. 614-486-4046 OR: Vantage Corp. 
503-297-1714 PA: GCM Assoc 215-233-4600, Bacon 
Electronic Sales 814-796-2381 TX: Sundance Sales, Inc. 
214-699-0451, Sundance Sales, Inc 512-250-0320 
UT: Component Sales, Inc. 801-484-4222 Wk. Vantage 
Corp. 206-455-3460 WI: Carlson Electronic Sales Co. 
414-476-2790 CANADA: Kaytronics Limited 514-487-3434, 
Kaytronics Limited 416-669-2262, Kaytronics Limited 
403-276-9844 

Unitrode Distributors: 
AL: Hall-MarkMuntsville 205-837-8700 AZ: Kierulff 
Electronics (Phoenix) 602-243-4101, VVyle Distr. Group 
(Phoenix) 602-249-2232 CA: Wyle Distr. Group 
408-727-2500, Kierulff Electronics 415-968-6292, 
Capacitor Sales 408-734-3020, Components Plus 
408-732-0990, Components Plus 714-754-0471, Kierulff 
Electronics 213-725-0325, Kierulff Electronics (San Diego) 
714-278-2112, Wyle Distr. Group 213-322-8100, Kierulff 
Electronics (Tustin) 714-731-5711, VVyle Distr. Group 
(Irvine) 714-641-1600, Wyle Distr. Group (San Diego) 
714-565-9171, Arrow Electronics, Inc. 408-739-3011 
CO: Wyle Distr. Group 303-289-4631, Kierulff Electronics 
303-371-6500, Bell Industries Elec. Dist Div. 303-424-1985 
CT: Arrow Electronics, Inc. 203-265-7741, Lionex Corp. 
617-272-9400 FL: Hall-Mark/Orlando 305-855-4020, 
Pioneer/Florida 305-859-3600, Kierulff Electronics 
813-576-1966, Hall-Mark/Miami 305-971-9280. Arrow 
Electronics, Inc. (Palm Bay) 305-725-1480, Arrow 
Electronics, Inc. (Ft Lauderdale) 305-776-7790 GA: Arrow 
Electronics, Inc. 404-449-8252 IL: Kierulff Electronics 
312-640-0200, RM Electronics 312-932-5150, Hall-Mark/ 
Chicago 312-860-3823 IN: Pioneer/Indiana 317-849-730Z), 
PM Electronics 317-247-9701 KS: Hall-Mark/Kansas City 
913-888-4747 MD: Arrow Electronics, Inc. 301-247-5200, 
Hall-Mark/Baltimore 301-796-9300 MA: Arrow Electronics, 
Inc. 617-933-8130, Lionex Corp. 617-272-9400, Kierulff 
Electronics 617-667-8331 MI: Pioneer/Michigan 
313-525-1800, Mel Electronics 616-531-9300 MN: Arrow 
Electronics, Inc. 612-830-1800, Hall-Mark/Minneapolis 
612-884-9056, Industrial Components, Inc. 612-831-2666, 
Kierulff Electronics 612-835-4388 MO: Hall-Mark/St Louis 
314-291-5350 NH: Arrow Electronics, Inc. 603-668-6968 
NJ: Kierulff Electronics 201-575-6750, Arrow Electronics, 
Inc. 201-797-5800, Arrow Electronics, Inc. 215-928-1800; 
609-235-1900 NM: Bell Industries Elec. Dist. Div. 
505-292-2700 NY: Components Plus 516-231-9200, 
Lionex Corp. 516-921-4414, Arrow Electronics, Inc. 
516-231-1000, Arrow Electronics, Inc. 315-652-1000, 
Arrow Electronics, Inc 716-275-0300 NC: Arrow Electronics, 
Inc 800-334-0421, Hammond Electronics, Inc (Greensboro) 
919-275-6391, Hall-Mark/Raleigh 919-832-4465 
OH: Pioneer/Cleveland 216-587-3600, Hall-Mark/ 
Columbus 614-846-1882, Pioneer/Dayton 513-236-9900 
OK: Hall-Mark/Tulsa 405-835-8458 PA: Arrow Electronics, 
Inc. 412-351-4000, Pioneer/Pittsburgh 412-782-2300, 
Hall-Mark/Philadelphia (Cherry Hill) 609-424-0880 
TX: Hall-Mark/Dallas 214-234-7300, Components Plus 
214-783-6060, Hall-Mark/Houston 713-781-6100, 
Lenert Co., Inc 713-225-1465, Hall-Mark/Austin 
512-837-2814, Arrow Electronics, Inc (Stafford) 
713-491-4100, Arrow Electronics, Inc. 214-386-7500 
UT: Bell Industries Elec. Dist. Div. 801-972-6969, Kierulff 
Electronics 801-973-6913 WA: Kierulff Electronics 
206-575-4420, Shannon, Ltd. 206-763-0545; 
503-643-5754, VVyle Distr. Group 206-453-8300 
WS: Taylor Electric Ca 414-241-4321, Hall-Mark/Milwaukee 
414-761-3000, Kierulff Electronics 414-784-8160 
CANADA: Future Electronics, Inc. 514-735-5775, Future 
Electronics, Inc. 416-663-5563, Future Electronics, Inc. 
613-820-9471, Future Electronics, Inc. 604-438-5545 

New products 

well as hexadecimal constants. 
The new language permits the 

writing of complete real-time operat-
ing systems, including all device 
drivers. It assists and promotes mod-
ular software design and at the same 
time makes programs easily divisible 
among programmers working on the 
same project. Since mCP has self-
documenting code, the programs are 
easily modified, maintained, and up-
graded. 
Two pieces of software implement 

Micro Concurrent Pascal: a compiler 
and an interpreter kernel. An mCP 
program is first compiled into mCP 
pseudocode, then the p-code is inter-
preted with the kernel acting as the 
program executive to perform pro-
cess switching, process synchroniza-
tion, and interrupt vectoring. The 
interpreter kernels can be written for 
any microprocessor. 
The license for mCP compiler 

source code is $5,000. In a ready-
to-run configuration (with an object 
code precompiled by Enertec under a 
specified operating system), the pri-
mary site license is $1,200. The 
source license of a single interpreter 
is $750, and no additional licensing 
is required to distribute executable 
programs created by the compiler or 
the object code of any interpreter. 
Support is provided for one year and 
includes access to upgrades for a 
small service charge. 
Enertec Inc., 19 Jenkins Ave., Lansdale, Pa 

10446. Phone (215) 362-0966 [341] 

Software generates faster 

tests for LSI, VLSI circuits 

A new version of Lasar test-genera-
tion software-Lasar 5.1- allows 
faster, easier, and more accurate 
programming for the testing require-
ments of boards containing large-
scale and very large-scale integrated 
circuits. The new version makes it 
possible to produce test patterns that 
can be run on boards that operate on 
three-state buses. 
The program capacity of Lasar 

has been increased to handle more 
than 8,000 board-level circuit nodes 
and 512 board input and 512 board 

output pins. Also, the number of 
component types available from the 
system library has more than dou-
bled. As a convenience, program-
mers will be able to identify circuit 
nodes with symbolic names and to 
use longer names for component 
types. Special data-compression 
techniques are employed to reduce 
the size of the final test program 
by a factor of four when compared 
with the earlier version of Lasar. 
Lasar 5.1 can reveal potential bus 
conflicts on boards-such state and 
activity conflicts as result from lack 
of initialization or from out-of-phase 
clocks. Software licensing cost is 
$150,000 for the first installation. 
Delivery is immediate. 
Teradyne Inc., 183 Essex St., Boston, Mass. 

02111. Phone (617) 482-2700 [343] 

Interpreter runs standard Basic 

under UNIX on PDP-11s 

For PDP-11 users who run the 
UNIX time-sharing system and who 
have not been able to run or develop 
programs written in standard Basic, 
Human Computing Resources has 
developed HCR/Basic. This imple-
mentation of Basic conforms to ANSI 
standard X3.60-1978. In addition to 
the ANSI-required features, 
HcR/Basic has block-structured 
multiline functions. It also offers full 
string support, random and sequen-
tial access-file support, and the abili-
ty to execute UNIX commands 
under program control. It also has 
an on-line help facility. HcR/Basic is 
available for a one-time license fee 
of $1,350, which includes complete 
source code and documentation. 
Human Computing Resources Corp., 10 

Mary St., Toronto, Ontario M4Y 1P9, Cana-

da. Phone Mike Tilson at (416) 922-1937 

[344] 

Cobol-74 compiler is 

written in Pascal 

A Cobol-74 compiler written in the 
Pascal language conforms to the 
ANSI X3.25-1974 standard. The Co-

UNITRODE 
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THE BRIDGE 
IEEE 488-1975 

INSTRUMENT BUS TO RS232C ADAPTER 

The FI BRIDGE will permit the transfer of data 
between the GP-IB and RS232C interfaced instru-
ments. Fully buffered I/O is offered as a standard 
feature. The Bridge will link terminals or printers 
to measurement systems with a minimum of 
change to system software or hardware. 

$795.00 U.S. (F.O.B. Ottawa) 

F.„ FOUNDATION ELECTRONIC INSTRUMENTS INC. 

ià 1794 Courtwood Cres.. Ottawa. Ont. K2C 2B5 
16131 226-4000 

Circle 186 on reader service card Dealer inquiries invited 

NYLON GROMMETING 
Make your own grommets to fit any size or shape 
opening with Weckesser Type 6/6 Nylon Grom-
meting. Extruded grommeting available in 25 
and 50 foot lengths, five standard sizes to fit 

panel thicknesses from .052" to .250". 
Also available in molded flexible strips, 

12-3/4" long. All 
available in 

black or 
natural. 

COMPANY, Inc. 

New products 

bol nucleus and nine functional mod-
ules conform to full Level 2 stan-
dards. The modules perform table 
handling, sequential input and out-
put, relative I/O, indexed uo, sort 
and merge functions, segmentation, 
library handling, debugging, and 
interprogram communication. The 
compiler has a multipass design 
structure and object-code generation 
for standard Cobol statements. 
The compiler can be modified eas-

ily once the Cobol 80 standard is 
finalized, says the manufacturer, 
because the back end of the product 
can be replaced with minimum 
effort, permitting the compiler to 
generate a different set of relocat-
able code. The Cobol-74 compiler 
has a base price of $230,000, which 
includes manuals, source programs, 
and personnel training; the Pascal 
version is available at no additional 
cost. The product will be available in 
late 1980. 
Advanced Computer Techniques Corp., 437 

Madison Ave., New York, N. Y. 10022. 

Phone (212) 421-4688 [345] 

TRS-80 and Apple II get 

critical-path scheduling 

Project Schedule Analysis/1 
(PSA/L) is a cassette-based intro-
duction to computer-aided schedul-
ing for the TRS-80 Level II and 
Apple II computers with floating-
point Basic and at least 16 kilobytes 
of memory. The software package 
uses critical-path scheduling tech-
niques. It computes schedules for 
each job within a project, showing 
how early each job can be started 
and how early it can be finished, as 
well as the latest each can be started, 
finished, and still meet a project 
deadline set by the user. Schedules 
also show how long jobs can be 
delayed without affecting other jobs. 
Data can be stored on tape for later 
analysis, and results can be dis-
played on a video monitor or printed. 

For $25, a user will receive the 
program cassette and user manual. 
Express Marketing, P. O. Box 1736/ELM, 
Poulsbo, Wash. 98370. Phone (206) 779-

9508 [347] 

4444 West Irving Park Road • Chicago, Illinois 60641 • 312 282-8626 
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FEAR OF FLYING? 
THE OLD "SEAT-OF-THE-PANTS" 
FLYING CAPACITOR 
MULTIPLEXER. 

The good old flying cap mux may 
well be a thing of the past. Its reed 
relays can make it unreliable and eco-
nomically hard to maintain. Its thermal 
drift is high, noise rejection is low, and 
scanning speed is slow. Its common 
mode rejection suffers and isolation can 
be a problem. Why take chances with a do-it-
yourself thermocouple multiplexer, when we've 
done it all for you? 

THE NEW SOLID STATE, 
ISOLATED, THERMOCOUPLE /-
MILLIVOLT MULTIPLEXER. 

rq ANALOG 2854 
Lid DEVICES 

FOUR CHANNEL ISOLATED 

THERMOCOUPLE/mV CONDITIONER 

MAIM IN Ii SA 

The new 4-channel 21354 was specifically designed 
as a high-performance, versatile and reliable alterna-
tive to the standard flying cap mux. 
The 2B54 provides outstanding low drift, high noise 

rejection, high throughput, and 1000 V isolation. 
If you're looking for a low cost, high performance 
alternative to the good old flying cap mux, read on: 

Specifications: 
Low Drift: -±- 1 µV/°C 
(Max, 2B54B) 
Amplification: To 1000 V/V 
Isolation: ± 1000V dc 
(chan/chan/ground) 
Common Mode Rejection: 
156dB@ 60 Hz 

Filtering: —55dB @ 60 Hz 
Multiplexing: 
400 channels/sec 
Open Input Detection 
Low Cost: $36/chan 
(2654A, 100's) 
And Solid State Reliability! 

OUR NEW 2B55 AND 2B56 ARE 
TWO OTHER GREAT WAYS TO GO. 
If your application is high level signals (from 
± 50 mV to ±- 5V or 4-20 mA), use our new 2655. 
If you need cold junction compensation, our new 
2B56 can be used directly with our 2B54. 

For more information, call Robert Butler at 
(617) 329-4700 or write Analog Devices, Box 280, 
Norwood, MA 02062. 

ANALOG 
DEVICES 

WAYOUT IN FRONT 
Analog Devices. Inc . Box 280. Norwood, MA 02062, East Coast (6171 329-4700, Midwest: (312) 894-3303; West Coast: (714) 842-1717; Texas: (214) 231-5094. Belgium: 03V37 48 03; Denmark:021 84 5800: 

England: 01/941 0466; France. 01/687 3411; Germany 089/53 03 19; Japan: 03/263 6826; Netherlands: 076/87 92 51; Switzerland: 022/31 57 60 and representatives around the world 
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The last thing you want to do is fall for a sweet-talking ATE company, and find 
yourself left without any visible means of support. 

That won't happen if your ATE company is GenRad. That's because no other 
company offers you as many different levels of support. 

First, you'll meet our Product Specialist. He'll take a close look at your operation 
and analyze your needs. 
Then you'll meet our Applications and 

Software Engineers. Their job is to fine-
tune both hardware and software to your spe-
cific application. 
And as your needs change, our Software 

Support Group is always there to help. 
Generating software device models and 
application notes, and working with you on 
debugging and enhancements. Just give 
them a call whenever you need them. 
GenRad also has a lot of other people you 

can call on. For instance, our Training Specialists will make sure every 
one of your programmers understands their new 
system inside and out. 
And our Programming Services Group, made up 

of full-time applications specialists, can off-load 
your programmers whenever you need help. 

If a problem does occur, we can have a Field Service 
Specialist right there and solving any problem within 
hours of your call. GenRad's Programming 

We even help you solve problems before they develop Services Group is always 
ready to off-load your 

by putting you in touch with one of our User Groups. programmers whenever you 

People like you who own and use GenRad need hdp. 

equipment. In many cases, you'll be able to benefit from the 
experience of someone who's had a testing problem similar 
to yours. 

Altogether, GenRad offers you eight different levels 
of support. No other ATE company even comes close. 

That's something to think about before you let an ATE 
company get close to you. 

For details on our complete ATE line—from product devel-
opment to field testing—write GenRad, Concord, MA 01742. 

GenRad Applications Engineers work 
closely with your test system engineers 
to develop the most effective solutions 
to your testing problems. 

GenRad User Groups meet 
often to discuss common 
concerns and share ideas. 
One user may already have 
an answer to a testing 
problem you're working on. 

GenRad 
Put our leadership to the test. 
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Expanding 
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Design 
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Hitachi America. Ltd., Electronic Devices Sales and Service Division 
707 West Algonquin Road, Arlington Heights, IL 60005 (312) 593-7660 TLX 20-6825 
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6 questions &eV 
may ask you about 

Are bubbles 
supported by 
reputable companies? 
Bubble technology is out of 
the lab and into the market-
place. Eight major semicon-
ductor companies have 
committed to bubble produc-
tion by 1981 and six of them 
are shipping products now. 

Rockwell International is 
the only bubble producer to 
have arranged two second 
source suppliers. 

Are bubble memories 
competitive with 
other memories? 
Bubble memories fill the 
price/access-time gap 
between RAMs and some 
electromechanical memory 
media. Based on cost-of-
ownership, bubble memory 
pricing is attractive in many 
applications today. 

Within two years, bubble 
memory costs are expected 
to be less than 15 millicents 
per bit in production 
quantities. 

What industries have 
started using bubbles? 
Bubble memories have 
already been designed into 
industrial controls, ter-
minals, business data 
systems, instrumentation, 
telecommunications sys-
tems and computers. 

Rockwell International 
has shipped its bubble mem-
ory products to 175 companies 
in these market segments. 



P of Engineering 
bubble memories. 

What bubble products 
are available now? 
Another company has a 92K 
bit device in production, and 
Rockwell International is in 
production of a 256K bit 
device. Two other companies 
are now sampling their 
256K bit devices. Three 
companies have announced 
megabit devices. 

Rockwell devices are 
also available on memory 
board systems. 

Circle 193 on reader service card 

What kinds of 
applications are best 
suited for bubbles? 
Applications where modu-
larity in 32K byte increments 
up to 8M bytes is required; 
where electronic equipment 
must withstand unclean 
conditions; where size or 
packaging flexibility is 
important; where memories 
must operate for long 
periods without mainten-
ance; where non volatile, 
solid state data storage is 
mandatory. 

Ô 

How about support 
circuits for bubble 
memories? 
Most bubble memory manu-
facturers have committed to 
the production availability 
of LSI support circuits by 
the end of 1980. Rock-well 
International will have all 
support circuits and they 
will be alternate sourced. 
They will interface with the 
major microprocessor buses. 

To learn more, ask Rockwell. 
Rockwell International, 
Bubble Memory Products, 
Electronic Devices Div., P.O. 
Box 3669, RC-55 Anaheim, 
CA 92803. (714) 632-3729. 

% Rockwell International 
...where science gets down to business 



New products 

Instruments 

Active filter has 
dc to audio uses 

Unit offers resolution 

to 0.3% of full scale, bypass, 

and choice of gain and input 

Frequency Devices Inc., long a 
maker of active filter circuits for 
original equipment, is entering the 
test equipment field with a low-cost 
benchtop active filter having fea-
tures rarely found even on more 
costly units. The model 901F — 
aimed at dc through audio-frequen-
cy applications—is an eight-pole, 
Butterworth low-pass active filter 
with selectable corner frequencies. 
Measured at their 3-dB points, these 
frequencies range from 0.1 Hz 
to 29.9 kHz and are selected using 
four rotary switches. Resolution is 
0.3% of full scale, or about 100 Hz at 
the high end of the 901F's range. 
The stability of a selected corner fre-
quency is typically 0.01%/°C. 

Costing only $299, the instrument 
includes such features as a three-
position gain switch offering unity, 
+10-dB, and +20-dB gains; a 
choice of single-ended, differential-
and grounded-input operation; and a 
bypass switch. 

These are functions that engineers 
have long been resigned to providing 
from spare parts breadboarded to-
gether in the midst of an experiment. 
A simple thing like a bypass switch 
that cuts the filters out of the circuit 
can mean the difference between 
taking data in seconds and lengthy 
frustration. The 901F's "frustration 
coefficient" is further reduced by the 
buffer amplifier that comes into play 
when the bypass function is engaged; 
the amplifier maintains a 50-ohm 
output impedance despite the nature 
of the circuitry at the 901F input. 

Grounded-input operation is espe-
cially important in dc and near-dc 
applications as it allows operators to 
use a front-panel 10-turn potentiom-
eter to trim out the 901F's de input-
offset voltage, thus removing a 
source of possible error. 
Nor should gain contribute to 

experimental error. The 901F's gain 
accuracy is specified as ± 0.02 dB 
and is claimed stable to within 
± 0.02%. In contrast, the meters 
used to measure audio- and low-
frequency amplitude usually are 
hard-pressed to maintain 0.1-dB ac-
curacy, making the 901F about one 
tenth the error source the equipment 
frequently used with it is. 

For $100, users can add a nickel-
cadmium battery pack with internal 
charger. Besides making the 901F 
portable, it also makes it immune to 
line voltage noise and especially 
interruptions—a must when servic-

ing equipment with independent 
power. Further, using the battery 
option in the lab removes a key 
source of electromagnetic noise from 
sensitive experiments; it is common 
for engineers to spend hours chang-
ing the polarity of ac-line plugs and 
engaging and disengaging chassis 
grounds in order to cut noise and 
remove ground loops. The 901F's 
freedom from the ac-line should 
reduce that problem. 
The unit's internal noise is rated 

at 225 mv rms for ac-line operation, 
but falls to 6 mv rms in the battery 
mode. The battery pack's advantage 
for low-noise lab use is obvious. 
Nor should the 901F load down 

the equipment at its input. Its input 
impedance is 1 m9 in the single-
ended mode and 2 m11 in the differ-
ential mode; shunt capacitance is 
47 pF in both cases. 
Maximum safe input voltage for 

the 901F is ± 15 y continuous over a 
full power-bandwidth of dc to 
800 kHz. Its rated output is 10 v 
peak to peak at a continuous 
100 mA into a 50-9 load. 
The unit is small-3.5 by 8.5 by 

9.3 in.—and weighs 3.5 lb in its ac-
powered version and 4.5 lb with a 
battery pack. 
The 901F is available wired either 

for 105-to-125-v or 210-to-250-v 
operation, both at 50-to-60-Hz line 
frequencies. 

Delivery takes six to eight weeks. 
Frequency Devices Inc., 25 Locust St., Hav-

erhill, Mass. 01830. Call William Morse, 

applications engineer, at (617) 374-0761 

[351] 

Subsystems adapt analyzer 

for bus-carried serial data 

A pair of subsystems added to 
Gould's K100-D logic analyzer 
adapts it for serial data analysis of 
communications signals carried on 
the RS-232 or the Consultative 
Committee of International Tele-
phony and Telegraphy's V.24 signal 
bus; the IEEE-488 general-purpose 
instrument bus; and up to eight 
optional signal sources. 
With the K100-D/RS-232 subsys-
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II> 
Bendix—We pioneered connector 
technology. Our Pygmy connec-
tors introduced practical, minia-
ture design and became the world's 
most copied connector family. 
Our IT series connectors pro-
vided more contacts in less space. 
And our LIT series were the first 
`scoop-proof connectors that 
helped prevent blind mating con-
tact damage. 

Bendix—We've set milestones. 
Our multipin cylindrical minia-
ture and sub-miniature connectors 
became national standards. Our 
Bristle Brush connector brought 
about a practical solution to the 
problem of mating and unmating 
high contact count printed circuit 
boards with a low mating force 
connector. And our square cut RF 
connectors made 30 second 
assembly a reality. 

Bendix—We do more than just 
look to the future. We lead the 
way. The Bendix Corporation 
Electrical Components Division 
Sidney, N.Y 13838 
607/563-5315. 

Bendix,d 
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Instant Access to All 
American and 
International 

Data 
Communications 
Standards 

Presents all 89 relevant 
data communications 
standards promulgated by: 

• CCITT • ISO 
• ANSI • EIA • FTSC 

Phis... descriptions of each 
of the standards groups 

relational charts of 
similar interfacing standards 
produced by each group 

1133 pages 
Edited by 
Harold C. roIts 
and 
Harry R. Karp 

Order today using this coupon! 

Return coupon to: 
Data Communications Standards 
PO. Box 669 
HIghtstown, New Jersey 08520 

Send me copy (copies) of DATA 
COMMUNICATIONS STANDARDS 
(099782-9) on a 10-day money-back 
guarantee. I understand that if I am not 
absolutely satisfied, I may return the 
book(s) within ten days at no further 
obligation. Otherwise, McGraw-Hill will 
bill me S165. for each copy, plus appli-
cable sales tax, shipping and handling 
charges. 

Check enclosed 
Bill me 
Bill my company 
Company 
purchase order # 

Pre 

SAVE MONEY! Enclose payment in full, plus 
local sales tax, and McGraw-Hill pays all 
regular shipping and handling charges. 
Ten-day money-back guarantee still applies 

Name   

Title   

Company  

Address  

City State Zip  

This offer subject to acceptance by McGraw-Hill ELT 

New products 

tern pod, the analyzer can be trig-
gered by serial data and can record 
all six RS-232 inputs—transmitted 
data, received data, request to send, 
clear to send, data set ready, and 
data terminal ready status lines. 
These signals may be monitored 
dynamically at up to 19.2 kilobauds 
internally or 625 kilobauds external-
ly throughout transmit-and-receive 
transactions of 1,024 data words. 
With the K100-D/488 GPIB 

adapter, signals from eight data 
input/output lines and eight man-
agement and handshaking lines are 
recorded. Through the K100-D, the 
company believes this to be one of 
the few analyzers able to analyze a 
bus's operation as well as operate on 
it. Microprocessor-based, it has 
clock rates to 100 wiz for 10-ns 
resolution and 5-ns glitch capture, 
records up to 1,024 words of test 
data, operates in time and data 
domains, and includes two memories 
and a selection of triggering and dis-
play modes. 
The price for the RS-232 pod is 

$1,000 and the 488 adapter is $600. 
Both have a 90-day delivery. 
Gould Inc., Biomation Division, 4600 Old 

Ironsides Dr., Santa Clara, Calif. 95050. 

Phone (408) 988-6800 [353] 

Guarded integrating DMM 

provides 10-nV resolution 

Designed for bench or systems use, 
the model 3456A is a microproces-
sor-based, fully guarded integrating 
digital multimeter. Full-scale dc 
ranges from 0.1 v to 1,000 y are 
provided. Selectable integration time 
(up to 100 power line cycles) and 
settling time allow the operator to 
choose anywhere from 270 read-
ings/second or one every 15 minutes. 
Also selectable is a resolution of 100 
ny at 48 readings/s (61/2 digits) to 10 
e at 270 readings/second (3 1/2 or 
41/2 digits). 
The integration technique features 

program memory and reading store 
to ensure that the first reading is 
correct every time. With 100-nv sen-
sitivity, accuracy in the 10-v range is 
to ± 0.0008%, plus two counts over 

24 hours at 23° C, ± 1° C. 
Four full-scale, true-rms ac volt-

age ranges have up to 10 read-
ings/second over a 20-Hz-to-250-
kHz frequency range with 1-µv reso-
lution (six digits). Best accuracy is 
to within 0.05%. Crest factor is 
greater than 7 at full scale. 

Compensating for resistance inac-
curacies due to thermally produced 
offset voltages in the circuit under 
test, the 3456A resistance range is 
from 1 m9 to 1.2 at, using two- or 
four-wire connections. 
There are no options available for 

the model 3456A digital multimeter; 
it costs $3,500. 
Hewlett-Packard Co., 1507 Page Mill Rd., 

Palo Alto, Calif. 94304 [354] 

Bus interface transfers 

at 500 kilobytes/s 

Providing a direct-memory-access 
interface from the Digital Equip-
ment Corp. PDP-11 to the IEEE-
488 instrumentation bus, the 
GP1B11-2 gives transfer rates of up 
to 500 kilobytes/second for three-
state operation and up to 250 kilo-
bytes/s for open-collector operation. 
The handshaking speed is soft-

ware-programmable, with high-
speed operation controlled by cir-
cuitry that automatically holds the 
Unibus for a burst of 16 bytes before 
releasing it to higher priority after 
each byte transfer. 

Support software includes drivers, 
utilities, and an interactive control 
program. A 4-meter-long cable with 
a general-purpose interface-bus con-
nector on the outboard end can con-
nect as many as 14 instruments on a 
single interface. 

Available from stock, the 
GPIB11-2 costs $1,995. 
National Instruments Corp., 8900 Shoal 

Creek, Austin, Texas 78758 [355] 
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Improve heat dissipation with 
Berg's free-standing Tri-Sockef 

Densely populated boards with plastic sockets run hot. 

Your IC's mn cooler...your components 
last longer...because the Tri-Socket 
connector eliminates the plastic shroud 
and exposes the entire surface of your 
IC's to air. Tops. Sides. And bottoms. 
The result: longer component life. 

You save space from IC to IC. In fact, 
they can be as close as 0.100 inch, 
permitting maximum board density. 

Compliant design permits use in wide 
range of hole sizes...from 0.036 inch 
to 0.042 inch. This permits use of less 
expensive PC boards. And the versatile 
"Tri-Socket" accepts IC leads of either 
"edge-bite" or "side-bite" type. 

Production goes smoother, too. For 
one thing, a "Tri-Socket" solders easily 

Boards with free-standing Tri-Socket provide better thermal 
management. 

Selectively 
stripe-
plated 
with gold 
in dual 
beam 
contact 
area only. 

Cu pro. 
Nickel 
base 

material 

Solder 
rivet 

Compliant 
tri-cornered 

fins 

Berg Tri-Socket 

Innovations for Electronics 

to the board. A solder rivet, precisely 
positioned above the pins, is ready 
for mass reflow. No need for hand 
soldering. When reflowed, the solder 
forms a reliable 360 degree fillet on 
each pin at the top and bottom of the 
board interface. What's more, you 
can automatically insert these sockets 
at rates up to 18,000 per hour on a 
Berg computerized x-y staking 
machine. 

Write for literature. The Du Pont Com-
pany, Berg Electronics Division, New 
Cumberland, Pennsylvania, 17070, Tele-
phone (717) 938-6711. In Europe: 
's-Hertogenbosch, Netherlands, Tele-
phone: (31) 73-215255. 

Berg Electronics 
030 64 80 
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SUPER HIGH POWER OUTPUT 
1R EMITTERS 

Xciton's Super High Output IR Emitters and Materials, constructed from Gallium Aluminum 
Arsenide, emit at 880 nm. These devices deliver typically twice the optical power of present 
commercial state of the art, and provide significantly improved coupling efficiency to Si 
Phototransistors 

XCITON 
PART TYPE 

Po. MIN 
mW ,(1 20 mA 

FWD VOLT 
TYP @ mA 

BEAM 
ANGLE 

NOMINAL 

XC-880-A, XC-881-A 
XC-880-B, XC-881-B 
XC-880-C, XC-881-C 
XC-880-D, XC-881-D 

1 
2 

3.2 
5 

1.3 @ 20 24°, 50' 

XC-1288-A 
XC-1288-B 
XC-1288-C 
XC-1288-D 

1 
2 

3.2 
5 

1.3 g, 20 40° 

MIN mW @ 100 mA 

XC-88-PA, XC-88-FA 
XC-88-PB, XC-88-FB 
XC-88-PC, XC-88-FC 
XC-88-PD, XC-88-FD 

7 

10.5 
12 

1.6 @ 100 15°, 65° 

XC-99-30 
XC-99-50 
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30 mW/sr @ 100 
50 mW/sr @ 100 

1 6 @ 100 

Xciton Corporation 
Shaker Park, 5 Hemlock Street 
Latham, New York 12110 
(518) 783-7726, TWX: 710-444-4962 

15° 

PACKAGE SlYLE 

Plastic 
Emitters 

1 
11 T-1 

XC-1288 Series 

T-1 3/4 

XC-880 Series 
XC-881 Series 

TO-46 Hermetic Metal Can 

XC-88-F Series XC-88-P Series 
XC-99 Series 

THINK 
BAUSCH & LOMB 
QUALITY 
Since 1959, when StereoZoorro Microscopes were first 
introduced, more electronic assembly, packaging, and 
inspection operations have put StereoZoome Microscopes to 
work for them than any other instruments of their kind. 
The reasons all relate to Bausch & Lomb quality. Like 

human-engineered design that has been use-tested for over 
twenty years for operator convenience. World famous 
Bausch & Lomb optics that have enabled production lines to 
increase thruput without sacrificing quality. And a dedicated 
effort to listen to you, our customer, that has produced such 
quality innovations as patented coaxial illumination, the high 
performance StereoZoom 7 Microscope; and now, tungsten-
halogen illumination. 

This constant attention to your quality needs has made us 
industry's first choice. Call or write today for detailed catalog, 
applications assistance, or a personal demonstration. 
Precision. Value. Performance. Three good reasons to.. 
THINK BAUSCH & LOMB QUALITY. 

BAUSCH & LOMB ED 
Scientific Optical Products Division 
Rochester, New York 14602 USA 
716-338-6000, TWX 510-253-6189 TELEX 97-8231, CABLE: Bausch 8 Lomb 
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How to a 
55% more 
display to a 
o.r package 
Now you can upgrade 
to our new 0.4" display 
without changing your 
0.3" pin configurations. 
Larger, brighter I 
LED digits add 
sales appeal to 
any device or 
instrument using 
displays. That's exactlywhat 
General Instrument's 0.4" display 
can do for your product. 

s s 

al I H 1 1.1 
ADVANCED OPTOELECTRONIC PRODUCTS 

11  I î 

And the highly legible sculptured 
font improves aesthetics even 
further. 

The Big 4 comes in 4 colors. 
These new seven segment 
displays are designed for high 
brightness, high contrast, and 
are available in: 
a Green (MAN4500 Series) 
a Orange (Hi-efficiency red, 

MAN4600 Series) 
a Red (MAN4700 Series) 
3 Yellow (MAN4800 Series) 

They're available in common 
anode or common cathode and 
overflow models. 
And like all General Instrument 
displays, the new 0.4" digit 
offers low power consumption 
and solid state reliability for a 
longer operational life. 

Write or call today. 
For more technical data or 
pricing information, contact 
General Instrument, Optoelec-
tronics Division (formerly 
Monsanto Optoelectronics), 3400 
Hillview Avenue, Palo Alto, 
California 94304. Telephone: 
(415) 493-0400. 

GENERAL 
INSTRUMENT 
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INTERNATIONAL OFFICES: AUSTFIALIA, Dee Why West N S W. (02) 938-3199 AUSTRIA, WEST GERMANY, preach, 06103-8-2021 CANADA. Ontano. Quebec. (416) 661-2761 ENGLAND.Luton. (0582) 597-271 
JAPAN, Tokyo, 03-354-9661 MEXICO. (905) 562-2643 SINGAPORE. (65) 283-4244 SOUTH AFRICA, Benrose. 61-46451 SPAIN, Barcelona, (34) 3-3002252 SCANDINAVIA. Uplands Vasby Sweden. 0760-86140 



or wu dot*. 
We've got the 
broadest line 
of mass termination 
connectors, flat cable 
and tooling. 
Industry standard Blue Macs® 
connectors for input-output 
applications. Connectors that can 
be soldered to boards. Back panel 
connectors for boards or cabinets. 
Connectors for dual in-line plug 
configurations. Connectors for 
board-to-board applications. 
Daisy chain applications. 
And many more! 

A complete line of standard and 
jacketed Blue Macs® cables for 
intra or inter cabinet wiring, cables 
for high flex life application, and a 
variety of cable structures for EMI 
and RFI protection requirements. 

The industry's largest package 
of IDC mass termination hand 
tools, some with interchangeable 
dies, manual bench presses and 
pneumatic tooling. 

So give us a call for complete 
information. Or send for our 
FREE 116-page catalog. 

When your needs involve any 
kind of mass-assembled flat cable/ 
connector system, contact the 
company that has it all. 

17E3 Arts Ley 
The mass termination company. 

T&B/Ansley Corporation 
Subsidiary of Thomas & Betts Corporation 
3208 Humboldt St. 
Los Angeles, CA 90031 

TEL (213) 223-2331 
TELEX 68-6109 
TWX 910-321-3938 

Stocked and sold through 
authorized T&B/Ansley distributors. 

FRANCE. Rungis, 687-23-85 HOLLAND, WEST GERMANY, Dreieich, 06103-8-2021 ITALY, Ciniselio Balsamo (M I ). 02-4986451 
SWITZERLAND, WEST GERMANY, Dteieicn. 06103-8-2021 WEST GERMANY, Dreieich. 06103-8-2021 Circle 201 on reader service card 



ing assemblies, harnesses, cord 
sets, plugs and inserts for the con-
sumer appliance and related indus-
tries. Three plants in Ohio and one in 
Tennessee 
Electronic & Industrial Cable 
Division, Willimantic, Connecticut. 
Wire and cable for the business 
machine, utility, military, and indus-
trial process industries. Also, extrud-
ed electrical insulating materials. 
Additional plants are located in Man-
chester, Connecticut and Glenrothes, 
Fife, Scotland (Brand-Rex Ltd.). 
Garry Manufacturing Company, 

THE WAVES OF 

Brand-Rex: The state-of-the-art-
company in electronic packaging, 
connector and circuit assemblies 
and systems. 

At Brand-Rex, we make it our 
business to be on the growing edge 
of technology. 

That's why we've moved aggres-
sively to electronic packaging, 
connector and circuit assemblies 
and systems. That's why we took our 
wire and cable manufacturing 
know-how into electronics and tele-
communications over a decade ago. 
A move that has created a company 

Multi-layer double-sided and 
flexible circuit boards are manu-
factured by General Circuits Inc 

of more than $200 million in sales with 
8 divisions covering the entire spec-
trum of the interconnection market-
place. At Brand-Rex we connect 
genius with common sense. Imagi-
nation with experience. Blue Sky 
product planning with down-to-earth 
business know-how. 

At Brand-Rex we don't just ride 
the waves of progress into the future. 
We make the waves. 

That's what it means to be a 
state-of-the-art-company. 
Abbott & Company, Marion, Ohio. 
Producer of electrical interconnect-
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New Brunswick, New Jersey. Manu-
factures a variety of electronic 
interconnection devices, including 
integrated circuit logic panels, sock-
ets and related accessories. Also 
operates a plant in Pennsylvania and 
at two locations in Switzerland. 
General Circuits, Inc., Rochester, 
New York. Manufactures multi-
layered, double-sided and 
flexible printed circuits for the com-
puter and telecommunications 
markets. 
Nonotuck Manufacturing Company, 
South Hadley, Massachusetts. Fabri-

cates uninsulated copper and cop-
per alloy wire. 
Pyle National Company, Chicago, 
Illinois. Specializes in commercial 
and military connectors for aircraft, 
missile, industrial, railroad and gen-
eral purpose applications. Has sub-
sidiaries in Mississauga, Ontario, 
Canada, and Nottingham, England. 
Telecommunications Cable Divi-
sion, Willimantic, Connecticut. Pro-
ducers of a broad line of telephone 
wire and cable products, including 
fiber optic cables, at plants located 
in Asheville, North Carolina, and 

Siloam Springs, Arkansas. 
Teltronics, Inc., Lakeland Florida. 
Supplier of a wide range of telecom-
munications products, including 
central office, pay station and key 
system line units, toll restriction 
devices, and test equipment for 
the telephone and aerospace 
industries. 

BRAND-REX 
APANO-REY COMPANY A PART OF Akzona INC 
Willimantic, Connecticut 06226 
Phone: 203/423-7771 

PROGRESS. OTHERS MAKE THEM. 
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2301 Series multi-station networks 
share disk and printer with up to 
eight stations. Each station is univer-
sal and may be ordered with the 
software and/or hardware capabil-
ities required. 

I 

Multiply your micro 
capabilities with 
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processor based design 
our universal network 

ADVANCE YOUR SMART-
PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT 
PROGRAMS—Our universal, 
multi-user development system 
network is the most cost-effective 
means of implementing a multi-
station, microprocessor-based 
design facility. It's also the most 
versatile and productive solution 
to smart-product design. 

MORE SUPPORT FOR MORE 
CHLPS FOR MANY USERS—Our 
network stations already support 
all of the most popular micro-
processors. Our unique slave 
emulation system permits us to 
add support for new chips faster 
than anyone else. With eight 
stations tied into our network you 
can stop paying designers to wait 
in line. All eight can be develop-
ing products simultaneously with 
different chips. 

MULTI-PROCESSOR 
EMULATION—Our slave emula-
tion system provides transparent, 
non-stop, full-speed emulation to 
10 MHz. And, it's the only system 
that allows simultaneous emula-
tion of many different processors. 
Up to eight emulators can be tied 
into one network station. Our 
transparent in-circuit emulation 
and logic analysis take all the 
guesswork out of processor evalua-
tion and design, even for products 
using several different chips. 

EWE GenRad 
futureee 

SHARE AND SAVE—By sharing 
costly and under-utilized resources 
(disks, printers, slave emulators, 
design aids and software), a net-
work system lowers your cost-per-
station dramatically. Without 
trade-offs! Each user has his own 
CPU, CRT and keyboard. The 
same powerful software supplied 
with our stand-alone development 
systems is provided to each net-
work station. Each station can be 
equipped with any combination of 
software and/or hardware capa-
bilities you require, including local 
disk storage. 

SPEED UP YOUR 
PROGRAMMING—With our 
interactive, high-speed CRT, com-
plete operating system software, 
and assembly and high-level 
language programming capabili-
ties, things happen fast— 
sometimes instantaneously. Now 
available with highly block-
structured PASCAL compilers, our 
system can cut your programming 
time by 50% or more. 

RELY ON THE LEADER—We 
started delivering network systems 
over one year ago. For a complete 
understanding of how these cost-
effective systems can multiply 
your capabilities, contact one of 
our worldwide sales and service 
offices today. 

GenRad/Futuredata 
5730 Buckingham Parkway 
Culver City, CA 90230 
(213) 641-7200. TWX: 910-328-7202. 

GenRad/Futuredata universal development systems - 
expanding your world of microprocessor-based design. 
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New products 

Power supplies 

Dc-dc converters 
fit in 24-pin DIPs 

Small size, broad output 

selection, low cost mark 

power device series 

A family of dc-dc power converters 
is making its debut in a small way: 
24-pin dual in-line packages, slightly 
larger than standard but measuring 
only 1.25 by 0.6 by 0.4 in., house the 
DCR series of regulated converters 
and the DCU unregulated series from 
Intronics. Selling for less than $35, 
the converters can plug into a board, 
near the component they supply, 
thanks to their modest size. A wide 
selection of single and dual outputs, 
from inputs of either 5 v or 12 v, 
adapts both series to the individual 
power needs of analog as well as 
digital circuits on boards containing 
both. The result will be greater ease 
and flexibility for printed-circuit 
board designers, says the Newton, 
Mass., firm. 
As on-card power sources, both 

converters can bias operational am-
plifiers, digital-to-analog and a-d 
converters, integrated circuits, mi-
croprocessors, and RS-232 loop driv-
ers. All members of both series have 
300 v of input/output isolation and 
10-m52 minimum impedance. 

The DCR series consists of eight 
single-polarity models; customers 
may select from among those with 
outputs of 5 NI, 9 v, 12 v, or 15 v and 
five models with dual-polarity out-
puts of ± 5 v, ± 12 v, or ± 15 V. All 
models have outputs regulated to 
± 0.3%, no load to full load. Their 
current ratings vary according to 
output voltage and range from 
±65 mn to ± 100 mn. 
Dual-output DCR converters have 

a load regulation of less than 45 mv 
from no load to 80 mn and line 
regulation of ±45 mv; their output 
noise is a maximum of 30 my peak 
to peak. Single-output units have a 
less than 150-mv load regulation 
from no load to full load, ±30 my 
line regulation, and a maximum of 
100 my peak-to-peak noise. Output 
voltage tolerance of all DCR models 
is ± 5% of rated output voltage. 
The DCU series consists of three 

single-polarity units with 5-v or 10-v 
outputs between 100 MA and 
200 mn and four dual-polarity mod-
els with outputs of ± 12 v or ± 15 v 
between 65 mn and 80 mn. Output 
voltage tolerance is ± 10% of output, 
and noise is 50-mv root mean square 
over a bandwidth of 20 Hz to 20 
MHZ. 

The temperature coefficient of all 
DCR series converters is ±0.015% of 
rated output/°C; temperature coeffi-
cient of DCU models is ± 0.6% of 
output. Both series operate over a 
temperature range of — 25 ° to 
+ 70°C. All 5-v-input models of 
either series accept between 4.75 

and 5.25 V de and input currents of 
up to 400 mn. The 12-v-input mod-
els accept from 10.8 V to 13.2 v de 
and up to 200 mn of current. Both 
series use current limiting to protect 
against short circuits. 

Single-output DCR models and all 
DCU models cost $29.95, and dual-
output DCR converters cost $34.95, 
in lots of one to nine. Delivery is 
from stock to four weeks. 
Intronics Inc., 57 Chapel St., Newton, Mass. 

02158. Phone (617) 332-7350 [401] 

Triple power supply for CRT 

test set sells for $2,750 

The model CRT-30—three highly 
regulated power supplies in one 
unit —has three independent ten-
turn dials that provide the fine 
adjustment of anode outputs from 0 
to 30 kv at 2 MA, focus outputs from 
0 to 10 kv at 1 mn, and grid outputs 

from 0 to 1 kv at 1 mn. Ripple (peak 
to peak) and line and load regulation 
each reach a maximum of 0.01% of 
full scale, making the CRT-30 useful 
for testing of cathode-ray tubes. 

It sells for $2,750. Delivery takes 
four weeks. 
Bertan Associates Inc., 3 Aerial Way, Syos-

set, N. Y. 11791. Phone (516) 433-3110 

[404] 

30-W open-frame 

switcher sells for $83 

Selling for only $83 each, the ES-D 
series of open-frame switching regu-
lated power supplies has an output 
power of 6 A at 5 y dc. A monolithic 
chip containing all regulation, modu-
lation, and protective circuitry al-
lows a 20% parts reduction and a 
50,000-hr mean time between fail-
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"Eveready" batteries belong wherever you need 
batteries worthy of your quality products. In the case 
of leading manufacturers of photo equipment, that's 
just about everywhere. 
Why "Eveready" batteries? Because "Eveready" 

is a major supplier of long-life, dependable 
photo batteries. Because "Eveready" can 
design any type of battery to fit any type of 
product. Because "Eveready" means qual-
ity to your customer. Why associate your 
product with anything less than the best? 

Put "Eveready" batteries right where they belong 
...in your future. 

UNION 
CARBIDE 

Electronics/July 3, 1980 Circle 207 on reader service card 207 



New 
Pressure 
Transducer 
Catalog 
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411,11W11111MMIllik If you measure pres- — 

sure. you II want 411% 
this condensed 111110111Minglit 
catalog It 
describes 
a wide 
range of 
pressure trans-
ducers and related 
instruments All units 
are built to exacting qual-
ity standards for reliable, 
trouble-free operation in the 
toughest environments And at 1. prices you have to like Send 

for catalog of stock models 
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ta DATA INSTRUMENTS INC. 

4 Hartwell Place. Lexington. Mass 02173 
617-861-7450 TWX 710-326-0672 
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FREE 
Brochure 
describes Electronics editorial 
reprints, services, books... 
• More than 70 article reprints in 15 subject 
categories 

• Handy wall charts 

• Custom-made reprint services 

• Books especially for Electronics' readers 

• Convenient postage-paid order cards 

For your free copy, circle #275 on 
the reader service card. 

For faster response, write directly to 
Electronics Reprints, PO. Box 669, 
Hightstown, NJ 08520, or call 
(609) 448-1700, ext. 5494. 

New products 

ures. Line and load regulation are 
0.2% each, and ripple and noise are 
less than 50 my peak to peak. The 
efficiency of the ES-D units varies 
from 70% to 84%. 
The units operate from a dual ac 

input of 85 to 132 v ac and 170 to 
264 V ac at 47 to 63 Hz. The supply 
features protection against brown-
out, overvoltage, overload, short cir-
cuit, reverse polarity, and soft start, 
as well as a remote-sensing capabili-
ty. The D series has a holdup time of 
16 ms after loss of ac power. Outputs 
for the units are 5 y at 6 A, 12 v at 3 
A, 15 V at 2.4 A, 24 y at 1.5 A, 28 y 
at 1.3 A, and 36 V at 1 A. They are 
all adjustable to within 10% and 
meet Underwriters Laboratories and 
Canadian Standards Association re-
quirements. 
Power/Mate Corp., 514 South River St., 
Hackensack, N. J. 076011403] 

Floppy-disk supply 

provides 5 outputs 

The FD508 power supply provides 
five voltage outputs for operating 
any dual floppy-disk drive. The five 
outputs are: + 5 y dc (with overvolt-
age protection) at 25 A; + 12 y dc 
(with overvoltage protection) at 4 A; 
— 5 v dc at 1.25 A; — 12 v dc at 1 A, 
and + 24 v dc at 1.5 A continuous or 
3.4 A surge. Operating on 115 or 230 
ac ± 10%, 50 or 60 Hz, the FD508 

provides a power OK signal with pos-
itive and negative logic outputs and 
a line time clock output, all with 
800-ns rise times. Line and load reg-
ulation are each 0.1% for positive 
outputs and 1% for negative outputs. 
The supplies sell for $297.50 each in 
quantities of one to nine. 
CEI Corp., P. 0. Box 501, Grenier Industrial 
Park, Londonderry, N. H. 03053 [406] 
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For switching power su 
evidence is conclusive. 
filter capacitance of 50 mf 
will do, metallized polyprop e 
(film) capacitors far surpass electro-
lytics in impedance characteristics. 

100 000 

10,006 

10 
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01 

PEC. LIMIT , 

10 100 1 000 10,000 
ESR (rnilliohrns) 

TRW-35 VS. ELECTROLYTIC ESR LIMITS 

Here's why: 
At resonance, ESR for a film 

capacitor is less than one-tenth that 
of an electrolytic. The film's 

capacitance won't dwindle at higher 
switching rate frequencies, so you 
can design with a lower value cap. 

With a constant 2 amp ripple 
current, a film cap will cut 12R 
losses—by orders of magnitude. 
Its current-carrying capacity is 
greater, so paralleling is usually not 
required. And ripple voltages are 
significantly less. 

Film caps can be round or flat— 
you gain design versatility. And weight 
reduction: 16 grams/cu. in. vs. 26 
for electrolytics. The bottom line: 
maximum current, minimum size and 
minimum loss. 

At TRW, we're past pioneering 
a superior concept. We're delivering 
a buttoned-down product: the 
TRW-35 film capacitor is available 
now for input/output filtering in your 
state-of-the-art SPS design. 

And, in addition, we offer a 
complete custom film package for 
your specific needs in the 40KHz 
and above SPS range. 

Get the evidence in hand—send 
for the TRW-35 data sheet. And we'll 
provide you a reprint of the technical 
article that triggered the switch to 
a new SPS technology. 
Send in coupon or call us at 
(308) 284-3611. 

TRW Capacitors 
An Electronic Components Division of TRW Inc 

301 W."0" Street, Ogallala, Nebraska 69153 

Please send data on your SPS Capacitors. 

Name 

Company 

Doe/Dept Ma.. Cod. 

Address 

City 

State 

E-7 

TRW CAPACITORS 
Circle 209 on reader service card ANOTHER PRODUCT OF A COMPANY CALLED TRW 



New products 

Computers & peripherals 

Mainframe vies 
with IBM's 4300 

4331-type machine uses 

commercial chips to offer 

more power at lower cost 

Claiming 20% more computing pow-
er and a 20% lower price tag than 
the IBM 4331 group 2 machines, 
Magnuson Computer Systems Inc., 
of San Jose, Calif., unveiled its 
M80/31 mainframe late last month. 
The M80/31 is the sixth Magnuson 
mainframe in the 4300 class, and it 
is the first response among plug-
compatible mainframe manufactur-
ers to IBM's announcement of the 
group 2 machines in May [Electron-
ics, May 22, p. 48]. 

In its basic configuration, the 
M80/31 comes with 1 megabyte of 
main memory, and it can be 
upgraded to 8 megabytes in 1-mega-
byte increments. Also standard in 
the basic configuration are a byte 
channel with a throughput of be-
tween 36 and 500 kilobytes per sec-
ond and two block channels with a 
2.5-megabyte/s throughput. Three 
additional block channels are avail-
able as options. 
The M80/31 is most directly com-

parable with an IBM 4331 group 2 
system when built around a console, 

1 megabyte of main memory, one 
byte channel, and two block chan-
nels. In this configuration, it is 
priced at $135,000, compared with 
$166,176 for the IBM system. Ac-
cording to Magnuson president Jo-
seph L. Hitt, the firm "uses exactly 
the same criteria to measure per-
formance as IBM uses, and under 
those circumstances the M80/31 has 
at least 20% more computing pow-
er." The average instruction execu-
tion rate for the M80/31 using IBM's 
criteria is 0.45 million instructions 
per second (MIPS). MIPS, a parame-
ter that measures the pure number-
crunching ability of the mainframe's 
central processing unit, does not tell 
the full story, however. A computer 
must also be judged by how swiftly it 
executes input/output-intensive op-
erations, and in that category Hitt 
claims superiority. 

Software support. Like the compa-
ny's other offerings, the M80/31 will 
directly run software written under 
such IBM operating systems as the 
current Dos, os/vsi, and VM370, as 
well as the new DOS/VSE. "In addi-
tion, we support the mvs [multiple 
virtual storage] operating system on 
the M80/31," Hitt notes. "No 4331 
system does that." In addition to the 
hardware, Magnuson also provides 
full software support for DOS and 
DOS/VS, both of which are no longer 
supported by IBM. Magnuson also 
supports all versions, or releases, of 
os/vsl and VM370, though IBM 
supports only release 7 0S/vst and 
release 6 VM370. 

Magnuson's software capability 
has also been aided recently by the 
unbundling of software by Amdahl 
Corp. of Sunnyvale, Calif. Hitt 
claims that Amdahl's system exten-
sion package runs directly on Mag-
nuson systems and is the primary 
software package from Amdahl that 
can help a Magnuson system. 
A prime feature offered by IBM's 

4331 group 2 announcement was the 
availability of an 8-kilobyte cache 
memory, a feature which the 
M80/31 expands. The M80/31 can 
support up to 16 kilobytes of cache 
memory and between 48 kilobytes 
and 256 kilobytes of user-accessible 
control storage. 

Unlike Ism, Magnuson does not 
orchestrate its mainframes around 
custom integrated circuits. Instead, 
the company relies upon a bus-
oriented structure and commercially 
available ICs. "That way we can 
upgrade a system one board at a 
time as new IC technology becomes 
available," notes Carl Amdahl, 
Magnuson's executive vice president 
of technology. This approach also 
allows Magnuson to move the 
M80/31 to market faster—within 30 
days after receipt of order. 
Magnuson Computer Systems Inc., 2902 

Orchard Park Way, San Jose, Calif. Phone 

(408) 946-8100 [361] 

Rugged hard-disk drive 

daisy-chains to floppies 

A rugged 9-in, hard-disk drive that 
almost meets military standards, the 
model 301D-FE is aimed at industri-
al control, mobile, and military 
applications. What's more, the drive 
is totally compatible with systems 
that use Shugart 850- and 851-type 
floppy drives, so it can be daisy-
chained or used alone. In its floppy-
disk emulation mode, the 301D-FE 
has a buffered bit-transfer rate of 
2 megabits/s. 

Various versions of the drive have 
capacities that range from 0.5 mega-
byte to 8 megabytes, and all are built 
to withstand up to 10 g of physical 
shock within the temperature range 
of 0° to 55°C. Special versions, with 
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THE DATA V) SYSTEM 15, PROIRAMMI 
SAVES ENGINM TIME. 

SAVES DE'VELMENT SYST§1111111 

or, 

System 19 can transmit and 
receive data formatted in: Binary, 
DEC Binary, ASCII-BNPF. 
ASCII-BFLF, ASCII-610F, 
5-level BNPF, Spectrum, 
ASCII-Hex, ASCII Octal, RCA 
Cosmac, Fairchild Fairbug, 
MOS Technology, Motorola 
Exorciser, Intel Intellec 8/MDS, 

• Signetics Absolute Object and \ ssisiteeineemems.000/ 
ektronix Hexadecimal. 

System 19 is a valuable 
editing tool. Instead of waiting for 
development system time to refine a 
program, an engineer can also edit 
the program using the System 19 
keyboard. 
The System 19 modular 
concept keeps it state of the 
art. The System 19 is designed 
around a standard mainframe and 
plug-in modules: 

Data I/0's System 19 
Programmer frees your 
microprocessor development 
system for more important 
tasks. Here's an example: 

An engineer is building six 
prototypes for a new microprocessor 
based product. If each unit has eight 
2708 PROMs, it will take more than 
an hour to program those 48 
PROMs—one at a time—on the 
development system. 

That's time and money 
wasted. 

Instead of tying up the 
development system to program 
PROMs, the engineer could simply 
down load the information into the 
System 19's RAM and free the 
development system for more 
creative tasks. 

That's time and money saved. 
System 19 interfaces more 
easily with more 
development systems than 
any other programmer, and 
accommodates 16 bit 
microprocessor data too! 
System 19 is intelligent. It can 
communicate using RS232C or 
20mA current loop with a variety of 
formats without the need for 
intermediaries like paper tape. 

And Data I/O makes 
interfacing easy because we supply 
application notes explaining exactl 
how to do it. 

—UniPak: a single, seven 
socket module that programs more 
than 200 different bipolar and MOS 
PROMs and gives you design and 
purchasing freedom for evaluating 
new devices and developing 
second sources. 

—Individual PROM 
Programming Paks: for generic 
PROM families. 

—Individual Logic 
Programming Paks: for devices 
such as FPLAs and PALS. 

—Gang Module: programs 
up to eight MOS devices at once. 
Let us show you the future. 
The Data I/O System 19 is available 
now. To make arrangements for a 
demonstration or to get your 
free copy of this valuableie„ a•nell 
32-page book, circle 
reader service 
number or 
contact 
Data I/O, 
PO. Box 308, 
Issaquah, WA 98027. Phone 
206/455-3990 or TOLL FREE 
800/426-9016. 

DATA I/0 
Circle 211 on reader service card 



CHRISTIE 
High Current DC 
Power Supplies 

Symbolic of time-
tested reliability. 
• DC current from 40 to 1500 amps 
• Voltages to 280 VDC 
Write for latest detailed catalog or call toll 
free for application assistance. 

SINCE 1929 

CHRISTIE 
ELECTRIC CORP. 

YE 
HE SOUR 
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20665R MANHATTAN PLACE 
TORRANCE, CALIFORNIA 90501 

(213) 320-0808 
TWX 910-349-6260 

(800)421-2955 

Etablissement Public des Eaux de Figeh 
Damascus, Syria 

Prequalification of Contractors 
Contract C—Communications Subsystem 

Damascus Water Supply 

USAID Financed 

Qualified telecommunications contractors are 
requested to submit prequalification data for 
equipment supply and installation services for 
Contract C — Communications Subsystem for 
central water dispatching system, part of ex-
pansion of the Damascus water system. Eligibility 
for prequalification is limited to U.S. firms, joint 
ventures of U.S. firms, or joint ventures of U.S. 
and Syrian firms. The contract will be made up of 
unit price components, as furnished and installed, 
with price variation provisions, and will include 
furnishing, installing and starting up a communi-
cations system to connect components of the dis-
patching system. Work includes approximately 
25,000 meters of cable in a water supply tunnel; 
UHF radio equipment, including antennas. at 35 
locations throughout the system; cable runs; 
telephone channels; a repeater station; and a 
training program for EPEF personnel. These quan-
tities and descriptions are provided as an indica-
tion of the scope of the project. are approximate, 
and are subject to change. U.S. goods and 
services will be provided under A.I.D. Loan 276-K-
010 and firms will be paid in U.S. dollars and 
Syrian currency. Prequalification questionnaires 
and additional information may be obtained from: 
Eng. M. (ida Hourtada, President Director 
General, Etablissement Public des Eaux de Figeh 
(EPEF). Rue El Nassr, Damascus, Syria; Telex: 
11312 SY; Cables: FIGEDANI; OR R. W. Caswell, 
Gilbert Associates, Inc., P. 0. Box 1498, Reading, 
PA 19603; Phone: 215-775-2600; Telex: 
902260. The completed questionnaire shall be 
returned to EPEF postmarked no later than Aug 
18, 1980. A prequalified bidders list will be es-
tablished by EPEF following receipt of qualifying 
information. Prequalified firms wishing to submit 
bids may be required to visit the country and the 
site of the work before submitting bids. 

New products 

a different bearing, operate between 
— 30° and +70°C, which surpasses 
MIL-STD-E-16400, Class 4 require-
ments for an operating temperature 
of — 10° to + 62°C. The 301D-FE, 
however, does not withstand the salt-
spray test required by that same 
standard. Nevertheless, for industri-
al applications where these qualities 
are not needed, the unit's $3,465 
price for a 3.1-megabyte drive—or 
$4,065 for a 6.2-megabyte drive— 
holds its own. 
The drive uses up to eight parallel 

flying heads that share a common 
ceramic slider unit, itself positioned 
by a stepper motor. Its recording 
medium, an aluminum disk with 
nickel-cobalt plating and a tin-nickel 
protective coating, is similar to those 
used on older head/track drives. 
Also, the flying heads land when the 
disk's rotational speed is reduced to 
450 rpm on shut-down, thus elimi-
nating the need for head-retraction 
mechanisms. Delivery of the drives 
takes six to eight weeks. 
Disk Memory Technology Inc., Box 19814, 

Portland, Ore. 97219. Phone (503) 643-

6383 [362] 

32-bit single-board computer 

has features of larger CPU 

A single-board 32-bit computer — 
Concept/32 — includes such features 
available in larger machines as a 16-
megabyte mapped memory manage-
ment system, instruction look-ahead, 
and floating-point arithmetic in-
structions. The minicomputer, which 
can be expanded to contain 1 mega-
byte of directly addressable memory 
in its 15-in, chassis, can be mounted 
onto any standard 19-in. rack. 

Concept/32's integrated memory 
module combines 256 bytes of 
error-checking and -correcting 
(Ecc) mOs memory. An input/out-
put processor module within the 
minicomputer has 16 device control-
ler subchannels, four external priori-
ty interrupts, an interval timer, a 
real-time clock, and an operator's 
console interface. Through a mapped 
programming executive, the comput-
er is compatible with all System 32 

series computers. A memory-resi-
dent version of the MPX operating 
system can be loaded from magnetic 
tapes or floppy disks. The single-
chassis configuration is priced at 
$25,000 and can be delivered within 
90 days. 
Systems Engineering Laboratories Inc., P. 0. 

Box 9148, Ft. Lauderdale, Fla. 33310. Phone 

Paul T. Haller at (305) 587-2900 [363] 

$3,000 speech-recognition 

unit fits RS-232 terminals 

A speech-recognition unit that is 
priced at about $3,000 interfaces 
with all RS-232-C terminals. The 
model 7000 allows users to enter 
information directly into computers 
without typing, but it also allows the 
use of a keyboard alternatively or 
simultaneously. A spectrum analyzer 
in the unit uses digital filtering and 
pattern-matching techniques to ana-
lyze audio input. The output is auto-
matically transferred to the comput-
er in standard ASCII format. 
The unit can be trained to recog-

nize up to 64 words or phrases, each 
up to three seconds in length. It is 
compatible with all common pro-
gramming languages, such as For-
tran, Cobol, Pascal, and Basic. It can 
be retrained to accept different 
voices. The 7000 comes in a stand-

alone cabinet, but a single-board ver-
sion is available for the original-
equipment manufacturer. Both ver-
sions include a noise-canceling mi-
crophone in a headset. An auxiliary 
input accepts telephone, tape record-
er, or other high-level inputs. 
Heuristics Inc., 1285 Hammerwood Ave., 

Sunnyvale, Calif. 94086. Phone (408) 734-

8532 [364] 
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CAPACITORS RESISTORS OTHER PRODUCTS 

ROEDERSTE 
specialized 
worldwide i 

«BMI, 
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IMM» 
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OW. - 

IN 
and 
ri electronic 

polyester, polycarbonate and poly-
propylene capacitors in foil/foil 
versions and metalized, 
aluminum-electrolyte capacitors, 
tantalum capacitors with liquid 
electrolyte, 
tantalum capacitors with solid 
semiconductor electrolyte, 
ceramic capacitors. 

carbon-film resistors, 
metal-film resistors, 
metal-oxide film resistors, 
precision wirewound resistors, 
potentiometers. 

interference suppression devices, 
voltage multipliers, 
thick-film devices (thick-film hybrid 
circuits, resistor networks, high-
valued resistors), 
semiconductors and micro-
computer learning aids. 

The range of application for ROEDERSTEIN components encompasses the whole entertainment electronics 
spectrum, household appliance and industrial electronics, communications, measuring and control, office 
equipment and computers, medical electronics, and the aerospace electronics sector. We can supply compo-
nents that meet MIL, CECC and GfW specifications. 

We will send you a condensed catalogue upon request. If you need specific information a detailed catalogue is 
available. 

FIRMENGRUPPE ROEDERSTEIN 
D-8300 LANDSHUT • FEDERAL REPUBLiC OF GERMANY • TELEX 0 58 335 (erola) 
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New products 

Data acquisition 

16-pin DIP houses 
8-bit converter 

Single-channel C-MOS 

integrated circuit uses 

successive approximation 

The latest entry in Mostek's emerg-
ing family of analog-to-digital con-
verters is designed for low-cost 
microprocessor applications where 
multichannel converter input capa-
bilities are not required. 
The MK5168 is a single-channel 

8-bit device fabricated using the 
same low-power complementary-
MOs technology employed for the 
firm's initial a-d converters— the 
MK50808 and MK50816 [Electron-
ics, March 27, p. 237]. Unlike the 
earlier 8- and 16-channel input 
devices, however, which are pin-
compatible renditions of parts built 
by National Semiconductor Corp., 
the 5168 is housed in a 16-pin pack-
age that Mostek officials believe to 

be unique for a monolithic c-mos 
successive-approximation a-d unit. 
Other single-channel c-mos 8-bit 
devices are usually housed in 18- or 
20-pin packages. 

Except for an external precision 
reference that is generally required 
for all c-mos a-d converters, the 
5168 requires no off-chip support 
circuitry. The part operates either 
under microprocessor control with a 
maximum conversion time of 110 its 
or in a stand-alone mode using an 
internal clock that pushes conversion 
time up to about 200 µs. No zero or 
full-scale adjustment is required, 
and the absolute accuracy is speci-
fied as ± 1 least significant bit. (Ab-
solute accuracy is defined as the dif-
ference between the actual input 
voltage and the full-scale weighted 
equivalent of the binary output code, 
including quantizing and all other 
errors.) The part requires a single 
5-v power supply for operation, and 
power dissipation is pegged at a 
maximum of 1.65 mw with no load. 

In housing the 5168 in a 16-pin 
package, the company sacrificed 
ratiometric-conversion capability to 
accommodate a variable-input volt-
age span. The 5168's input voltage 

span is fixed at 0 to 5 v, but Mostek 
industrial products marketing man-
ager, Jim Garrett, notes that most 
applications typically apply signal-
processing circuitry that can meet 
the 0-to-5-v span requirement in 
front of the a-d converter. 
Advantages of the 16-pin ap-

proach include board-space savings 
compared with the heftier 18- and 
20-pin parts, Garrett says. Designed 
with a particular eye to industrial 
control and other applications in 
which only a single transducer is to 
be monitored, the 5168 will be 
offered only in a plastic-packaged 
industrial-grade version ( — 40° to 
+ 85°C) and priced at $6.15 each in 
500-unit quantities. The single-unit 
price is $9.15. Samples are sched-
uled to be available in September. 
Mostek Corp., 1215 W. Crosby Rd., Carroll-

ton, Texas 75006 [381] 

$6,680 microcomputer offers 

hardware, software flexibility 

By using the well-established STD 
microcomputer bus structure, the 
C2000 network data-acquisition mi-
crocomputer offers hardware flexi-
bility. In addition, the $6,680 unit 
uses any of the software available for 
Digital Research Inc.'s CP/M disk 
operating system. Use of the STD bus 
allows the C2000 to expand its basic 
desktop configuration with such op-
tions as extra disk drives, a telecom-
munications modem, software for 
polling data-loggers, and the use of 
cathode-ray tubes, printers, and 
nine-track tape drives. 

Included in the C2000's basic 
price are two Shugart 8-in, drives, 
the CP/M operating system, Micro-
soft's Extended Basic interpreter, a 
Z80 microprocessor with 48 kilo-
bytes of random-access memory (ex-
pandable to 56 kilobytes), three ser-
ial RS-232 input/output ports, and a 
switching power supply. The floppy-
disk drives offer 600 kilobytes of 
mass storage. Other software accom-
panying the C2000 includes a text 
editor, as well as utilities for cassette 
read/write and memory testing 
based on a 2-kilobyte read-only 
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MDB makes Interprocessor Links with speeds 
of 500 KHz/sec. for distances up to 3,000 feet. 

Imagine what else we can do! 
Hook 'em up. Networks of PDP*-11, VAX*-11/780 
and (never possible before) LSI*-11/2 and 11/23. 
Name your configuration, even PDP to LS! or 
LS! to LSI,— MDB interprocessor links will provide 
high speed DMA (parallel) data transmission at 
speeds as high as 500 K words/sec. For extra long 
line applications MDB's PDP-11 to PDP-11 boards 
are equipped with differential drivers and receivers 
for high speed operation up to 3,000 feet. The 
security of optically isolated receivers is standard 
on all boards for LSI and available for PDP ez VAX 
models. Optical isolation provides AC/DC circuit 
and ground loop isolation at distances up to 1,000 
feet. All this performance is compactly housed on 
MDB's small size boards—a hex for PDP models 
and quad for LSI. And you get the convenience of 
complete DEC DA11B software compatibility. 

Imagine even more. Because MDB manufac-
tures the most complete line of interface products 
available for DEC, Data General, P-E and IBM 
Series One computers. We make boards for H-P and 
Intel too. Like our line printer controllers—we 
offer more than 100 printer/computer combinations. 
Our communications interfaces range in perfor-
mance from plain vanilla to plain incredible and 
all MDB foundation modules require only one 

*Trademark Digital Equipment Corporation. 

Circle 226 for LSI, 227 for PDP, 228 for DG, 
229 for PE, 230 for IBM. 

1995 N. Batavia Street 
Orange, California 92665 
714-998-6900 
TWX: 910-593-1339 

card slot. We've got PROM memories that let you 
program ROM on the board and multiplexors that 
allow mix and match of 20 milliamp and EIA. 

All MDB products are warranteed for a full 
year. Most can be delivered in 30 days or less and 
you can buy them under GSA contract #GS-00C-
01960. What else can we do—for you? 

1`.1D13 
SYSTEMS INC. 
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The NEW 
Electronics 

Buyers' Guide 
is now available! 

Completely new listings of catalogs, new 
phone numbers, new addresses, new man-
ufacturers, sales reps, and distributors! 
The total market in a book—four directories 
in one! 

--

The only book of its 
kind in the field. 

If you haven't got it, 
you're not in the market. 

To insure prompt delivery 
enclose your check with 
the coupon now. 

Yes, please send me copies of 
1980 EBG. 

D I've enclosed $30 per copy delivered in 
USA or Canada. Address: EBG, 1221 Avenue 
of the Americas, New York, N.Y. 10020. 
D I've enclosed $52 for air delivery 
elsewhere. Address: EBG, Shoppenhengers 
Road, Maidenhead, Berkshire S16, 
201 England, 

Name 

Company 

Street 

City 

New products 

memory and extended Basic inter-
preter. A cabinet, extra power sup-
ply, motherboard, and fan are avail-
able to original-equipment manufac-
turers for $1,250. 
Campbell Scientific Inc., P. O. Box 551, 

Logan, Utah 84321. Phone (801) 753-2342 

[385] 

10-bit d-a converter 

comes on monolithic chip 

A digital-to-analog converter built 
as a monolithic integrated circuit 
contains all the elements required 
for d-a conversion, offering 10-bit 
resolution and accuracy to ±0.1%. 
The NE5020 includes such neces-
sary features as a voltage reference, 
application resistors, output-sum-
ming amplifiers, databus—compati-
ble latches, and an input buffer 
amplifier. The matched application 
resistors allow scaling of either uni-
polar (0-to-10-v) or bipolar (± 5-v) 
output values. The low-loading 
latches, adjustable logic thresholds, 
and addressing capability permit 
direct interfacing with most micro-
processor and logic-controlled sys-
tems. The settling time for the unit is 
5 µs; monotonicity is guaranteed 
over its full operating temperature 
range, which is 0° to 70°C. 
The NE5020 comes in a 24-pin 

dual in-line package. When ordered 
in quantities of 100 units, each lc 
sells for $12 in a plastic package and 
for $14 in ceramic. The converters 
are available from stock. 
Signetics Corp., 811 East Argues Ave., P. 0. 

Box 409, Sunnyvale, Calif. 94086. Phone 

(408) 739-7700 [384] 

Eight-channel d-a system 

is compatible with PDP-11 

A single-board, eight-channel, 12-bit 
digital-to-analog converter system 
features full backplane and software 
compatibility with Digital Equip-
ment Corp.'s PDP-11 minicomputers 
and Unibus. The model DT1716 is 
mounted on a quad-sized board. 
Each of its independent channels 

operates under PDP-11 program 
control and includes a 16-bit data-
input register; the base address is 
jumper-selectable. 

The system comes with either volt-
age- or current-output d-a convert-
ers. The voltage-output version can 
be wired to deliver a unipolar output 
of 10 V at 10 mA full scale for 
straight binary input codes or a bipo-
lar full-scale output of ± 10 v at 
± 10 mA for either offset binary or 
2's complement digital input codes. 
The current-output converter ver-
sions deliver 4 to 20 MA in response 
to straight binary digital codes. 

In either version, the converter 
features linearity to within 0.02% of 
full scale and a differential linearity 
to within 1/2 least significant bit, with 
settling time for a full-scale unipolar 
step of 35 µs. The $1,695 converter 
system is available from stock, and 
the price includes appropriate soft-
ware diagnostics. 
Data Translation Inc., 4 Strathmore Rd., 

Natick, Mass. 01760. [386] 

$4,500 data-logger has 

display, keypad, printer 

Depending on the configuration, a 
calculating data-logger—the Auto-
data Ten/5 —is priced from $4,500. 
The unit comes with a 32-character 
alphanumeric display, a 56-charac-
ter keypad, and a printer. Twenty 
user-programmable MX + B scaling 
functions provide true engineering 
units. When an optional Mini-Math-
pack software package is added, the 
Ten/5 can calculate point difference, 
data averaging over time, digital 
averaging of a group of measure-
ment channels, and square root. It 
can also add, subtract, multiply, and 
divide. 
The basic unit includes an alarm 

package with three alarm modes, 
four set points per channel, an indi-
vidually assignable deadband, and 
the ability to put out the alarm in 
English. Delivery of the Ten/5 is set 
for 60 to 90 days. 
Acurex Corp., 485 Clyde Ave., Mountain 
View, Calif. 94042. Phone (415) 964-3200 

[387] 

State Zip Country 
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POLYSULFONE PCB SUBSTRATE GIVES 

PERFORMANCE CLOSE TO PTFE/GLASS, 
006 

004 

.002 
o 

ATA PRICE CLOSER TO EPDXY/GLASS 
When you're looking for high performance in PCB's— 
particularly in high frequency applications—a poly-
sulfone substrate can give it to you at far less cost than 
PTFE/glass. Polysulfone has excellent electricals: low 
dielectric constant and low dissipation factor for low 
loss (see graph). It withstands hand and wave solder-
ing (500°F. bath for 5 seconds). 

Polysulfone can be easily extruded for PCB sub-
strate, and easily drilled. Copper-clad laminate of 
polysulfone has good peel strength and low z axis 
expansion. It can be processed by subtractive, semi-
additive and fully additive processes. (Copper-clad 
sheet is available from Norplex.) 

You can also mold polysulfone for PCB's with 
standoffs, holes of all sizes, and in almost any shape— 
to save finishing and machining time. 

And cost is modest. Tektronix saved $120,000 
annually by switching from polyphenylene oxide to 
extruded UDEL* Polysulfone. 

For full data on UDEL Polysulfone for PCB and 
other electric/electronic applications, use the coupon 
below or the reader service card. 

UNION CARBIDE CORPORATION 
Engineering Polymers, Dept. PE 7-80 

270 Park Avenue, New York, NY 10017 

I'd like to get high performance in PCB's at lower cost. 
Please send me bulletin on UDR°. Polysulfone. 

Name Title  

Company   

Street   

City  

State 7113  Phone  

UM" is a registerd trademark of Union Carbide Corporation. 

PEOPLE PLANNING THE FUTURE. 

UNION 
CARBIDE 

Engineering Polymers 

Circle 217 on reader service card 



New products 

Industrial 

Tape system aids 
minicomputers 

A cartridge tape unit 

provides an economical 

disk-store alternative 

For industrial and laboratory data 
logging, program loading, and simi-
lar applications, disk stores can be 
inappropriate or too costly. Thus 
ADAC Corp.'s new 2000TU cartridge 
tape system should interest cost-con-
scious minicomputer users, especial-
ly those with Digital Equipment 
Corp. hardware; the 2000TU is 
directly compatible with DEC's PDP-
11/03 and -11/23, as well as with 
the LSI-11 and -I1/2. 
The firm's 2000TU is supported 

by DEC'S TU-58 tape-store software 
and is compatible with the RI-11 
operating system used with several 
LSI and PDP series minicomputers. 
Thus, a purchaser can simply add a 
2000TU to an existing system and 

start using it. 
The 2000TU is complete. Offered 

for benchtop installation or rack-
mounting and in single- or dual-
cartridge models, it is packaged with 
interface control circuitry and a 
power supply. The controller is based 
on an 8085 microprocessor, which 
manages all motor and tape-head 
control, read-write electronics, and 
much of the host-peripheral commu-
nication. 

Servo-regulated speed and direc-
tion circuits are controlled by the 
microprocessor, using signals from 
the tape and tachometer readouts for 
reference. These power the car-
tridge-drive motors. Further, cur-
rent-limit sensing in the motors pro-
tects the tape if it should bind; an 
"anti-runaway" timer halts the tape 
during winding or searching opera-
tions if the feeding spool stops, pre-
venting breakage. 

Firmware control for the micro-
processor resides in a 2-kilobyte 
read-only memory that also is parti-
tioned to act as data-buffer memory. 

Data storage is block-oriented, 
much like some disk systems and 
similar to DEctape. Each cartridge 
stores 262 kilobytes of data in 512-

byte blocks; a two-drive 2000TU 
thus has a 524-kilobyte capacity. 
The drives read at 30 in./s and 

search at 60 in./s. This searching 
speed, plus the fact that data is 
requested by block address, makes 
for fairly fast data retrieval. Since 
the system need not search an entire 
length of tape to find a file every 
time a request is made, access time is 
faster, falling to a typical 9.3 s. The 
worst-case access time is 28 s. 
The host computer and controlling 

microprocessor communicate 
through what is called a radial-serial 
protocol, which formats byte se-
quences into the data and command 
packets. This simple formatting 
method makes for high-level, host-
peripheral interaction at a relatively 
low cost. 
Communication between the 

2000TU and its host is via a full-
duplex, four-wire asynchronous link 
with selectable throughputs of 150 
bauds to 38.4 kilobauds. Users can 
also select send and receive rates 
conforming to the Electronic Indus-
tries Association's RS-232 and RS-
423 standards. 
Though already back-ordered, the 

2000TU's delivery time is quoted as 
45 to 60 days. A single-drive, bench-
top unit costs $1,195, and a dual-
drive benchtop store is priced at 
$1,395; add $180 for rack-mounted 
versions. 
The ADAC Corp., 70 Tower Office Park, 

Woburn, Mass. 01801 Phone: (617) 935-

6668 [371] 

Signal averager computes 

simultaneously or concurrently 

The model SA-02A signal averager 
can convert, factor, equate, formu-
late, continuously average, or per-
form any other arithmetic or alge-
braic computation using the input 
signal as an operand. And it does so 
concurrently or simultaneously with-
in the sampling period. The concept 
of process measurement and control 
using arithmetic predictions within 
the time constants of the process 
variable is not new, but it is difficult 
to implement. The manufacturer 
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New AIRPAX linear actuators 
give your d - .gns a better break. 

Introducing AIRPAX digitally stepped 
linear actuators for precise, positive 
control of linear movements. Now you 
can get accurate positioning with reso-
lution in steps of 0.001" to 0.004" per 
pulse. Linear force from 15 oz. to 19 lbs. 
Strokes from 1/2 " up to 3" or more. 
New AIRPAX linear actuators can be 

operated by a microprocessor, to pro-
vide the finesse you need for computer 
peripherals, medical instrumentation, 
precision valve operation, HVAC sys-
tems, automotive carburetor controls 
r other applications with critical linear 
otion requirements. Besides offering 



The source for... 

DEFENSE ELECTRONIC 
PRODUCTS AND SERVICES 
U.S. Suppliers 
1980 

Sixth 
Annual 
Edition 
228 pp. 

$40 

The only technical sourcebook 
of its kind, covering more than 
40 categories of U.S. defense 
products and services. 

Sixty major U.S. suppliers 
provide detailed specifications 
and some 300 illustrations in 
such categories as... 
• Command and control • Com-
munications, including data 
communications • Displays • EW 
• Fire control • Maintenance 
services • Navigation • Radar 
• Recorders • Systems engi-
neering e Telemetry • Test 
equipment and instruments 
• Training aids and simulators 
• Plus...cross-index and five 
appendixes. 
Order your copy today! 

The Directory of Defense 
Electronic Products and 
Services, 1980 

Electronics Magazine 
1221 Ave. of the Americas 
New York, NY 10020 USA 

Please ship_copies of 
"The Directory of Defense 
Electronic Products and 
Services, 1980" at $40 each, 
postage and handling included. 
Non-U.S. orders add $14 for 
air shipment. 
Payment must accompany order, 
checks payable to Electronics. 

Name/title 

Company/organization 

Address 

New products 

believes this instrument will ease the 
use of the concept. 
The instrument can be used for 

pollution monitoring. By simply in-
serting a programmable chip, the 
SA-02A performs the measurement 
conversion equations for sulphur 
dioxide, nitrogen oxides, and mixed 
fuels, concurrently with each mea-
surement. The instrument's front 
panel has a seven-digit light-emit-
ting—diode display. The signal aver-
ager sells for $2,785 and delivery is 
from stock to 12 weeks. 
E. A. Randolph & Associates, P. O. Box 

15432, Baton Rouge, La. 70895. Phone 

(504) 924-6206 [373] 

Servo controller IC does 

time-division multiplexing 

The ZN419CE monolithic inte-
grated circuit is a low-priced servo 
controller that requires few external 
components and performs time-divi-
sion multiplexing. Selling for only 
$2.20 each in lots of 1,000 and $3.25 
each in lots of 100, the device can be 
used for both consumer and industri-
al remote-control applications, such 
as model cars and airplanes. 
Mounted in a 14-pin dual in-line 

package, the device has such fea-
tures as low power consumption 
(typically a 7-mA quiescent current 
drain with a 4.8-v supply), high-cur-
rent complementary output drive, 
Schmitt trigger input shaping, and 
on-chip precision voltage regulators. 
Delivery of the ZN419CE takes 
from four to eight weeks. 
Ferranti Electric Inc., Semiconductor Prod-

ucts, 87 Modular Ave., Commack, N. Y. 

11725. Phone (516) 543-0200 [374] 

Pocket-sized thermometer 

has 34 thermocouple probes 

A pocket-sized digital thermometer 
comes with more than 34 inter-
changeable fast-response, type K 
thermocouple probes. The system 
measures the temperature of sur-
faces, liquids, powders, and gases 
over a range of 0° to 1,370°C. It is 
available with either light-emit-
ting—diode or liquid-crystal displays 
and has a resolution of 1°C and an 
accuracy of ± 0.3% ± 1 digit. The 
system sells for $395 and delivery 
time is two weeks. 
Wahl International Ltd., 5750 Hannum Ave., 

Culver City, Calif. 90230. Phone (213) 641-

6931 [375] 

Solid state I/O modules 

provide 4,000-V rms isolation 

A series of 12 solid-state input/out-
put modules provides a photo-iso-
lated, 4,000-v root-mean-square, 
noise-free interface that links micro-
processors, programmable control-
lers, and other computerized controls 
to industrial systems. Of the 12 mod-
ules, six have a built-in buffered 
input that simplifies interfacing with 
low-level TTL circuits. The buffered 
output modules are available in both 
inverting and noninverting types. 
The 3.5-A output modules run 
approximately 20 degrees cooler 
than conventional units. The derated 
maximum output of 3.5 A is 0.0545 
A/°C above 45°C. The modules' volt-
age outputs are 60 v dc and 120 and 
240 v ac. A 30% hysteresis factor 
blocks most transient signals. 
Housed in color-coded molded 

cases measuring 1.7 by 1.25 by 0.6 
in., a row of 24 modules can be 
mounted in a standard 19-in, relay 
rack. A straight-line pin arrange-
ment facilitates printed-circuit board 
mounting. The series 6 modules 
range from $7 to $10 each in quanti-
ties of 100 or more. 
Crydom division of International Rqctifier, 

1521 E. Grand Ave., El Segundo, Calif. 

90245. Phone (213) 322-4987 [376] 

City/postal code/state/country 
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WITH OUR MODEL 101,TAPE MANAGEMENT 
AND CALIBRATION ARE FAST AND EASY, TOO. 

Here's the instrumentation portable so self-
contained, it even has its own i_JP And all the 
calibration equipment you'll ever need, built 
right in. 

And at the touch of a button, the Model 
101 automatically checks itself and tells you 
what, if anything, needs adjustment. 

Honeywell's j_JP- controlled Model 101 
boasts such automatic tape management and 
data handling features as programmable 
selective track recording, shuttle, transport 
sequencing, and preamble. 

Remote control? Get any of three popular 

Calibrate in half the time 
with only a screwdriver or 

tweaking tool. 

computer-compatible interfaces: the RS-232C, 
the RS-449, or the IEEE 488. 

The Model 101 comes with long-life solid 
ferrite heads, shock-isolated deck, eight tape 
speeds—from 15/16 to 120 ips—and large reel 
capacity for up to 32 hours of recording. Up to 
32 data channels—wideband or intermediate 
band. 

Compare the Model 101 with your present 
tape system and see what a difference the,uP 
makes. Want more? Contact Darrell Petersen, 
Honeywell Test Instruments Division, Box 5227, 
Denver, Colorado 80217 Phone 303/771-4700. 

WE'LL SHOW YOU A BETTER WAY. 

Honeywell 
Honeywell sales and service offices located in most major cities throughout Europe. 
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New products/materials 

A series of epoxide adhesives has a 
wide range of specifications that 
makes it useful for industrial, struc-
tural, and electrical bonding applica-
tions. Intended for the end user, the 
AR 1001-4 series has a tensile 
strength of 3.0 by 104 psi and a 
flexural strength of 5.1 by 104 psi. 
The materials exhibit good thermal 
properties, passing the thermal shock 
specification of MIL-I-16923 and 
having a thermal conductivity of 3.0 
BTU/hr/ft2tF/in. The adhesives 
also have an Izod impact of 4.0 ft-
lb/in. Bond strength of the materials 
at 25°C ranges from 750 psi to where 
the substrate fails before bond fail-
ure. The materials can be cured for 
24 hr at room temperature, 1/2 to 1 hr 
at 150 to 160°F, and 15 to 30 min at 
200 to 220°F. 

Prices for the series are $12.84, 
$16.05, $21.40, and $69.95 per kit in 

1-1b, 2-1b, 4-1b, and 16-lb quantities. 
The materials are also available in 
5-gallon pails and 55-gallon drums. 
Formulated Resins Inc., P. O. Box 508, 

Greenville, R. I. 02828 [476] 

enk% 

A potting material—an organic-inor-
ganic cross-linked polymer—has a 

heat distribution point of 300°C. 
Aremco-Cast 554 can be cured at a 
low temperature of 105°C, which is 
an advantage when potting tempera-
ture sensitive components. The ma-
terial can be thinned with MEX or 
acetone and filled with ceramic fill-
ers such as alumina. Typical applica-
tions for the potting material include 
potting high-temperature transform-
ers, thick-film hybrid circuits, and 
bonding radomes. The material is 
available from stock at $225 a gal-
lon, the minimum order. 
Aremco Products Inc., P. 0. Box 429, Ossin-

ing, N. Y. 10562 [477] 

A heat-sink compound for mounting 
components, including semiconduc-
tors, transistors, diodes, and rectifi-
ers, exhibits no particle migration or 
fluid separation. The EFD #70 heat-
sink silicone-free material has 16.7 x 
10 -4 calories/crn'tC/s/cm thermal 
conductivity and a 220 v/mil dielec-
tric strength over a — 50° to + 200°C 
operating temperature range. Meet-
ing Western Electric specification 

KS21343, the synthetic, metal-
oxide-filled ester-based grease is 
rated at 0.09% maximum bleed and 
0.6% maximum evaporation at 
200°C for 24 hrs. Shelf life of the 
material is 24 months at 24°C. The 
heat-sink compound sells for $9.54 
each (10-49 barrels) for a 75-gram, 
30-cc barrel. 
Electron Fusion Devices Inc., 977 Waterman 

Ave., East Providence, R. I. 02914 [478] 

An electrically conductive coating 
that can be applied and cured at 
room temperature exhibits good ad-
hesion to such substrates as injec-

tion-molded polycarbonate, polysty-
rene, and ABS without crazing or 
degrading the plastic. X-Coat 210-X 
has a cured resistance of 0.512/sq at 
a thickness of 2 to 3 mils. Since the 
material contains no silver or other 
precious metals, the manufacturer 
suggests that it be used in business 
machines to shield against radio-
frequency interference and in plastic 
automotive components where elec-
trical conductivity is required for rf 
suppression. The material is avail-
able in volume for $75 per gallon, 
or less than 30¢ per ft'. 
Electro-Kinetic Systems Inc., 1000 Herald 

Square, Aston, Pa. 19014 [479] 

A high-temperature sealant can be 
used at temperatures up to 1,400°F. 
Aremco-Coat 567 consists of a sili-
cone binder, glass frits, and a ceram-
ic base. It adheres well to ceramic 
and metals and is used as a moisture 
sealant for porous ceramic insulation 
like the alumina, silica, and magne-
sium oxide used in heating elements, 
thermocouples, and thermometers. 
The silicone in the 567 material acts 
as a moisture barrier to 700°F; above 
that temperature the glass frits melt, 
maintaining the integrity of the seal 
up to 1,400°F. The sealant is avail-
able from stock in pints ($30), 
quarts ($45), and gallons ($85) 
Aremco Products Inc., P. 0. Box 429, Ossin-

ing, N. Y. 10562 [480] 

Vulcanized strip gasketing —a com-
bination of silicone rubber with knit-
ted metal mesh —shields against 
electromagnetic interference. The 
Combo Seal strip gasketing does not 
separate, thus retaining its structural 
integrity as well as its flexibility in 
corona- and ozone-laden atmo-
spheres, moisture, and steam, as well 
as after prolonged weathering and 
aging. The material has a shielding 
effectiveness of up to 90 dB, between 
10 kHz and 1 GHz, and under 20-psi 
pressure. It has a specific gravity of 
1.13 ±0.03. The gasketing offers a 
peel strength of 3 lb per linear in. 
and meets the specification for sili-
cone rubber: MIL-R-5847, Class II, 
Grade 50. 
Metex Corp., 970 Durham Rd., Edison, N. J. 

08817 [475] 
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Managing to cover 
all bases. 

Expansion. Diversification. Acquisition. Growth. As a business becomes 
more complex, its information management needs expand exponentially. The more 
locations involved, for example, the greater the need for centralized control of intercity 
communications. 

Many corporations seeking ways to increase productivity, while controlling 
communications costs at all locations, are converting to Bell's Dimension® PBX. 

With Electronic Tandem Switching, it provides an integrated system with 
over 150 customized management and control capabilities. Its stored programs bring 
cost-saving features to the network, add time-saving functions to existing telephones. 
Long distance calls automatically take the least expensive routes. Calls that encounter 
busy signals are redialed electronically. Detailed calling records facilitate the allocation of 
charges. And each company as well as each of its locations can modify its own system 
without calling in Bell installers. 

We have applied such advances for some of America's leading businesses, 
integrating many divisions, plants, warehouses and service centers into one total system. 

That's our business—applying a knowledge of networks and advanced 
communications to the specialized information management needs of your business. 

It's a process that starts with a call to your Bell System Account Executive. 

The knowledge business 
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THE HOLE 
TRUTH 
New GE Engineered FR-4. 

An advanced laminate designed to reduce drilling abrasion, 
improve thru-hole quality, and lower processing costs. 

Now there's a PC board laminate 
with even better processing qualities 
than conventional FR-4. It's the new 
Engineered FR-4 epoxy-woven glass 
laminate from General Electric. 
You can process Engineered FR-4 

in exactly the same way as conven-
tionaJ FR-4, and tests by PC manufac-
turers have shown that you can 
enjoy improved yields and sub-
stantial productivity benefits. 
The key to these benefits is a GE 

discovery: an exclusive epoxy 
adhesion promoter that greatly en-
hances the 3-D bonding of the epoxy 
resin to itself, and to the woven glass 
layers. The resulting uniform matrix 
gives the laminate much greater 
integrity than possible before. 
As a result you can expect greater 

thermal shock resistance and 
reduced tendency toward delami-
nation during processing. But the 

opportunity for cost reduction is 
greatest in the drilling and plating-
thru operations. Less abrasion en-
countered during drilling means re-
duced heat generation and longer 
drill life. This is illustrated in the 260X 
photomicrographs below. Note dif-
ferences in tip sharpness and wear. 

Drill bit edge after 9300 Drill bit edge after 9300 
holes in Engineered FR-4 holes in conventional FR-4 

Because there is less drilling 
abrasion and less heat generated, 
the quality of thru-holes is greatly 
improved. With Engineered FR-4, 
there is less resin smear, rifling, void 

formation; and fewer torn glass 
bundles. This in turn provides a 
superior, more uniform surface for 
electroless copper plating. 
New Engineered FR-4 is the tirst of 

a series of technology-oriented PC 
laminates designed to keep you 
ahead of today's application re-
quirements. And it's now being 
produced at our high-capacity plant 
at Coshocton, Ohio. The unique GE 
Laminate Technical Center is located 
there, too, with sophisticated R&D 
instrumentation devoted to solving 
your PC processing problems. 
See the hole truth for yourself. 

Contact us for a detailed brochure, 
and to arrange a trial run of new 
Engineered FR-4 at your facility. 
General Electric Company, 
Laminated and Insulating Materials 
Business Department, Box EL-7 
Coshocton, Ohio 43812. 

GE LAMINATES: THE DIFFERENCE IS TECHNOLOGY 

GENERAL ELECTRIC 
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Products newsletter  
Mostek accepts Mostek Corp., Carrollton, Texas, is accepting customer codes for the 

MK37000, an 8-K-8-bit read-only memory. Housed in a 28-pin pack-
customer codes for age, the device will be pin-compatible with the company's forthcoming 
8-K-by-8-bit ROM 64-R erasable programmable ROM—the MK2764 — which is expected 

later this year. The 37000 was built using Mostek's 5-µm n-mos Poly R 
process. It is essentially a repinned version of the company's 24-pin 64-K 
ROM, the MK36000, but contains an output-enable control not found on 
the earlier part. A 300-ns version is available already, priced at $19.60 
each in 1,000-unit quantities. 

Sanders gets into Sanders Associates Inc., Nashua, N. H., is venturing out of its stroke and 
refresh display technology into raster scanning with its newest high-

raster-scan resolutibn graphics display system. Thanks to a low-cost semiconductor 
displays memory, the new display—Graphic 8—retains the high resolution offered 

by stroke and refresh displays (it has a maximum resolution of 1,024 by 
1,024 pixels) while attaining the high refresh speeds of raster-scan 
techniques—in this case, 60 HZ without interrupting the display. The 
Graphic 8 can display up to 256 colors on its 19-in. screen. A built-in 
bipolar bit-slice processor supports distributed networking, and software 
packages allow graphics programming independent of a host computer, as 
well as independent test routines. The system, which will be ready for 
delivery by the first quarter of 1981, includes a controller, serial RS-232-C 
interface, keyboard, and display monitor for less than $23,000. 

IBM offers International Business Machines Corp.'s General Systems division in 
C bol complier for Atlanta has a System/38 Cobol compiler that incorporates ANSI 1974 

Level 2 functions. The program, available in May 1981 for a monthly 
System/38 computers license charge of $140, operates with the System/38's Control Program 

Facility operating system. The program consists of a compiler that can 
perform syntax checking in batch mode and in interactive mode using the 
system's Source Entry Utility. A sort and merge utility is also available, 
and System/38 Cobol users may use communications under Systems 
Network Architecture with the Synchronous Data Link Control protocol. 

Nixdorf portable A communications module from Nixdorf Computer Corp., Burlington, 
Mass., transforms the company's LK-3000 hand-held personal computer 

computer converts into a portable data terminal. With the new unit, the system will be able to 
to data terminal access real-time data from remote locations. The LK-2010 module, 

which uses a standard RS-232-C interface, communicates with any com-
puter using an acoustic coupler over telephone lines. It operates at 110 or 
300 b/s with self-contained protocol software such as for Teletype and the 
TRS-80. Together, the computer and module sell for $335. 

Chromatics color Chromatics Inc. of Atlanta is offering CP/M operating software and up to 
96 kilobytes of user memory as options on all its microprocessor-based 

terminals get CP/M, color graphics computers. The memory option will add 64 kilobytes to the 

Increased memory amount of user memory currently available on Chromatics systems. It will 
be priced at $1,500 per 32-kilobyte increment. The CP/M option, already 
used in the recently introduced model 3999 high-resolution terminal 
[Electronics, May 22, p. 174], will cost $350. 
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Classified section FOR ENGINEERING/TECHNICAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES 

WE'RE 
BRIDGING 

) THE GAP IN 
te''‘ VOICE &DATA 

TELECOMMUNICATIONS 
AT GTE LENKURT IN DENVER. 

GTE Lenkurt. a leader in the field of 
telecommunications, invites you to join us at 
our new location in Denver. Colorado This 
unique opportunity exists for individuals who 
can contribute to the establishment of our 
product lines, and to the development of this 
new division. Products including voice 
signaling, data transmission/distribution, and 
terminating telecommunications equipment 
require innovative designs using the latest 
state-of-the-art technology for both electronic 
and packaging design. Some of the openings 
currently available include 
Engineering Technology Manager 
MSEE or its equivalent and minimum 5 years 
electronics experience in supervisory capacity. 
Telecommunications and CAD experience 
preferred. 

Manufacturing Engineering Manager 
BSME or BSIE or its equivalent and 7 years 

rn,r,itaLturing, industrial experience including 
5 years as manager. 
Instrumentation Manager 
MSEE or its equivalent and 7 years experience 
in engineering development and 
manufacturing support for instrumentation 
with minimum 3 years in supervisory capacity. 

For immediate consideration on these 
positions and other positions available, please 
forward your resume, including salary history 
to 
Ms. Charlotte Delinger 
GTE Lenkurt, Inc. 
876 Ventura Street 
Aurora, Colorado 80011 
An Affirmative Action Employer M/F/H/V 

GTE Lenkurt Incorporated 

CLD Communications 
Transmission Systems 

Our nationwide search firm would like to confidentially 
represent you to the most prestigious. progressive companies 
in the U.S. Many different on-going projects for the 
experienced Engineer. 

MICRO PROCESSORS ANALOG 
SOFTWARE 
HARDWARE 

SEMI-CONDUCTORS 111111 
DIGITAL 

COMMUNICATIONS 

Salary 518-45K. Affiliates in all major 

PENTAD 
Darryl Lustig 
3315 Algonquin Road 
Rolling Meadows. IL 60008 
13121 259 8696 

ELECTRONICS 
SPECIALIST 

To repair and maintain in-plant minicom-
puter systems. B.S. degree or 2 years tech-
nical schooling and a minimum of 2 years 
experience are required. Familiarity with 
general automation. interdata or DEC 
equipment is a plus. Our maintenance re-
sponsibilities include disk drives, CRTs and 
various special purpose electronic devices. 
Assistance and training are provided. No 
travel, component level repair, and design 
opportunities make this position a step 
above field engineering. Send complete 
resume and salary requirements to: 

P-2572, Electronics 
Classified Advertising Dept. 

P.O. Box 900, N.Y.. N.Y. 10020 

Your Ultimate Choice 
I 

TELEPHONE ENGINEER 
Salary Area $30,000 

A leading integrated oil company is 
seeking an electrical engineer to fur-
nish technical support in all aspects 
of the company's telecommunications 
equipment, including consultation 
services for overseas projects. Signif-
icant experience in telecommunica-
tions is the key to this challenging 
opportunity which is accompanied by 
a profit sharing plan and other out-
standing benefits. 

For further information, please 
contact our Engineering Specialists, 
Glen Bixler or Bill McDaniel at 17131 
943-2860. 

ALL FEES ASSUMED BY COMPANIES 

435 Houston Natural Gas Building 
1200 Travis 

17131943-2860 
Houston, Texas 77002 

PE RSONNEL SERVICES 

ELECTRONICS 
ENGINEERS 

If you are an engineer looking for 
upward career mobility, call us. 
We specialize in electronics/ 
aerospace nationwide. All fees 
assumed by our clients. Submit 
resume in professional confidence 
to: Jim Crumpiey/Gayle Smart 

igo) Dorsey Love 
Associates. Inc. 

Ls, ,r 

ENGINEERS 
• Design • Communication 
• Avionics • Digital 
• Systems • Analog 
• Test •Micro Processing 
Our specialty is placing engineers 
with electronic and agricultural ma-
chinery companies. Engineering posi-
tions available anywhere in the 
United States. Companies pay for in-
terview, relocation and fees. 

Send resume to 

ALPS PERSONNEL INC. 
235 S. Maitland Ave., Suite 113 

Maitland, Fla. 32751 Ph. 13051628-2577 
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TIRED OF BEING BOXED IN? 
FORD AEROSPACE 

AND COMMUNICATIONS 
CORPORATION 

HAS SPACE FOR YOU! 

Ford Aerospace & Communications Corporation, 
a leader in space information systems, has room 
for talented people, like you, who want limitless 
challenges. Since 1963, Ford Aerospace has been 
instrumental in all phases of ground-based sup-
port systems that have helped man and machine 
share information across the far reaches of 
space. We were the principal company responsi-
ble for the development, design, manufacture of 
equipment, installation, and continued 
maintenance and operation of NASA's Johnson 
Space Center Mission Control Center. 

Our challenges continue with exciting programs 
like the redesign of the Mission Control Center to 
support the Space Shuttle—the transportation 
system of tommorrow. We're developing the 
Payload Operations Control Center "POCC" to 
monitor the many experiments that will be per-
formed on the Shuttle. 

These programs are part of the career oppor-
tunities at Ford Aerospace. Currently we have 
openings for the following professionals: 

  Ford Aerospace & 
  Communications Corporation 

¡wee 

eIrs 
*.„`•••--; 

Digital Design Engineers 

Systems Engineers 

Engineering Designers 

Mission Planning Analysts 

We offer competitive salaries, an outstanding 
benefits package, and the convenience of living in 
the Clear Lake area, just 25 miles southeast of 
downtown Houston. If you want the challenges of 
space, or just want more space to advance your 
career, CALL COLLECT, John Brown (713) 488-2119 
or (713) 486-6228, or Ted Sarno, (713) 486-6219 or 
send resume in confidence to Ford Aerospace & 
Communications Corporation, P.O. Box 58487, 
Dept. AJH, Houston, Texas 77058. We are an equal 
opportunity employer, m/f. 

Space Information Systems Operation 
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There's Only One 
Way at SIC 

UP! 
You seek a secure future with a stable organization 
offering a challenging work environment and ex-
ceptional growth potential. Combine that with the 
opportunity to live and work at the very base of the 
magnificent Colorado Rockies and to enjoy the 
summer and winter recreation these mountains 
provide, and you'll find yourself at SIC. Currently 
we have openings for the following: 

ENGINEERS 
• Systems 

• Test 

• Quality 

• Industrial 

• Manufacturing 

• Process 

(PCB drilling, 

lamination, or 

semiconductor) 

• Development 

ELECTRICAL 

(preferably with a 

background in I.C. 

design, read/write, 

semiconductor, thin 

film, tape or disk). 

MECHANICAL 

(servo, packaging, 

special tooling, tape 

or disk experience). 

TECHNICIANS 
• Engineering 

• Manufacturing 

• Quality 

• SEM Equipment 

• SC Process 

• Electro/ 

Mechanical 

• HVAC 

DESIGNERS/DRAFTSPERSONS 
(Electro/Mechanical) 

PROGRAMMERS/ 

SYSTEMS ANALYSTS 
(Both business 8i engineering oriented) 

If you are the type of person who likes to see your 
ideas impact the industry, we want to hear from 
you. We offer an excellent compensation package 
including health & insurance benefits, stock 
purchase plan and more. For consideration please 
submit your resume in confidence to Mr. Bob 
Williams, STORAGE TECHNOLOGY CORPORA-
TION, MD#29, E6 ,19, 2270 South 88th Street, 
Louisville, Colorado 80027, or call TOLL FREE 
800-525-2940, Ext. 3169. We are an equal op-
portunity employer. 

STORAGE 

TECH NOLOG Y 

CORPORATION 

SIEMENS 
Colorado Opportunities 

You will like our suburban location just 15 miles north of 
Denver where you can enjoy plenty of excellent hunting, 
fishing and skiing locations. 

We are the world's fifth largest producer of electronic 
equipment and components and the fastest growing power 
semiconductor manufacturer in North America. We have 
immediate openings for Senior Application Engineer, 
Process/Product Engineers and Development Engineer. 

POWER MOSFET PROGRAM 

SENIOR APPLICATIONS ENGINEER 

Experienced in switch mode circuitry plus 
transistor applications with a BSEE or 
equivalent required. Key member of Siemens 
SIPMOS program with responsibility for North 
American customer support and applications 
coordination with Siemens in Munich, 
Germany 

PROCESS/PRODUCT ENGINEERS 

To sustain yields and make process improve-
ments on high power diodes and SCR's during 
an aggressive plant expansion. The successful 
candidates will have experience in one or 
more of the following areas: Wafer fabrica-
tion, assembly soldering, brazing, welding, 
final test, diffusion, metalization, junction 
contouring and surface passivation. Requires 
a BS Degree in Engineering or a related 
physical science, or equivalent experience, 
and a thorough understanding of process 
variables and their influence upon final device 
characteristics. 

DEVELOPMENT ENGINEER 

Position encompasses a wide variety of duties 
with emphasis in developing materials. 
methods and processes for the semi-
conductor market. Experience in diffusion, 
alloying, and soldering is required. 
Experience in processing for glass 
passivation, plasma etching, schottky diode 
processes and photolithography is desirable. 

Due to our aggressive plant expansion program we anticipate 
the need to recruit management, engineering and technical 
support positions. We offer excellent salary and benefit 
program which includes life, medical, dental and retirement 
plan. If you would like to join a team of skilled professionals 
who enjoy the technical support of a parent company such as 
Siemens, send work experience and salary requirements to 
the Employment Manager. 

Sitronix 
A member of the Siemens Grote 

800 Hoyt Street 

Broomfield, CO 80020 

Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer 

ATTENTION 
ELECTRONIC ENGINEERS!!! 

Electronic Design Engineers 
Design Engineers (Digital) 
Analog Design Engineers 
Systems Design Engineers 
Electrical Design Engineers 
Instrumentation Design Engineers 
Test/Design Engineers 

24-36K 
25-35K 
-25-35K 
-28-35K 
-24-40K 
-25-40K 
-24-35K 

Our clients are aerospace and electronic firms who gay 
our fees for locating engineers. For more information. 
send note or resume to Al Madsen, C.E.C. 

CORPORATE PERSONNEL CONSULTANTS, INC. 
5950 Fairview Road 

Two Fairview Plaza, Suite 608 
Charlotte, North Carolina 28210 

(704) 554-1800 
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MICROELECTRONICS ENGINEERS 

NCR has key openings at its 
LSI/VLSI R&D facility in 

Colorado 
Springs 
If you prefer challenges to stop-and-go 
commuting, the NCR/Microelectronics 
operations for MOS wafer fabrication 
and assembly has openings you should 
investigate at once. You'll be joining a 
mature microelectronics organization 
that has established three full-scale 
multi-million dollar production facilities. 

We have immediate openings for: 

MOS/VLSI Circuit Design Engineer 
Project responsibilities in MOS/VLSI memory or logic 
circuit design in short channel NMOS or CMOS. Project 
responsibilities will be for full VLSI circuit designs from 
conception and customer interface to release to produc-
tion. Candidate should be BSEE with a minimum of 2 to 
5 years MOS circuit design experience with attendant 
processing knowledge and an understanding of its rela-
tionship to circuit design. 

Product Engineers 
Set up and maintain interdivisional liaison to assist in 
test and evaluation of customs products. Develop in-
ternal specifications, analyze failures and recommend 
corrective action as required. Requires Bachelors' de-
gree and 2-3 years related experience. 

Diffusion Process Engineer 
Expertise must span all areas of diffusion processing— 
oxidation, boron and phospherous diffusion, LPCVD 
systems. 

Reliability and Failure Analysis Engineer 
BSEE and a minimum of 3-years experience in IC semi-
conductor analysis preferred. Will be responsible for the 
generation of statistical data on reliability IC's, life test-
ing, failure analysis, and FA laboratory. Should have 
experience in management reporting techniques. 

Photo Resist Engineer 
3-5 years in MOS photolighography, and experience in 
negative and positive resist systems, proximity/projec-
tion printing techniques and plasma etching. 

Device Modeling 
Requires experience in process, device or circuit model-
ing, using computer simulation. Prefer a degree com-
bination of electrical and solid state physics. 

Modeling will be used to assist in the development of 
new devices, process and the enhancement of circuit 
performance. 

• • • 

Our Colorado Springs facility is an hours'drive South of 
Denver—located in one of the finest living environments 
in the U.S. 

To investigate these exciting LSI/VLSI R&D opportuni-
ties first hand, send your resume and salary history in 
confidence to: Ms. Sue Grierson, Personnel Resources, 
Dept. 78K, NCR Corporation, Microelectronics, 2850 
North El Paso Street, Colorado Springs, Colorado 80907. 

N 
Complete Computer Systems 

An Equal Opportunity Employer 
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ENGINEERS 

Expanded 
career opportunities 
are at your fingertips 

call 800-321-6980 
(In Ohio 800-362-6120) 

Talk to Tom O'Brien 
about your skills and background for, 
positions such as... 
Software Engineers Capitalize on your Comp. Sci. or related 
degree and apply your software experience — assembly lan-
guages, PASCAL, FORTRAN. Utilize our VAX 11/780 
DEC 1 1/34 or TEKTRONIX Development Systems to support 
your designs. 
Hardware Firmware Design Engineers Design NC and PC 
systems employing advanced digital techniques. Degree and 
2+ years experience desired. Your involvement would in-
clude design verification using VAX 11/780, DEC 11/34 or 
TEKTRONIX Development Systems. 

Application Engineers Define customer control system 
requirements, prepare proposals and assist new product 
planning. 
Product 'Marketing Engineers Research and identify product 
opportunities based on industry requirements utilizing your 
degree and 2 + years of electronics or industrial experience. 
These are opportunities with a future. 
We are a dynamic part of an international corporation em-
ploying over 17,000 people. Our products apply "leading edge" 
computer and microprocessor technology that increases pro-
ductivity for all types of industry. 
Our careers are challenging and rewarding... 
Let's Talk About It — Call Today: or if you prefer, send your 
resume to: 

ALLEN-BRADLEY 
747 Alpha Drive 
Highland Heights, Ohio 44143 
An Equal Opoortuolty Employer M F 

SOUTH di SOUTHWEST POSITIONS 
Engineering and Management posi-
tions throughout the South. 
Southwest and U.S. Employers pay 
all fees. Send resume in confidence 
to: Bob Hogue. pertwinel d-on.110•••• 

SctieteefAt 7EChtiedt, 
P.O. Box 33070, 

San Antonio, Texas 78233 

POSITIONS VACANT 

Electronics Engineer—with rapidly 
growing R&D firm. $29K-$45K, B.S. 
plus several years experience and a 
background preferably in digital 
signal processing and/or micro-
processor electronics. Will be 
responsible for the development of 
new digital signal processing to use 
with electro-optical sensors. Will in-
volve the development of signal 
processing electronics for use with 
IR focal plane arrays to provide both 
readout and responsivity nonuni-
formity correction. Also will be in-
volved in the development of signal 
processing for clutter rejection and 
automatic target identification for 
both IR search and track sensors and 
electro-optic missile seekers. Some 
microprocessor software experience 
is desired. This person will interface 
with exploratory development 
hardware efforts in his/her area of 
expertise. Contact: Dr. Mahaffey or 
Mr. Biosca at 301-927-4980 or send 
resume to: Sachs/Freeman Associ-
ates, 5809 Annapolis Rd., Suite 512, 
Bladenburg, MD 20710. 

Electrical Engineer/Instructor. Quali-
fications: Electrical Engineer, 
Bachelor's Degree, Master's Degree 
preferred. Three years of applied 
experience in the design or applica-
tion of engineering principles on 
electronic equipment or equal. Solid 
state and computer background as 
they relate to the communications 
field is desirable. Salary Range: de-
pending upon training and 
experience. To apply send resume, 
transcripts and salary requirements 
in confidence to: Edward R. 
Maclosky, Director of Personnel, 
Springfield Technical Community 
College. One Armory Square, Spring-
field, MA 01105. An Equal Op-
portunity Employer. 

Computer Software Designers 
needed immediately. Salaries to 
$40,000. Computers and micro-
processors. Fee paid. CAPA, 808 
Downtowner Blvd., Suite G. Mobile, 
AL 33609. 

FACULTY POSITIONS VACANT 

Faculty Positions in Electrical 
Engineering Technology Under-
graduate teaching positions in 
electrical engineering technology 
available on August 16, 1980 in Tus-
caloosa, Alabama at The University 
of Alabama. Teaching duties will be 
in the area of circuits and electronics 
and one or more of the following 
areas: power, controls, communica-
tions, digital electronics. Master's 
degree or equivalent and at least one 
degree in EE or EET desirable. Some 
recent relevant industrial experience 
required. Some teaching experience 
desirable. P.E. registration desirable. 
Although positions are tenure track, 
applications are desired from those 
wishing a temporary appointment for 
all or part of the 1980-81 academic 
year. Applicants should send a com-
plete resume to: Dr. John D. Antrim, 
Director. Engineering Technology 
Programs. The University of Ala-
bama, P.O. Box 1941, University. AL 
35486. An EO/AA employer. 
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A world of opportunity for 
tomorrow-minded Electronic Engineers 
at Martin Marietta Aerospace in Denver 

You'll find a career with Martin Marietta secure, challeng-
ing and rewarding. Today, you could be working on any 
number of long-term projects including the Space Shuttle, 
Missile X, and in areas such as command and information 
systems, spacecraft, launch vehicles and solar energy. 
And working in our Denver facility, adjacent to the Rocky 

Mountains, means you'll have every opportunity to enjoy a 
wide array of recreational activities, as well as educational 
and cultural facilities that rival any metropolitan area. 

We have the following selective openings: 
Ground Support Electronics Design Engineers and 
Power Systems Design Engineers 

Instrumentation Engineers 
A number of engineers are needed who have a BSEE and 
experience with a variety of transducers including strain 
gauges, accelerometers, position, acoustic, vibration, pres-
sure and temperature instrumentation. Specific related 
design experience to process transducer signals should 
include analog signal conditioning, high rate digitizing, 
and high speed recording techniques. Specific tasks will in-
clude Instrumentation Subsystem design, requirements 
definition, interface definition, and vendor coordination. 
Commercial instrumentation experience is acceptable. 
Ground Digital Systems Engineers 
À number of engineers are needed who have a BSEE. 
Background should include experience with ground digital 
equipment and test operations. Specific tasks should in-
clude system architecture design, requirements definition, 
test planning analysis and interface definition. Systems 
typically involve computers and associated peripheral 
equipment including displays, control consoles, RF equip-
ment and power equipment. 
Power Systems Engineers 
Requires BSEE or MSEE with five to ten years experience or 
equivalent in the design of power systems including the use 
of solar arrays, secondary batteries and complex distribu-
tion and power conditioning hardware. Good background 
in power management and power systems analysis is 
desirable. 

Power Distribution & Cabling Engineers 
Requires experience in both electrical and schematic draft-
ing as well as equipment and wire harness installation. 
Power Conditioning Design Engineers 
BSEE or MSEE required. Requires at least 5 years experi-
ence in the design of power supplies, battery chargers and 
regulators. 
High Voltage Power Supply Design Engineers 
BSEE or MSEE required. Experience in the design of power 
supplies ranging from 2KV to 30KV with both low and high 
power outputs. 
Photovoltaics 
BSEE or MSEE required. At least 5 years experience in 
Photovoltaic related areas required. 
Electrical Materials and Process Engineer 
BS degree or equivalent experience. Responsibilities in-
clude the evaluation, development, selection and applica-
tion of materials and processes for aerospace electronic 
hardware. Engineers for all M&P disciplines including the 
following: Fiber Optics, High Voltage, and Organic Coatings 
& Encapsulants. 
Communication Systems Engineers 
Will prepare specifications at the system and subsystem 
level for procurement by government agency. This position 
available at a government site in Maryland. 

If interested please send your resume in complete confi-
dence to: Martin Marietta Aerospace, Personnel Depart-
ment, P.O. Box 179, Mail #D-6310, Denver, CO 80201. 

An Affirmative Action Employer 
actively seeking the Handicapped and Veterans 

MAI FP 77 /V fr74I;P a-
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PROCESS 
ENGINEER 

NCR Microelectronics is not only a leading developer 
and producer of LSI/MOS devices and deeply en-
gaged in developing the full potentialities of VLSI, but 
is also involved in the development and manufacturer 
of plasma display systems. 

We have an important ground floor opportunity for a 
creative engineer to work with a small group of 
professionals in a developing technology. Background 
must include experience in thick film screen printing, 
screen making, and screen parameters and tech-
niques. Must have 3 to 5 years manufacturing 
experience and BS degree in Physics, Chemistry or 
Engineering. 

Our location is as stimulating as the work we're doing. 
Colorado Springs, just 40 miles south of Denver, of-
fers one of the finest, 4-season living environments in 
the U.S. 

Here's a chance 
to Pioneer 

Electronic Display 
Systems with 

NCR in 
Colorado 
Springs. 

Please send confidential resume 
and salary history to, or call 
COLLECT Ms. Sue Grierson, (303) 
471-8440, NCR Corporation, Dept. 
78P, 4750 Edison Avenue, Colorado 
Springs, Colorado 80915. 

N 
Complete Computer Systems 

COLORADO OPPORTUNITIES 
FOR ENGINEERS 

Ball Aerospace Systems. a division of the Ball Corporation. is located in 
Boulder. Colorado - a community nestled in the foothills of the majestic 
Rocky Mountains We are a leader in the development of space science 
instrumentation, electro-optics. antennas, military electronics, satellite 
systems and subsystems. 
We are looking for top quality professionals who want to grow with a 
progressive aerospace organization 

• ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS • QUALITY ENGINEERS 
• MECHANICAL ENGINEERS • ANTENNA ENGINEERS 

We offer excellent salary and benefits, including medical, dental and life 
insurance. a stock purchase plan. and four 141 weeks vacation 
For more information about outstanding career opportunities. contact 

Aerospace Systems Division 
Employee Relations Department 

P.O. Box 1062 
Boulder, Colorado 80306 

(303) 441-4111 

An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F 

Inventors 
We are looking for individuals who will take creative risks with 
conductive polymer materials. Expand upon your educational 
background (BS. MS. or PhD) or Industrial experience as an 
Electrical Engineer or Physicist. You should be able to function 
in an environment which will professionally challenge your best 
efforts. If you feel confident about your ability to, 

• Create New Products 

• Develop Electronic Devices, or 

• Research Unique Polymer Materials, 

we can offer you an exciting future. 

Explore this opportunity to excel in a high-technology company 
with RAYCHEM ... the International Leader in the field of ir-
radiated polymers and specialty metals. Positions include 
Project Leaders. Staff. and Assistant Staff depending upon your 
motivation and capabilities. Write directly to me describing 
your abilities and preferences. Please include your resume and 
references. 

Dr. Steve Jacobs 

Raychem Corporation 

300 Constitution Drive 

Menlo Park, CA 94025 

We are proud to be an equal opportunity employer. 
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ELECTRICAL 
ENGINEER 

EG & G/Kirtland Operations cur-
rently has an opening for Electri-
cal Engineer. This individual will 
research, design and develop 
electronic instrumentation and 
equipment. Work will involve 
both analog and digital elec-
tronic designs. Much of the work 
will concern optical effects and 
devices and will be a good op-
portunity to learn optics. This 
individual will supervise and con-
duct experiments, record and 
evaluate results and assist in 
preparation of work proposals. 
Send resumes to: 

Elaine Mitchell 
Personnel Administrator 

EG & G/Kirtland Operations 
P.O. Box 4339 

Station A 
Albuquerque, NM 87196 

POSITIONS VACANT 

The Department of Electrical 
Engineering of Gonzaga University 
invites applications for a tenure track 
position at the Assistant Professor 
level. Desired areas of expertise are: 
electromagnetic fields, communica-
tions and solid state electronics. A 
Ph.D. and some practical experience 
are desirable. Send resume to: W.P. 
Ilgen, Dean, School of Engineering, 
Gonzaga University, Spokane, WA 
99258. An equal opportunity/affir-
mative action employer. 

EMPLOYMENT SERVICES 

Electronic engineering growth posi-
tions with clients located nationally. 
Our service is enhanced by the fact 
that I am an EE with 20 years in in-
dustry and over 10 years in placing 
prtifessionals on an employer fee 
paid basis Send your resume to Joe 
Torcassi. Director. J. Anthony & 
Associates. PO Drawer AD. 
Lynchburg, OH 45142. 513/364-
2305. 

RESUMES 

Resumes—Complete instructions 
and examples; $4, Consultants, Box 
567—J. Bergenfield, N.J. 07621. 

Phocnix 
Growth opportunities 

tor Engineers 
Sperry Flight Systems is an industry leader in the design, 
development and manufacture of state-of-the-art flight 
instruments and controls for aircraft and space flight 
applications. Join us in one of the nation's fastest growing 
high-technology centers, and benefit from the expansion 
of our business! 

Control Systems 
Engineers 
Your duties will include hardware/software design 
trade-offs; specification design including guidance, 
navigation, and control algorithm development; systems 
integration and installation; flight test and customer liaison. 
Experience in hardware and software design is required. 

Software Development 
Engineers 
Your duties will include design, test, and integration of real-
time operational software with emphasis on modular and 
structured programming techniques. Experience in assembly 
language and PASCAL and/or JOVIAL is desirable. 

Circuit Design Engineers 
You'll be designing circuits using state-of-the-art 
technologies. Experience in analog and digital circuit design 
is required. Knowledge of microprocessor application is 
useful. 

Join Us! 
We offer industry-competitive salary, a complete benefits 
program, and outstanding opportunities for professional 
growth. To be considered, send your resume and salary 
history, in complete confidence, to Jim Kenyon. 

J rL--SPE M u« 
FLIGHT SYSTEMS 

P. O. Box 21111 
Phoenix, Arizona 85036 

Were an Equal Opportunity Employer. 

U.S. citizenship or permanent resident status required. 
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Software  
Engineers. 

You wind you up. 
We turn you on. 

Coulter Electronics is a world leader 
in medical electronics and instru-
mentation. An innovator in precision 
products related to health care and 
hematological functions. 

The technology involved—and the 
diversified application problems— 
require constant upgrading in software 
design and engineering. 

Obviously, we can't rely on yester-
day's technology. 

We need engineers with a grasp on 
tomorrow Professionals who care about 
contributing to a project totally—from 
concept through implementation. 

Which is why from day one at 
Coulter Electronics, you're highly 
visible. You're contributing. You're 
recognized. 

We turn you loose. We turn you on. 
Expecting excellence because we have 
a tradition of engineering excellence. 

Right now, we need Software 
Engineers with micro-processor/ 
mini-computer experience for our 
top-down design, structured pro-
gramming environment. 

This is your chance to utilize your 
degree in Math, Computer Science, 
or Electrical Engineering—and your 
process control experience. 

This is your chance to grow. 
Send in your resume and salary 

history to: Mr. Pete Chylko, Em-
ployment Manager, Dept. E, P.O. 
Box 5-2794, Miami, Florida 33152. 

COULTER ELECTRONICS, INC. 
INNOVATING A VITAL TECHNOLOGY. 

An Equal Opportunity Employer MIE 

Harness Systems 
Marketing 
Applications 
Manager 
Apply your well developed technical skills and 3-5 years 
experience with wire harness products ( preferably in the In-
terconnect field) to adapting our unique technology to the 
growing Interconnect Marketplace. 

You will evaluate new harness systems opportunities ( both 
technically and economically), work directly with customers 
integrating Raychem's wire products to specific needs, coor-
dinate product design and development to meet customer re-
quirements, and be involved in long term planning for specific 
harness problems. BSEE ( or equivalent) preferred; working 
knowledge of current military vehicle wiring, EMC and/or con-
nector Mil Specs a plus! 

RAYCHEM TODAY has a technology expanded to include con-
ductive polymer systems, heat recoverable metals, cross 
linked polymer chemistry, new specialty polymers and adhe-
sive systems. Our commitment to maintain a leadership posi-
tion in our field is demonstrated by our 25% annual com-
pounded growth rate since 1957. 

FOR IMMEDIATE CONSIDERATION, Contact Dennis E. 
Mitchell, ( 415) 561-5755, or send your resume to Mr. 
Mitchell at Raychem, 300 Constitution Drive, Menlo Park, CA 
94025. An equal opportunity employer. 

• Raychem 
0 ELECTRONICS ENGINEERS, 

$60,000. Choice entry level to 
management positions imme-
diately available in Pennsyl-
vania & national locations. 
Reply in strict confidence to 
J. G. Weir, President, WEIR 
PERSONNEL SERVICES, 535 
Court St., Reading, PA 19603 
(215/376-8486). 
ELECTRONICS ENGINEERS, 
$18,000440,000. Nationwide 
positions in digital, analog, 
microprocessor, microwave & 
instrumentation technology. 
For immediate confidential 
response, send resume w/ 
salary history to Glenn Eng-
lish, President, GLENN ENG-
LISH AGENCY, 7840 Mission 
Center Ct., San Diego, CA 
92108 (714/291-9220). 
ELECTRONICS ENGINEERS, 
$18,000-$40,000. Suburban 
New Jersey & nationwide. 
Numerous choice positions in 
co's utilizing the latest State-
of-Art methods & equipment. 
Reply in confidence to James 
E. Mann, VP/Eng., ARTHUR 
PERSONNEL, Suite Y6, 8 
Forest Avenue, Caldwell, NJ 
07006 (201/226-4555). 
DESIGN ENGINEERS to $38K. 
Central Penna. & nationwide. 
Design connectors/terminals, 
microprocessors & controls. 
Reply in confidence to Z. A. 
Gonglewski, MECK ASSOC. 
PERSONNEL, 1517 Cedar Cliff, 
Camp Hill, PA 17011 (717/ 
761-4777). 

ENGINEERS) 

NATIONAL 
PE N SONNE L 
CONSULTANTS 

ENGINEERS 
SEND YOUR CREDENTIALS TODAY! 

TRANSITION to your new CAREER OBJEC-
TIVES using TSC's nationwide employment 
search resources. 
TRANSITION SEARCH CONSULTANTS 
2697 International Parkway, Suite 203, 

Virginia Beach, Virginia 23452 
804-427-3700 

ENGINEERS 
South & West Colorado 

* Mechanical 
* Electrical 

*Civil 
* Environmental 

• Contracts • Design • 
• Plant Operations • 

• Forecasting & Rates • Planning • 
• Construction • Analysis • Safety • 

Colorado-Ute Electric Association is a 
rapidly growing generation and trans-
mission utility serving Western and 
Southern halves of the State of Colo. 
rado. Currently two 400 megawatt 
units are being constructed and bids 
are being accepted on the third unit. 
At the present time we have 4 coal-
fired stations, 2 hydros, over 50 sub-
stations and over 1.000 miles of 
transmission lines. 

Degreed Engineers are being sought 
for transmission, substation and plant 
design, maintenance and planning. 

We offer excellent benefits and pro-
motional possibilities. Salaries com-
mensurate with education and 
experience. 

Send resume to: 
Dept. JVJ 

COLORADO-UTE 
ELECTRIC 
ASSN., INC. 
P.O. Box 1149 

Montrose, CO 81401 

Ii t qua/ Opportunist f 
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Computer Hardware 
Professionals 

Our clients, highly successful manufacturers and OEMs of Computer Systems. 
Electronic Systems, and Peripherals, have immediate openings for Hardware 
Development Professionals to work on FUTURE SYSTEMS PROJECTS. Such 
projects include COMPUTER ARCHITECTURE. DATA COMMUNICATIONS. 
PERIPHERAL DEVELOPMENT. and POWER SUPPLY DESIGN. Specific 
openings currently exist at Senior and Intermediate levels for: 

COMPUTER ARCHITECTS — Definition and development of Micro- Mini-
computer systems. 

POWER SUPPLY DESIGN ENGINEERS — Switching regulators for Off-Line 
Power supplies. Experience in High Frequency P.W.M. techniques and AC Power 
Distribution would be desirable. 

MICROPROCESSOR DESIGN ENGINEERS — Design/Development of state-
of-the-art Microprocessor based systems and interfaces. Experience on any 
Microprocessor acceptable. 

LSI DESIGN DEVELOPMENT — Numerous positions with local systems 
oriented firms in I,S1 technology development. 

CPU DESIGN ENGINEERS — BSEESSCS andior experience in the design of 
Digital Computers or Microprocessor systems. Requires an understanding of Soft-
ware, i.e. ASSEMBLY. FORTRAN. or PL-I. 

DIGITAL LOGIC AND CIRCUIT DESIGN ENGINEERS — Logic and Circuit 
design plus a familiarity with TT1.. CMOS. LSPVLSI. etc. 

ANALOG DESIGNERS — 30 to 40 megahertz Phase Lock loop experience. Ex-
perience with 80 megahertz power drivers and DC motors. 

PCB DESIGNERS — With CAD experience. 

COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS DEVELOPERS — Experience with store and 
forward message switching. Network Data Link Control. and:or PBX and EPX 
Systems. 

Compensation on all positions ranges from low 20's to low 40's. based upon ex-
perience. Client companies are equal opportunity affirmative action employers. 
provide excellent benefits, and assume all fees. 

Qualified applicants will receive IMMEDIATE RESPONSE and are invited to 
contact: Don Bateman, in strict confidence. at 16171 861-1020. Or submit current 
resume to him for review. For those who find it inconvenient to call during working 
hours, our office will be open until 7:30 p.m. 

Contact: Don Bateman 

RI:Robert Kleven and Co., Inc. 
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS MANAGEMENT CONSULTANTS 

Three Fletrher Avenue. Lexington. Masvochusei, 0217:1 

Telephone 16171 861-1020 

 I. Prol•••ional Plerrowelet Leimaxition. 
(«empuger aaaaaa . 

«Mir» Silt id.wideo 
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• 

• Design 
• Development 
• Project 

• Software 

S20,000-S50,000 
%dick Associates Engineering 

Division specializes in placement of 
electrical and electronics engineers 
with top companies in the Southeast 
and throughout the U S We provide 
advice on careers resumes and inter-
views for a position tailored to your 
skills Client companies pay all fees 
For details call or send resume in 
strict confidence to Phil Riddick 
President 

RIddlck 
Associates, Ltd. 
9 Koger Executive Center 

Norfolk, VA 23502 

Area 804-461-3994 

S.W. & SUNBELT 

• System EE's 
• Design EE's 
• Product EE's 

• Software 
• Design ME's 
• Communications 

$20,000 to $50.000 
100% Fee Paid 

Specializing in placing technical people 
with data acquisition and peripheral 
equipment manufacturers located 
across southern U.S. Send complete 
resume, salary history and geographic 
preferences to: 

I. ruble, ittompson compamen. inc. 
IBM Management a Employment Consonants 

11 
2200 West 1..p Sours. Surte BOO 
Houston. Texas 77027 713/627-1940 

— GREATER TEXAS POSITIONS 

Engineering and related management open-
ings throughout the Southwest. Top clients 
paying all fees and relocation expenses. 
Send resume in confidence to; Alan Myler, 

KEY SEARCH 
P.O. Box 38271 
Dallas, TX 75238 

. 1. 

• • 
eir • • - 4 - 

, • 

MAKE YOUR HOME NEAR THE 
MOUNTAINS WITH Hewlett-Packard 
We offer you the opportunity for a c hallenging career with one of the 

foremost electronics companies and the opportunity to enjoy a small 
community atmosphere. 

The Loveland Instrument Division of Hewlett-Packard develops and 
manufactures state-of-the-art measurement instrumentation in the 
fields of: voltmeters, circuit board test, signal analyzers and signal 
sources. As a fast-growing company, new or recent graduates benefit 
from our philosophy of promoting managers from within our company. 
Presently we have career opportunities in research and development, 
manufacturing, and quality assurance. 
ELECTRICAL ENGINEER: With minimum Bachelor's degree and up 

to 5 years experience in one of the following to work in R & 
• Analog, Digital circuit design 
• Signal processing 
• Software development 

COMPONENT ASSURANCE ENGINEER: With knowledge of the 
theory, design, fabrication, application and physics of failure of a 
wide range of electronic components, person will define failure 
mechanisms and appropriate stress tests, analyze test results 
physically and statistically. 

PRODUCTION ENGINEER: With minimum Bachelor's degree in 
electrical or mechanical engineèring and up to 5 years experience. 
Will provide technical support for manufacturing including problem 
solving and optimization. 

If you'd like to spend your future with a dynamic, grossing electronics 
company and experience the joys of small-town living, send your 
resume to: HEWLETT-PACKARD COMPANY, Department 295, P.O. 
Box 301, Loveland, CO 80537. 

Equal Opportunity Employer Dedicated to Atfirrnatke Ac iron 

[ha HEWLETT 
PACKARD 

SUPPORT 
ENGINEERS 

AUTOMATIC TEST EQUIPMENT COMPONENTS 
—(HARDWARE & SOFTWARE) 

RELIABILITY QUALITY 

Your expertise is desperately needed by many of our 
clients located throughout the country. RCI is a Cincin-
nati based technical search firm. Although Cincinnati is 
our base, we are national in scope, for we travel 
thoughout the U.S. recruiting and interviewing 
prospective candidates for our client companies. 

Should you be interested in exploring new opportu-
nities, send a resume or a brief description of your 
background. 

Manny Rao 

RCI 
213 W. 9th Street Rm. A 
Cincinnati, Ohio 45202 

513/579-1513 
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Data Communications Books. 
Recent rapid growth in the use of data communications 

means more and more people are 
finding themselves working with the technology. 

If you are one of them, these books 
have been published for you. 

McGraw-Hill's Compilation of 
Data Communications Standards 

Presents all 89 user-relevant data communications 
standards promulgated by Consultative Committee 
for International Telephone and   
Telegraph (CCITT), International 
Organization for Standardization 
(ISO), American National Stand-
ards Institute (ANSI), Electronic 
Industries Association (EIA), and 
Federal Telecommunications 
Standards Committee (FTSC). 
Also includes descriptions of the 
standards organizations, plus 
relational charts of similar inter-
facing standards produced by 
different groups. Edited by Harold 
C. Folts and Harry R. Karp. 1133 
pp., clothbound, $165. 

Data Communications 
Procurement Manual 

The most authoritative and 
current information you need 
to turn data communications 
procurement into a smoothly 
running, cost-effective operation 
Includes sample solicitation clauses and forms, 
specification checklists on 38 devices, and 8 useful 
appendixes. By Gilbert Held. 150 pp., clothbound, $24.50 

Practical Applications of 
Data Communications: A User's Guide 

Articles from Data Communications magazine cover 
architecture and protocols, data-link performance, 

distributed data processing, 

Order today, using this coupon! 

Electronics Magazine Books 
P. 0. Box 669 
Hightstown, NJ 08520 
Tel. (609) 448-1700, ext. 5494 

software, data security, testing 
and diagnostics, communication 
processors, and digitized-voice 
and data-plus-voice. 424 pp., 
paperback, $13.95 

Basics of 
Data Communications 

This compilation of essential arti-
cles from Data Communications 
magazine includes chapters on 
terminals, acoustic couplers and 
modems, communications 

processors, networking, channel performance, data-
link controls, network diagnostics, interfaces, and 
regulations and policy. 303 pp., paperback, $12.95 

Please send me 

 copies of Data Communications Standards @ $165. 

 copies of Data Communications Procurement Manual @ $24.50 

 copies of Practical Applications of Data Communications @$13.95 

 copies of Basics of Data Communications @$12.95 

Name 

Title 

Company 

Street/P.O. address 

City/state/zip 

IC Payment enclosed (payment must accompany orders under $25) 
0 Bill me CI Bill my company 

Ten-day money-back guarantee applies on all books. EL 
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Robert Bosch Corporation 164 5 General Electric Instrument Rental Division Mite' Semiconductor, Inc. 98 

• Bourne, Inc. 2C General Electric Insulating Materials 224 Mostek Corporation 33-38 

Brand Rex 202,203 General Instrument Opto Electronics Division 199 4 Motorola Corporate 178,179 

• Branson i IPC 13E • Genrad, Inc. 188,189 Motorola Semiconductor Products 

Cambion 144 GenRadiFuturedata 204,205 • National Semiconductor 

The Carborundum Company 32 Gilbert 212 Nippon Electric Company, Ltd. 

4 Centralab Electronics Division 182.183 • Orales Industries 106 • Norma Mebtechnik Gmbh 

• Cherry Electrical Products 13 • Hewlett Packard 1,27.28.29.80.81, Nontake Electronics, Inc. 
109,111,114,115,168, 

169,172,173 

Christie Electric 4 Hitachi America, Ltd. 190,191 Norplex Division UOP, Inc. 

• Claire: Electronics 
• Honeywell TID 221 Optical Information Systems 

• Compas Microsystems 

Hughes Aircraft Co., Solid State Products 89 • Opto 22 

Computer Automation, Inc., Industrial 
Products Division 

Information Handling Services Oregon Software 

Computer Automation, Inc., Naked Mini 
Division Intel MPO Osborne & Associates, Inc. 
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• Philips Elcoma 

•• Philips T & M 

• Pun° Technology 

Plessey Semiconductor 

Positronic Industries 

Textool Products Department Electronic Div. 

TRW Capacitors 

Union Carbide Corporation 

160.161 Union Carbide Corporation UPOL 

105 Unitrode Corporation 

Power One, Inc. 90 j US Instrument Rentals 

Practical Automation 60 Vector Electronics 

Programmed Power, Div. Franklin Electric Co. 110 • Wendel un Gottermann 

Pro-Log 25 Watkins-Johnson Company 

RAC Reliability Analysis Center 60 • Wavetek San Diego 

• Radio Research Instrument Company 176 

• Rapid Recall 5E 

Rockwell Microelectronics Device Division 192,193 

Ernst Roederstein GmbH 

Samtec 

• SEPA S.p.A. 

• Shell 

' Siemens AG 

Signetics Corporation 

• Solartron 

Sprague Electric 

• TEAC Corporation 

Tektronix 

Teledyne Philbrick 

• Telefongyar 

Tel-Koor, Ltd. 

Texas Instruments, Inc. (Digital Systems Div.) 

213 

11E. 70 

Weckesser Company, Inc. 

Wes-Con Products, Inc. 

Wilhelm Westermann 

Mark Williams Company 

Xebec Company, Ltd. 

Xciton 

Zendex Corporation 

14 

209 

207 

217 

184.185 

53 

16 

53 

72 

63 

186 

150 

8 

12 

164 

198 

87 

Classified and employment advertising 
75 F J Eberle. Manager 212-997-2557 

178,179 

Allen-Bradley Co 
Alps Personnel« 
Ball Aerospace 
Colorado Ute 
Corporate Personnel Cons 
Coulter Electronics, Inc 

67 Dorsey Love 8 Assoc 
E G & G Kirtland Operations 
Ford Aerospace Comm., Corp 
GTE Lenkurt Inc 

101- Hewlett Packard 
Key Search 
Kievan 8 Co, Robert 
Lowe David M. Personnel Services 

177 Martin Marietta Aerospace 
National Personnel Consultants Inc 
NCR Corporation 
Pentad 
Raychem Corp 
RCI-Executive Search Consult 
Riddick Associates Ltd 
Sitronix 
Southwest Technical 
Sperry Airflight 
Storage Technology Corp 
Thompson Robert J. 
Transition Search 

103 

9 

Texas Instruments Semiconductor 82,170.171 

230 
226 
232 
234 
228 
234 
226 
233 
227 
226 
235 
235 
235 
226 
231 
234 

229.232 
226 

232.234 
235 
235 
228 
230 
233 
228 
235 
234 

• For more information of complete product line see 
advertisement in the latest Electronics Buyers Guide 

• Advertisers in Electronics International 
Advertisers in Electronics domestic edition 

Advertising Sales Staff 

Advertising sales manager: Norman Rosen 
3200 Wilshire Blvd.. South Tower 
Los Angeles Calif. 90010 (213) 487-1160 

Market managers: 
Components: William Boyle. Rochester, N.Y. 
Computers & Peripherals: Frank Mitchell, Boston 
Test & Measurement: Don Farris, San Francisco 
Semiconductors: Norman Rosen. Los Angeles 

Atlanta, Gs 30309: Peter Stun 
100 Colony Square, 1175 Peachtree St., N.E. 
14041892-2868 
Boston, Mass. 02118: Frank Mitchell 
607 Boylston St., [617] 262-1160 
Cleveland, Ohio 44113: William J. Boyle 
(716) 248-5620 
Fort Lauderdale, Fie. 33306: Peter Stien 
3000 N.E. 30th Place. Suite Is400 
(305) 563-9111 
New York, N.Y. 10020 
1221 Avenue of the Americas 
John Gallie [212] 997-3616 
Matthew T. Reseska (212) 997-3617 
Philadelphia, Pa. 19102: Matthew T. Reseska 
Three Parkway, (212) 997-3617 
Pittsburgh, Pa. 1522t Matthew T. Reseska 
4 Gateway Center, (212) 997-3617 
Rochester, N.Y. 14534: William J. Boyle 
Powder Mill Office Park. 1163 Pittsford-Victor Rd 
Pittsford, N.Y. 14534 (716) 248-5620 
Chicago, M. 80611 
645 North Michigan Avenue 
Jack Anderson (312) 751-3739 
Robert M. Denmead (312) 751-3738 
Detroit, Michigan 4820:6 Jack Anderson 
1400 Fisher Bldg., (313) 873-7410 
Costa Mesa, Calif. 92828: Edward E. Callahan 
3001 Red Hill Ave. Bldg. «1 Suite 222 
[714] 557-6292 
Dallas, Texas 75201: John J. Uphues 
2001 Bryan Tower. Suite 1070 
[214] 742-1747 
Denver, Colo. 80203: Harry B. Doyle. Jr. 
655 Broadway, Suite 325 
(303) 825-6731 
Houston, Texas 77002: John J. Uphues 
601 Jefferson Street. Dresser Tower 
(713) 659-8381 
Loe Angeles, Calif. 90010: Chuck Crowe 
3200 Wilshire Blvd., South Tower 
(213) 487-1160 
San Francisco, Calif. 94111: Don Farris, 
Larry Goldstein, 425 Battery Street, 
[415) 362-4600 

Paris: Michael Sales 
17 Rue-Georges Bizet, 75116 Paris, France 
Tel 720-16-80 
United Kingdom: Simon Smith 
34 Dover Street, London WI 
Tel, 01-493-1451 
Scandinavia: Andrew Karnig and Assoc. 
and Simon Smith 
Kungsholmsgatan 10 
112 27 Stockholm, Sweden 
Tel 08 51 68 70 Telex: 179 51 
Milan: Ferruccio Silvera 
1 via Baracchini. Italy 
Phone 86-90-656 
Brussels: 
23 Chaussee de Wavre 
Brussels 1040, Belgium 
Tel: 513-73-95 
Frankfurt/Main: Fritz Krusebecker 
LiebigStrasse 27c. Germany 
Phone 72 01 81 
Tokyo: Akio Saijo, McGraw-Hill 
Publications Overseas Corporation. 
Kasuniigaseki Building 2-5, 3-chome, 
Kasumigaseki. Chiyoda-Ku, Tokyo. Japan 
(581) 9811 

Business Department 
Thomas M. Egan 
Productidn Direct, 
[2121 997-3140 
Carol Gallagher 
Production Manager 
[212] 997-2045 
Betty Preis 
Production Manager Domestic 
[212] 997-2908 
Thomas Kutch 
Production Manager Related Products 
(212) 997-2044 

Karen Walpole 
Production Assistant 
(212) 997-2843 
Frances Vallone 
Reader Service Manager 
(212) 997-6057 

Electronics Buyers' Guide 
H.T. Howland, General Manager 
(212) 997-6642 
Regina Hera, Directory Manager 
(212) 997-2544 

Classified and Employment Advertising 
Frank Ebede, Manager 
(212) 997-2557 
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ADDRESSABLIE 
systums 

FROM ammo 22 

Huntington Beach, California .. . Opto 22, originators of 
the industry standard I/O system, announces the second 
generation in I/O Systems in both serial and parallel 
configurations. 

SERIAL ADDRESSABLE RACK (PB 16S1) 
Communication with multiple input/output stations. 
32 station address capability per serial loop. 
Up to 16 power I/O modules per station 
Switch selectable baud rate 
Opto 22 provided firmware includes message protocol. 
event counter, self test, watch dog timer and more 
Plug in modules provide choice of 
1. 20 Ma Current Loop. 

2. RS 422 Balanced Differential Drivers and Receivers. 
3. Optically Coupled Drivers and Receivers. 
4. RS 232 

PARALLEL ADDRESSABLE RACK (PB 16P1) 
Bidirectional Communication with input or 
output modules. 
64 station address capability. 
Up to 16 Power Input/Output modules per station. 
50 Conductor Daisy-Chain cable connects all racks 
to host controller. 
On-board station address select switch. 

15272 Relay Circle, Huntington Beach, CA 92649 
(714) 892-3313 

Another Opto 22 product available for immediate shipment. 

Circle 901 on reader service card 



PHOTOTRANSISTORSik 
PHOTODARLINGIONS 

•Clear Epoxy Packages .Less than 50 cents 

The CLT 4000 series of 
phototransistors and the CLR 
4180 photodarlingtons utilize 
lead frame construction for 
direct soldering into circuit 
1)oards or socket mounting and 
are molded in clear eimy 
packages ... and the price is less 
than 50 cents each in pmcluction 

quantities. 
This design includes a 

molded lens over the transistor 
to control angular response. All 
units have guaranteed light 
sensitivity and are spectrally 
compatible with the Clairex 
CLED 400 IR Emitter. The CLR 
4180 offers particularly high 

sensitivity at low irradiance 
levels of 0.1 m‘vicm2 and 
1.0 mw/cm2. 

For specific details call 914-
664-6602 or write Clairee 
Electronics, 560 South Third 
Avenue, Mount Vernon, 
New York 10550. 

CLAIREX ELECTRONICS 
;\ I)i\ ision ()I ( :or' x)ral ion 

Circle 902 on reader service card 


